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Notations

The following symbols and notations are used throughout this thesis.

N             the set of natural numbers

R            the set of real numbers
RN the set of vectors whose coordinates are indexed by the

elements of N

R+           the set of non-negative real numbers

R++ the set of positive real numbers

RN the set of vectors in RN whose coordinates are all positive++

0           the empty set

(9) -alt!(n-t)!

RQT R is a subset of T

Rc T R is a subset of T and R is not equal to T

22v            the set of all subsets of N

TI the number of elements of T

conv{A} the convex hull of A
3a there exists an a
Va         for all a
0            the end of an example

0             the end of a proof

Furthermore, we define the empty sum to be equal to zero and we define conv{0} = 0.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Game theory and cooperation restrictions

Decision making by various individuals can result in conflicts or cooperation between

these individuals. Game theory deals with the mathematical modeling of these situations

of conflict and cooperation and with the analysis of these models using mathematical

techniques.
The foundation of game theory was laid by von Neumann (1928). However,  it was not

until the publication of the seminal book 'Theory of Games and Economic Behavior' by

von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) that game theory received widespread attention.

Since then, game theory has evolved into an important tool for modeling and analyzing

in economics and other social sciences as well as in evolutionary biology.
Game theory can roughly be divided into cooperative game theory and non-coopera-

tive game theory. Cooperative game theory deals with situations in which groups of

players coordinate their actions. This coordination results in joint profits, which often

exceed the sum of the individual profits. Cooperative game theory deals with the question

how to divide these joint profits. In cooperative game theory it is often assumed that

all players will eventually cooperate. A possible division of joint profits among these

cooperating players is called a payoff vector. An allocation rule specifies how to divide

joint profits for a collection of cooperative games. In cooperative game theory much

attention is paid to allocation rules with appealing characteristics.

Non-cooperative game theory primarily deals with the analysis of conflict situations.

A conflict can result when several decision makers have opposed interests. Each decision

maker will usually choose an option in his own interest, which need not be in the interest

of the others. These individual decisions can result in worse outcomes for all players

1
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compared to a coordinated decision. In non-cooperative game theory we distinguish
between games in strategic form and games in extensive form. In a game in strategic
form, which is sometimes referred to as a 'one-shot game', every player makes a decision
without knowledge of the decisions of the other players, i.e., the players make their
decisions independently. In a game in extensive form, players make decisions at several
points in time. Each player might make more than one decision, at several points in
time. A well-known example of a game in extensive form with two players is the game of
chess. Both games in strategic form and games in extensive form eventually result in a
payoff for every player. In non-cooperative game theory much attention is paid to Nash

equilibria. A Nash equilibrium describes a strategy for each player with the property
that no player has an incentive to choose another strategy.

In this monograph we focus on decision making and cooperation restrictions. In con-
trast with what is often assumed in game theory we consider situations in which not
all groups of players can effectively cooperate with each other, i.e., there exist coopera-

tion restrictions between the players. This monograph can roughly be divided into two
parts. The first part provides an analysis of cooperative games with exogenously given
cooperation restrictions. Restricted cooperation between players will be represented by
a cooperation structure, which describes the cooperation possibilities of the players.  We

will distinguish between three types of cooperation restrictions, modeled by means of
partitions, undirected graphs, and hypergraphs. The second part of this monograph

goes one step back and deals with the endogenous formation of cooperation structures.
We will describe and analyze several models dealing with the formation of all three types
of networks that we distinguished in the first part.

The first approach to modeling cooperation restrictions in cooperative game theory
assumes that players are partitioned in several groups. Cooperation is assumed to be

possible within such a group only. A partition of a set of players is called a coalition
structure and was considered by Aumann and Maschler (1964) in defining the bargaining
set. Following Aumann and Maschler (1964), several papers, e.g., Davis and Maschler

(1967) and Peleg (1967), concentrate on the stability of a payoff vector together with
a coalition structure. A different view on cooperative games and coalition structures
was initiated by Aumann and Drlze (1974). They assume that a coalition structure
is determined exogenously and address the question how to divide joint profits in a
cooperative situation in which the cooperation possibilities are represented by a coalition
structure. Aumann and Dr&ze (1974) study extensions of well-known allocation rules for

cooperative games to cooperative games with coalition structures.  On all these extensions
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they impose the requirement that the players in a coalition in the exogenously given

coalition structure divide the value of this coalition. Yet another view on cooperative

games with coalition structures was introduced by Owen (1977). Similar to Aumann and

Drlze  (1974), he studies allocation rules for cooperative games with coalition structures.

However, Owen (1977) assumes that cooperation does not only take place within a
group in a coalition structure, but also between groups.  In this way, elements of such a

coalition structure can be seen as a priori unions. Owen (1977) introduces an allocation
rule for cooperative games with coalition structures that represents this view. Games

with coalition structures have subsequently been studied extensively, among others, by
Hart and Kurz (1983), Levy and McLean (1989), Winter (1989, 1992), and Hamiache

(1999a).
The second approach to modeling cooperation restrictions was initiated by Myerson

(1977). He models cooperation possibilities between players by means of an undirected
graph rather than by a coalition structure. This richer kind of model may capture

more of the subtleness of communication networks. It allows, for example, a represen-

tation of a situation in which two countries do not cooperate or communicate with each
other directly, but both countries do have diplomatic relations with a third country.

An undirected graph together with a cooperative game is called a communication situa-
tion. Myerson (1977) introduced an allocation rule for communication situations which

is nowadays usually called the Myerson value. An alternative allocation rule for commu-
nication situations was introduced by Borm et al. (1992). Recently, Hamiache (1999b)
introduced yet another allocation rule for communication situations. Owen (1986) and
van den Nouweland and Borm (1991) focus in their analysis of communication situations
on the transmission of appealing properties of the underlying game in a communication
situation to two communication games. These communication games are cooperative
games that try to capture or summarize the information that is contained in a communi-
cation situation. Other work on communication situations includes van den Nouweland

(1993), van den Nouweland et al. (1993), and Potters and Reijnierse (1995).
The third approach to modeling cooperation restrictions makes use of hypergraphs.

Where graphs allow for bilateral communication or cooperation only, hypergraphs can
be used to model cooperation between groups of players of arbitrary size. This allows,

for example, a representation of the cooperation between several countries in different
organizations, like, for example, the European Union and the United Nations, which
cannot be represented by a cooperation structure or an undirected graph. The idea of
modeling restricted possibilities to cooperate by means of hypergraphs is due to Myerson

(1980). A hypergraph together with a cooperative game is called a hypergraph communi-
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cation situation. Hypergraph communication situations have subsequently been studied

by van den Nouweland et al.  (1992),  van den Nouweland  (1993), and Borm et  al.  (1994).

In recent years a growing interest can be observed in the analysis of network for-
mation. The issue which coalitions form was already discussed by von Neumann and
Morgenstern (1944), though  they  do not explicitly consider coalition structures.    Von

Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) consider a model of coalition formation in which a

cooperative game is exogenously given. Each player chooses a coalition, which could
be interpreted as the coalition he would like to belong to. Depending on these choices

several disjoint coalitions may form. Subsequently, the value of a coalition that has
been  formed is divided equally among its members.    Hart  and  Kurz   ( 1983) model  the

coalition formation process as a similar game in strategic form in which the payoffs to
the individual players are determined by applying an exogenously given allocation rule
to the coalition structure that results. Obviously, both in the model of von Neumann
and Morgenstern (1944) and in the model of Hart and Kurz (1983), the payoff that a
player expects to get in different coalition structures will influence his or her choices in
the process of coalition formation. In contrast with these models, Bloch (1996) analyzes

a sequential game of coalition formation, though he too assumes that the division of
the coalitional surplus is exogenous. In some situations we might, in contrast with the
models described above, expect players to negotiate their payofTs in different coalitions
before they commit themselves to forming them. This leads to an integrated approach

to the problem of coalition formation and payoff division. Several papers appeared in

which the questions of coalition formation and payoff division were studied integrally
by means of a bargaining-like approach to the problem. We mention Binmore (1985),
Gul (1989), Chatterjee et al. (1993), Perry and Reny (1994), Okada (1996) and Ray and
Vohra (1999). Borm and Tijs (1992), on the other hand, do not specify a specific bar-

gaining procedure. They study a strategic form game of coalition formation and payoff
division and expose relationships between equilibria of this non-cooperative game and
solution concepts for cooperative games.

Aumann and Myerson (1988) introduce a two-stage game for modeling the process

of cooperation structure formation and payoff division in which they follow Myerson

(1977) and represent cooperation structures by means of undirected graphs. The first
stage models the formation process of bilateral communication links in a dynamic way.

This results in a cooperation structure. The dynamic process of link formation they
employ has the property that links cannot be broken once they are formed. In the
second stage of the game, the payoffs to the players are determined by means of the
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Myerson value for communication situations applied to the underlying cooperative game
in conjunction with the cooperation structure that results in the first stage. Aumann
and Myerson (1988) conclude that, according to this game in extensive form, the grand

coalition will not necessarily result even if the underlying cooperative game is superaddi-
tive, contradicting an assumption commonly made when cooperative games are studied.
This  model has subsequently been studied  by  van den Nouweland   (1993), who focuses

on convex games, and Feinberg (1998), who showed that there exists a simple game with
a stable structure that is not internally complete.

Dutta et al. (1998) consider an alternative two-stage model of link formation and
payoff division, which was introduced by Myerson (1991).  As in the model of Aumann
and Myerson (1988), links are formed in the first stage and payoffs to the players are

determined by an exogenously given allocation rule in the second stage. In contrast with
Aumann and Myerson (1988), Dutta et al. (1998) model the first stage, the stage of link

formation, as a game in strategic form, where each player chooses a set of players with
whom he wants to form bilateral communication links. A link between two players is
formed if and only if both players want to form this link. Furthermore, Dutta et al.
(1998) consider a class of allocation rules, containing the Myerson value, rather than
just one allocation rule. They find that, under some mild conditions on the allocation
rule of the second stage, every structure can be supported by a Nash equilibrium. They
also find that for several equilibrium refinements the strategy vector that results in the
full cooperation structure belongs to the set of equilibria. This model of link formation
has also been studied by Qin (1996). He derives results similar to those of Dutta et al.

(1998) for a different equilibrium refinement.

Several recent papers take a slightly different starting point than Aumann and My-

erson (1988) and Dutta et al. (1998). Rather than considering a cooperative game, these

recent papers study reward functions, where a reward function is a function that assigns
a value to every network rather than to every coalition of players. The value of a network
according to a reward function depends not only on which players are connected, but also
on how they are connected. Jackson and Wolinsky (1996) were one of the first to study
reward functions. They do not specify a specific model of network formation, but study
the stability and efficiency of networks in situations where self-interested agents can form
and sever links. The stability concept of Jackson and Wolinsky (1996) is pairwise stabil-
ity, which means that no two agents want to form an additional link between them and
no agent wants to sever an existing link he is involved in. Jackson and Wolinsky (1996)
analyze allocation rules that describe how the value associated with each network is
distributed among the individual agents in the network. They show that for anonymous
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and component efficient allocation rules, graphs with the highest total profit need not be
pairwise stable. Dutta and Mutuswami (1997) further investigate the conflict between

stability and efficiency as exposed by Jackson and Wolinsky  (1996). They extend  the
games in strategic form studied by Dutta et al. (1998) to situations where a reward func-
tion gives the value of each possible network. By relaxing the symmetry requirement on
the allocation rule such that it is only required to hold for stable graphs, they construct
an allocation rule that ensures that efficient networks of agents will form. Stable graphs
in their paper are graphs that emerge according to several equilibrium refinements in the
link formation games. The formation of networks in the setting of reward functions is
also studied by Watts (1997), Jackson and Watts  (1999), and Johnson and Gilles (1999).

In the models described so far, relations between players are assumed to be sym-
metric. Some situations, for example the hierarchical structure of a firm, demand for
modeling of asymmetric relations between players. Situations with asymmetric bilateral
relations are sometimes modeled by means of directed graphs. Cooperative situations
with asymmetric relations between players have been studied by Gilles et al. (1992),
Derks and Gilles (1995), van den Brink and Gilles (1996), and Gilles and Owen (1999).
In these papers, a cooperation structure is interpreted as a permission structure, where

a player can fully participate in a cooperative situation if he has permission by one or
all of his superiors.  Van den Brink and Gilles (1994) and van den Brink and Borm
(1995) study these cooperation structures from a different point of view. Rather than
an analysis of the division of cooperative gains, they provide two approaches to measure
social power in hierarchically structured populations.

The formation of asymmetric relations between players is the subject of study in Bala
and  Goyal  (2000). In their approach the costs of establishing a cooperation relation  are
incurred by the person who initiates this link. Two interpretations of such a cooperation
relation are considered. Firstly, a cooperation relation represents one-way communica-

tion, meaning that the person who establishes a communication relation has access to
the information of the player with whom he forms a communication relation, but not
vice-versa. Hence, in this model a relation between two players is asymmetric. Secondly,
Bala and Goyal (2000) consider two-way communication, in which both players involved
in a communication relation have access to each other's information. Bala and Goyal
(2000) characterize the equilibrium networks in these models and subsequently take a
dynamic approach to the formation of networks. They derive that equilibrium networks
emerge rapidly. These models appear to have simple architectures and are often so-
cially efficient. Jackson (1999) also studies the formation of asymmetric communication
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networks. He focuses on the relation between stability and efficiency.

1.2 Overview

The main part of this monograph is devoted to cooperative games with cooperation
restrictions. Firstly, we provide an extensive analysis of cooperative games with exoge-
nously given cooperation restrictions. Subsequently, we go one step back and analyze
the endogenous formation of cooperation structures.  In the last two chapters of this
monograph we take a slightly different approach and study reward functions. We will
now give an outline of this monograph.

Chapter 2 is introductory. We start with an introduction to cooperative game the-
ory. We formally define cooperative games with transferable utilities and describe sev-
eral well-known solution concepts like the imputation set, the core, and the Shapley
value. Furthermore, we discuss several appealing properties that a cooperative game
might satisfy. Subsequently, we provide an introduction to non-cooperative game the-
ory, concentrating on games in strategic form. We define the standard concept of Nash

equilibrium and proceed with the definition of several equilibrium refinements.  The last
part of chapter 2 contains descriptions of three types of networks, undirected graphs,

hypergraphs, and coalition structures.
In chapter 3 we introduce cooperative games with cooperation restrictions. The eco-

nomic possibilities of a set of players are modeled by a cooperative game with transferable
utilities and the cooperation possibilities by means of a communication network.  We will
discuss all three types of networks that were introduced in chapter 2. Firstly, we focus on
undirected graphs. A cooperative game in conjunction with an undirected graph is called
a communication situation. We will associate two cooperative games with each commu-
nication situation, the graph-restricted game and the link game. Based on these two
games, we describe two allocation rules for communication situations, the Myerson value
and the position value. We also discuss a third allocation rule, which was introduced by
Hamiache (1999b). Subsequently, we describe and analyze hypergraph communication
situations and games with coalition structures, in which restricted cooperation between
the players is modeled by means of hypergraphs and coalition structures, respectively.
For hypergraph communication situations we introduce the hypergraph-restricted game
and an allocation rule, which are similar to the graph-restricted game and the Myerson
value for communication situations. For games with coalition structures we describe an
allocation rule introduced by Aumann and Driaze (1974), which is based on the Shapley
value and which will be referred to as the value of Aumann and Drbze.
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Chapter 4 is devoted to the analysis of communication situations with asymmetries

between the players. We follow Kalai and Samet (1988) in modeling these asymmetries.

Based on their generalizations of the Shapley value, we introduce a class of allocation
rules for communication situations. These allocation rules are inspired by the Myerson

value. Two characterizations of this class of allocation rules are provided.

In chapter 5 we study properties of cooperative games in communication situations.

We follow Owen (1986) and van den Nouweland and Borm (1991) and study what con-
ditions on the underlying graphs are necessary and suflicient to guarantee that certain

desirable properties of the original game are transmitted from a game to its associated

graph-restricted game. Owen (1986) and van den Nouweland and Borm (1991) char-
acterized the graphs that guarantee inheritance of superadditivity and convexity.  We

recall their arguments and extend some of their remarks on the inheritance of two prop-

erties that deal with non-emptiness of the core. Subsequently, we study three properties

that are related to the Shapley value, among which the property that the Shapley value

belongs to the core.  The last part of chapter 5 studies two properties that involve

population monotonic allocation schemes. A population monotonic allocation scheme,

introduced by Sprumont (1990), specifies a profit division for every  set of players  with
the property that each player receives more if he is in a larger group of players. We study
the property that a game has a population monotonic allocation scheme and the prop-

erty that the allocation scheme based on the Shapley value is a population monotonic
allocation scheme. We provide for each of the properties that we consider a characteriza-

tion of the class of undirected graphs that guarantee transmission of this property from

a game to its associated graph-restricted game.
Chapter 6 is devoted  to the model of link formation of Aumann and Myerson  (1988).

We first introduce games in extensive form and the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium

concept. Subsequently, we describe the link formation games in extensive form of Au-
mann and Myerson (1988), in which the Myerson value is applied to evaluate the resulting
cooperation structure. We recall the arguments that led them to conclude that in a su-
peradditive game the full cooperation structure need not form according to the subgame

perfect Nash equilibrium concept. Thereafter, we concentrate on the question whether a

similar result can be derived for symmetric convex games. We show that for symmetric

convex games with at most five players the full cooperation structure is always supported

by a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium. It is still unknown whether the result can be
extended to symmetric convex games with six or more players. However, we provide an

example of a symmetric convex game in which connected incomplete structures can re-
sult.  In such a structure two players are exploited, meaning that they receive strictly less
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than they would according to the full cooperation structure, and the other four players

receive strictly more than they would according to the full cooperation structure.
In chapter 7 we study several types of network formation games in strategic form.

We start with a model that is close to the model of link formation of chapter 6, the only
difference being that links form simultaneously rather than sequentially. Subsequently,
this model is extended in two directions. Firstly, by considering the formation of hyper-

graphs rather than undirected graphs and secondly, by analyzing a class of allocation
rules rather than the Myerson value only. Restricting ourselves to superadditive games

and using several equilibrium refinements, we derive that full cooperation between the
players can result and, moreover, that for every structure that can result, the players

receive the same payoffs as with full cooperation. Finally, we analyze two models of
coalition structure formation. It is shown that one cannot hope for a result similar to
the other models in this chapter if one analyzes all superadditive games. Restricting
ourselves to convex games, we study sufficient conditions on the allocation rule to guar-
antee that the full cooperation structure results according to the strong Nash equilibrium

concept.

In chapter 8 we concentrate on the influence of costs for establishing links on the
communication networks that are formed. The starting points in this chapter are the

games of link formation in extensive form of chapter 6 and the games of link formation in
strategic form of chapter 7. We introduce and apply an extension of the Myerson value
to determine the payoffs.  We find that it is possible that as the costs of establishing
links increase, more links are formed.

In chapter 9 we introduce a model in which a network structure and payoffs to the
players are determined simultaneously. Each player announces a claim for each link
he wants to form. Based on these claims, a cooperation structure and a payoff vector
result. We analyze the structures and payoff divisions that result according to the Nash
equilibrium concept and several refinements of Nash equilibrium.  We show that the
resulting network does not contain cycles in which at least one of the players claims a
positive amount for the formation of one of the links in the cycle. Furthermore, a player
does not necessarily profit from a central position in a graph.

Chapter 10 deals with a subclass of the family of games in strategic form, namely
potential games. Potential games are games in strategic form in which the information
that suffices to compute the set of Nash equilibria can be captured in a single function.
Potential games were introduced by Monderer and Shapley   (1996), who additionally
introduced an equilibrium refinement for these games, the potential maximizer. We
revisit the models of network formation of chapter 7 and first focus on the question
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which allocation rules make sure that these formation models result in potential games.

Subsequently, using these allocation rules, we study the potential maximizer, mainly

concentrating on superadditive games. The results are conform our results in chapter
7, except for one of the models of coalition structure formation, in conjunction with the
value of Aumann and Draze. In these games of coalition structure formation, the poten-

tial maximizer predicts for all superadditive games the formation of the full cooperation

structure or a structure that results in the same payofrs as the full cooperation struc-
ture.  As a by-product we characterize the class of weighted potential games in terms of

weighted Shapley values.

In chapter 11 we consider reward games, where a reward game consist of a set of

players and a reward function. An allocation scheme specifies how to distribute the
worth of each network among the players. Inspired by population monotonic allocation

schemes, we introduce link monotonic allocation schemes, in which no player is worse off

by extending the network. Furthermore, we consider two allocation schemes based on

the Myerson value and the position value for communication situations. We characterize

the classes of reward games for which the Myerson allocation scheme and the position
allocation scheme are link monotonic. A reward communication situation consists of a
reward game in conjunction with a fixed network. We provide characterizations of the
Myerson value and the position value on the class of reward communication situations

using (cooperative) potentials.
The last chapter of this monograph, chapter 12, deals with a fourth kind of networks,

directed graphs. Similar to our approach in chapter 11, we assume that the economic

possibilities of the players are captured in a reward function, which assigns a value to

every network. In contrast with the networks discussed in the other chapters, a directed

graph consists of asymmetric communication relations. We study to what extent we can

make use of the results in the previous chapters, taking into account the asymmetries of

the bilateral communication links. We characterize the classes of graphs that allow for
a unique allocation rule satisfying an efficiency property and a fairness property, which

takes into account the asymmetry in a directed communication relation. Finally, we give

the first impulse to modeling the formation of asymmetric communication networks by

means of games in strategic form.



Chapter 2

Games and networks

This chapter provides a brief introduction to game theory. We will distinguish between

cooperative game theory and non-cooperative game theory, which is sometimes referred

to as strategic game theory. After this introduction to game theory, a short introduction
to graph theory is provided, by describing the networks that will be used to model
restricted communication between players.

Section 2.1 provides an introduction to cooperative game theory, followed by an
introduction to non-cooperative game theory in section 2.2. Finally, section 2.3 describes

three types of networks.

2.1   Cooperative game theory
Cooperative game theory primarily deals with joint profits that can be obtained by
groups of players if they coordinate their actions.  In some situations these joint profits
are freely transferable between the players whereas in other situations   they   are   not.

A cooperative game is called a cooperative game with transferable utility or TU-game
if with each group of players we can associate a single number, representing the total
payoff available to this group if the players in this group coordinate.  In a TU-game there
exist no restrictions on the division of joint profits between the players.  A more general

approach associates with each group of players a set of possible payoff divisions. These
payoffs cannot be transferred between the players. Such a cooperative game is called

a cooperative game with non-transferable utitity or NTU-game.  Here, we will restrict
ourselves to cooperative games with transferable utility.

A TU-game is a pair (N, v), where N denotes the finite set of players and u : 2N -+ R

the characteristic function, with v(0) = 0. For convenience we will sometimes identify

11
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N with the set {1,..., n}. A group of players T C N i s called a coalition and v(T) the
value or worth of this coalition. The player set N is sometimes referred to as the grand
coalition.  The set of all TU-games with player set N is denoted by TUN. We sometimes
refer to a TU-game simply as a (cooperative) game.

For all TU-games (N, v) and all T (N the subgame (T, vIT) is defined by vIT(R) =
u(R) for all R C T. A TU-game (N, u) is called zero-normalized if v({i})  = 0 for all
i € N.  So, a player cannot achieve any worth by himself in a zero-normalized game.
The  set  of all zero-normalized TU-games with player  set   N  will be denoted  by  TU .
Additionally, we denote TON = UTQNTUT.

A game (N, v)  E TUN is called symmetric if there exist wl,···,wINI  E R such that
U(T) = wITI for all T c N. So, the value of a coalition in a symmetric game depends on
the size of this coalition only, and not on the identity of its players.

Let (N, v) be a TU-game. A player i E N i s called a dummy player if v(T U {i}) =
u(T) + u({i}) for all T c N\{i}. A player i€N i s called a zero player if i is a dummy
player and additionally v({i}) =0.A player i€N i s called a veto player if v(T) = 0
for all T g N\{i}. So, a dummy player contributes the same value to any coalition to
which he belongs. A dummy player is called a zero player if this fixed contribution is
zero. A veto player is a player who is essential to obtain non-zero profit in a TU-game.

A payo#vector (zi,···,In) ofa TU-game (N, u) is an n-dimensional vector describing
the payoffs to the players, where player i EN receives xi. The assumption that all players
cooperate and divide the value of the grand coalition is captured in the condition

E xi = v(N), (2.1)

iEN

called €Oiciency· The condition representing that each player receives at least as much
as he can achieve by himself is called individual rationatity, formally described by

xi 2 v({i}) for all i E N. (2.2)

The set of payoff vectors that satisfy both efficiency and individually rationality is called
the imputation set I(N, v) and is described by

I(N, v) =  z E RN I Izi = u(N) and z, 2 u({i}) for all i E N .      (2.3)
i€N

Obviously, the imputation set is non-empty if and only if v(N) 2 E,EN v({i})

The core of a game (N, v) is a subset of the imputation set I(N, v) and contains the
payoff vectors upon which no coalition can improve. The core C(N, v) is described by

C(N, v) = <z c RN  I   Z xi = u(N)  and  E xi  2 u(T) for all T C N .           (2.4)
iEN i€T
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Bondareva (1963) and Shapley (1967) study necessary and sufficient conditions for a

game to have a non-empty core in terms of balanced maps. To describe these conditions
define for all T I N the vector e7. by er =1 for all i f T and e,T=O for all i€N\T.
A map x : 2N\0 -+ [0,1] is called a balanced map if

E   %(T)eT = eN
TON\{0}

The following theorem is due to Bondareva (1963) and Shapley (1967).

Theorem 2.1.1  Let  (N, v) be a TU-game.  Then  C(N, v)  92 0 if and only if for every
balanced map K : 2N\{0} -+ [0,11 it holds that

Z  K(T)v(T) 5 v(N)
T€23\{0}

A game (N, u) is called balanced if it has a non-empty core.  A game (N, u) is called

totally balanced  if game  (N, v)  and  all its subgames are balanced,  i.e., have non-empty
cores.

Let N be a set of players and let R 6 21'\{0}.  The unanimity game (N, uR) is the
game described by uR(T) =l i f R E T and uR(T) =0 otherwise (see Shapley (1953b)).
In the unanimity game (N, uR) the value of coalition T equals 1 if T contains all players

in R, whereas the value of coalition T equals 0 if there exists a player in R that does
not belong to T. Every game (N, v) can be written as a linear combination of unanimity
games in a unique way, i.e., v =  R€21,\{0} AR(v)UR· For notational convenience we
define the game (N, u0) by ue(0) = 0 and ue(T) = 1 for all T € 2N\{0}. Additionally,

we define ,\0(u)  =  0 for every game (N, v)  E  TUN. The coefficients (AR(v))R€2N\{0}
are called unanimity coellicients of the game  (N, v). For convenience we also refer to
(AR(v))RgN as the unanimity coefficients of the game (N, v) Shapley (1953b) showed

that the unanimity coefficients of TU-game (N, v) satisfy

AR(v) =    E   (-1)IR'-11'luCT) for all R C 2N\{0} (2.5)

T€2R\{0}

If there is no ambiguity about the underlying game we will sometimes simply write

(AR)REN instead of (AR(v))Rc N·
An allocation rule for TU-games is a function 7 that assigns a payoff vector 7(N, u) to

every TU-game in a class of cooperative games with transferable utility.  We will discuss

several allocation rules: the Shapley value, the nucleolus, and the T-value. The Shapley
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value assigns a payoff vector to every TU-game, whereas the nucleolus and 7--value are
defined on a subclass of the set of all TU-games.  In case there is no ambiguity about
the underlying player set, we will sometimes simply refer to 7(v) rather than 7(N, v).

The Shaptey value can be described in several ways. Shapley (1953b) introduced this
allocation rule. The Shapley value * applied to game (N, v) E TUN is described by

v-   ITI!(n -1-  Tl)! /$,(N, v) = L lv(T U {i}) - v(T)   for all i €N.          (2.6)n!
TQNKT

An alternative representation can be given in terms of unanimity coeflicients,

r.   AR(v)0,(N, v) =    2L    -foralli EN. (2.7)

RCN.ER IRI

Yet another description of the Shapley value uses permutations and marginal vectors.
Let PN  be the set of all permutations of N  =  {1,...,n}.  So,  71-  E  PN is a bijection,
where 71-(i) = j means that player i is in position j. For any permutation x € PN the
marginal payoff vector  m"(N, v) is determined  by

m (N, u) = u({JENI lr(j) 5 lr(i)}) - v({j E N I 11'(j) < ir(i)}) for all i E N.    (2.8)

We call the set of players that precede player i according to 71- including player i the set
of predecessors of i, notation PRA = {j E NIT(j) 5 71'(i)}. Now, equation (2.8) reduces
to

mi'(N,v) = v(PRi') - u(PRix\{i}) for all i EN. (2.9)

The Shapley value coincides with the average of all marginal vectors,

1    -

*(N, u) = -  1, m*(N,v) (2.10)
n!

lrEPN

Kalai and Samet (1988) argue that in many applications players are not completely
symmetric, requiring the use of non-symmetric extensions of, for example, the Shapley
value. The family of weighted Shapley values was introduced by Shapley (1953a). Every
weighted Shapley value assumes that a strictly positive weight is associated with each
player. These weights represent the relative strengths of the players. The (symmetric)
Shapley value is a special case where the weights of the players are all equal.

Weighted Shapley values can easily be described using unanimity coefiicients. Let
w = (Wi),€N E R  be a vector of positive weights.  For all R E 2N\{0} define wR =
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 i€R mi. The weighted Shapley value *w applied to cooperative game (N, v)  E TUN is
then defined by

07(N, u) =    r .ELAR(v) (2.11)
WRRCN:iER

We refer to *w as the w-Shapley value or simply as a weighted Shapley value. In section
4.1 we follow Kalai and Samet (1988) and extend the family of weighted Shapley values

to Shapley values with weight systems, allowing a weight of zero for some players.
The nucleolus, introduced by Schmeidler (1969) is an allocation rule for TU-games

with a non-empty imputation set. Before we can describe the nucleolus we need some
additional notation.  For z, y € Rp we call z lexicographically smaller than y, z SL Y,

if z = vor there exists q E {l,..., p} such that zi = 1/i fur alli E {1,..., q - 1} and
zq < yq. Furthermore, for every game (N, v), every payoff vector I E I(N, v), and every

coalition T € 2N\{0} define

e(T, z) = v(T) -Z Ii' (2.12)

ET

called the excess of coalition T.    Now,  define  for  all  (N, v)  and  all  x f IiN, v) the

excess vector 8(z) f WN-1 that has as its coordinates the excesses of all coalitions

written down in decreasing order, i.e., 81(z) 2. . .2 02"-1(z).  We can now define the

nucleolus.   Let  (N, v)  be a TU-game with I(N, v)  0  0.   The nucleolus A/(N, v)  is the
unique element of the imputation set such that 8(A/(N, v)) is a lexicographic minimum
of the set {0(z)  I z€ I(N, v)}.  If the core of a game is non-empty then the nucleolus of
this game is an element of the core. A survey on the nucleolus can be found in Maschler

(1992).

The ·r-value, introduced by Tijs (1981), is an allocation rule defined on a subclass of
the class of TU-games, called quasi-balanced games.  Both the definition of the T-value

and the definition of quasi-balanced games are based on two payoff vectors, the utopia
payoff vector and the minimum right payoff vector.  Let (N, v) be a TU-game. Define the
utopia payof vectorM(N, v) by Mi(N, v)  = v(N)-v(N\{i}) for all i E N. Furthermore,
define the minimum right payof vector by

m,(N,v) = max[u(T) - Z Mj (N, u)]  for all  i  € N. (2.13)
T:i€T

j€T\{,}

A  game  (N, v) is called quasi-balanced if it satisfies  (i)  m(N, v)  5  M(N, u)  and  (ii)

E,€N mi(N, v)  5  v(N)  5  ELEN Mi(N, v). Tijs and Lipperts (1982) show that every
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balanced game is quasi-balanced. We can now define the T-value.  Let (N, v) be a quasi-
balanced game. Then the T-value 7-(N,v) is the unique efficient payoff vector that is a
convex combination of m(N, u)  and  M(N, v),  i.e.,

7-(N, v) = am(AT, v) + (1 - a)M(N, u) (2.14)

where a c [0,1] is such that

Z[am,(N,v) + (1 - a)M,(N,v)] = v(N). (2.15)
ieN

A payoff scheme that provides not only a payoff vector for a specific game, but also
for all its subgames is called an allocation scheme. So, an allocation scheme for game
(N, v) is a vector (xi,R ,ER,RcN·  Note that every allocation rule defined on the set of all
TU-games can be extended by applying this rule to a game itself and all its subgames to
provide an allocation scheme for this game. The allocation scheme based on the Shapley
value will be called the Shaptey allocation scheme.

Sprumont (1990) introduced a concept that guarantees that once a coalition is formed,
no player in this coalition is tempted to induce the formation of a smaller coalition.
Sprumont (1990) argues that this requires that the payoff of any player increases as the
coalition he belongs to grows larger. An allocation scheme that satisfies this property
as well as efficiency for all subgames is called a population monotonic allocation scheme

(PMAS): a vector (Yi,R),ER,REN is a population monotonic allocation scheme for the
cooperative game (N, v) if it satisfies the following conditions:

(i)           ZiER Vi,R = v(R) for all R g N.

(ii)          Vi,R S Yi,T for all R,TCNwith R E T andallie R.
If a TU-game (N, v) has a PMAS (1/i,R i€R.RaN then the payoff vector (1/i,NA€N is a

core-element for the game (N, v). Moreover,  for all T (N i t holds that (Vi,T),ET is a
core-element for the subgame (T, vIT). Hence, every subgame of (N, u) has a non-empty
core as well. We conclude that if a game has a PMAS then this game is totally balanced.

The remainder of this section mainly deals with several properties that a TU-game
might satisfy and some remarks why these properties are interesting. A TU-game (N, u)
is called monotonic if u(Ti) 5 V(T2) for all Ti c 7,2 C N. Monotonicity of a game states
that the value of a coalition is less than or equal to the value of any larger coalition.

A cooperative game  (N, v)  is superadditive if for all Ti  E  N and all 7'2  c  N\Ti  it
holds that

11(Ti) + 11(T2) 5 7(Ti U T2)· (2.16)
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Superadditivity of a game states that any two disjoint coalitions weakly increase their
total worth by cooperating, i.e., the worth of the union of two disjoint coalitions weakly

exceeds the sum of the two values of these coalitions.
A cooperative game (N, u) is additive if (2.16) holds with equality for all Ti c N and

all T2  c N\Ti.
A cooperative game (N, v) is conver if for all t e N and all Ti (7 3 2 E N with i€7 1

it holds that

v(Ti) - v(Tij{i}) S UCT2) - UCT2 {i}) (2.17)

So, a game is convex if the marginal contribution of a player to any coalition is less than
or equal to his marginal contribution to a larger coalition. An alternative but equivalent
description of convexity states that a game  (N, v) is convex if for all Ti,T2 c N it holds

that

v(Ti) + UCT,) 5 U(Ti U T,) + 11(Ti n T2)· (2.18)

It is easily seen that convexity implies superadditivity. Furthermore, convexity of a game
implies that the Shapley value of this game belongs to the core. A cooperative game

(N, v) is called strictly convex if equation (2.17) holds with strict inequality for all iE  N
and  all TI  C  1'2  g  N with  i € Ti.

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the Shapley value to belong to the core are
studied by Ifiarra and Usategui  (1993).    As a by-product, they introduced the class  of

average convex games.  A game (N, v) is average convex if for all Ti c 7,2 C N it holds

that

E [v(Ti) - v(Ti\{i})1 5 X [11(T2) - UCT21{i})]. (2.19)

i€Tl i€Tl

Hence, a game is average convex if for any coalition the sum (average) of marginal
contributions for the players in this coalition is less than or equal to the sum (average)

of marginal contributions for the same players in a larger coalition.  Note that convexity
implies average convexity. Ifiarra and Usategui (1993) show that if a TU-game is average

convex then the Shapley value of this game belongs to the core. Since a subgame of an

average convex game is average convex as well it follows that the Shapley value of this
subgame belongs to the core of this subgame. This implies that an average convex game

is totally balanced. Marin-Solano and Rafels (1996) remark that average convexity of a
game implies superadditivity of this game.
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Potentials associated with TU-games were introduced by Hart and Mas-Colell (1989)
They consider a real-valued map P on the set of all TU-games. Given this function P
consider the marginal contribution of player i according to potential P and cooperative

game (N, v) defined by

DiP(N, v) = p(N, u) - P(N\{i},VIN\{i})· (2.20)

This function P is called a potential Junction if it satisfies the conditions P(0, w) = 0,
where (0, w) E TUe is described by w(0) = 0 and  ,EN DIP(N, v) = u(N) for all TU-
games (N, v).  Hart and Mas-Colell (1989) show that such a potential function exists and
moreover, that it is unique. Furthermore, they show that for every TU-game (N, u) the
vector of marginal differences (DiP(N, v))i€N coincides with the Shapley value *(N, v)

Let P be the unique potential function on the set of all TU-games.  Hart and Mas-
Colell (1989) remark that for a specific TU-game  (N, v) one can view (N, P(=)) with

PAY (T)  = P(T, VIT)  for all T C  N as a TU-game as well. Furthermore, they show that

DHM _  r   AR(v)
. (N,14

-

R'»00 -iiirt'R, (2.21)

where (AR(v))RiN  are the unanimity coefficients of the game  (N, v). If there is  no
ambiguity about the underlying game we will sometimes simply write pHM instead

of P HN,9). We Will refer  to  (N, Pgg))  as the potential game associated  with  (N, v).
Note that a cooperative game completely determines its associated potential game and
vice versa. For convenience we will sometimes refer to an associated potential game
without specifying the underlying cooperative game. Finally, to avoid confusion with
non-cooperative potential games, which we will encounter later, we will sometimes refer

to potential games associated with cooperative games as HM-potential games.

Marin-Solano and Rafels (1996) show that interesting properties of an associated
potential game can be translated back to appealing properties of the underlying game.
Specifically, they show that the associated HM-potential game is convex if and only
the Shapley allocation scheme (*i(R, vIR  iER,REN  is a population monotonic alloca-
tion scheme for the underlying game. Additionally, they show that the associated HM-
potential game is average convex if and only if the Shapley value of a game belongs to
the core and all Shapley values of the associated subgames belong to the corresponding
cores.
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2.2  Non-cooperative game theory
Non-cooperative game theory, sometimes referred to as strategic game theory, primarily
deals with interactive decision making of individuals. A non-cooperative game specifies
the possible strategies of every player in the game and the outcomes associated with
all possible strategy profiles that can be chosen by the players. We will distinguish
between situations where all decisions are made simultaneously, modeled by games in
strategic form, and situations where decisions are made sequentially, modeled by games
in extensive form.  In this section we will discuss games in strategic form.  We will
encounter games in extensive form in chapter 6.

A game in strategic form is a tuple r = (N; (Si),EN; (71'i),EN), where N= {1, . . . ,n}
denotes the player set, Si the strategy space of player i, and 71-, the payoff function of
player i, which assigns to every tuple S E S = 1-IjEN Sj a payoff lr,(s) €R. Denote

7r = (lri i€N·
In  a game in strategic form every player i EN chooses a strategy si  €  Si.   The players

choose these strategies simultaneously and independently. Subsequently, every player
receives a payoff that in general will depend not only on his own strategy but also on
the strategies of the other players. If strategy profile s = (Sj)j€N is chosen, then player
i  receives  &(s)

Let I' = (N; (Si),EN; (lri),EN) be a game in strategic form. We introduce some addi-
tional notation.  For any i€N denote the set of strategy profiles of the other players

by S-, = 1-Ij€N\{i  Sj. A specific strategy profile of these players will be denoted by

S-, E S-i, SO S-i = (Sl,··· ,Si-l, Si+l,··· ,Sn ·  With a slight aluse of notation we
denote for all i EN, all ti € Si, and all s-, E S.i

(ti, S_,) = (Sl'. .. , S,-1, ti, Sitl, ··· , Sn 

Similarly, we denote for all i,k  €  N  with  i  0  k a strategy profile of the remaining
players by s-ik = (sj)j€N\{i,k  and we denote (ti, tk, s-ik) = (4, (tk, s-ik)) Furthermore,
we denote for all T E N a strategy profile of the players in coalition T b y sT E S T-

IlieT S'. Finally, we write for all T C  N, all sT C ST, all U    N\T,  and all su € Su:
(ST'SU) = STUU·

The standard equilibrium concept for games in strategic form is the concept of
Nash equilibrium introduced  by  Nash (1950). Consider  a  game in strategic  form  I'  =
(N; (SJKN; (7rJEN)· Then strategy profile s€S i s a Nash equilibrium if no player has
an incentive to unilaterally deviate from this profile, i.e.,

71'i(s) 2 71'i(t„ 8-,) for all i E N and all ti € Si (2.22)
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We will denote the set of Nash equilibria of game I' by NE(I")
The remainder of this section deals with refinements of the concept of Nash equilib-

rium, which we will sometimes simply refer to as refinements.

The first refinement we consider is the concept of undominated Nash equilibrium.
Before we can describe this concept, we need some additional notation.  Let r
(N; (S,),EN, (71'i),€N) be a game in strategic form.   For any i EN,s,  ES,  dominates
S; E  Si if for all s_i E S_i, xi(si, s-i)  2 71'i(s;, s-,) with the inequality being strict for
some s_i € S_, Now, s; E Si is an undominated strategy if there is no si € Si such that
si  dominates si.   Let SZ(I')  be  the set of undominated strategies for i  in  f and define

S=(r) = IIi<N 67(r). A strategy tuple s is an undominated Nash equilibrium if s is a
Nash  equilibrium and  s  €  SU (r).   We will denote  the set of undominated Nash equilibria

of game r by UNE(r).
A strategy si of player i is a weakly dominant strategy if for all s_, E S_, and all

S; € Si, 7ri(Si, S-,) 2 7I i(S'i, 8-i). Denote the set of weakly dominant strategies of player
i by S:°(I') and define SW(r)  = Ilieiv S:U(I').   Note that every s €  SU'(I') is a Nash
equilibrium and that every weakly dominant strategy is undominated, implying that
Sw(r) c UNE(I').

A strategy profile is a Nash equilibrium if no individual can unilaterally improve his
payoff.  If a Nash equilibrium is played by the players, then a coordinated deviation by
some players might improve the payoffs of all deviating players. The strong Nash equi-
librium concept also considers joint deviations and, hence, restricts the set of equilibria
compared to the set of Nash equilibria (see Aumann (1959)). Formally, a strategy profile
s€S i s a strong Nash equilibrium of r if there is no coalition T E N and strategy profile

fT E ST such that lr,(tT, SN\T)  2 lr,(s)  for all i € T, with the inequality being strict for
at least one player i ET.We will denote the set of strong Nash equilibria of game I' by

SNE(r)
An equilibrium concept that is related to strong Nash equilibrium is the concept of

coalition proof Nash equilibrium introduced by Bernheim et al. (1987) and first applied by
Bernheim and Whinston (1987). Where the concept of strong Nash equilibrium considers
all profitable deviations of coalitions, the concept of coalition proof Nash equilibrium
considers a deviation by a coalition only if this deviation is stable to further deviations
by subcoalitions. These further deviations are considered only if they are stable to even
further deviations by subsubcoalitions etcetera. This demands for an inductive definition
of the concept of coalition proof Nash equilibrium. Before we define the concept of
coalition proof Nash equilibrium (CPNE) we will introduce some notation.  Let I' =
(N; (S,),EN, (7rilEN) be a game in strategic form. For every T C N and iN\T E SN\Ti
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let I'( N\T) be the game induced on the players of T by the strategies  N\T, SO

['( N\T) = (Ti (S,),€T; (71";)'ET), (2.23)

where for all i € T, < : ST -+ R is given by lr;(sT) = 71',(ST,  N\T) for all sT C ST·
lNow, coalition proof Nash equitibria are defined inductively.  In a one-player game with

player set N= {i}, L E S=S,i s a coalition proof Nash equilibrium of r = ({i}; S,; 4) if
4 maximizes & over Si. Let 17 be a game with n > 1 players. Assume that coalition proof
Nash equilibria have been defined forgames with less than n players. Then a strategy
profile a E SN is called self-enforcing if for all T C N, 37· is a coalition proof Nash
equilibrium of FON\T)· Now, the strategy vector 3 is a coalition proof Nash equilibrium
of F if 3 is self-enforcing and there is no other self-enforcing strategy profile s E Siv with
r,(S) > Ti(3) for all i c N.  We will denote the set of coalition proof Nash equilibria of

game r by CPNE(P)
In chapter 7 we will encounter some additional equilibrium refinements. We postpone

the study of relations between equilibrium concepts to that chapter.

2.3 Communication networks

Networks appear in game theory with several different interpretations. It can be a way
to describe a game in extensive form, it can represent the physical connections between

individuals, companies, or cities, but in this monograph networks usually represent coop-
eration or communication restrictions between players. We will encounter several types
of networks. In this section we will describe undirected graphs, hypergraphs, and parti-
tions, also called cooperation structures. In chapter 12 directed graphs are discussed.

An undirected graph is a pair (N, L) where N is a set of vertices and L c  LN  =
{{i, j} 1 {i, j} c N; i 4 j} denotes the set of edges. The set N will usually be identified
with economic agents or with players of a specific game. Therefore, we will usually
refer to N a s the player set and to i€N a s a player rather than as a vertex. The
set of edges L represents the set of (bilateral) communication links . A communication
graph (N, L) should be interpreted as a way to model restricted cooperation. Players
can only cooperate with each other if they are connected directly with each other, i.e.,
there is a link between them, or if they are connected indirectly, i.e., there is a path
via other players that connects them. Note that indirect communication between two
players requires the cooperation of the players on a connecting path between them as
well.  The set of all undirected graphs with vertex set N will be denoted by UGN.
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Let (N, L) be an undirected graph.  We will introduce some notations and definitions.
For all i€N define

Li ={LEL lie t}, (2.24)

the set of links player i is involved in. Additionally, define the set of links player i is not

involved in by

L_, =L\Li (2.25)

Furthermore, for every subset of links A c L denote by

N(A)  =  < i  E  N  I   Bj  E N {i, j} E A  (2.26)

the set of players that are involved in at least one link in A.

Example 2.3.1 Consider the undirected graph (N, L) with N = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7} and
L = {{1,2}, {1,5}, {2,6}, {3,7}, {4,7}, {5,6}}. This graph is represented in figure 2.1.

1                23                4

51  16 'V
Figure 2.1: The undirected graph (N, L).

The set of links player 2 is involved in is given by L2 = {{1,2}, {2,6}}, whereas the
set of links player 2 is not involved in is given by L-2 = ({1,5}, {3,7}, {4,7}, {5,6}}.
Note that L = L2 u L-2· Finally, the set of players involved in at least one of the links

{1,2},  {2,6},  and  {3,7} is given  by N({{1,2}, {2,6}, {3,7}}) = {1,2,3,6,7}.                0

A  path in the undirected graph  (N, L)  is a sequence of vertices  (It,···,It)  with  the
property that for all i € {1,... ,t - 1} it holds that {Ii, xi+1} C L. A closed path or
cycle isa path  (zi,...,It) with t 2 4,z i= It,  and z i, · · · , It-1 all distinct points.  Two
players i and j are connected if there exists a path (Il, I2, · · · , It) with zi  =i and zi  - j.
We call two players i and j directly connected iff {i, j} E L.If there exists a path between
two players who are not directly connected we call them indirectly connected, i.e., they
are connected via one or more other players. The notion of connectedness induces a
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partition of the player set into (communication) components, where two players are in

the  same ( communication) component if and  only  if they are connected, either directly

or indirectly.  The set of communication components will be denoted by N/L.  The
component  C E N/L containing player  i  E N  will be denoted  by C,(L). Furthermore,
denote the subgraph  on the vertices in coalition  R E   N b y   (R, L(R)), where L(R) =
{{i,j}   E L I   {i,j}   C R} ,  and the partition  of  R into communication components

according to graph (R, L(R)) by R/L.

Example 2.3.2 Consider the undirected graph of example 2.3.1.  Then (1,2,6) is a path
in the graph implying that players 1 and 6 are connected. Furthermore, there is no path
that connects players 2 and 3, these players are in different communication components.
It is easily checked that

N/L= {{1,2,5,6},{3,4,7}}.

Finally,  we note that  (1,2,6,5,1)  is a cycle  in the graph  (N, L). Since all points in a
cycle should be distinct except the endpoints it follows that (3,7,4,7,3) is not a cycle.  0

We will encounter several classes of graphs. A graph (N, L) is empty if L = 0.  A
graph (N, L) is complete if all pairs of players in the graph are connected directly.  A
graph (N, L) is connected if all pairs of players in the graph are connected, either directly
or indirectly, i.e., the graph has exactly one component. A graph (N, L) is cycte-free if

it does not contain any cycle. A cycle-free graph is sometimes referred to as a forest.

A connected forest is called a tree,  i.e.,   a  tree  is a graph were every  pair of players  is
connected via a unique path. Furthermore, a graph (N, L) is a star graph if there exists

i € N such that L = {{i, j}   j E N\{i}} Finally, agraph (N, L) is cycle-complete if
the following holds:   if  (zi,ZY, ···,It, I l)i s a cycle  in the graph  then  {zi, zj}  E L  for
all i,j€  {1, . . . ,t}  with i  ge j.   So, for every cycle the complete graph  on the vertices

forming this cycle  is a subgraph  of (N, L).   Note  that all cycle-free graphs  as  well  as  the

complete graph are cycle-complete

Example 2.3.3 Consider the graphs (N, Ll), (N, L2) in figures 2.2a and 2.21).

The graph (N, Ll) is a star graph and, consequently, cycle-free and cycle-complete.
The graph (N, L2) is cycle-free and cycle-complete, but not a star graph.

Furthermore, consider the graph (N, L3) in figure 2.3.
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a:  (N, Li) b:  (N, L2)

Figure 2.2: The undirected graphs (N, Ll) and (N, L2).

1              23              4
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Figure 2.3: The undirected graph (N, L3).

The graph (N, L3) contains several cycles. Hence, it is neither cycle-free nor a star
graph. It can be checked that (N, L3) is cycle-complete.                                              0

Cycle-complete graphs appear to have features that are similar to properties of cycle-

free graphs. The following result, which is taken from van den Nouweland (1993), states
that if two players are connected in a cycle-complete graph then there exists a unique

shortest path.

Lemma 2.3.1  For a cycle-complete graph  (N, L)  and two points  i, j  E  N  that  are
connected there exists a unique shortest path from i to j. Moreover, it holds that every
path from i to j includes the points on the unique shortest path from i to j.

As mentioned above two players are connected in an undirected graph if there exists
a path that connects them. However, we distinguished between direct and indirect

connections.  Now, we will introduce two types of connectivity for all coalitions.  Let

(N, L)  be an undirected graph and let R C  N. Then coalition R is called connected

if there exists a (communication) component C f N/L with R c C, i.e., there is

a component of (N, L) that contains R.   Coalition R is called internally connected if
R € R/L, i.e.,(R, L(R)) is a connected graph.
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Example 2.3.4 Consider the graph (N, La) of example 2.3.3 that is represented in fig-
ure 2.3. Consider coalition   {1,3,8}. This coalition is connected   but not internally
connected.                                                                                                   0

We can now define the connected hull of a coalition.  Let (N, L) be an undirected
graph and let R be a connected coalition.  Then we define the connected hull H(R)
according to graph (N, L) by

H(R)=fl  T C N I R E T,T i s internally connected }. (2.27)

For notational convenience we additionally define H(R) = 0 for every coalition R that
is not connected.

Example 2.3.5 Consider the graph (N, L3) of example 2.3.3 which was also studied in
example 2.3.4. Consider coalition  {1,3,8}.  Then  it can  be verified  that

H({1,3,8})= {1,3,4,6,8}.

0

Connectivity of R ensures that H(R) is well-defined by (2.27).  However, in general H (R)
need not be internally connected.  If (N, L) is a tree it is easily seen that for all R the
set H(R) is an internally connected coalition. Van den Nouweland (1993) shows that
a graph (N, L) is cycle-complete if and only if for all connected R c N it holds that
H(R) is internally connected. This last condition can be reformulated as follows: for all
R c N it holds that there exists a smallest internally connected set containing R.

A hypergraph is a pair  (N, 7<) with N the player set  and  71 a family of subsets of
N. An element H E 7£ is called a conference. The interpretation of a hypergraph is as
follows: communication between players in a hypergraph can only take place within a
conference. Furthermore, communication via this conference cannot take place between
a proper subset of this conference, i.e., all players of the conference have to participate in
the communication. Note that a hypergraph is a generalization of an undirected graph,
since this last one consists of conferences with exactly two players only.  The set of all
hypergraphs with player set N will be denoted by HGN.

Let (N, 7£) be a hypergraph.  Like in the case of an undirected graph,  we want to
define the components of a hypergraph.  A path in the hypergraph (N, 7£) is a sequence
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(Il, Hi,Z2,··· 'Zk-l,Hk-i,Ik) such that {zi,It+1} C Hi for all l E {1,... ,k - 1} and
Ht  €  71 for all 1  €  {1, . . . ,k- 1}.   A  cycle in the hypergraph  (N, 71) is a sequence

(Il,Ht, 3:2, ···,Ik, Hk, It:+1) where k 2 2, z i, · · · ,Z k are all distinct players in N, Zk+1 =

Il'  and  Hl,··· ,Hk are all distinct conferences in W such that  {zt, x,+1 }  C  Hi  for all
l €{1,...,k}.A hypergraph is called cycle-free if it does not contain a cycle.  Two
players i and j are connected if there existsapath (Il,Ht,I2,··· ,rk-1,Hk-1,Zk) with
Il = i and:rk - j. Two players i and j are called directly connected if there exists H E 7£

with  {i, j} c  H. Two connected players i and j are called indirectly connected if they are
not directly connected. The notion of connectedness induces, similar to connectedness

for undirected graphs, a partition of the player set into (communication) components,

where two players are in the same (communication) component if and only if they are
connected.  The set of communication components will be denoted by N/92 Finally,
denote the subhypergraph  on the vertices in coalition  R  C  N by  (R, 74(R)), where

74(R) = {H€7£1 H c R}, and the partition of R into communication components

according to graph (R, 72(R)) by R/91.

Example 2.3.6 Consider the hypergraph  (N, 7£)  with  N  =  {1,2,3,4,5,6}  and  72  =
{{1,3}, {2,5,6}, {3,4,5}}. This hypergraph is represented in figure 2.4.

.1       .2

.3  .4  .5

.6

Figure 2.4: The hypergraph (N, 7£)

The grand coalition  is the unique component  in this hypergraph,  i.e.,  N/7£  =  {N}.

However,  if we consider for example R= {1,2,3,4,5} then there  are two components,

R/72 - {{1,3,4,5},{2}}
Note that hypergraph (N, 7i) is cycle-free.  If we add for example conference {1,6}

to the hypergraph then the extended hypergraph is not cycle-free.                      0

Finally, we will discuss cooperation structures. Both in undirected graphs and in hy-
pergraphs we defined a component as a maximum set of players that can cooperate with
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each other given the communication possibilities between the players. An alternative
approach is to take these components as a starting point.

A cooperation structure is a pair (N, B) with N the set of players and B a partition of
the player set. The interpretation of a cooperation structure is as follows: communication
within a cooperation structure can only take place within an element of the cooperation
structure. Furthermore, communication between players can take place between any
subset of an element of the cooperation structure.  The set of all partitions of N is
denoted by HN . We will also refer to a cooperation structure as a coalition Structure.  For
notational convenience wedenote forall B = {Bl,···,Bm} c IIN, all k E {1,...,m},
and  all  i  €  Bk:

B-i=  Bl,..., Bk-1, Bk\{i},{i}, Bk+1, · · · , B„, 
Every cooperation structure also induces a partition of all subcoalitions of the player

set.  Let (N, B) be a cooperation structure and let R c  N. The induced partition on
R is denoted by (R, B(R)) with B(R)={BnRIB€Band B A R# 0}. Obviously,
B € IIR. So, two players are in the same partition element of R if and only if they both
belong to the same partition element according to B and they both belong to R.
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Chapter 3

Cooperative games with restricted
communication

A cooperative game describes a situation in which all players can freely communicate
with each other. In this chapter we drop this assumption and assume that communication
between players is restricted. Restricted possibilities to communicate will be modeled
in three different manners, by means of undirected graphs, hypergraphs, and coalition
structures. We first focus on undirected graphs. A cooperative game in conjunction with
an undirected graph that represents the communication possibilities between the players

is called a communication situation.  We will describe two types of cooperative games
associated with communication situations and analyze some relations between those asso-
ciated games and the underlying cooperative game. Thereafter, we describe and discuss
three allocation rules for communication situations. Subsequently, we study hypergraph
communication situations, in which restricted cooperation is modeled by means of hy-
pergraphs, and games with coalition structures, in which the restricted possibilities to
communicate are modeled by means of coalition structures.

In section 3.1 we introduce communication situations, associate two cooperative
games  with each communication situation, and study some relations between those  as-

sociated games and the underlying cooperative game. Subsequently, in section 3.2 we
describe and shortly discuss three allocation rules for communication situations. Hy-
pergraph communication situations and games with coalition structures are discussed in
sections 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.

29
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3.1 Communication situations

Communication situations were introduced by Myerson (1977). Besides the cooperative
gains the players could attain if all coalitions could perfectly communicate, a communi-
cation situation also describes communication restrictions between the players.

A communication situation is a triple (N, v, L) with (N, v)  C TUN a TU-game and
(N, L)  c  UGN an undirected graph.  The game (N, v) represents the economic possi-
bilities of the players, whereas (N, L) represents restricted communication possibilities
between the players as described in section 2.3.

The set of all communication situations with player set N is denoted by CSN. The
subset of communication situations with player set N and a zero-normalized TU-game
(N, v) is denoted by CS . Furthermore, we denote by CS: the subset of communication

situations with player set  N and an undirected graph  (N, L)  that is cycle-free.   The
intersection of the two last sets is described by CS t = CSC n CS: Denote the set of
communication situations with a player set that is a subset of N by CSN = UTINCST

Similarly, define CSON = UTENCS  Finally, we denote the set of communication situa-
tions with player set N and a superadditive underlying TU-game by CS:A

Let  (N, v, L) be a communication situation. The graph-restricted game (N, uL)  (cf
Myerson (1977)) is defined by

vI,(T) =  E  v(C) for all T c N. (3.1)

C€T/L

The value of a coalition T in the graph-restricted game is defined as the sum of the
values of the components in the partition T/L induced by the undirected graph (N, L).

Example 3.1.1  Consider the communication situation (N, u, L) with player set N =
{1,2,3}, set of links L =  {{1,2}, {2,3}} (see figure 3.1), and characteristic function v
described by

  0    if ITI 5 1;
v(T) = <  60   if ITI = 2, (3.2)

l  72    if T = N.

Since {1,2}/L = {{1,2}} and N/L = {N}, we find vL({1,2}) = v(1,2}) = 60 and
vt,(N) = v(N). However, since {1,3}/L = {{1}, {3}} it follows that

vI,({1,3}) = v({1}) + v({3}) =0+0=0.
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Figure 3.1: The graph (N, L).

By determining in this  way vL (T)  for all  T  c  N  we find that the characteristic function
of the graph-restricted game (N, uL) is described by

f 0  ifiTISlorT={1,3},
vI,(T) = i 60 if T € {{1,2},{2,3}}; (3.3)

l  72    if T = N.
0

Owen (1986) studies relations between unanimity coefficients of an underlying game
in a communication situation and the unanimity coefficients of the associated graph-
restricted game. He shows that the relation is particularly easy in case the communica-
tion graph is a tree. Van den Nouweland (1993) extends these results to cycle-complete

graphs. Formally, let (N, v, L) be a communication situation with (N, L) cycle-complete.
Van den Nouweland (1993) states that the unanimity coefficients of the graph-restricted
game are given for all R € 2N\{0} by

AR(VL) =   AT(v), (3.4)

T€2N\{0} HIT)=R

where H(T) denotes the connected hull of coalition T as defined in (2.27).

Example 3.1.2 Consider the 3-person communication situation of example 3.1.1.  It
can be checked that the characteristic function satisfies

v = 60u{1.2} + 60u{1,3} + 60u{2.3} - 1081tN·

Since H({1,3}) = N and H(T) = T for all T € 2N\{{1,3}} we find that A{1,3}(UL) =
0, ANCUL) = A{13}(v) + AN(v) = 60 - 108 = -48, and AT(vi) = AT(v) for all T E
2  {N, {1,3}}.  So, the characteristic function of the graph-restricted game is described

by

uL = 60u{1,2} + 6011{2,3} - 48uN· (3.5)

Note that equations (3.3) and (3.5) contain two descriptions of the same characteristic
function.                                                                                                                        0
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The approach described above to determine the unanimity coefficients of the graph-

restricted game will generally not be correct if the underlying graph is not cycle-complete.

Example 3.1.3  Let  (N, u, L)  be a 4-person communication situation with player  set
N = {1,2,3,4}, set of links L = {{1,2}, {2,3}, {3,4}, {4,1}} (see figure 3.2), and char-
acteristic function u = u{2,4}

43

.I I.
Figure 3.2: The graph (N, L).

It is easily seen that, for example, uL({2,4}) = v({2}) tv({4}) = 0.  In fact, it holds
that

uL = u{ 1,2.4} + 11{2.3.4} - 11N·

However, H({2,4}) = {2,4} and H(T) 0 {2,4} for all T E N with T 0 {2,4}. Conse-
quently, we find that

Z        AT(v) =1 0 0= A{2.4}(UL).
T€2N\{0} H(T)= {2,4}

This illustrates that (3.4) does not hold for undirected graphs in general.              0

The graph-restricted game tries to capture or summarize both the information con-
tained in the TU-game of the communication situation and the information contained
in the undirected graph. The approach of Myerson  (1977), who introduced this graph-
restricted game tries to contain the essential information in a new characteristic function
with the same player set. Borm et al. (1992) take a different approach. Rather than asso-

ciating with each communication situation a new cooperative game with the same player
set as in the underlying communication situation, they focus on the values of the links in
the communication situation. In fact, they introduce a new cooperative game with the
set of links of the communication situation as its player set. The value of a set of links
is defined as the value the grand coalition in the communication situation could obtain
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if communication is possible via links in this set only. This TU-game is called the link
game. We remark that Borm et al. (1992) refer to this game as the arc game.

We will now formally describe the link game. For notational convenience we will
restrict ourselves to communication situations with a zero-normalized TU-game. Let
(N, v, L)  c  CSIN  be a communication situation. Associate  with this communication
situation the link game (L, rv) c TUL defined by

rv(A) = E v(C) for all A c L. (3.6)

C€NjA

So, the value of a set of links is defined as the sum of the values of the components in
which the grand coalition is partitioned according to this set of links.

Borm et al. (1992) also study relations between the unanimity coefiicients of the
cooperative game in a communication situation and the unanimity coefficients of the
associated link game. They find a relation similar to the result of Owen (1986) for the
graph-restricted game in case the underlying graph is cycle-free. Formally, let (N, v, L) e
CSIN be a communication situation with (N, L) cycle-free.  Then for all A €  2L\{0} it
holds that

AA(rv) =       E AT(v). (3.7)

T€2N\{0}:A=L(H(T))

Example 3.1.4 Consider the 3-person communication situation of example 3.1.1.  For
notational convenience denote a = {1,2} and b = {2,3}.  Then we find for the associated
link game (L, rv), with L = {a, b}, that rv({a}) = v({1,2}) + v({3}) = 60, rv({b}) = 60,

and rv({a, b}) = 72. Hence,

Tv = 60u(a  + 60u{b} - 48uL· (3.8)

Note that AL(TV) = -48 - 60 - 108 = A{1,3}(v) + AN(v).                                       O

This result does not hold for cycle-complete graphs in general, as is illustrated by the

following example.
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Example 3.1.5 Consider the communication situation (N, u, L) with player set N =

{1,2,3}, set of links L = {{1,2}, {1,3}, {2,3}} (see figure 3.3), and characteristic func-
tion v described by

if ITI 5 1;

u(T) = <     if ITI =2;                                 (3.9)
60

72 if T-N.

This characteristic function was also discussed in examples 3.1.1 and 3.1.4. For notational
convenience denote a = {1,2}, b = {2,3}, and c = {1,3}.

3

ll   J2

Figure 3.3: The graph (N, L).

In a similar way as in example 3.1.4 we find rv({a}) = rv({b}) = 60 and rv({a, b}) =
72, implying that A{a,b}(rv) = -48. Since L(H(T)) 0 {a, b} for all T € 2N \{0}  we find

AT(v) =ZAT(v) =0 0 -48 - A<a,b}(TV).
T€2N\{0}:{a,b}=L(H(T)) T€0

This illustrates that (3.7) does not hold in general, not even if we restrict ourselves to

cycle-complete graphs.                                                                        0

3.2 Allocation rules

In this section we describe several allocation rules for communication situations. The first
two allocation rules are based on the graph-restricted game and the link game as defined
in section 3.1. We study some properties of these allocation rules and describe several

characterizations. Finally, we shortly discuss a third allocation rule for communication
situations.

An allocation rule for communication situations is a function 7 that assigns a payoff
vector 7(N, v, L)  E  RN to every  (N, v, L)  in a class of communication situations.   In

case there is no ambiguity about the underlying game we will sometimes simply write
7(L) rather than 7(N, v, L). We consider three allocation rules, the Myerson value, the
position value, and a value introduced by Hamiache (1999b).
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Myerson (1977) was the first to study allocation rules for communication situations.

He introduced the allocation rule which is usually called the Myerson value. The Mverson
vatue p of communication situation (N, u, L) is described by

*(N, v, L) = *(N, vL), (3.10)

i.e., the Myerson value coincides with the Shapley value of the graph-restricted game.

Example 3.2.1 Consider the communication situation  (N, v, L) of example  3.1.1,  i.e.,

N = {1,2,3}, L = {{1,2}, {2,3}}, and v = 60u{1,2} + 60u{1,3} + 60u{2,3} - 108uN. Since

UL = 60u{1,2} + 60u{2,3} - 48uN we find

141(N, v, L) = 01(N, uL) =3 0+0-1 6=1 4,
142(N, v, L) = 02(N, uL) = 30 + 30 - 16 = 44;

 13(N, v, L) = 03(N, uL) =0+3 0-1 6= 14,

where we use the description of the Shapley value in terms of unanimity coefficients as

described by (2.7).                                                                    0

We also define for all w E R  and all (N, v, L) e CSN the w-Myerson value Bw by

pw(N, v, L) = *U'(N, uL), (3.11)

where w represents the relative strengths of the players and *w denotes the w-Shapley
value as defined by (2.11). We also refer to Mw as a weighted Myerson value. Here, we
will restrict our attention to the (unweighted) Myerson value. Chapter 4 contains an
extensive discussion of communication situations with asymmetric players.

Consider the following properties for an allocation rule 7 defined on a class of com-
munication situations D:

Component efficiency (CE): For all (N, v, L) c D and all C f N/L it holds that

E 7,(N, u, L)=v(C). (3.12)
i€C

Fairness (F): For all (N,v,L) c D and all {i, j} ELit holds that

7,(N,u, L)-7,(N, v, L\{{i, j}})= ·yj(N, u, L) - 75(N, v, L\{{i, j}}) (3.13)
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Balanced contributions  (BC):  For all  (N, v, L)  E D and all i,j€N i t holds that

'n(N, v, L) - 7,(N, v, L\Lj) = 75(3,1),L) - 75(N, v, L\Li). (3.14)

Component decomposability (CD): For all  (N, v, L) E D, all C f  N/L, and all
i E C it holds that

'n(N, v, L) = ·y,(C, vIc, L(C)). (3.15)

Remark 3.2.1 We will consider fairness for an allocation rule on a class of commu-
nication situations  D  only  if for  all  (N, v, L)   E  D  and  all  i, j   €  D it holds  that
(N,21, L\{{i, j}})  E  Das  well.    At  this  point  we  note  that  a  similar  assumption  is
made for balanced contributions, component decomposability, and all other properties
that are studied in this monograph.

Component efficiency states that the value of a component is divided among the
players in the component. Fairness states that two players gain or loose the same amount
if the communication link between them is deleted. Balanced contributions states that
the loss player i can inflict on player j by breaking up all links player i is involved
in equals the loss player j can inflict on player i by breaking up all links player j is
involved in. Finally, component decomposability states that to determine the payoff
the allocation rule attributes to a specific player it suffices to consider the component
this player belongs to. Hence, this payoff is independent of the values of coalitions that
contain at least one player that does not belong to this component.

Finally, we note that for the property component decomposability to be well-defined
one cannot restrict attention to allocation rules on CSN, but one should consider alloca-
tion  rules  on for example CgN.

The Myerson value was introduced as the unique allocation rule that satisfies com-
ponent efficiency and fairness. Myerson (1977) showed that this rule coincides with the

Shapley value of the graph-restricted game, which is the way we introduced the Myerson
value. This result is captured in the following theorem. The proof can be found in
Myerson (1977) and an alternative proof in Aumann and Myerson (1988).

Theorem 3.2.1 The Myerson value is the unique allocation rule on CSN that satisfies

component efficiency and fairness.
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We note that a similar characterization can be given on {(N, v, L)  I L E  LN} for
any game  (N, u)  E TUN. Furthermore,  we note that theorem 3.2.1 induces that  the
Myerson value is the unique allocation rule on CSN that satisfies component efficiency
and fairness.

In Myerson (1980) it is shown that balanced contributions implies fairness. Using
the result of van den Nouweland (1993) that the Myerson value satisfies balanced con-
tributions the following theorem follows directly.

Theorem 3.2.2 The Myerson value is the unique allocation rule on CSN that satisfies

component efficiency and balanced contributions.

The following theorem, taken from van den Nouweland (1993) states that to compute
the payoff a player will receive according to the Myerson value it suffices to determine
the Myerson value of the component this player belongs to.

Theorem 3.2.3 The Myerson value satisfies component decomposability.

An alternative allocation rule for communication situations, the position value, was
introduced by Meessen  (1988)  and Borm et al.  (1992). The position value 71' of commu-
nication situation (N, u, L) € CS ' is defined by

'r,(N, v, L) = E  4(L, rv), for all i e N. (3.16)
t€L,

The position value attributes to each player half of the value of each link he is involved
in, where the value of a link is defined as the payoff the Shapley value attributes to this
link in the associated link game.

Example 3.2.2 Consider the communication situation (N, v, L) of example 3.1.4, i.e.,
N = {1,2,3}, L = {{1,2}, {2,3}}, and v = 60u{1,2} +6011{1,3} +60u{2,3} - 108uN. Denote

a = {1,2} and b = {2,3}. It follows from example 3.1.4 that

Tv  = 6021{s} + 6071{b}  - 4871{ab}

Hence,

ta(L, Tv) =6 0+0-2 4= 36,
*5(L, TV) =0+6 0-2 4= 36,
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where we use the description of the Shapley value in terms of unanimity coefficients as

described in (2.7).
Using these Shapley values we compute the position value:

71-1(N, v, L) =  *a(L, rv) = 18;

X2(N, u, L) =  *a(L, rv) +  06(L, rv) = 36,

71'3(N, v, L) =  05(L, rv) = 18.

Note that the position value and the Myerson value, determined in example 3.2.1, do
not coincide.                                                                              0

Without proof we mention the following result, taken from van den Nouweland (1993),
describing a property of the position value.

Theorem 3.2.4 The position value satisfies component decomposability.

Borm et al. (1992) provide a characterization of the position valtie on the class of
communication situations  (N, v, L)  with  (N, L) cycle-free. Additionally,  they give a
similar characterization of the Myerson value on the same class. Before we can describe
these results, we need some additional notation.  A link l € L is called Super,#uous for
the communication situation (N, v, L) if

rv(A u {t}) = rv(A) for all A g L\{l}. (3.17)

Consider the following properties for an allocation rule 7 defined on a class of commu-
nication situations D:

Superfiuous link property  (SLP):  For all  (N, v, L)  E  D and all superfluous links

t€ L with (N , v, L\{1}) E Dit holds that

7(N, u, L)  = 7(N, v, L\{l}). (3.18)

Additivity (A): For all (N, v, L), (N, w, L) c D it holds that

7(N, u + w, L) = 7(N, v, L) + 7(N, w, L). (3.19)
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The superfluous link property states that if a link does not contribute to the value

of the grand coalition for any subset of the set of links then deleting this link does not
influence the payoffs to the players. Additivity deals with two communication situations
with the same player set and the same communication graph. Additivity states that the
sum of the payoff vectors attributed to the players in those two situations according to the
allocation rule equals the payoff vector this allocation rule would attribute to the players

in the communication situation described by the same player set and communication
graph, and a characteristic function that is the sum of the two original characteristic
functions.

The following lemma is taken from Borm et al. (1992).

Lemma 3.2.1 Both the Myerson value and the position value satisfy component efr-
ciency, the superfluous link property, and additivity.

To describe the characterizations of Borm et al. (1992) of the position value and
the Myerson value we need two inore properties. To describe these properties, we need
some additional notation. A communication situation  (N, v, L)  is  link anonymous if
there exists a function f :  {0,1,..., ILI} -0 R with rv(A) = f(IA ) for all ACL.
A communication situation  (N, v, L) is point anonymous if there exists a function g  :

{0,1,...,IN(L)1} -+ R with uL(T)  = 9(IT n N(L)1) for all T c  N. Now, consider
the following properties for an allocation rule 7 defined on a class of communication
situations D:

Link Anonymity (LA): For all (N, v, L) E D that are link anonymous it holds that
there exists a E R such that

7,(N,u,L) = aIL,1 for all i E N. (3.20)

Point Anonymity  (PA):  For  all  (N, v, L)  E  D that are point anonymous it holds
that there exists B E R such that

7(N, v, L) = B£N(L) (3.21)

Link anonymity states that if in a communication situation all links are equally
important then the players should receive payoffs that are proportional to the number of
links they are involved in.  Here, the number of links a player is involved in, can be seen as
an indication of the (communication) strength of this player. Point anonymity states that
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if in a communication situation all players with communication possibilities are equally
important, whereas the other players are not important at all, then all important players
should receive the same payoff, whereas the other players should receive nothing.

The following theorem is due to Borm et al. (1992).

Theorem 3.2.5

(i) The position value is the unique allocation rule on CS  that satisfies component
efficiency, additivity, the superfluous link property, and link anonymity.

(ii) The Myerson value is the unique allocation rule on CS&* that satisfies component

efficiency, additivity, the superfiuous link property, and point anonymity.

It  can be shown that theorem  3.2.5  (ii) also holds  if we replace  CSA  by  CS 
In chapter  11 we provide characterizations of both the Myerson value and the position

value on the class of reward games, a class of situations containing the class of all
communication situations with a zero-normalized underlying TU-game, using potentials.
These characterizations also hold on the class of communication situations CS 

A third allocation rule for communication situations was introduced by Hamiache

(1999b). He claims that there is a unique allocation rule for communication situations
satisfying five properties. The driving force behind his value is a specific consistency
property. Opposed to several other consistency properties, this one does not consider
reduced games.

We introduce some additional notation.  Let (N, L) c UGN be an undirected graph.
For all T E N define

T'(L) = {i E N I B j E T: {i,j} € L}. (3.22)

So, T-(L) denotes  the set of players  that are connected directly with at least one player

in T.  Note that in case (N, L) is the empty graph then T-(L) = 0 for all T e 2N\{0} and
in case (N, L) is the complete graph then T- (L)  = N  for  all  T f 2  (0} with ITI 2 2
We stress that T'(L) does not have to be a subset of T.

Let (N, v, L) be a communication situation and let 7 be an allocation rule for com-
munication situations. Define the associated game (N, v,·L) as follows.  For all T E N
with IT/LI = 1 let

v'r,L(T) = v(T) +     E      7j  T u {j},ul·ru{j}, L(T U {j})  - v({j})  ,         (3.23)
j€T(L)\T
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and for all T (N with IT/LI > 1 let

v„L(T) = Z V7.L(C). (3.24)
CET/L

Hamiache (1999b) interprets  v.).L (T)  as the highest worth coalition T  may  want  for
itself.

Consider the following properties for an allocation rule 7 defined on a class of com-
munication situations D:

Linearity (Li):  For all (N, v, L),(N, w, L) f D and all n, 8 E R it holds that

7(N, av + Bw, L)= 07(N, v, L) + '37(N, w, L) (3.25)

Independence of irrelevant players  (IIP):  For  all  (N,L)  f  UGN  and  all  R G N

with   R/L   =  1 and  (N, uR, L)  €  D it holds for all T  C  N with R  C  T and
IT/LI = 1 that

7,(N, UR, L) = 7,(T, UR, L(T)) for all i ET. (3.26)

Positivity (Po):  For all (N, L) c UGN with IN/LI = 1 and (N, uN, L) €Dit holds
that

7,(N, UN, L) > 0 for all i € N. (3.27)

Associated consistency (AC): For all (N, v, L) c D it holds that

7(N, v, L) = 7(N, v-r,L,L) (3.28)

Linearity extends additivity by considering a linear combination of two communica-
tion situations with the same player set and the same communication graph. Indepen-
dence of irrelevant players states that when coalition R is connected in a communication

situation (N, uR, L),  then the payoffs the players in some connected coalition T that
contains all players in R receive, is independent of the links in which at least one player
outside T is involved. Positivity states that in communication situation (N, uN, L) with
N connected all players should achieve a strictly positive value. Finally, associated con-
sistency states that the allocation rule should result in the same payoffs, whether it is
applied to the original communication situation or to the communication situation with
the associated game as its characteristic function.

The following theorem is taken from Hamiache (1999b).
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Theorem 3.2.6 There is a unique allocation rule on the set of communication situations
-N
CS that satisfies component efficiency, linearity, independence of irrelevant players,

positivity, and associated consistency.

Though Hamiache (1999b) provides a characterization of an allocation rule for com-
munication situations, computing this allocation rule will in general be rather complex.

Hamiache (1999b) provides an overview of payoffs for communication situations with at
most four players and the underlying game being a unanimity game.

Example 3.2.3 Consider the communication situation (N, v, L) as discussed in exam-
ples 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. Denote the value described in theorem 3.2.6 by 7'. Hamiache

(1999b) shows that

7*(N, 11{1,2},L) = ( ,  ,0);

7*(N, u{1.3}i L) = ( ,  ,  );
11

7'(N, 11{2.3}, L) = (0,  , i),

7.(N, UN, L) = ( ,  ,  )

Using the linearity property of 7* we find

7'(N, v, L) = 607' (N, u{ 1,2}, L) + 607' (N, u{1,3}· L) + 607' (N, u{2,3}• L)

- 1087*(N, uN, L)

= (18,36,18).

Though 7' coincides with the position value for this example, we remark that such a
relation does not hold in general. This follows from example 3.2.4.                       0

Finally, we remark that the value introduced by Hamiache (1999b) is an extension
of the Shapley value since the payoffs the players receive in communication (N, v, LN),
where LA/ denotes the full cooperation structure, coincides with *(N, v). This property

is also satisfied by the Myerson value, but not by the position value. To illustrate this
consider the following example.
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Example 3.2.4 Consider the Cointilltilication situation  (N, v, L)  with  N  =  {1,2,3},
u  =  12u{1,2}, and L  =  LN  =  {{1,2}. {2,3}, {1,3}}. Denote the value described in
theorem 3.2.6 by 7.. Then some coniputations result iii

*(N, v) = (6,6,0),

B(N, v, L)=(6,6,0);
lr(N, u, L) = (5,5,2);

7*(N, u, L) = (6,6,0).

These payoffs illustrate that the position value is not an extension of the Shapley value

and that 7* does not always coincide with the position value.                            0

3.3 Hypergraph communication situations

In this section we discuss hypergraph communication situations. These hypergraph com-
munication situations generalize communication situations by considering not only bilat-
eral communication between players but also communication within groups of players,
with a group-size larger than two.

A hypergraph  communication situation is a triple  (N, v, 71)  with  (N, v)  c  TUN  a
TU-game and  (N, 71)  e  HGN a hypergraph.   As in a communication situation,  (N, v)
represents the economic possibilities of the players. The hypergraph  (N, 71) represents

restricted cooperation between the players, as discussed in section 2.3.
The set of all hypergraph communication situations with player set N is denoted

by HCSN. Similarly as with communication situations, we denote by HCS  the subset
of hypergraph communication situations with player set N and a zero-normalized TU-

game (N, v). Finally, we denote the class of hypergraph communication situations with
a superadditive underlying TU-game  by  HCS#A

Consider a hypergraph communication situation  (N, v, 72).   Then the hypergraph-
restricted game (N, vw) is defined by

v (T) =  E  v(C) for all T c N, (3.29)

C€T/11

where T/72 denotes the partition of coalition T in (communication) components, some-
times called maximal interaction sets. The value of a coalition in the hypergraph-
restricted game is defined as the sum of the values of the components of this coalition.
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An allocation mle for hypergraph communication situations is a function 7 that as-
signs a payoff vector 7(N, v, R)  e RN to every (N, u, 72)  in a class of communication
situations. If there is no ambiguity about the underlying TU-game we will sometimes
simply write 7(9£) rather than 7(N, v, 7£).  Here we discuss only one allocation rule for
hypergraph communication situations, an allocation rule similar to the Myerson value
for communication situations.  For a discussion of an allocation rule for hypergraph com-
munication situations similar to the position value for communication situations we refer

to van den Nouweland  et  al.  (1992).
The idea of modeling communication by means of hypergraphs is due to Myerson

(1980). The analogue  of the Myerson value for communication situations is called  the

Mverson value for hypergraph communication situations, or simply the Myerson value.
The Myerson value B of hypergraph communication situation (N, v, 71) is described by

B(N, v,71) = *(N, vw). (3.30)

The Myerson value for hypergraph communication situations coincides with the Shapley
value of the hypergraph-restricted game. Van den Nouweland et al. (1992) provide a
characterization of the Myerson value for hypergraph communication situations similar
to theorem 3.2.5 (ii) on the class of cycle-free hypergraph communication situations.

Example 3.3.1  Let  (N, u, 92)  be a hypergraph communication situation  with  N  =

{1,2,3,4,5,6}, v = 4u{1,3} + 311{3,5} + 6, {1,6}, and W = {{1,3}, {2,5,6}, {3,4,5}}.  The
hypergraph  (N, 7£) was already studied in example  2.3.6.   For any coalition we  can
determine the value in the hypergraph restricted game using (3.29). For example,

ull({1,2,3,4}) =       E      u(C) = v({1,3}) + v({2}) tv({4}) =4+0+0 -4.
CE{ 1,2,3,4}/71

It can be verified that

ux = 4u{13} + 3u{3,4,5} + BuN.

Hence, the Myerson value is described by

u(N, u, 94) = *(N, v'c) = (2,0,2,0,0,0) + (0,0,1,1,1,0) + (1,1,1,1,1,1)
= (3,1,4,2,2,1),

where the first equality follows by definition of the Myerson value.                         0
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Furthermore, we define for all w E Ill and all (N, v, 71)  e HCSN the w-Myerson
value Itw by

BW (N, V. 'H )= 04.(N, r ), (3.31)

where w represents the relative strengths of the players and *W denotes the weighted

Shapley value with weights w as described in (2.11).
We return to hypergraph communication situations in section 7.2, which contains

a characterization of weighted Myerson values and a discussion of several properties of
allocation rules for hypergraph communication situations. We also introduce a model

that describes the formation of hypergraphs.

3.4  Games with coalition structures

In this section we study cooperative games with coalition structures. In a cooperative
game with a coalition structure, a partition of the player set is given exogenously, rather
than endogenously, as is the case with both communication situations and hypergraph

communication situations, where such a partition is derived from an undirected graph
and a hypergraph, respectively.

A game  with a coalition structure is a triple  (N, v, B), where  (N, u)  6  TUN is  a cool>-
erative game representing the economic possibilities of the players and (N, B) a coalition
structure that represents restricted cooperation between the players, as discussed in
section 2.3.

The set of all games with coalition structures with player set N will be denoted by
GCSN. Also, we define the set GCS ' as the set of games with coalition structures with
a zero-normalized underlying TU-game.

An allocation rule 7 for games with coalition structures is a function that assigns to

every triple (N, v, B) in a class of games with coalition structures a vector 7(N, v, B) E
 RN.  In case there is no ambiguity about the underlying game, we will sometimes simply

write 7(B) instead of 7(N, v, B).  We will describe one such allocation rule, the value of
Aumann and Drbze.

Aumann and Dreze (1974) studied cooperative games with coalition structures and
allocation rules for these situations. Among other things they studied the allocation rule
*AD that attributes to a player i E N the Shapley value * for player i o f the game
restricted to the partition element B€B with i€B,

*AD(N, v, B)= *,(B, vIB)· (3.32)
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We refer to *AD as the value of Aumann and Dr€ze. We characterize the value of
Aumann and Drbze by two properties, component efficiency and component restricted
balanced contributions. Consider these properties for an allocation rule 7 defined on a
class of cooperative games with coalition structures D:

Component efficiency (CE): For all (N,v, B) E D and all B€B i t holds that

  7,(N, u, B)=v(B). (3.33)

i€B

Component restricted balanced contributions (CRBC): For all (N, v, B) c D,
all B E Band alli, j f Bit holds that

7,(N, u. B) -7,(N, v. B- j) = 75(N, v,B) - 7,(N, v, B- i). (3.34)

These two properties are similar to the properties component efficiency and balanced
contributions for communication situations as described in section 3.2.

The following theorem provides a characterization of the value of Aumann and Dr6ze.

Theorem 3.4.1 The value of Aumann and Dr&ze is the unique allocation rule on GCSN
that satisfies component efficiency and component restricted balanced contributions.

Proof: Firstly, we will show that the value of Aumann and Drlze satisfies component ef-

ficiency and component restricted balanced contributions. Component efficiency follows

from efficiency of the Shapley value and the definition of the value of Aumann and DrLze.

To show that the value of Aumann and Drlze satisfies component restricted balanced
contributions as well, consider an arbitrary game with coalition structure, (N, v, B). Let
B  €Bandi,j€B. By definition of *A  and using expression  (2.7)  of the Shapley
value we find

- AR(VIB)*AfN, v, B) - *AD(N, u, B -j)=     3 - z AR(VIB\{j})
RCBER IR'      IRIRLB\{j}tiER

.,  MT=  342(Ild -    z    AR(v)RC ER IR'       IRIREB\{j} i€R

= z 4.M
RGB{i,j}CR IRI

= *AD(N, 4 B) - *AD(N, 4 B - i),
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where the second equality follows by the fact that AR(v) = AR(vIT) for all R c T. The
last equality follows by interchanging the roles of i and j in the first three equations.  We

conclude that the value of Aumann and DrLze satisfies component restricted balanced

contributions.
Secondly, we will show that if an allocation rule satisfies component efficiency and

component restricted balanced contributions, then this allocation rule coincides with the
value of Aumann and Drtze.

Let 7 be an allocation rule that satisfies component efficiency and component re-

stricted balanced contributions.  Let (N, v) be a cooperative game.  We will show that

7£(N,v,B) =*ilD(N,v,B), for all BE IIN, all BEB, and alli€ B.

The proof will be by induction to IBI. Obviously, for all B E IIN and all B€B with
B l  =  1 it follows by component efficiency  that  for  all  i  E Bit holds  that

7,(N, v, B) = U({i}) = *i'D(N, u,B).

Let p€N,p 2 2 Assume that it holds for all B e IIN, all B E B with 1BI S p-1, and
all i€B that 'n(N, v, B) = *,AD(N, v,B).  We will prove that 7,(N, u, B) = *AD(N, u, B)
for all B€ IIN, all B€B with IBI =p, and all i E B.

Let B E IIN and B€B such that IBI =p. Let i E B, then for all j€ B\{i} it holds

that

71(N, v, 8) - 'yi(N, u, B) = 71(N, u, B - i) - 7*(N, v,B-j)
= *jAD(N, v, B- i) - *i'D(N, u, B - j)
= *AD(N, 48) - *AD(N, v,B),

where the first and third equalities follow by component restricted balanced contributions

of 7 and *AD respectively. The second equality follows by the induction hypothesis.  So,

for all j E B\{i}:

3·(N, u, B)- *AD(N, v, B)= ·yi(N, u, B) - *AD(N, u, B). (3.35)

Hence,

Z [3(N, v, B) - *jAD(N, v, B)] = IBI [7,(N, v, B) - *LAD(N, v, B)] .
jeB

Component efficiency of 7 and *AD then implies that 'y,(N, u,B) = *liD(N, u,B)
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This completes the proof.                                                                 O

Aumann and Dr6ze (1974) also discuss extensions of other allocation rules for co-
operative games to the setting of cooperative games with coalition structures.  They
require component efficiency for all extensions. For a survey on coalition structures in
cooperative game theory we refer to Greenberg (1994).



Chapter 4

Communication situations with
asymmetric players

In this chapter, which is based on Slikker  and  van den Nouweland   (1996), we study
communication situations with asymmetries between the players. Extreme asymmetries
between the players result in a hierarchy among the players. We will introduce a class

of allocation rules, inspired by the Myerson value, which we discussed in section 3.2,
and Shapley values with weight systems, which were introduced by Kalai and Samet

(1988).  We will characterize this class of allocation rules by a consistency property, a
fairness criterion, a property based on the hierarchy among the players, and an efficiency
criterion. Furthermore, we show that the consistency property can be dropped from the
axiomatic characterization when the fairness criterion is strengthened.

In section 4.1 we describe Shapley values with weight systems and we introduce
Myerson values with weight systems.  Then, in section 4.2 we provide a characterization of
this class of allocation rules using a consistency property, a fairness criterion, a property
based on the hierarchy among the players, and an efficiency criterion. In section 4.3
we introduce a balanced contributions criterion and show that if we replace the fairness
criterion by this balanced contributions criterion, we can drop the consistency property
in the characterization of section 4.2.

4.1 Asymmetric players
In this section we will describe asymmetries between players and describe an allocation
rule based on the Shapley value that captures these asymmetries. In section 2.1 we al-

ready described a variant of the Shapley value dealing with asymmetries. There, extreme
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asymmetries were disregarded, since all players were associated with a positive weight.
Here, we start with a description of Shapley values with weight systems, which allow
for these extreme asymmetries, and we proceed with the introduction of Myerson values
with weight systems for communication situations with asymmetric players.

According to a weighted Shapley value every player is represented by a strictly pos-
itive weight, w = (wi),EN E Rl. This weighted Shapley divides the unit of profit in
unanimity game (N, un) among the players in R proportional to their weights.  In this
section we follow Kalai and Samet (1988) and allow that some weights are equal to zero.
This means that if a coalition R consists of some players with strictly positive weight
and some players with weight zero then the players with weight zero do not receive any
profit in unanimity game (N, uR).  But then we need to specify how these players with                  I
weight zero split a unit when no player with strictly positive weight belongs to R. This
demands for a lexicographic definition of a weight system.

Let N'bea finite set of possible players.  We will assume that a hierarchy on the

players in N' is given by a weak order (satisfying refiexivity, completeness and transi-

tivity). Hence, a hierarchy can be represented  by an ordered partition which  will be
denoted by E- (Ti, ....Tm)' where Ti denotes the lowest class and T„, the highest one.
A weight system w is a pair (w, E) with w € RS a set of weights and E a weak order
on  N'.

Before we can describe the weighted Shaptey value with weight system w we need some
additional notation.  Let w = (w, E) be a weight system. Denote for all T C N' the
index of the highest class that is represented in T by

k = max{j I Tj n T 0 0} (4.1)

The players of T in this class are denoted by

T= T n Tk· (4.2)

So, T denotes the set of players of T in the highest hierarchical class that is represented in
T. We can now define the weighted Shapley value with weight system w for a unanimity
game. Recall that wT = E,€T w,  for  all  T  C  19:    Let  R  c   N:    Then the weighted

Shapley value  with  weight system w, notation *W, for unanimity game  (N*, uR), assigns
to the players of R an amount proportional to the weights of these players and nothing
to the other players, i.e.,

f  2   if i f R;
*7(NI, uR)=1

R
(4.3)

0 otherwise,
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Let (N-, v) be a TU-game. The weighte(1 Sliapley value with weight system w of (N*, u)
is defined in an additive way by

0-'(N', v) =  L AR(L.)*"'(N',uR), (4.4)

RCN-

where (AR(v))Rc-N" denote the unanknity coefficients of (N*, v)
Let w be a weight system for player set N: Define for all N c N- the induced weight

system w(N) = ((wi),EN, (Nfl Ti, · · · ,N n Tm))· Although some N n Ti,ie {l, . . . , 1
might be empty, the weight system is still well-defined.  For all TU-games (N, u) e TU
define

*w(N, v) = *w(N)(N, v) (4.5)

Note  that the Shapley value with weight system  w*  =  ( (1, . . . ,1) , (N)) coincides  with
the (unweighted) Shapley value.

Kalai and Samet (1988) characterize the class of weighted Shapley values.  We will use
some of the properties used in the characterization of Kalai and Samet (1988). Before we
can describe these properties we need some additional notation. A coalition S is called a

partnership in (N,v) if for all T C S and all R c N\S, v(RUT)= v(R). Now, consider
the following properties for an allocation rule 7 defined on a class of TU-games D:

Additivity (A): For all (N, u), (N, w) c D it holds that

7(N, v + w) = 7(N, v) + 7(N, w) (4.6)

Zero-player property  (ZPP): For all (N, v)  €  D it holds that if i  f  N isa zero
player then

'Yi(N, u) = 0. (4.7)

Partnership consistency  (PC): For all (N, v) €D and every partnership S E N i t
holds that

7,(N, v) = 7,(N, 'Ys(N, u)us) for every i E S, (4.8)

where 'Ys(N, v) = I,Es 7,(N, v).

Additivity is defined similar to additivity for an allocation rule for communication
situations: the sum of payoff vectors that result if we apply the allocation rule to two
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games with the same player set coincides with the payoff vector the allocation rule
would attribute to the players in the TU-game described by the same player set and a
characteristic function that is the sum of the two original characteristic functions. The
zero-player property states that a zero player should not receive any payoff. Finally,
partnership consistency states that if we reallocate the total payoff of a partnership
according to the same allocation rule then the players receive the same payoff before and
after the reallocation.

The following theorem  is due to Kalai and Samet  (1988).

Theorem 4.1.1 The Shapley value with weight system w satisfies additivity, the zero-

player property, and partnership consistency.

In section 2.1 we provided two alternative representations of the Shapley value.  One
of them is in terms of permutations. Now, we will present an alternative representation
of the Shapley value with weight system w = (w, E) in terms of these permutations.

Recall that PN denotes the set of all permutations of player set N. Define PA'.X
as the subset of all permutations that respect the hierarchical partition E, i.e., for all
7T € PN,Z there exist 7rt'... '7rm with 7rk E PNnTI   for  all  k   € {1, .      , m}  such  that

7T = <7I- 1'. ,
7r"'). So, according to a permutation 7r E PN,I the set of predecessors of

a player consists of all players in lower hierarchical classes and possibly some players of
his own hierarchical class.

Kalai and Samet (1988) show that there exists a probability distribution pw on PN,t

such that for all (N, v) E TUN it holds that

07(N,v) = E E pw(lr) (u(T) - v(T\{i})) for all i E N. (4.9)

TEN .€Pa.E:PR;=T

Kalai and Samet (1988) note that there exist pT, . . . , pum on PNnT, , . . . , pNnT,„
  respec-

tively,  such that  for  all 1r  =  (7rl, ..., 7rm) it holds  that
m

pw(lr) = IIp:(71·r). (4.10)
r=1

Consider qq for some r E {1, . . . ,m} defined by

q:'(4) =  Il   F.·                       (4.11)Wi

i€(Nt·TrAL,j€pl ' loj

Kalai and Samet (1988) show that (qq)31 satisfy equation (4.10) thereby providing an
alternative description of the Shapley value with weight system w.
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Besides the asymmetries between the players we assume that there exist communica-
tion restrictions, modeled by means of an undirected graph. Recall the definition of the
graph-restricted game of section 3.1. In section 3.2 the Myerson value for communication
situations was introduced as the Shapley value of the graph-restric.ted game.  To deal
with asymmetries between players in communication situations we define the Mverson
value with weight system w, notation BW, of communication situation (N, v, L) as the
Shapley value weight system w of the graph-restricted game  (N, uL). Formally, let N-
be a player set, let w be an associated weight system, and let (N, v, L) € CSN  be a
communication situation. Define

Bw(N, u, L) = *4'(N, uL). (4.12)

Note that the Myerson value with weight system wi = ((1,..., 1), (N)) coincides with
the (unweighted) Myerson value.

Recall that in case there is no ambiguity about the underlying TU-game (N, u), we
will sometimes refer to 7(L) rather than to 7(N, v, L), where 7 denotes an allocation
rule for communication situations. Similarly, in case there is no ambiguity about the
player set we will sometimes refer to 7' (v) rather than  to 7' (N, v), where 7- denotes an
allocation rule for TU-games.

4.2  A characterization using consistency
In this section we provide a characterization of Myerson values with weight systems.
This characterization involves the property component efficiency, which we already en-
countered in section 3.2, a consistency property, and two other properties, class weighted
fairness and independence of higher classes.

Throughout the rest of this chapter we consider a finite set of players N' and assume
that the players in N- are hierarchically partitioned according to E= (Ti,...,Tm)

Consider the following property for an allocation rule 7 defined on the class of com-
munication situations D = CgN.:

Class weighted fairness (CWF): There exist weights (wj,€N· such that for all
(N, v, L) € D, all hierarchical classes Tk, k E { 1,..., m}, and all i,j E N with
i, j E Tk it holds that

-1-(71(L)- 7i(L\{{i,j}})  =-1-(7j(L)-7j(L\{{i,j}}) . (4.13)
Wi , Wj\
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Class weighted fairness is based on fairness as described in section 3.2 and states
that when we compare a communication situation with the situation that results when
we delete a link between two players in the same hierarchical class, then the weighted
differences in payoffs for these two players are equal.

Let w =(w, E) bea weight system. In the following lemma we show that the Myerson
value with weight system w satisfies component efficiency and class weighted fairness.

Lemma 4.2.1 The Myerson value with weight system w satisfies component efficiency,
and class weighted fairness.

Proof: Firstly, we will show that Bw satisfies CE. Let (N, u, L) c C . and let C EN/L
be  a communication component  of  (N, L). Split  the  game  uL  into two games  vc  and
AN\C, defined by

vc(T) = UL(T n C),
uN\c(T) = VL(T\C),

for all T EN Since C is a communication component of (N, L) it holds that uL =
uc   1.IN\C

All players of C are zero players in the game uN\C.  From the zero-player property
of the weighted Shapley value with weight system w it follows that * (UN\C) = 0 for all
i E C (see theorem 4.1.1). Similarly, it holds that *;'(vc) = 0 for all i E N\C Using
the additivity of *W we obtain

E 017(N, v, L) = F *1(uL)
i€C i€C

= E *7(vc) + E*7(UN\C)
i€C 2€c

= F1 ew cvcj
L_.   i C
i€C

= E *r(vc) = vc(N) = UL(C) = u(C), (4.14)

KN

where we use  the fact  that  *;' (viv\C)  =  0 for all i  f  C  in the third equality,  the  fact  that

<(llc) = 0 for all i e N\C in the fourth equality, and the efficiency of *«' in the fifth
equality.
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-,1.Secondly, we will show that p'"' satisfies CWF with weights w. Let (X, v. L) € CS

k e {1,...,m},and i,j€(NAT*) Define L' = L {{i.j}} and v' = 1.·L - UL'  Then
for every T E N with {i,j} %T i t holds that T/L = T 1 L' ,  and. consequently,

u'(T) =  E v(R) -  Z  1,(R) = 0.
RET/L RET 1 L '

This  implies  that  {i, j}  is a partnership  in  u'. The partnership consistency  of  the
weighted Shapley value with weight system w, cf. theorem 4.1.1, gives us:

09(v.) = *7((*9(v.) + (D,(u.))11{i.j})
Wt

= <*7(73.) + *7(11*) .Wit WJ ,

By rearranging terms in the equation above or by using an analogous expression for j
we find that

$7(v.) = 'DY(v.)
114            11,3

This gives us

119(L) - /1,w(L') _ *,w(t,L) - *1(1'L') - *7(1'.)
W,                       tv,                  10,

- 0 (v')    * (UL) - 07(1'L') = i.ty(L) - ille(L,)
Wj                     Wj                           Wj

where the second and the fourth equality follow from the additivity of the weighted

Shapley value with weight system w.                                                     0

Before we can introduce the next property, independence of higher classes, we first
need some additional notation. Firstly, we define for all k€ {1, . . . ,m} the set Lsk of
links that are between players in classes up to Tk,

Lsk = L(Urk=i(Nn Tr))· (4.15)

Derks and Gilles (1995) consider a model that supports the hypothesis that subor-
dinates in a hierarchical organization do not have an alternative to avoid exploitation.
Consider the following property for an allocation rule 7 defined on the class of commu-
nication situations D = CSN.:
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Independence of higher classes  (IHC): For all (N, u, L)  E D and every i€N i t
holds that if i C T then

7,(N, v, L) = 7,(N, v, Lsk)· (4.16)

Independence of higher classes states that the payoff of a player is not influenced by
breaking all the links in which a player of a higher class is involved.

The following lemma deals with independence of higher classes and the Myerson value
with weight system w.

Lemma  4.2.2 The Myerson value with weight system w satisfies independence of higher
classes.

Proof: Let (N, u, L) E C N..  Let k€ {1,... , m} and i€ (N n Tk) then

11,(N,v,L) = *7(uL) =     ELAR(UL).WRRCN:iER

Notice that for all T c uf=1(N n Tj)

ut,(T) =  E v(C) =   E   v(C) = VLS,(T)
C€T/L C€T/Lsk

Using the uniqueness of the unanimity coefficients (AR(UL) RCN and  (AR(ULSk) RgN, we
obtain for all R g Ul=1(N n Tr) that AR(VL) = ARCUL<k). Now, it follows that

/4(N, v, L)=   E   .ELAR(UL) -   Z   .5-AR(VI.sk)= B:'(N, u, LEk),
RCN:i€N WR RCN:i€R WR

where the second equality uses the fact that if i€ (N n Tk) then for all R with i€R i t
holds thatRc uti(NATr)·                                                            0

Before we can introduce the last property that completes our characterization of
Myerson values with weight systems, we need some more definitions.

Let  (N, v, L) E CSN.. Firstly, we define for all k E {1, . . . ,m-1} the set of links in
which no player in the lowest k classes is involved:

L>k =  {i,j} E L I i, j € U;lk+1(N n Tr) · (4.17)
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The players in the highest m-k classes may be connected via players of the lowest k
classes. These connections are reflected in the set

L•k =  {i, j} Ii, j C Ulk+1(N n Tr), and there exists an R c u:=i(N n Tr),  R 96 0

such that (Ru {i,j}, L(Ru {i, j})) is connected .  (4.18)

The communication possibilities of the players in the highest m-k classes are modeled

by

Lk  = L>k u LIk. (4.19)

Let 1 denote the index of the lowest class with non-empty intersection with N, i.e.,
N n 7 1 9 6 0 and N n 73 -0 for all j€{l,...,1-1}. Then, define

L'  = Lt. (4.20)

So, L' denotes the adjusted communication possibilities of the players if we leave out the
players in the lowest class with non-empty intersection with the player set, Tt Finally,
we define the game (N\11, w).  For all T C N\71 let

w(T) = UL.(T U (N n Tz)) - VI.(N n Tt) (4.21)

Note that if N = N- and Ti 0 0 then equation (4.21) reduces to w (T) = uL (Ti U T) -
UL(Tl)'

In the following lemma we prove a relation between the characteristic functions w
and  wL'

Lemma 4.2.3  Let  (N, u,L)  e C N..  Then  w = wL'.

Proof: For notational convenience, assume without loss of generality that N n Ti 00
and  Ti  =  N n T i.

We have to show for all R c N\Ti that w(R) = wL'(R). Let R g N\Ti. From
the definition of L' it follows that for every T E R/L' we can define a C(T) such that
C(T) c Ti/L and it holds that T U C'(T) c (R U Ti)/L, with C'(T) = UcEc(T)C. This
definition implies that C(T) = 0 if T e (R u Ti)/L.

We also can conclude from the definition of L' that for all Ui, U2 € R/ L' with Ul   96  U2,

C'(Ul       2  =  , which states that Ui and U2 are in the original situation connected
with different components of the lowest class.
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Using this we find:

w(R) = uL(Ru Ti) - UL(Ti)

=         v(C)-  S  *(C)
C€(RUTi)/L C€Ti/L

=   Z  v(TUC'(T)) +              Z              v(C) -   E   v(C)
TeR/L' C€T,/L:[FER/L':C€C(T)1 CeT,IL

=      v(T u C'(T)) -               E              u(C),
TERIL' CETI/L:[3T€R/L':C€C(T)1

where the third equality follows from the fact that every C E C(T) is a component in
the graph (Ti,L(Ti))· Since for all T f R/L' it holds that EcecCT) v(C) = VL(C'(T))
we can rewrite this last expression and obtain

w(R) =   Z   <v(T U C'(T)) - UL(C'(T)) 
TeR/L'

=  E    UL(Tu C'(T)) + UL(Tl\C'(T)) - vL(C'(T)) - uL(Tl\C'(T)) 
TeR/L'

= z {VL(TUT,)-VL(Ti)}
TERIL'

= E w(T)
TER/L'

=mL, (R),

where the third equality follows because the partition of TUTi in TUC'(T) and Ti/C'(T)
does not split  up any component  in  (T U Ti)/L  and the partition  of  Ti  in  C'(T)  and

Ti\C'(T) does not split up any component in Ti/L.                                       0

Recall that the unanimity coefficients of the cooperative game (N\71, w) are denoted
by (AR(W))REN\T, A relation between these unanimity coefficients and the unanimity
coefficients of the game (N, vL) is expressed in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2.4  Let  (N, v, L) E C N..  Then for all T C N 71 with T 0 0 it holds that

AT(w) =   E ATUU(UL). (4.22)
UC-(NnT,)
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Proof: For notational convenience, assume without loss of generality that N n Ti 96 0
and  Ti  -N n Ti.  We will prove the lemma by induction  to the number of elements of
the set T.

Let T E N A T i with 1T1 - 1, say T= {i}. Then

A{i}(w) = w({i}) = vt.({i} U Ti) - VI.(Ti) =   I   AR(vL) - S AR(t,L)
RE{i}UT, RCTi

=     E    AR(EL) = E A{,}uu(UL).
R={i}UU:UCTi UCTi

Let T c N\Ti with ITI > 1. Suppose AR(w) = Euc·ri Altuu(vL) for all R c N\Ti with
IRI < ITI. Notice that

w(T) = UL(TUTI) - UL(Ti) =  E  AR(UL) - EAR(VL) = I ARCUL)
RCTUTi RCTi RCTUTz:RnT#0

Using this and the induction hypothesis it follows that

AT(w) = w(T) -   E   AR(w)
RCT:R#0

=              AR(UL) -  E   E ARuu(UL)
RGTUTt:RnT#0 RCT:R00 UCTi

=   E   I ARuu(vL)-   E   Z AR"u(v')
RCT:R#0 UCT, RCT: R,60 UCTi

= E ATUU(VL),
UCTi

where the first equality uses the fact that A0(w) = 0.                                      0

Using lemma 4.2.4, we can prove the following statement with respect to the relation
between the sum of several unanimity coefficients of the game (N, v) and the sum of
several unanimity coefficients of the game (N 71, w)

Lemma 4.2.5  Let (N, v, L) E CSN.. Then forallke{1+1,...,m}and all T Q NnTk
with T#0 i t holds that

E     ATuR(VL) = E ATUR(W) (4.23)

RCufz,1(NnT,) RCU 111+1(NnT.)
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Proof:  Letk€{1 +1, . . . ,m}a n d let T E N n T, : with T I,6 0. It follows that

E    ATuR(UL) = Z E  ATURUU(UL) = E ATuR(W),
RCu &11 (NnT,) RCU & +1(NnT,) Ug(Nrt'71) Rg#,-41(NnT.)

where the second equality follows from lemma 4.2.4.                                            0

Before we can define the last property of this section, we still need some additional
N*notation. We define for every communication situation  (N, u, L)  € CS and every

allocation rule 7 the game (N \71, z7,L) by

17.L(T) = UL(T u (N n 71)) -   E  .Yi T u (N n 71),v'Tu(NnT,), L(T U (N n 71) 
LENn71

(4.24)

for  all  T  C  (N 71).   The  game  (3\71, 17 L) is called the class-reduced game. The value
of a coalition T in the class-reduced game is defined as the worth of the union of this
coalition with the players of the lowest non-empty class 71 in the graph-restricted game
minus the payoff that the players of this lowest non-empty class would get if the player
set was restricted to T u (N n 11) .  We will call the triple (N\71, z7'L, L')  the  class-reduced
communication situation.

Consider the following property for an allocation rule 7 defined on the class of com-
-N'munication situations D = CS   :

Class Consistency  (CC):  For all  (N, v. L)  € C5N.  and all i  f  N\71 it holds  that

7,(N, v. L) = 7,(N\TE, zi.L, L') (4.25)

This property states that the payoff 7 attributes to a player that is not in the low-
est non-empty class equals the payoff 7 attributes to this player in the class-reduced
communication situation.

The following lemma states the Myerson value with weight system w satisfies this

property.

Lemma 4.2.6 The Myerson value with weight system w satisfies class consistency.

Proof:  Let  (N, u, L)  E  CgN.. For notational convenience, assume without  loss of gen-
erality that N A T i  960 and Ti -N n T i
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From lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 it follows that the Myerson value with weight system w

satisfies CE and IHC. Hence, it follows for all T C N\Ti that

I K'(T U Tt, VITUTi, L(T u Ti)) = E 517(T u Ti, VITUT„ Lst)
i€Tl i€Tl

=  uL(TuT,) (Tl  

- t,L (Tl )

Hence, for every T C N\Ti it holds that z7.L(T) = w(T). Now, it suffices to show that

pg(N, v, L) = 1.17(N\Ti, w, L'),  for all i c N\Ti (4.26)

Let k e {2, . . . ,m} and let i€N n Tk.  Then

117(N, v, L) = 07(N, uL)

= E ELAR(UL)WRRER

=       E          -5-        E       ATuu(UL)11)T
TE-(NnTk):iET ugu,f (NnT,)             _

= E -EL    Z    ATuu(w)
WT

T&(NnT*) i€T _   UCU & (NAT,)
Wi

= E Ii) AR(w)
RCU -2(NnT,):,ER

= 07(N\Tl, W)
. 09(N\Ti,wL') = 14'(N\Ti,w, L')

The third and the fifth equality use the fact that for every R with i€R there exists

exactly  one T  g  (N n T )  and  U  c  U J(N n Tr)  with  R =T U U. Notice that  it  is
possible for U to be empty and that it is possible that T is equal to R. The fourth
equality follows from lemma 4.2.5 and the seventh equality follows from lemma 4.2.3.   0

Before we are able to characterize the Myerson values with weight systems we need

to prove one more lemma. This lemma states that for every communication situation

where there are links between players belonging to the lowest non-empty class only, it

holds that an allocation rule satisfying component efficiency and class weighted fairness

coincides with a Myerson value with a weight system w for all players in this class.
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N-
Lemma 4.2.7 Let 7 be an allocation rule on CS that satisfies component efficiency
and class weighted fairness with weights  w.   Then  for all  (N, v, L)  C   N.  such  that
L C  {{i, j} I i, j f  (N n 71)} it holds that 7(N, v, L) = BW(N, v, L), where w =  (w, E)

Proof: According to lemma 4.2.1, pw satisfies CE and CWF with weights w. Now,
suppose there exists a rule 7 that satisfies CE and CWF with weights w with 7 0 Bw.
Let (N, v, L) €CSN. beacommunication situation with L g {{i,j} I i, j f (N n 71)}
and a minimal number of links such that 7(N, u, L) 4 it,(N, v, L)

Firstly, consider i € N j71. Since C,(L) = {i} it follows from component efficiency
that

7,(L) = U({i}) = 1< (N,u,L)

We will show a similar result  for all i c  (N n 71) Consider an arbitrary link  {i, j}  E  L.
From CWF of 7 we find:

I -  7,(L) _ 7,(L\{{i, j}})   =  i -  7j(L) - 3(L\{{i, j}}) 

Because Bw also satisfies CWF and using the minimality of L we derive

wj.yi(L) - w,73(L) = wj'y,(L\{{i, j}}) - w,7j(L\{{i, j}})
= wj/4,(L\{{i,j}}) - w,B;(L\{{i,j}})
= wj/4,(L) - wipj'(L)

Thus,

wj(7,(L) - %7(L)) = wi(71(L) - *5(L))

This expression is valid for all directly connected pairs in (N n Tt). Using transitivity, we
find that the same expression holds for every pair {s, t} in a communication component.

Let C€(NATi)/L, i f C and d(C)= 2-(7,(L)-/17(L)). For every j€C w e now have

_1-(3(L) - /17(L)) = d(C).
11]j

CE of 7 and *W gives us

E 7j(L) = Z B;(L) = u(C).
jEC JEC
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Thus,

0 =   (71(L) - 14'(L)} = Ewjd(C)
]EC jEC

So, d(C) = 0 for every communication component C E (N n TA / L. This proves that
7,(L) = *9(L) for all i e (N n 71) We conclude that 7(N, 23, L)= tiw(N, 23, L).            gi

We can now prove the main theorem of this section, a characterization of Myerson

values with weight systems.

Theorem 4.2.1 Myerson values with weight systems satisfy component efficiency, class

weighted fairness, independence of higher classes, and class consistency. Furthermore, if
a rule 7 on 05N. satisfies these four properties, then 7 belongs to the class of Myerson

values with weight systems.

Proof: Lemmas 4.2.1, 4.2.2, and 4.2.6 show that all Myerson values with weight systems
satisfy CE, CWF, IHC, and CC. Now, suppose 7 is a rule that satisfies CE, CWF, IHC,
and CC.  Let w denote the weights for which 7 satisfies CWF. Define w =  (w, E).  We
will prove that 7 = Pw by contradiction.

Suppose 7 4 Bw.  Let (N, u, L) E CSN. be a communication situation with a minimal

number of links such that 7(N,u,L) 96 11wiN,u, L).   If L  =0  then  we  find  from  CE  of 7
and Bw that 7(N, u, L) = pw(N, v, L).  So, L 0 0

Let k denote the highest class with a player that forms a link, so

k= max{r I B B E (N n Tr), 31 E N: {s, t} e L}

We will derive a contradiction by first showing for every player i in a lower hierarchical
class than class k that 7,(N, v, L) = *7(N, u, L) Subsequently, we will show the same
relation for every player i in a higher hierarchical class than class k and finally, we will
show for every player i in class k that 7,(N, u, L) = *7(N, u,L)

Consider a class Tr with r < k. There exists at least one link in L with at least one

of its end points in T,:. This means that this link is a member of L but not of LEr, so
LEr|  <  ILI.   From  IHC  of 7  and  Bw  and the minimality  of L we conclude  that  for  all

i€Nn Tr

7,(L) = 7,(Lsr) = B;'(Lsr) = 1 7(L).
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Now consider a class Tr, with r > k, and a player i E NnTr.  By definition of k player
i is not connected to any other player. Hence, it follows from component efficiency that

71(L) = v({i}) = Ff (L).

Finally, we consider class  Tk.   Let  i  € N n l k. Since  7  and Bw satisfy class consistency

7,(N, v, L) = 7,(N\Ti, z7'L, L') and 117(N, v, L) = /17(N\71, Z„L, L')

The class-reduced communication situation has only players in classes TI+1,···,Tm. We
will denote (N\Ti, z7,L, L')  by  (N2, u2, L2). Since we have removed the players in  the
lowest non-empty class, this is a communication situation with at most m-1 non-empty
classes. Notice that (Ar2, L2)  has only links between players of the classes Tt+i,..., Tk·

We repeat this argument until player i is in the lowest non-empty class. This will be
after at most k-2 more steps. Denote the actual number of steps by q and denote the
resulting communication situation by (Nq, ve, Lq). The communication graph (Nq, Lq)
has only links between players in the lowest non-empty class. Then, lemma 4.2.7 implies
that

'n(j\rq, 719, Lg) = iut'(,1\re, vq, Lq).

If we combine the results obtained so far we get

'Yi(N, v, L) = 7,(N2, v2, L2) = . . . = .Yi(Arq, uq, Le)

-  B: (Nq, vq, Lq) = . . . = FT (N', v2, LY) = /17(N, v, L).

We have now shown for all r f {1,..., m} and all i € Nn Tr that 7,(N, v,L) =
pr(N, v, L). Thus 7(N, v, L) = Bw(N, v, L).                                                                   0

Slikker and van den Nouweland (1996) show that the properties in the characteriza-
tion above are logically independent.

4.3 An alternative characterization

In section 3.2 we presented several characterizations of the Myerson value. Amongst
other things it was shown that balanced contributions implies fairness, and, hence, in any
characterization fairness can be replaced by balanced contributions. In this section we
study the impact of replacing class weighted fairness by a property called class weighted
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balanced contributions in the characterization of Myerson values with weight systems of
section 4.2. We show that this replacement implies that the property class consistency
can be dropped.

Consider the following property for an allocation rule 7 defined on the class of com-
munication situations D =  N :

Class weighted balanced contributions (CWBC): There exist weights (wi),€N'
such that for all (N, v, L) f D, all hierarchical classes T ,kE{l,..., m}, and all
i, j E N with i, j € 11 it holds that

_1(7,(L) - 'Yi(L\Lj)   = -1- (7j(L) - ·yj(L\Li) . (4.27)
Wi C Wj \

Class weighted balanced contributions is based on balanced contributions as described

in section 3.2 and states that the weighted loss player i can inflict on player j in the same
hierarchical class by breaking up all the links player i is involved in coincides with the

weighted loss player j can inflict on player i by breaking up all links player j is involved
in.

Using (2.25) we can rewrite (4.27) as

1 (7,(L) - 7,(L-j)) = I, (7j(L) - 7,(L-,)). (4.28)Wi \                         U.9
We will show that the Myerson value with weight system w satisfies class weighted

balanced contributions. After this we show that the class of Myerson values with weight

systems can be characterized by the properties component efficiency, independence of
higher classes, and class weighted balanced contributions.

Lemma 4.3.1 The Myerson value with weight system w satisfies class weighted bal-
anced contributions.

Proof: Let (N, v, L) € Cf. and k € {1,...,m} For any j € NATk the following
relation holds between the graph-restricted games  (N, vL)  and  (N, uL-j),

f '4(R) if  R  =  {j};
uL_ (R)= 1 UL(R\{j})+ u({j}) ifj €Rand IR'22; (4.29)

l uL(R) if j % R.

The second part of this equation follows since in that case R/(L_j) = {j} u (R\{j})/L.
The first and third parts are obvious.
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Using (4.29) we find that for any j E N A T k the following relation between the
unanimity coefficients of (N, uL)  and  (N, vL-4 holds,

(  ARCUL)    if R = {j};

ARCUL-, ) -1
0 if j E R and IR' 22, (4.30)

C  ARCUL)     if j 0 R.

Let i, j E N n T k then

14'(N, v, L) - B;'(N, v, L_j) = 47(N, uL) - 07(N, uL-, 1

=  r  (-ELAR(UL) - ELAR(VL-,))#Ctli \ 1'18 WR

=    E    -5-ARCUL)
REN,{i,j}CR WR

Wi                    r-W.

= Ii)-         2'   _ Ii AR(v»)RCN {i,j}(R               _
Wi r

= - [14'(N, u, L) - B;(N, v, L-i)1, (4.31)
103

where the first and second equalities follow by definition of the Myerson value with
weight system w. The third equality follows using (4.30) and since players i and j
belong to the same hierarchical class. This equality would not hold if player i was in a
higher hierarchical class than player j. The fourth equality follows directly and the last
equality follows by repeating the first three steps in reverse order and interchanging the
roles of players i and j.

The equality between the first and last expressions in (4.31) shows that Bw satisfies
class weighted balanced contributions.                                                   0

The next theorem shows that if we replace class weighted fairness by class weighted
balanced contributions in the characterization of Myerson values with weight systems in

theorem 4.2.1, we do not need class consistency.

Theorem 4.3.1 Myerson values with weight systems satisfy component efficiency, in-
dependence of higher classes, and class weighted balanced contributions. Furthermore, if
a rule 7 on CSN. satisfies these three properties, then 7 belongs to the class of Myerson
values with weight systems.
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Proof: It follows from lemmas 4.2.1, 4.2.2, and 4.3.1 that all Myerson values with
weight systems satisfy CE, IHC, and CWBC. Now, suppose 7 is a rule that also satisfies
these three properties. Let w denote the weights for which 7 satisfies CWBC. Define

w = (w, t)
Let N g N*, (N,v) c TUN,k€{1.  ..,m}, andiENn Tk.  We will prove that

7, = 117 by induction to the number of players in IC,(Lsk) n Tki·
If (N, L) E UGN satisfies C,(Lsk) n Tk - {i}, then it follows from IHC and CE that

E      /17(N, v. L) = UL(C,(Lsk) Tk) =      Z      71(N, u. L),
,€C, (L<k)\Tk j€C,(Lsk)\Ta

since C,(Lsk)\{i} is the union of a number of components in the graph (N, L<k-1)·
Furthermore, from CE and IHC it follows that

E *7(N, v, L) = v(C,(Lsk)) = E 71(N,v, L)
j€C, (L<k) j€C, (Ls k)

It now follows directly that /17(N, u, L) = 1(N, v, L)
Suppose that Itt (N, v, L) = 7,(N, u, L) for all (N, L) c UGN with IC,(Lsk) ATk| 5 r.

Let  (N, L)  c  UGN be such that  IC,(Lsk) n Tk|  =  r+1. For notational convenience
assume without loss of generality that C,(Lsk) n T* = {l, . . . ,r+1}

In the following system of linear equations the first equation follows from CE and
IHC. The second set of equations follows from CWBC.

(1)            E    71(L) = v(Ci(Lsk)) - vt'(C,(Lsk) Tk);
jEC, (L<k)ATk

(2) - (r + 1) for each j c (C,(Lsk)\{1}) n Tk
·yj(L) - ·yj(L-i) - 71(L) - 71(L-j)

Wj             W

Using the induction hypothesis we can rewrite equations (2) - (r + 1) of the system
above and obtain the following system of equations.

(1)            E     73(L) = v(C,(Lsk)) - UL(C,(Lsk) Tk),
jEC.(Lsk)nTh

(2) - (r + 1) wi'Yj(N, v, L) - wj·71(N, v, L) = will;'(N, u, L-1) - ll),p.' (N,u, L-j).
for each j E (C,(Lsk)\{1}) n Tk
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This system of equations is determined by a square non-singular matrix. Hence, it has
a unique solution. Since BW satisfies CE, IHC and CWBC with weight w it is a solution
of this system of equations. Consequently, 7 = Bw.                                                             0

Slikker and van den Nouweland (1996) show that the properties in the characteriza-
tion above are logically independent.



Chapter 5

Inheritance of properties in
communication situations

In this chapter, which is based on Slikker  (2000), we study interesting properties  of

TU-games and the influence of communication restrictions on these properties.  More
specifically, we study what conditions on the underlying graph in a communication sit-
uation are necessary and sufficient to guarantee that certain desirable properties of the
original game are transmitted to the graph-restricted game.

Firstly, we study superadditivity and convexity and proceed with an analysis of bal-
ancedness and totally balancedness. Then we study when the property that the Shapley
value is in the core is transmitted from a game to its graph-restricted game. We show
that inheritance of this property is guaranteed if and only if the underlying graph is
empty or complete. Subsequently, we want to study the property that the Shapley val-
ues of a game and all related subgames belong to the corresponding cores. Since there
is a useful relation between this property and average convexity, we proceed by first
showing that inheritance of average convexity of a game by the graph-restricted game

is guaranteed if and only if every subgraph associated with a component of the under-
lying graph is a complete graph or a star graph. After that, we show that inheritance
of the property that the Shapley values of a game and all related subgames belong to
the corresponding cores is guaranteed if and only if every component of the underlying
graph is a complete graph or a star graph. Finally, we study the properties that a game
has a population monotonic allocation scheme (PMAS) and that the Shapley allocation
scheme is a PMAS. We show that if a game has a PMAS then the graph-restricted game
has a PMAS and we show that inheritance of the property that the Shapley allocation
scheme is a PMAS is guaranteed if and only if every component of the underlying graph

69
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is complete.
Inheritance results on superadditivity and convexity can be found in section 5.1 and

(totally) balancedness is studied in section 5.2. Section 5.3 deals with inheritance of three
properties: inclusion of the Shapley value in the core, average convexity, and inclusion of
the Shapley values of a game and all its subgames in the corresponding cores. In section
5.4 inheritance by the graph-restricted game of the property that a game has a PMAS
and the property that the Shapley allocation scheme is a PMAS is studied. Section 5.5
contains a review of the results and some remarks on inheritance of properties related
to the link game.

5.1     Superadditivity and convexity
In this section we study necessary and sufficient conditions on the underlying game in a
communication situation to guarantee that superadditivity or convexity of this game is
transmitted to the graph-restricted game.

Inheritance of superadditivity was first studied by Owen (1986). The following the-
orem states that if the underlying TU-game is superadditive then the graph-restricted

game is superadditive as well.

Theorem 5.1.1  Let (N, L) be a communication graph and let (N, v) be a TU-game.  If
(N, v) is superadditive then (N, vL) is superadditive.

Proof:   Let  Ti   g  N  and  T,  C N\Tt Consider  C  E  (Ti u T2)/L. Then, since C is
a component in (Ti U 1'2, L(Ti U T2)) it follows that player i € Ti n C is not directly
connected to any j E TI\C Hence, for the component player i belongs to according

to (Ti,L(Ti)), i.e., C,(L(Ti)), it holds that C,(L(Ti)) c C r l Ti. Obviously, asimilar
result holds for all i € 1'2 n C. This implies that C is the union of several components

of (Ti,L(Ti)) and several components of (7'2' L(T2)),  say Ch..., C i  and  Cl, ···  , Cl"
respectively. By superadditivity of (N, u) it follows that

mi 7712

v(C) 2 E v(Cii) + E v(C,2) (5.1)

:=l :=1

Using this, and the fact that every player belongs to exactly one C E (Ti UT2)/L we find

uL(Ti U T2) =      E      u(C) 2   Z  v(C) +   E   v(C) = VI.(Ti) + VL(T2),    (5.2)
CE(Ti UT2)/L C€I\/L C€T2/L
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where the equalities follow by definition of the graph-restricted game and the inequality

follows by (5.1) and the discussion above.                                                  0

Superadditivity of a game is always inherited by the graph-restricted game. In the

following example we study whether a similar result holds for convexity.

Example 5.1.1  Let  (N, v,L) be a 4-person communication situation with player set
N = {1,2,3,4}, set of links L = {{1,2}, {2,3}, {3,4}, {4,1}} (see figure 5.1), and char-
acteristic function v described by

( 0   if ITI 5 1;

U(T) = <
| 1   if ITI = 2;

  2   if ITI = 3;3   if ITI = 4.

4

.'1 I
Figure 5.1: The graph (N, L).

It is easily checked that this game is convex. With respect to the graph-restricted game
we find among other things that coalitions {1,2,3}, {1,3,4}, and N = {1,2,3,4} are con-
nected according to (N, L), implying that vt.({1,2,3}) = v({1,2,3}) = 2, vt.({1,3,4}) =
v({1,3,4}) = 2, and vI,(N) = u(N) = 3. However, coalition   { 1,3} is partitioned  by
(N, L) into components {1} and {3} implying that uL({1,3}) = v({1}) + v({3}) = 0.
Combining these results we find

vL<{1,2,3}) - uL({1,3}) =2-0=2>1=3-2= uL,(N) - UL({1,3,4}). (5.3)

We conclude that although (N, v) is convex, (N, vL) is not convex.                      0

The example above shows that inheritance of convexity cannot be guaranteed for
all undirected graphs. The following theorem states that in case the underlying graph
is cycle-complete, then convexity of a game is always inherited by the graph-restricted
game. This theorem is due to van den Nouweland and Borm (1991).
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Theorem 5.1.2  Let (N, L) be a cycle-complete communication graph and let (N, v) be
a TU-game.  If (N, u) is convex then  (N, vL) is convex.

Inheritance of convexity is guaranteed if the underlying graph is cycle-complete, but
example 5.1.1 illustrates that inheritance is not guaranteed for all graphs. In the following

theorem, which follows straightforwardly from an example in van den Nouweland and

Borm   (1991), we extend example  5.1.1   to  show that inheritance of convexity  is  not
guaranteed in case the underlying graph is not cycle-complete.

Theorem 5.1.3  Let (N, L) be a communication graph that is not cycle-complete.  Then
there exists a convex game (N, v) such that the graph-restricted game is not convex.

Proof: Since  (N, L)  is not cycle-complete, there  is a cycle  (Il,·•·,Ik, I l)i n (N, L)
and  i,j  E  {1,... ,k}  with  i<j-1,  {zi, Ij}  ¢L  and  {I™,Ij}  E L for all m E
{i +1, . . . ,j-1} .  Consider the convex game (N, u) where u(T) = ITI - 1 for all T c N,
T 4 0. Define Ti = {Ii, I,+1, zj} and T2 = {Il,·· • , Ik}. Then,

ul,(Ti) - UL(Ti\{I,+1}) =2>1= uL(T'2) - VI'(T2 {I,+1}). (5.4)

Hence, the game (N, uL) iis not convex.                                                      0

The following theorem follows directly by combining the results on inheritance of
convexity described in theorems 5.1.2 and 5.1.3.

Theorem 5.1.4  Let  (N, L) be a communication graph.  Then the following two state-
ments are equivalent:

(i) The communication graph (N, L) is a cycle-complete graph.
(ii) For all convex games (N, 71) the graph-restricted game (N, uL) is convex.

Proof: The proof follows directly by combining theorems 5.1.2 and 5.1.3.                   0
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5.2  Balancedness and totally balancedness

In this section we study non-emptiness of the core. Specifically, we study necessary and
sufficient conditions on a graph to guarantee that (totally) balancedness of a game is
transmitted to the graph-restricted game.

The following theorem states that necessary and sufficient conditions for a graph to
guarantee that balancedness of (N, u) implies balancedness of (N, uL) are that the graph
is connected or empty.

Theorem 5.2.1  Let (N, L) be a communication graph.  Then the following two state-
ments are equivalent:

(i) The graph (N, L) is connected or empty.
(ii) For all balanced games (N, v) the graph-restricted game (N, vL) is balanced.

Proof: Suppose (i) holds.   Let  (N, u)  be a balanced  game.   If (N, L) is empty then

v Z, =  i€N v({i})u{i} implying that (N, uL) is an additive game and has a non-empty
core. Now, suppose (N, L) is connected. Take I c C (N,v), which is possible since (N, v)
is balanced. We will show that z E C(N, uL) as well. Firstly, note that

ZI, = v(N) = uL(N), (5.5)

i€N

where the first equality holds since z E C(N, v) and the second equality follows since

(N, L) is connected. Secondly, for all T C N i t holds that

Ex, =  E Ex, 2  Z v(C) = VLCT), (5.6)

ZET C€T/L i€C CET/L

where the inequality follows since z C C(N, v)  and the last equality by definition of
the graph-restricted game (N, uL). Combining (5.5) and (5.6) shows that z E C(N, uL)
Hence, (ii) holds.

Suppose (ii) holds. Assume (N, L) is not connected and not empty. Consider (N, v)
defined by

  1     if ITI = 1;
UCT) = (0 if 1 < ITI < INI;

l  INI    if T - N.
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The game (N, v) is balanced since x with xi =1  for all i €N i s a core-element. Since

(N, L) is non-empty it follows that IN/LI < INI. Since (N, L) is not connected it follows
that N is not a component of (N, L). So, every component has value 0 or 1. Hence,

uL(N) = E v(C) 5 IN/LI < INI
CEN/L

Furthermore, for all i€N i t holds that vt.({i}) = u({i}) =1. Obviously, there is no

VERN satisfying Ei€N yi = UL(N) < INI and yi 2 UL({i}) = 1 for all i E N.  Hence,
the core of (N, uL) is empty. This contradicts (ii). We conclude that (N, L) is connected

or empty. So, (i) holds.
This completes the proof.                                                                 0

The following theorem,  due  to  van den Nouweland (1993), states  that no restriction
on the underlying graph is required to ensure that totally balancedness of a TU-game is
transmitted to the graph-restricted game.

Theorem 5.2.2  Let (N, L) be a communication graph and let (N, u) be a TU-game. If
(N, u) is totally balanced then (N, uL) is totally balanced.

Proof: Suppose  (N, v) is totally balanced.    Let  T  c  N. It suffices  to  show  that

(T, (UL)IT) is balanced.   We will construct a core-element for this game. By totally

balancedness of (N, u) it follows that for all C e T/L there exists (Ii),ic € C(C, vIc)
We will show that LT = (Ii),ET E C(T, (UL)IT)· Firstly, note that

Ex,= Z E    v(C) = UL(T) = (UL)TCT), (5.7)

i€T C€T/L KC CET/L

where the second equality follows since for all C c T/L it holds that (Ii),Ec € C(C, vIc),
the third equality follows by definition of the graph-restricted game, and the last equality
by definition of a subgame. Secondly, for all R C T i t holds that

Zzi=  E  Zzi 2  Z  v(D) = vL(R) = (uL)IT(R), (5.8)

ER DeR/LiED DeR L

where the inequality follows since for all D E R/L there exists C E T/L with D I C
and (x,)iec E C(C, vIc)· The second equality follows by definition of the graph-restricted
game and the last equality by definition of a subgame. Combining (5.7) and (5.8) shows

that IT € C(T, (UL)IT).                                                                                          0
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5.3 The Shapley value
In this section we study several properties related to the Shapley value. We describe
classes of communication graphs that guarantee transmission of a property from a co-

operative game to its associated graph-restricted game. Firstly, in subsection 5.3.1 we
study which conditions on a communication graph guarantee that if the Shapley value
of a game is in the core of this game, then the Shapley value of the graph-restricted
game is in the core of the graph-restricted game, i.e., the Myerson value is in the core
of the graph-restricted game. Subsequently, we study the property that the Shapley

values of a game and all its subgames are in the corresponding cores. Since there is a
useful relation between this property and average convexity we proceed by first studying
inheritance of average convexity in subsection 5.3.2. Then, in subsection 5.3.3 we study
when the property that the Shapley values of a game and all its subgames belong to the

corresponding cores is inherited by the graph-restricted game.
Recall the definition of a (HM-)potential game from section 2.1.  In two of the follow-

ing subsections we will use the following lemma, which states that for every graph that
is not cycle-complete we can find a game with an average convex associated potential
game, while the Shapley value of the graph-restricted game does not belong to the core.

Lemma 5.3.1  Let (N, L) be a communication graph that is not cycle-complete. Then
there exists a TU-game (N, v) with an average convex associated potential game such

that *(N, uL) 0 C(N, uL).

Proof: Since  (N, L)  is not cycle-complete there exists a cycle  (I l, · · · , Ik, :El )  and  i, j  E

{1,..., k}, i < j-1, with {zi, zj} % L. Define v = t:(z„z ,. Then, (N, PAY)),  where
1114.,9) =  11 zi,g,h is average convex ((3,111(/t)) is even convex).  Since {zi,xj} di L it
holds that uL({I„Zj}) = 0.

The graph-restricted game (N, uL) is determined by a collection W of subsets of N,
where  S€W i f and  only if there exists  C e  S/L  such  that {4,4} (C.I t holds  that

vI,(S) =l i f S€W, and vI.(S) =0 otherwise.  Note that if T 2 S and S E W, then
T E W. This implies that (N, vL) is monotonic.

Recall equation (2.10) which states that the Shapley value of a player is the average

over all permutations in PN of the marginal contribution of this player to the set of
players who precede him.  Note that monotonicity of (N, uL) and the fact that vt.(S) c

{0,1}  for  all  S  c N implies that every marginal contribution  of a player is either  0  or
1  and  that  for any specific permutation players  x,  and Ij together receive  0  or 1. Since
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uL ({Zi, zj})  =  0,  they both receive  zero  if they are first and second according  to  the
permutation. So, players  xi  and xj together receive a weighted average  of 0  and  1,  with
a strictly positive weight for 0. Hence, *z, (N, uL) + *z, (N, uL) < 1.

By non-negativity of the marginal contributions and the efficiency of the Shapley

value we have  ELl $=1(N, uL)  5  1, so ELI $=,(N, vL) + 4,(N, uL) + *zi (N, uL)  <  2.
This last expression implies that

J                                                        k

E*x,(N,UL)<1 or Z*z,(N, v.6)+Et=,(N, uL)<1.
t=i l=j Ml

Since vI,({I„ xi+1,...,Ij}) = vt.({Ij,...,Ik, xi, · · ·,xi}) = 1, we find that $(N, vIS) 0
C(N, uL). This completes the proof.                                                         0

5.3.1   The core

In this subsection we study when the property that the Shapley value belongs to the
core is inherited by the graph-restricted game. Firstly, recall the following result of
Marin-Solano and Rafels (1996), which was already mentioned in section 2.1.

Remark  5.3.1 The Shapley values  of a  game  and all related subgames  are  in  the  cor-

responding cores if and only if the associated potential game is average convex.

The following theorem states that transmission of the property that the Shapley value
belongs to the core is guaranteed if and only if the underlying communication graph is
the complete graph or the empty graph.

Theorem 5.3.1  Let (N, L) be a communication graph.  Then the following two state-
ments are equivalent:

(i) (N, L) is the complete graph or the empty graph.

(ii) For every game (N, u) with *(N, u) E C(N, v) it holds that *(N, uL) E C(N, vL).

Proof: Suppose (i) holds.  Let (N, v) be a cooperative game with *(N, v) E C(N, v).
If (N, L)  is the complete graph then uL = v and *(N, AL)  € C(N, vL) since *(N, v)  C
C(N, v).  If (N, L) is the empty graph then vL = EL€N v({i})11{,}, implying that (N, uL)
is an additive game, implying that the Shapley value belongs to the core. So, (ii) holds.
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Suppose (ii) holds. Firstly, assume  that  (N, L)  is not the empty graph  and  not
connected. Consider (N, v) defined by

v<T) = <      if ITI =1,
if 1 < ITI < INI;

INI    if T = N.

Then *,(N,v) = 1 for all i E N. Obviously, *(N, v)  € C(N, v).  In the same way
as in the proof of theorem 5.2.1, it follows that C(N, uL)= 0 implying that *(N, uL) 0
C(N, uL). This contradicts (ii). We conclude that if (N, L) is not the empty graph, then

(N, L) is connected.

Secondly, assume that (N, L) is not cycle-complete. It follows by lemma 5.3.1 that
there exists (N, u) with an average convex associated potential game while *(N, uL)  0
C(N, uL).   Since from remark  5.3.1 it follows that average convexity of the associated
potential game implies that the Shapley value belongs  to  the  core, this contradicts  (ii).
We conclude that (N, L) is cycle-complete.

Finally, assume that  (N, L) is connected, cycle-complete,  but not complete.   Let
1, j e N be two points that  are not connected directly. Then, according to lemma 2.3.1
there exists a unique shortest path between i and j. Take 3 consecutive points on this
path. Without loss of generality, call them 1, 2, and 3. So, L({1, 2, 3}) = {{ 1, 2}, {2, 3} }.

Note that {1,3} % L since a shortest path is via 1, 2, and 3. Hence, every path between

1 and 3 is via 2, since otherwise cycle-completeness of (N, L) would be violated. Define

v = -11{1,2} - 11{1,3} - 11{2,3} + 3u{1,2,3}· Then *,(N, v)  = 0 for all i  E  N and it is
easily seen that *(N, v) c C(N, v) Since vL = -u{1,2} - u{2,3} + 2u{1,2,3  it follows that

*2(N,u„) = - -  t i- - <0= uL({2}). This contradicts (ii). We conclude that

if (N, L) is connected and cycle-complete then (N, L) is complete.

Combining these three results it follows that (N, L) is the complete graph or the

ennpty graph. So, (i) holds.

This completes the proof.                                                                 0

5.3.2 Average convexity

In this subsection we describe the class of communication graphs for which average

convexity of the original game implies average convexity of the graph-restricted game.
The main result of this section is that average convexity of a game is always inherited by
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the graph-restricted game if and only if every component in the communication graph

is complete or a star graph.
Firstly, we show that graphs that are not cycle-complete do not guarantee inheritance

of average convexity. The following theorem follows straightforwardly from theorem
5.1.2, which states that for each communication graph that is not cycle-complete there
exists a convex game such that the corresponding graph-restricted game is not convex.
We will now strengthen this result and show that for each communication graph that
is not cycle-complete there exists a convex game such that the corresponding graph-
restricted games are not even average convex.

Theorem 5.3.2  Let (N, L) be a communication graph that is not cycle-complete. Then
there exists a convex game (N, v) such that the graph-restricted game is not average
convex.

Proof: Since  (N, L)  is not cycle-complete, there  is a cycle  (It,..., zk, Il )i n (N,L)

and  i,j  E  {1,...,k}  with  i<j-1, {4, Ij}  0  L  and  {xm,xj}  E L  for  all m€
{i+ 1, . . . ,j- 1}.  Consider the convex game (N, v) where v(T) = ITI - 1 for all T C N,
T 0 0. Define Ti = {xi, xi+1,zj} and T2 = {xi,··· ,Ik}. Then,

E [vL(Ti) - UL(Tl\{t})] =1+2+1>1+1+1=E [uL(72) - UL(7'21{1})] .
t€Tl IETi

Hence, the game (N, vL) is not average convex.                                                       0

Now, using theorem 5.3.2 the following result follows directly.

Theorem 5.3.3  Let (N, L) be a communication graph.  Then the following two state-
ments are equivalent:

(i) The graph (N, L) is cycle-complete.
(ii) For every convex game (N, v) the graph-restricted game (N, vL) is average convex.

Proof: The proof follows directly from theorem 5.3.2 above and theorem 5.1.2, which

states  that if (N, L) is cycle-complete and  (N, v) convex,  then  (N, uL) is convex  and,
consequently, average convex.                                                                0
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The theorem above states that cycle-completeness of the underlying graph is neces-

sary for convexity of the cooperative game to guarantee average convexity of the graph-

restricted game. Hence, cycle-completeness is a necessary condition on the underlying

graph to guarantee that average convexity of the cooperative game is inherited by the

graph-restricted game. The following example shows that this condition is not sufficient.

Example 5.3.1 Consider the following communication situation:  N = {1,2,3,4}, L =
{{1,2},{2,3},{3,4},{4,2}} (see figure 5.2) and v such that

0   if 1T1 = 1 or T E  {1,2}, {1,3}, {2,4} ,

v (T)  =   <
6      if T € <{1,4},{3,4},{2,3} ;
9    if ITI = 3;
16    if T = N.

34

2

1

Figure 5.2: The graph (N, L).

Note that the communication graph (N, L) is cycle-complete.  It can be checked that the
game  (N, v) is average convex. For example,  with Ti  =  {1,2,4} and 1'2 - N we find
that

  [v(Ti) - v(Tl\{i})] =9+3+9=2 1 5 7+7+7=E [V(7'2) - U(T2 {i})]
1ETI 11€Tl

Note that (N, v) is not convex since

v({2,3}) -u({3}) =6>3= v({2,3,4}) - u({3,4}).
The characteristic function of the graph-restricted game is given by

.

0   if  Tj = 1 or T E  {1,2},{1,3},{1,4},{2,4} ;

vz,(T)  =   < 6   if TE <{3,4},{2,3},{1,3,4}J,

9   if T €  {1,2,3},{1,2,4},{2,3,4} ;
16    if T = N.
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Let Ti = {1,2,4} and T2 = N then

E [UL(Ti) - UL(Ti j{i})] =9+9+9=2 7
i€TI

>2 4=7+1 0+7=Z [UL(T2) -vL(T2\{i})] .
i€T

Hence, (N, uL) is not average convex.                                                                                   0

The example above shows that we can find cycle-complete graphs for which average
convexity of a game need not be inherited by the associated graph-restricted game.  The
graph in the example above contains a cycle. Hence, we wonder whether cycle-freeness
might be sufficient to guarantee inheritance of average convexity. The following example
shows that cycle-freeness is not sufficient either.

Example 5.3.2 Consider the following communication situation:  N = {1,2,3,4}, L =
{{1,2},{2,3},{3,4}} (see figure 5.3) and v such that

.

0   if ITI = l or T f <{1,3},{1,4},{2,3} ;
8   if T€ <{1,2},{2,4},{3,4},{1,2,3},{ 1,3,4}  V (T)  =   <

14  if T e  {1,2,4},{2,3,4} ,
19    if T = N.

  2 3 4

Figure 5.3: The graph (N, L).

It can be checked that (N, v) is average convex. However, since

v({1,2,3}) -u({2,3}) =8 > 5= v(N) -
v({2,3,4})

the game (N, v) is not convex.
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The characteristic function of the graph-restricted game is given by

0   if ITI = 1 or T c  {1,3},{1,4},{2,3},{2,4} ,

uL(T) = < 8   if T C  {1,2},{3,4},{1,2,3},{1,3,4},{1,2,4} 
14     if T C    {2,3, 4}  ;
19    if T = N.

With Ti = {2,3,4} and 1'2 - N, we find

Z [vz'(Ti) - vz'(Ti {i})] =6+1 4+1 4=3 4
i€Ti

> 33 = 11 + 11 + 11 = E [UL(T2) - UL(T2j{i})]
i€Tl

Hence, (N, vL) is not average convex.                                                                            0

The examples above indicate that the set of graphs that ensure inheritance of average
convexity of a game by the graph-restricted game is restricted. The following theorem
shows that star graphs are in this set.

Theorem 5.3.4  Let (N, u, L) be a communication situation where the underlying game

(N, v) is average convex and the underlying communication graph (N, L) a star graph.
Then the graph-restricted game (N, uL) is also average convex.

Proof: Without loss of generality assume that player 1 is the central player in the star
graph. Let Ti C- T2 c N. If 1 % Ti it is obvious that Ti / L = {{j}'jETi}, and for all
i< 71, (Ti\{i})/L = {{j} I j€ Ti\{i}}. If additionally, 1% 7'2, we have

Z [vL(Ti) - UL(Ti {i})] =E   E u({j}) -   Z  73({j})
i€Tt :€Tl j€Tl j €Tl\{i}

= Z v(<i )
i€Ti

-                                -

= E   I v({j}) -   Z  v({j})
i€Tl jET2 j €T,\{,}

= Z [VL(7'2) - UL(1'2j{i})]
i€Ti
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If 1 € T„ we have
-                                   -

E [UL(Ti) - UL(Ti*{i})] =E  E 71({j}) -  E  v({j})
i€T :€TI j€Tl  €Tlt{i}

=  v({i})
i€Tl

5 E IUCTY) - UCT2j{i})1
i€Ti

= E [UL(T2) - UL(T2,{i})] ,
i€TI

where the inequality follows from superadditivity of (N, u), which is implied by average

convexity of (N, u).
Now assume that 1 E Ti. This implies that Ti/L = {Ti} and (71\{i})/L = {Ti\{i}}

for all i 0 1, and (Ti\{1})/L = {{j} I j E Ti\{l}}. Hence,

E [UL(Ti) - vz.(Ti {i})] = E [v(Ti) - vI'(Ti {i})]
i€Tl :€Tl

=   E  [v(L) - u(Ti \{i})1 + U(Ti) - UL(Ti\{1})    (5.9)
iET,  {1}

=  [v(Ti) - v(Ti\{i})1 + v(Ti\{l}) -   Z  v({j})
i€Tl )€Tl 1{1}

Analogously, we obtain

E [UL(T2) -VL(T2\{i})] = Z [UCT2) -1/ (T,j{i})1 + UCT21{1}) -  Z  v({j}).
i€Tt i€Tl j€Ty\{1}

(5.10)

By average convexity of (N, v) we have

  [v(Ti) - v(Ti\{i})1 5 Z [UCT2) - UCT2 {i})]. (5.11)
iCl'l :€Tl

Furthermore,
-                               -

v(Ti\{l}) -   I  71({j}) =  v(71\{1}) +  Z  71({j})  -   E  v({j})
j€Tt\{1} JET,\Tt - j€7'2\{1}

S v(TYj{1}) - E v({j}), (5.12)

j€T2\{1}
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where the inequality follows from superadditivity of (N, u). Combining (5.9),  (5.10),

(5.11), and (5.12) we have

Z [UL(Ti) - UL(Ti\{i})] S E [UL(T2) -U L(T2\{i})]
i€Tl t€Tt

We conclude that (N, uL) is average convex.                                                            0

The main theorem of this section gives necessary and sufficient conditions on the
communication graph to ensure that the graph-restricted game corresponding to an
average convex game is average convex. Before we can prove this theorem we need some
lemmas. The following lemma states that if a connected graph is cycle-complete, not
cycle-free, and not complete, then we can find a subgraph which is similar to the graph

of example 5.3.1.

Lemma 5.3.2  Let (N, L) be a connected graph that is (i) cycle-complete, (ii) not com-
plete,  and  (iii) not cycle-free. Then there exist xi, xy, I3, I4  E N such that

L({zl, I2, I3, I,t}) =  {ZI, I2}, {I2, I3 , <Ia, Z,t , <I.,i I2.  ·

Proof: A set R C N i s called a clique in (N, L) if {i,j} €L for all {i, j} E R.A clique
RENis called a maximal ctique in (N, L) if there is no clique T with T D R.

Since (N, L) is not cycle-free it contains at least one cycle, and, hence, IN' 2 3.  By
cycle-completeness we then know that there is a clique containing at least three vertices.
Let T be a maximal clique in (N, L) containing at least three vertices. Since (N, L) is
not complete we have T c N. Because (N, L) is a connected graph there exist i ET,
j€  N\T with  {i, j} €L.T i s a maximal clique, so there exists k€T with  {k, j} 0 L.
Cycle-completeness of (N, L) then implies that i must be the unique vertex in T directly
connected with j. Define xi  - j,  I2 - i,  and let x3, 1:4  E T\{i}  with za  96 I4·  Then

L,({zl, Z2, X3, I'l}) = . {Il, Z2},{IY, I:i , <Z3, I4 ,  I4, I2   .                             0

The following lemma shows that if a connected graph is cycle-free, but not a star-
graph, then it contains a subgraph similar to the graph in example 5.3.2.

Lemma 5.3.3  Let  (N, L)  be a connected graph that is  (i)  not a star graph and  (ii)
cycle-free. Then there exist xi, xy, I3, I4 € N such that

L({zl,z2, 13, Z4}) 1 <{Il, I2}, {Z2, I3}, {Z3, I4   .
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Proof: Since (N, L) is connected, cycle-free, and not a star graph it follows immediately
that INI 2 4 Furthermore, since (N, L) is cycle-free we just have to show that there
exist two vertices for which the shortest path connecting them consists of three links.

Since (N, L) is connected and cycle-free (a tree) we have ILI = INI - 1.  If we denote
the  degree of i  by  p(i)  =  1{j  I  {i,j}  f  L}I,  then  we have  ,EN P(i) = 21NI - 2. Since

(N, L) is not a star graph and cycle-free we have foralli€N thatp(i)  5 INI-2. Assume

that i 96 j implies min{p(i), p(j)} 5 1. This implies that I{i €N I p(i) > 1}1 5 1 and
 i€N P(i) 5 1(INI - 2) + (INI - 1)1 < 21NI -2, a contradiction. We conclude that there
exist  i, j E N,  i # j, with p(i)  2 2 and P(j) 2 2.

Since (N, L) is a tree there exists a unique path between two players, which is conse-

quently the shortest path between them.  The path between i and j consists of at least
one link. Since the degree of both i and j is at least 2, we can find a vertex k directly
connected to i and a vertex t directly connected to j both not on the (shortest) path
between i and j. Since (N, L) is cycle-free, the (shortest) path between t and k is via
i and j and, hence, we found a pair of vertices with the shortest path between them
consisting  of at least three links. Denote  this  path  by  (xi,···,Im)·    Then  obviously,

since m 2 4, L({xi, x2, x3,1,4}) = < {Il,1,2}, {1,2, x3 ,  Ia, I.1  ·                                       0

The following lemma deals with the graph-restricted game if the underlying graph is

cycle-complete.

Lemma 5.3.4 Let (N, L) be a cycle-complete graph and let T c N with IT/LI =1.
Then for all (N, v) with u(R) = v(RnT) for all R C N i t holds that uL(R) = vz'(RnT) =
v (T)(R n T)  for all R g  N

Proof:  Let  (N, v)  be a cooperative game with v(R)  = u(R n T) for all R C  N.  Let
U Q N. We will first show that

{C n T I C E U/L} = (T n U)/L. (5.13)

If IU n TI S 1 then (5.13) is obviously true.  From now on assume IU n TI 2 2.  Let
i, j E U n T Since IT/LI  = 1 it follows that there exists a path in  (N, L) between  i and
j.  Since (N, L) is a cycle-complete graph, it follows by lemma 2.3.1 that there exists a
unique shortest path between i and j and that every path between i and j includes all
points on the shortest path between i and j. Denote the set of points on the shortest
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path between i and j, including i and j, by Pi,j. Note that Pi,j c T has to hold since i
and j are connected in T.

Now, it holds that there exists C E U/L with i,j€C A T i f and only if there exists
C e UIL with Pi,i c C, which holds if and only if Pi,j c U.

Similarly, it holds that there exists D f (T n U)/L with i, j ED if and only if there

exists D € (T n U)/L with Pi,j g D, which holds if and only if Pi,j c U.

Combining these two results, we conclude that there exist C f  U/L with  i, j  E C n T
if and only if there exists D f iT nU)/L with i, j ED.  Hence, (5.13) holds.  This implies
that

uL,(U) =  E  u(C) =  Z  u(C n T) =     E     v(D) = uL(U n T).
C€UIL C€UIL De(UnT)/L

Since (U n T)/L = (U n T)/L(T), we also have UL (u n T) = vL(T)(u n T).
This completes the proof.                                                                 0

The following theorem deals with average-convexity inheritance in case the underlying
graph is connected.

Theorem 5.3.5 Let (N, L) be a connected communication graph.  Then the following
two statements are equivalent:

(i) The communication graph (N, L) is a complete graph or a star graph.
(ii) For all average convex games (N, v) the graph-restricted game (N, uL) is average

convex.

Proof:   (i)=*(ii) Let  (N, v)  be an average convex game.   If (N, L) is complete then
uL = v and, hence, (N, uL) is average convex.  If (N, L) is a star graph it follows from
theorem 5.3.4 that (N, uL) is average convex.

(ii)=*(i) Assume (ii) holds. Since every convex game is average convex, we have that for
all convex games (N, v) the graph-restricted game is average convex.  Then by theorem

5.3.3 we know that (N, L) is cycle-complete. Now suppose that (N, L) is not complete and
not a star graph. We will show that then condition (ii) is violated. We will distinguish
between two cases, (N, L) is not cycle-free and (N, L) is cycle-free.

Firstly, suppose that (N, L) is not cycle-free. By lemma 5.3.2 it follows that there ex-
ists {Il,z2, X3,1:4}  g N with L({Zl,1,2,1:3,1,4}) = {{Il, X2 ,  1'2,1'3 ,  1 3, I4 ,  I4, Z2  ·
Without  loss of generality assume  x,  =i  for  all  i e{1,2,3,4} . Now construct  the  game
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(N, w) as follows:  11,(S) = v(S n {1,2,3,4}) for all SCN, where v is the characteristic

function of the game in example 5.3.1. From lemma 5.3.4 it follows for all S C N that

wL(S) = wL(Sn{1,2,3,4}) = wL({1,2,3,4})(Sn{1,2,3,4}). Since L({1,2,3,4}) corre-

sponds to the graph of example 5.3.1, it follows analogously to example 5.3.1 that (N,w)
is average convex but  (N, wL) is not.

Secondly, suppose that (N, L) is cycle-free. From lemma 5.3.3 it follows that there

exists {xi,1:2,1:3, Z4} g N with L({xi,Z2, 1:3, z4}) = {{xi, x2},{1 2, Z3},{1 3,1 4}}.  With-
out  loss of generality assume zi  =  i  for all i  E  {1,2,3,4}. Now construct  the  game

(N, z) as follows:  z(S) = v(S n {1,2,3,4}) for all S EN, where v is the characteristic
function of the game in example 5.3.2. From lemma 5.3.4 it follows for all S C N that
zLCS) = zL(Sn {1,2,3,4}) = zL({1,2,3.4})(S n{1,2,3,4}). Since L({1,2,3,4}) corre-

sponds to the graph of example 5.3.2, it follows analogously to example 5.3.2 that (N, z)
is average convex but (N, zL) not.                                                                                 0

We will extend theorem 5.3.5 to graphs with more than one component. To do so,

we need two more lemmas.

The following lemma deals with component additivity of graph-restricted games. It
states that average convexity of a graph-restricted game is equivalent to average convexity
of all the subgames associated with the components of the graph.

Lemma 5.3.5  Let (N, v, L) be a communication situation. The graph-restricted game

(N, uL) is average convex if and only if for all C c N/L the game (C, (uL)Ic) is average

convex.

Proof: The only-if-part follows directly from the fact that for all C f N/L and all
T c C we have uL(T) = (UL)Ic(T)

It remains to prove the if-part. Assume that the game (C, (vL)1c) is average convex

for all C E N/L. Let Ti C 1,2 C N Then we have,

E  [UL (Ti) -UL(Tl\{i})] =E E  t,L(Ti n C) - UL((Ti {i}) n C)]
i€71 i€Tl CENIL

=  Z  Z [vz.(Ti n C) - vL((Tij{i}) n C)]
C€N/L i€Tt

-  X    Z   [uL(C n Ti) - uL((c n Ti)\{i})]
C€NIL iECnTI
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5  Z   Z  [vt.(C n T2) - UL((Cf'17'2)\{i})]
CEN/L iECATi

= E [UL(T2) -VL(T2\{i})] . (5.14)

i€TI

The first equality follows from the additive definition of the graph-restricted game, which
implies that for all S EN, vt'(S) =  •ceNIL ut,(S n C).  The third equality follows

since vt,(Ti n C) - vz.((Ti {i}) n C) = 0 if i E Tt\C. The inequality follows from the
average convexity of the subgames (C, (v L)Ic) and the notion that for all T E C w e have

vt,(T) = (UL)Ic(T). The last equality follows similar to the first three equalities.      0

The following lemma gives a relation between average-convexity inheritance for all
games with a fixed player set and average-convexity inheritance for a subset of this player
set.

Lemma 5.3.6 Let (N, L) be a communication graph that ensures that for every average
convex  game  (N, v) the graph-restricted  game  (N, vL) is average convex  as well.   Let

C E N/L.  If (C, w) is average convex then (C, wL(C)) is average convex.

Proof:   Let  (C, w)  be an average convex game. Define  the  game  (N, v)  by  v(S)  =
w(S n C) for all S c N. Hence, all players in N jC are zero players. Obviously,  (N, v) is
average convex, which implies that (N, vL) is average convex. Since the subgame of an
average convex game is average convex and (uL)Ic = WL,(C) we conclude that (C, wL(C))
is average convex.                                                                              0

Using the lemmas above we can prove the main theorem of this subsection.

Theorem 5.3.6 Let (N, L) be a communication graph.  Then the following two state-
ments are equivalent:

(i) For all C c N/L it holds that (C, L(C)) is a complete graph or a star graph.
(ii) For all average convex games (N, v) the graph-restricted game (N, uL) is average

convex.

Proof: Suppose (i) holds.  Let (N, v) be an average convex game. Then, since a subgame
of an average convex game is average convex, it holds that for all C E N/L,(C, vic) is
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average convex as well. Since (C, L(C)) is a complete graph or a star graph for all
C e N/L, it follows by theorem 5.3.5 that for all C c N/L, (C, (vic)L(C)) is average
convex. Since (vic)L(C) = (UL)Ic it follows by lemma 5.3.5 that (N, uL) is average convex.

So, (ii) holds.
Suppose (ii) holds.  Let C C N/L. By lemma 5.3.6 we have that for all average convex

(C, w) it holds that (C, wL(C)) is average convex as well. By theorem 5.3.5, this implies

that (C, L(C)) is a complete graph or a star graph and, hence, (i) holds.
This completes the proof.                                                                      0

5.3.3 Shapley values of subgames
In this subsection we will study inheritance of the property that the Shapley values of
a game and all its subgames are in the corresponding cores.  The main result of this
subsection is that the property that the Shapley values of a game and all its subgames
are in the corresponding cores, is always inherited by the graph-restricted game if and

only if every component in the communication graph is complete or a star graph.
Remark 5.3.1 states that the property that the Shapley values of a game and all its

subgames are in the corresponding cores is logically equivalent to average convexity of
the potential game associated with the underlying game. For notational convenience we
will present some intermediate results in terms of average convexity of the associated

potential game.
The following remark describes a relation between an average convex game and an

average convex associated potential game.

Remark 5.3.2  Let (N, v) be an average convex cooperative game. Average convexity
implies that the Shapley values of the game and all its subgames belong to the respective

cores. This holds if and only if the associated potential game is average convex.  So,
average convexity of a game implies average convexity of the associated potential game.

So, in this subsection we study a property that is logically equivalent to average

convexity of the potential game associated with a game. Recall that it follows from
theorem 5.3.6 that if every component of (N, L) is complete or a star graph and (N, prv 4,
average convex, then (N, (P(%%)4) is average convex. The following example shows that
average convexity of (N, (P HN,Af))L) in itself does not imply that (N, P(ls)) is average

convex as well.
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Example 5.3.3 Consider the communication situation (N, v, L) with N = {1,2,3,4},

v = 6u{2,3} + 6u{2,4} + 6u{3.4} - 12tz{2,3,4},

and L = {{1,2},{1,3},{1,4}}. So, (N, L) is a star graph with player 1 as the central

player. The potential  game (N, Pg·Y)) associated  with  (N, u) is described  by

nHAf
r(N•u)

-
3u{2.3} + 3u{2.4} + 3u{3,4} - 4u{2,3,4}i

Implying that

(41%)4 - 3u{1,2,3} + ·311{1,2,4} + 3u{1,3,4} - 4u{1,2,3,4}·

SO,

   0    if ITI 5 2 or T = {2,3,4};
(P(',26)L(T)= < 3  if T E {{1,2,3},{1,2,4},{1,3,4}},

l  5    if T = N.

It can be checked that (N, (p HN, )L) is average convex.
For the graph-restricted game (N, uL) we find that

uL = 6u{1,2,3} + 6u{1.2,4} + Bu{l.3,4} - 1211{1,2.3,4}·

Hence,

NLL) = 2tt{1,2,3} + 211{1,2,4} + 2u{1,3,4} - 311{1,2,3,4}·

With Ti = {1,2,3} and 1-2 = N we find that

ZI ("N L)(Ti) - P  L)(Ti\{i})1 =2+2+2
i€TI

>3+1+1=   P HN, L)(T,) -  "N, L)(T2\{i})}.
2€Ti

We conclude that (N, P  L)) is not average convex.                                                         0

We conclude that average convexity of (N, (PAt)L) does not imply that (N, P S))
is average convex as well. However, it turns out that inheritance of average convexity of
the associated potential game is ensured for exactly the same class of graphs for which
inheritance of average convexity of the underlying game is ensured. In order to prove
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this, we will first show that if every Conil,cmc'lit (if a graph is complete or a star graph then

inheritance of the property that the Slial,Ic'y v,illies of a game and all its subgames are in

the corresponding cores is guaranteed. \\,f' will use tlie following result of Marin-Solano

and Rafels (1996).

Theorem 5.3.7 A cooperative game (N, 73) is an average convex game if and only if its
unanimity coefficients (AR(v))RgN satisfy

IU n RIAR(v) 2 0    for any U c T C N (5.15)
RCT:RnU'40

where UC = N \U.

Using this theorem we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 5.3.7  Let (N, v) be an average convex and zero-normalized cooperative game.
Then for i € N

Z     AR(v)  > 0. (5.16)
RCN:i€R,IR122 IRI+1-

Proof: Define the cooperative game (N U {d}, z) by adding a zero player d i N t o the
game  (N,v),  i.e.,  z(S)  =  u(S\{d})  for all S C N u {d}. Average convexity of (N, u)
implies average convexity of (N U {d}, z). Consider the star graph (N U {d}, L) with d
the central player, L= {{j, d}   j€ N}. By theorem 5.3.6 it follows that (N u {d}, zL)
is average convex.

Recall  that the unanimity coefficients  of the  game  (N u {d}, zL) are denoted  by

(AR(ZL))RCNu{d} · According to remark  5.3.2 it holds  that the potential game corre-
sponding to an average convex game is average convex. Since the unanimity coefficients

of (N U {d}, P(zL)) are
(-1%_ )RINu{d 

it follows by theorem 5.3.7 with U = {i} and

T=N u {d} that

Z AR(ZL) > 0.

RCNu{d}:i€R,IR122 1R   -

Note that uL(R) = 0 for all R g N\{d}, which implies that AR(ZL) = 0 for all R c
N\{d}.   If R  €  {{j,d}  l  j  €  N}  then  AR(zL)  =  AR\{d}(u)  =  O by zero-normalization
of  (N, v).    Using  that  AR(ZL)  =  AR\{d}(v)  if d  €  R  and  IRI  2  3, we conclude  that
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ARIE)>    , 0
ERCN:iER,1*122 IRI+1 -

Using the lemma above we can prove that if the underlying communication graph is
a star graph, then average convexity of the potential game associated with a cooperative

game implies average convexity of the potential game associated with the graph-restricted
game. We will also use the following remark.

Remark 5.3.3  Let  (N, v)  be a cooperative game with an average convex associated

potential game. Let R (N and T E N\R. Then

v(R U T) =  E  *,(R U T, vIRUT) = E $,(R u T, vIRUT) + E *,(R U T, u IRUT)
i€RUT ieR :€T

2 v(R) + v(T),

where the inequality follows since *(R U T, vIRuT) € C(R U T, vIRUT)· So, average con-
vexity of the potential game implies superadditivity of the underlying cooperative game.

Note that remarks 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 together imply that if a game is average convex
then this game is superadditive as well.

Theorem 5.3.8  Let (N, v, L) be a communication situation where the Shapley values

of the game (N, v) and all its subgames are in the corresponding cores and the commu-
nication graph (N, L) is a star graph. Then the Shapley values of the game (N, vL) and
all its subgames are in the corresponding cores.

Proof: Without loss of generality assume player 1 is the central player in the star graph.
We will first show that for all S,T E N with S E T i t holds that:

Z *i(T, (UL)IT) 2 (uL)IT(S) = UL(S), (5.17)
iES

where the equality holds by definition of the subgame (T, (uL)IT).

Let S C T C N.W e will distinguish between three cases: (i) 1 ¢T, (ii) 1€ T\S,
and (iii) 1 € S.
(i)  1 0 T.  Since vL(S) = E,Es v({i})  and */T, (vL)IT) = v({i}) for all i E T, it follows
immediately that (5.17) holds.
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(ii)  1  € T\S Hence,  vz.(S)  =  Zies 13({i}).   Let  i  E  S (so,  i  0 1). Recall that

*i(T, (UL)IT) is a convex combination of {vt.(R) - uL(R\{i}) }RCT:,ER· Since

vL(R) - UL(R\{i}) = <f v(R) - v(R\{i})   if 1 E R,
l u({i}) - u(0) if 1 %R,

it follows that *,(T, (UL)IT) is a convex combination of {u(R) - v(Rj{i})}RCT:,€R·  By
remarks 5.3.1 and 5.3.3 it follows that (N, v) is superadditive. Hence, v(R)-v(R\{i})  2
u({i}) for all R  C  T with i  E  R. This implies that *,(T, (UL)IT)  2  v({i}).   So,
Eics *,(T, (UL)IT) 2 Zies v({i}) = UL(S). We conclude that (5.17) holds.
(iii)  le S.  We will first show that *,(T, (UL)IT)  5 0,(T, VIT) for all i € T\S Recall
that the unanimity coefficients of (N, u) are denoted by (AR(u))REN and the unanimity
coefficients of (N, uL) by (AR(VL))RcN·  Then

AR(UL) = <
AR(v) if IRI = l or IRI = 2 and 1 E R,
0                         if l¢Rand IR' 2 2,

AR(V) + AR\{1} (v)   if 1121 2 3 and 1 f R.

Let i € T\S, so i 0 l. Then

*,(T, VIT) - *i(T, (UL)IT)

=  r  AR(v) _   .-  ARCUL)
RC ER |R|  R :;ER 'RI

=  E  Affy) - A..cv, - A{,·1}(V) - E AR(v) + ARU{1}(u)
IRI       M' ,       2                                IRI + 1RCT:ieR RET\{1}:iER,IR'22

=  E  45)- A{,}(V)- "g'I' I}gR   f RET\{1 ,IR'22 |1'1' ItRIT,ER IR

= E (AR(v) ARA) )

RCT\{l}:i€R,IR122 (-1.RI
-

IRI +1 j

- E AR(v)
(5.18)

1.121(IRI+1)RCT\{l}:i€R,IR122

We will show that expression expression (5.18) is non-negative. Theorem 5.3.7 implies
that a game (N, w), where w = ERQN AR(w)uR, is average convex if and only if the
zero-normalization of this game (N, w'), where w'  = ERIN IR122 AR(w)UR, is average

convex, since the unanimity coefficients of one-person coalitions appear with coefficient
0 in condition (5.15). Consider the game (T\{1},W) with w =  RET\{l}:IR122 IRI UR

AR(V}
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This game is the zero-normalization of the average convex potential game

(Ti  1 }, p#Nt},er\{ 1,))'

so (Tl{l},w) is average convex as well. Applying lemma 5.3.7 to (T {l},w) implies

AR(v)/IRI > 0.
RGT\{1}ER,IR'22 IRI+1 -

Hence, expression (5.18) is non-negative. So, 0,(T, (UL )IT) 5 $,(T, VIT) for all i c T\S.
Now,

Z *,(T, (vI')IT) =v(T) -  Z  $,(T, (UL)IT)
les ,€T\S

kv(T)-  Z  *,(T, VIT)
iET\S

- E *, (T, V T)
i€S

2UCS)
=vys),

where the first equality follows  by  vL (T) = UCT) (since 1 € T) and by efficiency of the

Shapley value, the second equality follows by efficiency of the Shapley value again, the
second inequality holds since  $(T, vIT)  €  C(T, UIT),  and  the last equality holds since

(S, L(S)) is connected. We conclude that (5.17) holds.
Combining cases  (i),  (ii), and  (iii) we have that (5.17) holds for all S, T C N with

S c T. Now, efficiency of the Shapley value states that SieT *,(T, (UL)IT) = UL(T) for
all T EN, implying that *(T, (vIS)IT) E C(T, (VL)IT) for all T g N. This completes the

proof.                                                                                                          0

The following two examples are based on examples 5.3.1 and 5.3.2.

Example 5.3.4  Let (N, w) be the 4-person game with

w = 12u{1,4} + 12u{2,3} + 1271{3,4} + 9u{1.2.3} + 9u{1,2,4} - 9u{1,3,4} - 911{2,3,4} - 81LN·

Then  (N, PAt)) coincides with the game of example 5.3.1. Furthermore,  let  L  =
{{1,2}, {2,3},{3,4},{4,2}}. Hence, (N, L) is the graph of example 5.3.1. Some straight-
forward calculations show that (N, 4%,yL)) is not average convex.                               0
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Example 5.3.5  Let (N, w) be the 4-person game with

w = 1611{1,2} + 16u{2,4} + 16u{3,4}
- 671{1,2,4} - 6u{23,4} - 4uN·

Then  (N, P,%%)) coincides  with  the  game of example 5.3.2. Furthermore,  let  L  =
{{1,2},{2,3},{3,4}}. So, (N,L) corresponds to the graph of example 5.3.2.  Some

straightforward calculations show that (N, P 'N, L)) is not average convex.                   0

Using the equivalence of average convexity of the associated potential game and the
property that the Shapley values of a game and all its subgames are in the corresponding

cores, examples 5.3.4 and 5.3.5 will be used to show that every cycle-complete connected
graph that is neither a star graph nor the complete graph does not guarantee inheritance
of average convexity of the potential game. Finally, we need the following lemmas.

Lemma 5.3.8  Let  (N, u, L)  be a communication situation.   The game  (N, PAS))  is
average convex if and only if for all C f  N/L the game (C, (P S))ic) iis average convex.

Proof (sketch): Recall  that the unanimity coefficients  of (N, vL) are denoted  by

(AR(UL))RCN· Then

(PAYL))(S) = ,  -= E ((PlyL))IC)(Cns)z  AR(vL) =   .9
ARCUL)

RES:R#0 IR'         =L REC R,£0 1,111 CEN/L

for all S EN, where the second equality holds since ARCUL) = 0 if R is not contained in

a component C € N/L.
The only-if-part follows directly since for all C€ 3/L and all T E C i t holds that

P HNYL)(T) = (P(12:L))1((T)
The if-part follows from an argument similar to that in the proof of lemma 5.3.5.   0

Lemma 5.3.9  Let  (N, L)  be a communication graph such  that for every  (N, v)  with
average convex (N, P g)) it holds that (N, P(% L )) is average convex. Let C € N/L.  If
(C, w) has an average convex associated potential game (C, 4Hc.Z)) then (C, CHE, L(C),) is
average convex.
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Proof: Let (C, w) be a cooperative game such that (C, P Hc )) is average convex. Define

the game (N, v) by u(S)  = w(S n C) for all S c N. Hence, all players in  N\C are

zero players and r(c.w) - (4 Y))ic. So, (N, PAY)) is average convex. This implies thatnHM

(N, PAS)) is average convex. Since the subgame of an average convex game is average

convex and (P 'gL))W= P < L(C)  we conclude that (C, 4"(, L(C))) is average convex.   0

We can now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 5.3.9 Let (N, L) be a communication graph.  Then the following two state-

ments are equivalent:
(i) For all C f N/L it holds that (C, L(C)) is a complete graph or a star graph.

(ii) For all games (N, v) such that the Shapley values of (N, v) and all its subgames

are in the corresponding cores it holds that the Shapley values of (N, uL) and all its
subgames are in the corresponding cores.

Proof (sketch): Firstly, recall from remark 5.3.1  that the property that the Shapley

values of a game and all its subgames are in the corresponding cores is logically equivalent
to average convexity of the associated potential game. Along the same lines as the proof

of theorem 5.3.5, using theorem 5.3.8 instead of theorem 5.3.4, lemma 5.3.1 instead of

theorem 5.3.3, and examples 5.3.4 and 5.3.5 instead of examples 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, it follows

that (i) and (ii) are equivalent for all connected (N, L).

Extending this result to all communication graphs can be done along the same lines

as the proof of theorem 5.3.6 using lemmas 5.3.8 and 5.3.9 instead of lemmas 5.3.5 and

5.3.6.                                                                                            0

5.4 Population monotonic allocation schemes

In this section we study two properties related to population monotonic allocation
schemes. Firstly, we study under what conditions on the communication graph it is
guaranteed that if a game has a population monotonic allocation scheme (PMAS) then
the graph-restricted game has a PMAS. Thereafter, we study when it is guaranteed that
the property that the Shapley allocation scheme (*,(S, vls)h€S,ScN is a PMAS is trans-

mitted from a game to the graph-restricted game. Here, we use the following result of
Marin-Solano and Rafels (1996).
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Remark 5.4.1 The Shapley allocation scheme of a cooperative game is a population
monotonic allocation scheme (PMAS) if and only if the associated potential game is
convex.

Firstly, we focus on the property that a TU-game has a population monotonic al-
location scheme. The following theorem shows that if a game has a PMAS then the
graph-restricted  game  has  a  PMAS  for any graph  (N, L). Hence, no conditions  on
(N, L) are necessary for the inheritance of this property.

Theorem 5.4.1  Let (N, L) be a communication graph and let (N, v) be a cooperative
game.  If (N, v) has a PMAS then (N, vL) has a PMAS.

Proof: Let (yi,SAES,ScN be a PMAS for (N, u).  For all S g N and all i E S define

Ii,S = 14,C,(LCS))· (5.19)

We will show that (Zi,S)ics,ScN is a PMAS for (N, vi) by checking the two conditions in
the definition of PMAS on page 16:

(i) Let S C N. Then

E X.,S =   E  Z Xi,S =   E  x v.,C,(4(S))
i€S CES/LiEC C€S/L i€C

= E Evi.C= E u(C)= UL(S).
C€S/L KC CES/L

(ii) Let S,T E N with S c T and let iES.  Then

Ii,S - LA.C.(L(S)) S Vi,C,(L(T)) = Zi,T,

where the inequality follows since (Yi,S),€S,Sciv is a PMAS for the game (N, v) and

C,(LCS)) c C,(L(T))

This completes the proof.                                                                     0

In the following theorem we study the property that the Shapley allocation scheme
is a PMAS. This theorem states that inheritance of this property is guaranteed if and
only if every component of the graph is complete.
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Theorem 5.4.2  Let (N, L) be a communication graph.  Then the following two state-
ments are equivalent:

(i) For all C e N/L it holds that (C, L(C)) is a complete graph.

(ii)  For all (N, v) for which the Shapley allocation scheme is a PMAS it holds that
the Shapley allocation scheme  of (N, uL)  is a PMAS  for  (N, uL).

Proof: Suppose (i) holds.   Let  (N, v)  be a cooperative game for which the Shapley
allocation scheme is a PMAS. Denote Vi,s = *i(S, vls) and xi,S = 0,(S, (uL)Is) for all
S g N and all i € S.

We will show that for all S E N and all i€S i t holds that

Xi,S = Ii,C,(L(S)) = Yi,C,(L(S))· (5.20)

The first equality follows by component decomposability of the Shapley value of the
graph-restricted game (see theorem 3.2.3) and the second equality follows since the undi-
rected graph (C,(L(S)), L(Ci(L(S)))) is complete.

Since (5.20) implies equation (5.19), it follows that checking the two conditions in
the definition of PMAS on page 16 goes along the same lines as the proof of theorem
5.4.1. We conclude that (ii) holds.

Suppose (ii) holds. Assume there exists C e  N/L with  (C, L(C))  not a complete
graph. Then there exist i,j,kEC such that L({i,j, k}) = {{i,j},{j, k}}. Without loss
of generality, denote  i,  j,  and  k  by  1,  2,  and 3, respectively. Define

v = 2u{1.2} + 2u{1,3} + 211{2,3} -

3u{1,2,3}·

SO,

nHM
r(N,V)

= 11{1,2} + 11{1,3} + U{2,3} - U{l,2,3}·

It is easily checked that (N, F HN, 1) is convex: the marginal contribution of a player to
a coalition is zero except the marginal contribution of player i E  {1,2,3} to a coalition

S with S n {1,2,3}\{i} 96 0.  So, the marginal contribution of a player to any coalition
nHMis less than his marginal contribution to a larger coalition, i.e., (N, 1-(N,v)) is convex.  By

remark 5.4.1 it follows that the Shapley allocation scheme is a PMAS  for  (N, v).   For
(N, uL) we find that (uL)1{1,2} = 2u{1,2} and

WL) {1,2,3} =2u{1,2} + 2tz{1,2,3} + 211{2,3} -3u{1,2.3} = 24fM +211{2,3} - 11{1,2,3}·
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SO,

1 2 1
01({1,2},(vL)Hi,2}) =2*2=1>3=2*6+2*0-1* = 01({1,2,3},(vL)1{1,2,3})·

So, the Shapley allocation scheme of (N, uL) is not a PMAS of (N, vL). This contradicts

(ii).  We conclude that for all C c N/L it holds that (C, L(C)) is a complete graph.  So,

(i) holds.
This completes the proof.                                                                 0

5.5 Review and remarks

In this chapter we have studied inheritance of properties in communication situations.
A summary of the main results can be found in table 5.1.

Property Condition on (N, L) to guarantee
inheritance of property of (N, u) by (N, uL)

Superadditivity no condition
Convexity cycle-complete
Balancedness connected or empty
Totally balancedness no condition

Shapley value in the core complete or empty
Average convexity every component complete or star
Shapley value of a game
and all its subgames every component complete or star
in corresponding cores

Game has a PMAS no condition
Shapley allocation scheme every component complete
is a PMAS

Table 5.1: Survey of inheritance of properties in communication situations.

We conclude with a remark dealing with another game associated with communi-
cation situations, the link game, which was introduced in section 3.1. Since the link
game describes values of links rather than values of points or players, several properties
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we studied in this chapter have a different interpretation in the context of a link game.

Therefore, we did not study the transmission of all properties from the underlying game
to the link game.  In the following, we shortly discuss the inheritance of convexity and
average convexity of the underlying game by the link game.

Van den Nouweland and Borm (1991) find that the link game (L, r) corresponding
to communication situation (N, v, L) is convex if (N, u) is convex and (N, L) cycle free.
The following example shows that we cannot find a similar result for average convex

games.

Example 5.5.1 Consider the communication situation (N, v, L) with N = {1,2,3}, v
the characteristic function with v({1,2})  =  v({2,3})  = 2, u(N) = 3, u(T) = 0 oth-
erwise,  and L  =  {{1,2}, {2,3}}. Denote a  =  {1,2}  and b =  {2,3}.   Then we have
r({a}) = r({b}) = 2 and r({a, b}) = 3.  So, (L, r) is not average convex, although (N, u)
is average convex and (N, L) is cycle-free.  Note that in fact (N, L) is a star graph. Fur-

thermore,  note that adding the link  {1,3}  to the set L  will also result in a link game
that is not average convex.                                                                   0

The example above can easily be extended to show that there exists no graph (N, L)

with at least one component containing at least two links which guarantees that average

convexity of a game (N, u) is inherited by the associated link game (L, r).
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Chapter 6

Network formation games in
extensive form

Up to now, we have analyzed games and networks assuming that both a TU-game and
a network are given exogenously. In this chapter, which is based on Slikker and Norde

(2000), and the following chapters, we go one step back. We ask ourselves the following
question. Given a TU-game, which network is likely to be formed? This question was first
raised by Aumann and Myerson (1988). We will analyze their model, which describes
an endogenous process of the formation of communication links, given some underlying
TU-game and an allocation rule for communication situations. Strategic choices by each
player influence the outcome of the formation process and, consequently, influence the
payoffs to the players. Assuming that each player makes decisions to his own advantage,
we analyze the cooperation structures that will result. Aumann and Myerson (1988)
already note that for a superadditive game this process may lead to partial cooperation.
We will recall their arguments. Subsequently, we will mainly restrict ourselves to the
analysis of convex TU-games. We provide an example that illustrates that in convex

games it is not obvious that all players will eventually cooperate with each other and
an example that deals with simple games. Then we will restrict ourselves to symmetric
convex games. We show that in symmetric convex games with at most 5 players the
full cooperation structure  can be formed in equilibrium. Additionally, we analyze  a
6-person symmetric convex game, which illustrates that the arguments that suffice to
show that the full cooperation structure can result in symmetric convex games with at
most 5 players, cannot be extended to games with 6 (or more) players. In fact, we show
that in this 6-person symmetric convex game, according to the subgame perfect Nash
equilibrium concept, structures can result in which two players receive strictly less than

101
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they would according to the full cooperation structure and four players receive strictly
more than they would according to the full cooperation structure.

We describe games in extensive form and the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium

concept in section 6.1. Subsequently, we describe the games of link formation in extensive

form in section 6.2. There, we also derive some preliminary results. In section 6.3 we

analyze several examples. In sections 6.4 and 6.5 we study symmetric convex games with
at most 5 players and 6 players, respectively.

6.1     Games in extensive form
In section 2.2 we discussed games in strategic form. In a game in strategic form all
players choose their strategies simultaneously and independently. A richer model is a
game in extensive form, which describes an order in which decisions have to be made,
and for each decision point, it describes who has to make a decision, what he can choose,
and the effect of every decision. Finally. payoffs are specified for all endpoints of the
game. We will describe games in extensive form, thereby restricting ourselves to those

games that are usually called games in extensive form with perfect information.

A game in atensive form  can be represented   by  a ( directed) game tree. This tree

contains exactly one distinct point which is called the root of the tree. Furthermore, the
tree contains several endpoints. Each endpoint is associated with a payoff vector. Each
node in the tree that is not an endpoint is called a decision node. It is assumed that

every game in extensive form contains at least one decision node. For each decision node

it is specified which player (players) has (have) to make a choice and which choices he

(they) can make, i.e., which directions in the tree he (they) can choose. In example 6.1.1

we illustrate the description of a game in extensive form.

Example 6.1.1 Consider the game in extensive form that is represented by the game

tree in figure 6.1. We remark that o represents the root of the game tree.
In this game in extensive form, player 1 has to choose first, between L and R.  If he

chooses L then player 2 has to make a choice, between l and r. If player 1 chooses R
then a choice between £ and R has to be made by player 3. After player 2 or player 3

has made a choice the game ends. Hence, there are four endpoints, which follow after the

following histories  of play:   (L, t),  (L, r),  (R, E),  and  (R, R). The corresponding payoffs

to players 1, 2, and 3, respectively, can be found in figure 6.1.                           0
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1

L//0 »
&''Ar A./\ /\

2,1,4 3,2,3   4,1,3   7,0,1

Figure 6.1: The game in extensive form.

The most widely used equilibrium concept for games in extensive form is subgame
perfect Nash equilibrium (see Selten (1975)). Before we can describe this concept, some
work needs to be done. Firstly, we define a subgame. A subgame of a game in extensive
form is easily described as a part of the original game tree, starting at some point where
a decision has to be made. This is illustrated in the following example.

Example 6.1.2 Consider the game in extensive form described in example 6.1.1. This
game has three points where a decision has to be made and, hence, it has three subgames.

One of them is the game in extensive form itself, whereas the other two are the subgames
starting with the pOintS where players 2 and 3 have to make a decision. These last two
subgames are represented in figures 6.2 (a) and (b), respectively.

LAT 'A./\ /\
2,1,4 3,2,3 4,1,3   7,0,1
a b

Figure 6.2: Two subgames.

Consider the subgame where player 2 has to make a decision. If he chooses L he will
receive a payoff equal to 1 and if he chooses r then he will receive a payoff equal to
2. Hence, it seems natural to assume that player 2 will choose r once this subgame is
reached. Similarly, it seems natural to assume that player 3 will choose £ in the other
subgame if it is reached.                                                                                                0
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Secondly, we define the game in strategic form associated with a game in extensive

form. Therefore, consider an arbitrary player in the game in extensive form. This player

can decide beforehand which decision he will take if a specific decision node is reached.  A

collection of these a priori decisions for all nodes in the game tree where this player has to

make a decision is called a strategy. The player can work out a strategy and let someone

play the game for him according to this strategy.  If we consider a strategy profile, i.e., a

strategy for each player in the game, then this results in a unique endpoint and, hence,

in a unique payoff vector.  This game is called the associated game in strategic form.
The following example illustrates this.

Example 6.1.3 Consider  the  game in extensive form described and analyzed  in  exam-

ples 6.1.1 and 6.1.2. The associated game in strategic form is represented in figure 6.3.

Here, player 1 chooses a row, player 2 a column, and player 3 a matrix.

l              T                                     lr
L  2,1,4 3,2,3 L  2,1,4 3,2,3
R 4,1,34,1,3 R   7,0,1  7,0,1

C                                          R

Figure 6.3: The associated game in strategic form.

We remark that this game in strategic form has two Nash equilibria,  (R, t, £) and

(R, r, C).

We can now define subgame perfect Nash equilibria. A subgame perfect Nash equitib-

rium of a game in extensive form is a Nash equilibrium of the associated game in strategic
form with the property that it induces Nash equilibria in all strategic form games as-

sociated with subgames of the game in extensive form. We illustrate this equilibrium

concept in the following example.

Example 6.1.4 Consider the game in extensive form described and analyzed in ex-
amples 6.1.1, 6.1.2, and 6.1.3. In example 6.1.3 we noted that the associated game in

strategic form has two Nash equilibria. However,  if we look at the subgames in figure 6.2,

it follows that Nash equilibria in the associated games in strategic form prescribe that
player 2 plays rand that player 3 plays £. We conclude that (R, r, C) is the unique sub-

game perfect Nash equilibrium. This subgame perfect Nash equilibrium is represented
in figure 6.4. An arrow represents the choice of a player.                                          0
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1

4/ \8

/\ A
2,1,4     3,2,3     4,1,3     7,0,1

Figure 6.4: The subgame perfect Nash equilibrium.

It is well-known that in a game in extensive form that is represented by a finite
game tree with a unique player associated with each decision node, subgame perfect

Nash equilibria can be determined by backward induction. More precisely, it holds that
a strategy profile is a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium if and only if for each subgame
it holds that the player who has to choose first cannot obtain a higher profit by changing
his initial action only. This provides an attractive manner to determine subgame perfect
Nash equilibria, which is as follows.  For each subgame with only one decision node
we choose an optimal strategy for the player who has to choose. Subsequently, we

recursively look at subgames with more decision nodes, assuming all strategies in this
subgame except the initial choice are subgame perfect. In this way we finally come to
choose a strategy for the player who is to choose first in the game in extensive form.

As mentioned, this procedure is referred to as backward induction and provides a

proof that subgame perfect Nash equilibria exist in games in extensive form represented
by a finite game tree and exactly one player at each decision node, as described in this
section. Furthermore, any indifference of a player who has to choose in the procedure
described above illustrates that multiple subgame perfect Nash equilibria may exist.

6.2   A model of link formation
In this section we describe the model of link formation introduced by Aumann and
Myerson (1988). Subsequently, we will discuss some issues dealing with the sequence of

choices of the players. Finally, we will introduce some notation dealing with subgame

perfect Nash equilibria and derive some preliminary results.

Let (N, v) be a cooperative game with INI  2  2 and let 7 be an allocation rule on
CSN.  Let a be an exogenously given order of pairs of players. Formally, a : LN -+
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  1,2,...,( )   isabijection where 0({i, j}) = k denotes that pair  {i, j}  is in position
k. We will denote the linking game in extensive form determined by cooperative game

(N, u), allocation rule 7, and initial order a by  Alf (N, u,7, a).   The game starts with
no links formed. The first pair of players according to 0 gets the opportunity to form
a link. This link is actually formed if both players agree on forming this link. If a link
is formed, it cannot be broken in a further stage of the game. After a pair of players

decided on whether or not to form a link, the next pair of players according to 0 who
did not form a link with each other yet, gets the opportunity to do so. After the last
pair of players in the order has had the opportunity to form a link, the first pair of
players in the order who did not form a link with each other yet, gets a new opportunity
to form the link between them. The process stops when, after the last link that has
been formed, all pairs of players who have not formed a link with each other yet, have
had a final opportunity to do so and declined this offer. Throughout the process of link
formation the entire history of acceptances and rejections is known to all players.  This
process results in a set of links, which represents in conjunction with the player set an
undirected graph.  We will denote this set of links by L. The payoffs to the players are
then  determined  by the allocation  rule,  i.e.,if (N, L) is formed player  i E N receives

7,(N, v, L)

In the original model of Aumann and Myerson (1988) player i receives his Myerson value

/1,(N, v, L).  We will mainly restrict ourselves to the Myerson value too.   Borm  (1990)
studies several examples using the position value rather than the Myerson value.

Aumann and Myerson (1988) already argued that since the game of link formation
is of perfect information it has subgame perfect Nash equilibria. Furthermore, they note
that the order in which two players in a pair decide whether or not to form a link has
no  influence   (on the outcome  of  the game). Either order leads  to  the same outcome

as simultaneous choice. This is illustrated in the following example, dealing with link
formation in a game with two players.

Example 6.2.1 Consider the TU-game (N, v) with N = {1,2}, u({1}) = u({2}) = 0,
and v(N) = 10. Assume that the players have agreed on using the Myerson value as
allocation rule. In order to model the associated game of link formation as a game
in extensive form with exactly one player at each decision node, we have to consider
sequential decisions of a pair of players rather than simultaneous moves.  In this example

we should then distinguish between player 1 choosing first and player 2 choosing first.
The two associated game trees, are represented in figures 6.5 (a) and (b), respectively.
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1                                                  2

NO Yes No Yes

1

0,0 No P'es
0,0 No Yes

0,0 5,5 0,0 5,5

a b

Figure 6.5: Two game trees for the game.

For illustrational purposes however, it is sometimes more convenient to represent the
decisions of players 1 and 2 by one decision node only. The corresponding representation
of the link formation game in extensive form is given in figure 6.6.  Here, 1,2 means that
players 1 and 2 make a sequential decision without specification of the order. In figure
6.6, 'No' represents that at least one of them does not want to form the link between

them, and 'Yes' means that both want to form the link between them. We stress once
more that either order leads to the same outcome as a simultaneous choice, where an
outcome means the cooperation structure and associated payoffs.

1,2

NoAYes/\
0,0     5,5

Figure 6.6: The link formation game in extensive form.

So, the endpoint after playing No in figure 6.6 corresponds to two endpoints in figure

6.5 (a) and also to two endpoints in figure 6.5 (b).                                        0

Though decisions in a link formation game in extensive form are made by the players,

we will, with a slight abuse of notation, sometimes refer to a decision of a link where we
actually mean the decisions of the players in the (potential) link.

We are interested in subgame perfect Nash equilibria in the linking game in extensive
form. To analyze these equilibria we need to study subgames. Let 7 be an allocation
rule on CSN and let (N, v)  be a game in strategic form. A linking game in extensive
form in which the links in A have already been formed is denoted by At/(N, v, 7, P, A),

with Ac LN aset oflinks, andp : LN\A -+ f 1,2, ..., ( ) -IA' f an order of the pairs
of players who did not form a link with each other yet.  If L is the set of links that
have been formed in the game then player i€N receives '7,(N,v,LUA) Furthermore,
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note that 84(N, u, 7, 0,0)= 81/(N, u, 7, a). We denote the set of subgame perfect Nash

equilibria of Ati (N, v, 7, a) by SPNE(Al/(N, v, 7, 0)) and, similarly, the set of subgame

perfect Nash equilibria of 84(N, 47, AA) by SPNE(At/(N, u, ·y, p, A))
Consider the link formation game Al/(N, u. 7, a).  Let A c  LN and {i. j} E A. Denote

by GA,{i,A the order restricted to LN\A that results when the links in A have been formed
and  {i, j} € A is the link in A that has been formed last.  Then AtI(N, v, 7, GA,{*,j},A)
is a subgame of 84(N, v, 7, 0). Note that al/(N, v, 7, aA,{i,j}, A) is interesting in itself
since it describes a process of link formation when some links have been formed already.

To describe every subgame of 014(N, v, 7, a) we denote  for  all  A  C  LN,  all  or-
ders p : Liv \A -0  1,2,...,(:) - IAI , and all k f {0,. ..,( ) - IAI - 1}the game
Al/(N, u, 7, p, A, k) representing a linking game in extensive form in which the links in A
have already been formed and, after the last link has been formed k pairs of players have
had the opportunity  to  form  a link  and have refused  to do so.   So,  the  link  {i, j}  with
p({i, j})  =k+l i s next to decide whether or not  they  want  to form a link.   Note that
Alf (N, v, 7, p, A, 0) = atf (N, v, 7, P, A). We remark that in the description of subgames

above, the decision of a pair of players is modeled similarly to the decision of players
1 and 2 represented in figure 6.6 and not as any of the decisions of players 1 and 2

represented in figure 6.5.
We will introduce some additional notation dealing with graphs that result according

to subgame perfect Nash equilibria in a link formation game and its subgames. Firstly,
we call a graph (N, L) a perfect equilibrium graph if there exists a subgame perfect Nash

equilibrium that results in the graph (N, L). We denote the set of perfect equilibrium
graphs  in  At/(N, v, 7, a)  by  PEG(N, v, 7. a) Similarly, we denote  the  set of graphs
that result according to subgame perfect equilibria in a subgame 14(N, u, 7, A A) by
PEG(N, v, 7, P, A).

Let  (N, L) be a graph and let p be an order of the links in LN\L. The graph

(N, L)  is called p-stable with respect to cooperative game (N, u) and allocation rule 7
if (N, L)  c  PEG(N, v, 7, p, L). If there  is no ambiguity about  (N, v)  and  7  we  will
sometimes simply call such a graph p-stable. A graph (N, L) is called (strongly) stable
with respect to cooperative game (N, v) and allocation rule 7, or simply stable, if it is p-
stable for all orders p. For notational convenience, we call the full cooperation structure

stable, though no associated subgame starting with this graph is defined.

Furthermore, a graph  (N, L) is called superstable with respect to (N, v) and 7, or
simply superstable, if (N, L) is the unique element of PEG(N, v, 7, P, L) for all orders p.
For notational convenience the full cooperation structure is called superstable as well.

In the following sections we will mainly restrict ourselves to zero-normalized games.
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The following remark argues that this is not as restrictive as it may seem at first sight.

Remark 6.2.1 A TU-game  (N, v) differs  from its associated zero-normalized  game
(N, vo) by an additive game only. Consequently, the payoffs the players receive in games

(N, v) and (N, vo), respectively, differ by their stand-alone values according to the Myer-
son value for any undirected graph. Hence, the preferences of the players in (N, u) over
the cooperation structures are the same as the preferences of these players in (N, vo).

Furthermore, a game (N, v) is superadditive (convex) if and only if (N, vo) is super-
additive (convex).

The following lemma deals with a condition on the allocation rule that ensures that
the full cooperation structure can result according to a subgame perfect Nash equilib-
rium. This condition states that for all communication structures there exist two players

who are not connected with each other directly and who both (weakly) prefer the full
cooperation structure to the current structure.

Lemma 6.2.1  Let  (N, v) be a cooperative game, let 7 be an allocation rule on CSN,
and let a be an order on the set of all pairs of players.  If for all L CLN there exist

i,j€N with i#j and {i, j} ¢L satisfying 7i(N, u, L) 5 7,(N, v, LN) and 71(N, u, L) 5
7j(N,v,LN) then it holds that (N. LN) E PEG(N, u, 7, a).

Proof: Suppose that for all L C L N there exist i,j E N with i#j and {i,j} I L
satisfying 7,(N, v, L) 5 7,(N, v, LN) and 71(N, v, L) 5 3(N, v, LN). We will, in fact,
show that there exists a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium that restricted to any sub-

game at,(N, v, 7, aA,{r,t}, A) with A c LN and {r, t} c A results in the full cooperation

structure.
Consider the following strategy profile s. For any decision node let A denote the set

of links that have been formed so far and let player i be a player who has to make a
decision at this node.  Let the strategy of player i be that he wants to form the proposed

link if 7,(N, v, A) 5 'n(N, v, LN). Since  for all  L  c LN there exist  i,j  €  N  with  i  0  j

and {i, j} 1 L satisfying 7,(N, v, L) 5 7,(N, v, LN) and ·yj(N, v,L) 5 71(N, v, LN) it is
obvious that this strategy profile results in the formation of the full cooperation structure,
also if the strategy profile is restricted to some subgame Alf (N, v, 7, (YA,{r,t}, A).

It remains to show that this strategy profile is a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium.
By backward induction we only have to show that for each subgame the choice at the
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root according to s is subgame perfect assuming that the players choose according to s
at all decision nodes of this subgame except for the choice at the root.

Consider an arbitrary subgame Al, (N, v, 7, aA,{r,t},A, k) Suppose players i and j are
the first pair of players who have to make a decision in At f (fv, v, 7, aA,{r,t}, A, k). We
will distinguish between two cases: players i and j will form a link according to s and
players i and j will not form a link according to s.

Firstly, assume that players i and j form a link according to s, i.e., 7,(N, u, A)  S
7,(N, v, LN) and ·yj(N, v, A)  5 7j(N, u, LN). Suppose player i deviates. If, according
to 3, no additional link is formed then  (N, A) results. Alternatively, if according to
s at least one link is formed then by construction of s the graph (N, LN) will result
eventually. In both cases, player i does not strictly improve his payoff, implying that
his choice according to s at the root of Al/(N, v, 7, 0,1,{r,t}, A, k)  is subgame perfect.  By

symmetry a similar argument holds for player j.
Secondly, assume that players i and j do not form a link according to s. Without

loss of generality assume that 'n(N, v, A) > ·y,(N, v, LN ).  Then according to s one of the
graphs (N, A)  and (N, LN) results. Suppose player i deviates.  If this deviation has no
effect  on the formation of link  {i, j}, i.e., yj(N, v, A) >75(N, v, Liv) as well, then this
deviation has no effect on the graph that results. Alternatively, if the deviation of player
i results in the formation of link {i, j} then, by construction of s, the graph (N, LN) will
result eventually. In both cases player i does not strictly improve his payoff. Player j
cannot influence the outcome of the game since player i prevents the formation of the
link {i, j} at the root of 811(N, u, 7, aA,{r,t}, A, k) independent of the choice of player j

We conclude that the full cooperation structure results according to a subgame perfect

Nash equilibrium.                                                                        0

Although the previous lemma provides a sufficient condition for the full coopera-
tion structure to be supported by a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium, we cannot use
this lemma to show that a specific graph is not supported by a subgame perfect Nash
equilibrium. The following lemma deals with this issue.

Lemma 6.2.2  Let (N, v) be a cooperative game, let 7 be an allocation rule on CSN,
and let a be an order of all pairs of players.  Let C g UGN be a set of undirected graphs

with  (N, LN)  €  C.    If for  all  (N, L)  c UGN\£ there exist  i, j  E  N  with  i  96  j  and

{i, j}  0  L satisfying both 7,(N, v, L) < 7,(N, v, L') and 71(N, v, L) < 71(N, v, L') for all
L' C £ with L C L' then PEG(N, v, 7, a) C t.

Proof: Assume that for all (N, L) E UGN\/ there exist i,j € N with i 0 j and {i, j} 0
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L satisfying both 7i(N, v, L) < 7,(N, v, L') and ·yj(N, v, L) < 71(N, v. L') for all L' c £
with L C L'. Furthermore, suppose that there exists a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium

that results in (N, L) 0 £. Hence, there exists at least one subgame of al/(N, v, 7,(7),
say Atf (/V, li, 7, LIA,{i,j}, A), with (N, A) 1 £ and (N, A) being aA,{, J}-stable. Consider

the set of subgames with this property and, subsequently,  let Alf (N, v, 7, aA,{i,j} · A)  be a
subgame in this set with lA  maximal. Then, by assumption there exist r,t€N with r 4
t and {r, t} % A satisfying both 'Yr(N, v, A) < ·»(N, v, L') and ·yt(N, v, A) < ·ye(N, v, L')
for all L' c C with A c L'. If r and t form a link then, by maximality of A and since

(N, LN) € £,it follows that some L' c C will result with 7r(N, u, L') > -fr(N, v, A) and
7,(N, v, L') > 7:(N, v, A).  So, at least one of the players r and t did not play subgame

perfect originally. Hence, the strategy profile under consideration cannot be a subgame

perfect Nash equilibrium.                                                            0

The following lemma is similar to lemma 6.2.2 starting with an initial set of links
rather than with the empty graph. The proof is omitted since it is similar to the proof
of lemma 6.2.2.

Lemma 6.2.3  Let (N, v) be a cooperative game, let 7 be an allocation rule on CSN,
let A c LN be an initial set of links, and let a be an order of all pairs of players in

Liv\A.   Let  C  c  UGN  be a set of undirected graphs with  (N, LN)  €  C.   If for all

(N, L) € UGN\£ with A C L there exist i,j €N with i#j and {i,j} i L satisfying
both 'Y,(N,v, L) < 1(N,v,L') and 7j(N,v,L) < 75(N,v,L') for all L' E £ with L C L'

then PEG(N, v, 7, a, A) C £.

The lemmas above will play a prominent role in sections 6.4 and 6.5.

6.3 Some examples
In this section we will discuss three illustrative examples. All examples apply the Myer-
son value as allocation rule. The first example deals with a superadditive game that does
not result in the complete cooperation structure. The second example discusses a simple

proper weighted majority game with a connected incomplete structure, which is stable.

The last example deals with a convex game with a connected incomplete structure that
is stable.

Firstly, we will discuss an example, due to Aumann and Myerson (1988), dealing
with a superadditive game that does not result in the complete cooperation structure.
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Example 6.3.1 Consider the 3-player symmetric game (N, v) with

    0   if IT' 5 1;
v(T) =    60   if ITJ = 2, (6.1)

l  72    if T = N.

This game was analyzed by Aumann and Myerson (1988) who showed that every subgame
perfect Nash equilibrium results in the formation of exactly one link.  We will recall their
arguments. Firstly, we will describe the payoffs. In case no link forms it follows directly
that

Pr(N, v, 0) = 0 for all r E N.

If one link results,  say  {i,j},  then  the two players forming  this link equally divide  the
value of a two-player coalition:

Pr(N, u, {{i,j}}) = <f 0  ifr¢{i,j};
l 30   if r € {i,j}

The  case  that two links form,  say  {i, j}  and  {j, k}, was already analyzed in example

3.2.1. There, we derived that the payoffs are

f   44        if r  -j;
11,(N,11, {{i, j}, {j, k}}) = <

   14    if r E {i, k}
Finally, if all three links are formed all players receive the same payoff,

Br(N,u, LN) = 24 for all r E N.

The link formation game in extensive form with the order a in which link  {1,2}
comes first, followed by {1,3}, and then {2,3}, is represented in figure 6.7.

If two players, say i and j, form a link, they will each receive a payoff of 30. Certainly,
both would prefer to form a link with the remaining player k, provided the other player
does not form a link with player k, and receive 44. However, if player i forms a link with
player k he can anticipate that subsequently players j and k will also form a link to get
24 rather than 14.  So, both players i and j know that if one of them forms a link with
player k they will end up with a payoff of 24, which is strictly less than 30, the payoff
they receive if only the link between players i and j is formed.

More formally, this implies that for all  {i, j} €  {{1,2}, {1,3}, {2,3}} it holds that in
the subgame a f  (N,v,  11, P, {{i, j} }),  with  p  the  order  that  results  after  the  formation
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1,2 Yes 1,3 Yes 2:3 Yes
• 24,24,24.
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Figure 6.7: The linking game in extensive form with three players.

of link  {i, j}, no additional  link  will be formed according  to the subgame perfect  Nash

equilibrium concept.

Consider  A'/(N, v, B, 0,0,2). Obviously, players  2  and  3 both prefer  to  form  a
link and, hence, it will be formed if this subgame is reached. Subsequently, consider

84(N, v, B, 0,0,1). If players 1  and 3 form a link they will both receive 30, whereas if
they refuse, players 2 and 3 will receive 30. Hence, player 1 wants to form a link, but
player 3 is indifferent. According to the subgame perfectness concept, forming and not
forming of link {i, j} are both possible.  With a similar argument for the choice of players

1 and 2 at the start of the game, we find that all three structures with exactly one link
can result according to subgame perfect Nash equilibria.

The main conclusion is that in this example, which considers a link formation game in
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extensive form with a superadditive TU-game, every subgame perfect Nash equilibrium
results in the formation of exactly one link.                                                                  0

We conclude that there exist superadditive games for which incomplete or even non-
connected cooperation structures might be formed according to subgame perfect Nash

equilibria. Aumann and Myerson (1988) also study simple games, i.e., a game where
all coalitions have value zero or one. Among other things, they wonder whether it is
possible for a simple game to have a stable structure which is not internally complete.
The following example,  due to Feinberg (1998), deals with this question.

Example 6.3.2 Consider a parliament with 19 seats. The seats are divided among 8
parties having 5,1, 2,2, 2, 2, 4, and 1 seats, respectively. A government can be formed
by  a set of parties that jointly have at least 12 seats.   If we denote by  wi the number
of seats of party  i  then the simple  game  ({1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8}, v) associated  with  this
situation is determined by

f  1    if ZiET w, 2 12;71(T) = <
l 0 otherwise.

Feinberg (1998) shows that the structure (N, L) with

L = LN\<{3,7},{4,7},{5,7},{6,7},{1,8},{4,8},{5,8},{6,8} 
is superstable. This structure is represented in figure 6.8.

6 1 7

\2«/ t.
438

Figure 6.8: The graph (N, L).

The payoffs for this structure are given by

/123 27  42  38  38  38  91  23 \11(N, v, L)=1 - - - - - - - -1
\ 420'  420'  420'  420'  420'  420'  420'  420 /  '

whereas the complete cooperation structure results in payofTs

/ 122    22     41     41     41     41     90     22 \%(N, v, LN) =1- . - . - . - . - . - . - . -1
\420'  420'  420'  420'  420'  420'  420'  420)
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Players 4,5, and 6 prefer the full cooperation structure, but they have no possibility to
enforce this structure. Players 1, 2, 3, 7, and 8 prefer L and they can enforce that no
additional links are formed.

It is still unknown whether this cooperation structure results according to a subgame
perfect Nash equilibrium in the link formation game, i.e., if one starts the formation
process with the empty graph.                                                           0

The third example deals with a convex cooperative game and is due to R. Holzman

(private communication). The issue  of link formation in convex games was already
addressed in van den Nouweland (1993). There, a conjecture is presented which states
that if the underlying TU-game is convex and the Myerson value is applied as allocation
rule, then the full cooperation structure is always supported by a subgame perfect Nash
equilibrium in the associated game of link formation in extensive form. The following
example does not contradict this conjecture, but it does show that there may exist
communication situations with non-complete structures such that the set of players who
receive (weakly) less than they would according to the full cooperation structure is
internally complete. This disproves another conjecture in van den Nouweland (1993)
which would be sufficient to prove the former conjecture.

Example 6.3.3 Consider the 5-person cooperative game (N, v) described by

u = 2u{1,3} + 2u{1,4} + 311{2,5}·

For this game, the full cooperation structure results in payoffs

B(N, u, LN) = (2. 3,1,1,  )'2

Consider the cycle (N, L) with L = {{1,2},{2,3},{3,4},{4,5},{5,1}} represented in
figure 6.9.

4

'f"",40000/3

1 ,
Figure 6.9: The graph (N, L).

The graph-restricted game associated with this cycle is given by

vI, = 2u{1,2,3} + 211{1,3,4,5} + 211{1,4,5} + 2u{12,3,4} + 311{1,2.5} + 3u{2,3.4,5} - 7uN.
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The corresponding payoffs are given by

/29 91 61 61 91)B(N, v, L)=  1  -  -  -  -  - 1.
\ 15'  60'  60'  60'  60/

Hence, player 1 would prefer the complete cooperation structure to this structure. How-
ever, player 1 cannot enforce the formation of a link by himself. Since all other players

prefer structure (N, L) to the full cooperation structure, they will not form an additional
link if that would imply that they end up in the full cooperation structure.

We additionally note that the undirected graph (N, L') described by its set of links

L'  =  {{1,2}, {2,4}, {3,4}, {3,5}, {5,1}} has similar properties, which is easily seen  by
symmetry of players 3 and 4 in the game (N, u).                                                                0

6.4 Symmetric convex games
The last example of the previous section shows that it is not at all obvious that the
full cooperation structure will result according to a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium
if the underlying game is convex. The current section and section 6.5 deal with the
issue whether more can be said if in addition to convexity we assume symmetry of the
underlying game. In this section we restrict our analysis to symmetric convex games
with at most 5 players. Section 6.5 deals with a 6-person symmetric convex game.

Restricting ourselves to symmetric games reduces the complexity of the analysis

significantly, since we can restrict ourselves to non-isomorphic graphs. Two graphs
(Nl, Ll)  and  (N2, L2)  are  isomorphic if there is a one-to-one correspondence between  the

vertices in Ni and those in N2 with the property that two vertices in Ni are connected
directly if and only if the corresponding vertices in N2 are connected directly.  For
example, graphs ({1,2,3},{{1,2}}) and ({1,2,3},{{1,3}}) are isomorphic. In fact, all
graphs with three vertices and one link are isomorphic. In a communication situation
with a symmetric convex game the payoff to a player only depends on his position in
the graph and not on the specific labelling of the players. Hence, we can reduce the

complexity of the analysis of symmetric games by calculating the payoff vectors for non-

isomorphic graphs only.
The remainder of this section deals with subgame perfect Nash equilibria resulting in

the full cooperation structure if the underlying game is symmetric and convex. Lemma
6.2.1 will play a prominent role in showing that the full cooperation structure is always

supported by a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in symmetric convex games with at
most 5 players if the Myerson value is used to determine the payoffs. No condition on
the initial order is required.
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Before we present and prove the theorem we will give a systematic analysis of sym-
metric convex games with at most 5 players. Recall that a game (N, u) is symmetric
if there exist numbers  u l, • · · , VINI  such that u(T) = VITI for all T € 2N\{0}. We do
not introduce a similar notation for v(0) to avoid confusion with the associated zero-

normalized  game  (N, vo).    From  now  on  we will usually refer to the value of coalition
T E 2N\{0} in game (N, v) by qTI.  Note that a symmetric game is convex if and only if

V2 -v i  k vi and vt -vt-1  k Ut-1 -vt-2 for all t E  {3,...,n}.  We will restrict ourselves to
zero-normalized games. Recall remark 6.2.1, which argues why this is not as restrictive
as it might seem at first sight.

For notational convenience, especially for games with three or more players, the
payoff to a player in a communication situation with underlying game (N, v), with N =
{1,..., n}, will be identified with a vector (pl,... ,Pn) such that

04(N, u, L) - - - (Plul + P2t,2 + · · · + Pnvn
)= 4  60

pjuj.
60

The factor   has been included to avoid non-integer representations later on. We will
denote graphs by a binary representation. Links are ordered in the following way:

 {1,2},{1,3},...,{1,n},{2,3},...,{2, n},{3,4},...,{n-1, n} .

A  graph is denoted  by a binary vector, where  a  0  in the position  of  link  {i, j}  rep-
resents  that  {i, j}  does not belong  to  the  set of links, whereas  a  1  in the position  of

link  {i, j} represents  that  {i, j}  is  a  link  in the graph.    So, (1,1,0) represents graph

({1,2,3},{{1,2},{1,3}}).
Obviously, if  N  = 1 the unique player receives zero since vi = 0 for a zero-normalized

game (N, v).  If INI = 2 both players receive 0 if they are not connected. Hence, in the
graph with binary representation (0) their payoffs are described  by  (pl, P2)  -  (0,0)·   If
the two players are connected, i.e., in the graph with binary representation (1) they will
both receive  t.,2, which is represented  by  (Pl, P2)  -  (0,30)

Consider symmetric convex games with 3 players. Then, essentially only four com-
munication graphs are possible: those with 0, 1, 2, or 3 links. The payoffs to the players

in these four different graphs can be found in table 6.1.

The payoff to player 2 in graph ({1,2,3}, {{1,2}, {1,3}}) is given by

10 20 1        1

B(({1,2,3}, v,{{1,2},{1,3}}) = --u2 + -1'3 = -61'2 + 5va60    60
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graph player 1 player 2 player 3

(0,0,0) (0,0,0) (0,0,0)* (0,0,0)*

(1,0,0) (0,30.0) (0,30,0)* (0,0,0)*

(1,1,0) (0,20,20) (0,-10,20)* (0,-10,20)*
(1,1,1) (0.0.20) (0,0,20) (0,0,20)

Table 6.1: Payoffs in communication situations with symmetric 3-person games.

This follows from table 6.1, which states that for graph (1.1,0) the payoff to player 2 is

described by (Pl,P2,P3  (0,-10,20).
The stars (*) in table 6.1 and the following tables identify for each non-complete

graph two players who are not connected with each other directly and who both (weakly)

prefer the full cooperation structure to the current structure. Consider, for example, the

stars for players  2  and  3  in the graph represented  by (1,0,0). These stars are derived
as  follows. By convexity-condition  v3  - U2  2  v2  - ul, which reduces  to  1,3  2  2t,2  for  a
zero-normalized game, and which implies that ilv2 = 31'2 5 iva, we find that player 2

prefers  the full cooperation structure  to the graph represented  by (1,0,0). Obviously,  a

similar preference holds for player 3. Since players 2 and 3 are not connected according
to the graph represented by (1,0,0) we can attribute a star to each of them.  Note that
the pair of players to which one can attribute stars is not unique. For example, in the

graph represented by (1,0,0) we could as well have attributed stars to players 1 and 3.
Since the payoff to a player depends on the characteristics of the component he

belongs to only, it was not really necessary to write down all graphs to completely
describe payoffs involving 3-person symmetric games. The payoffs to the players in the
first two graphs already follow from the payoffs to the players for cooperative games with

1 and 2 players, since the largest component contains at most 2 players. From now on,
in describing payoffs for symmetric games with 4 and 5 players, we can and will restrict
ourselves to connected graphs.

So, to obtain a complete description of the payoffs for symmetric games with 4 players,

we supplement table 6.1 with a table that describes the payoffs for connected graphs with
4 vertices. These payoffs can be found in table 6.2.

Similarly, for symmetric convex games with 5 players we can use tables 6.1 and 6.2
if the graph is not connected. In table 6.3 we provide the payoffs for connected 5-person

graphs only.
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graph player 1 player 2 player 3 player 4

(1,1,1,0,0,0) (0,15,15,15) (0,-5,-5,15) (0,-5,-5,15)* (0,-5,-5,15)*
(1,1,0.0,1,0) (0,-5,10,15) (0,-5,10,15) (0,5,-10,15)* (0,5,-10,15)*
(1,1,1,1,0,0) (0,-5,15,15) (0,5,-5,15) (0,5,-5,15)* (0,-5,-5,15)*
(1,1,0,0,1,1) (0,0,0,15)* (0,0,0,15) (0,0,0,15) (0,0,0,15)*
(1,1,1,1,1,0) (0,5,0,15) (0,5,0,15) (0,-5,0,15)* (0,-5,0,15)*

(1,1,1,1,1,1) (0,0,0,15) (0,0,0,15) (0,0,0,15) (0,0,0,15)

Table 6.2: Payoffs in communication situations with symmetric 4-person games.

Using these three tables, we can prove the following theorem. We restrict ourselves to
games with at least two players since no link formation game has been defined associated
with a cooperative game with one player only.

Theorem 6.4.1  Let (N, v) be a symmetric convex game with at least 2 and at most 5
players.  Then (N, LN) c PEG(N, v, It, a) for any order a of the links in LN.

Proof: If INI = 2 both players will prefer to form a link and receive  u2 rather than not
forming a link and receive 0. From now on, assume that  NI 2 3

In view of lemma 6.2.1 it suffices to show that for all L C LN there exist i,j € N with
i 0 j and {i, j} 0 L satisfying Mi(N, v, L) 5 Xi(N, v, LN) and Bj(N, v, L) 5 Bj(N, v, LN).
By  symmetry  of (N, v) and, hence,  of (N, uL") it follows that

v(N)/1,(N, u, LN) = - for all i € N. (6.2)
INI

Let L c LN. We will distinguish between two cases, IN/LI > 1 and IN/LI = 1.
Firstly, assume that IN/Ll  >  1.   Let  Cl, (2  6 AT/L with  Cl   t (2 Convexity   and

symmetry of (N, u) imply that

u(N) , v(C)- for all C € N/L. (6.3)INI - ICI
By component efficiency of the Myerson value it follows that there exists i E Cl and
j E C2 with B,(N, u, L) 5  11 and Bj(N, v, L) 5 . Combining this with (6.2) and
(6.3) we find that B,(N, v,L) S /1,(N, v, LN) and Bj(N, v, L) 5 19(N, v,LN).

Secondly, assume that IN/LI = 1. Then depending on whether INI = 3, INI = 4, or
NI = 5, a pair of players satisfying the required condition can be found, indicated by

stars, in tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, respectively.
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graph player 1 player 2 player 3 player 4 player 5

(1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) (0,12,12,12,12) (0,-3,-3,-3,12) (0,-3,-3,-3,12) (0,-3,-3,-3,12)' (0,-3,-3,-3,12)*

(1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0) (0,-7,11, 9,12) (0, 3,-9, 9,12) (0,-2, 1,-6,12) (0,-2, 1,-6,12)* (0, 8,-4,-6,12)*

(1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0) (0,-30,12, 6,12) (0,10,-8, 6,12) (0,10,-8, 6,12) (0, 5, 2,-9,12)* (0, 5, 2,-9,12)'

(1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0) (0,-8,12,12,12) (0,7 ,-3,-3,12) (0,7 ,-3,-3,12) (0,-3,-3,-3,12)* (0,-3,-3,-3,12) *

(1,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,0) (0, 3,-4, 9,12) (0, 3,-4, 9,12) (0,-2, 6,-6,12) (0,-2, 1,-6,12)* (0,-2, 1,-6,12)*

(1,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1) (0,-27,11, 9,12) (0,8, 1,-6,12) (0, 8, 1,-6,12)' (0, 3,-9, 9,12) (0, 8,-4,-6,12)*

(1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,0) (0, 1,-5,12,12) (0,-4, 5,-3,12) (0,-4, 5,-3,12) (0, 1,-5,-3,12)* (0,6,0,-3,12)*

(1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,1) (0, 0, 0, 0,12) (0, 0, 0, 0,12) (0, 0, 0, 0,12)* (0, 0, 0, 0,12)* (0,0,0,0,12)

(1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0) (0, 2,-3,12,12) (0, 7, 2,-3,12) (0,-3, 2,-3,12) (0,-3, 2,-3,12)' (0,-3,-3,-3,12)*

(1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1) (0,-28,12,12,12) (0, 7,-3,-3,12) (0, 7,-3,-3,12)* (0, 7,-3,-3,12) (0, 7,-3,-3,12)*

(1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,0) (0, 1, 5,-3,12) (0, 1, 5,-3,12) (0,-4,-5,12,12) (0, 1, 0,-3,12)* (0, 1,-5,-3,12)

(1,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,1) (0,-1, 4, 0,12) (0,-1, 4, 0,12) (0, 4,-6, 0,12)* (0,-1,-1, 0,12) (0,-1,-1, 0,12)*

(1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,1) (0, 3, 3, 0,12) (0,-2,-2, 0,12) (0,-2,-2, 0,12)' (0,-2,-2, 0,12)* (0, 3, 3, 0,12)

(1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0) (0, 6, 3, 0,12) (0, 6, 3, 0,12) (0,-4,-2, 0,12) (0,-4,-2, 0,12)* (0,-4,-2, 0,12)*

(1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0) (0,-3,-3,12,12) (0, 2, 2,-3,12) (0, 2, 2,-3,12) (0, 2, 2,-3,12)* (0,-3,2,3,12)*

(1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,1,0) (0, 0, 6, 0,12) (0, 0, 1, 0,12) (0, 0, 1, 0,12) (0,0,-4,0,12)* (0, 0,-4, 0,12)*

(1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1) (0, 3,-2, 0,12)* (0, 3,-2, 0,12) (0,-2, 3, 0,12) (0,-2, 3, 0,12) (0,-2,-2, 0,12)*

(1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0) (0, 1, 3, 0,12) (0, 1, 3,0,12) (0, 1,-2, 0,12) (0, 1,-2, 0,12)* (0,-4,-2,0,12)*

(1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,1,1) (0, 4, 0, 0,12) (0,-1, 0, 0,12) (0,-1, 0, 0,12)* (0,-1, 0, 0,12)* (0,-1, 0, 0,12)

(1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0) (0, 2, 0, 0,12) (0,2, 0,0,12) (0, 2, 0, 0,12) (0,-3, 0, 0,12)* (0,-3, 0, 0,12)*

(1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (0, 0, 0, 0,12) (0,0, 0,0,12) (0, 0, 0, 0,12) (0,0,0,0,12) (0, 0, 0, 0,12)

Table 6.3: Payoffs in communication situations with symmetric 5-person games.

This completes the proof.                                                                0

Two structures are called payo  equivalent if they result in the same payoffs to the

players. The following theorem states that in symmetric and strictly convex games

with at most 5 players only structures can result that are payoff equivalent to the full
cooperation structure.

Theorem 6.4.2  Let  (N, v)  be a game that is symmetric and strictly convex  with at
least 2 and at most 5 players.  For any order a it holds that if (N, L) E PEG(N, v, B, a)
then (N, L) is payoff equivalent to the full cooperation structure.
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Proof: The theorem is obviously true if INI = 2. From now on, assume that IN' 2 3
It follows similar to the proof of theorem 6.4.1 that the conditions of lemma 6.2.2 rather
than lemma 6.2.1 are satisfied, with £ the set consisting of the graphs that are payoff
equivalent to the complete graph. This completes the proof.                            0

Consider a symmetric convex game with at most 5 players. Then the set of graphs

that are payoff equivalent to the full cooperation structure consists of the full cooperation
structure itself and the graphs with a set of links that together form a cycle that traverses
all points in the graph. Such a graph is usually called a wheel. We encountered a wheel
with 5 players in figure 6.9.

6.5   A 6-person symmetric convex game
This section is devoted entirely to the analysis of a specific 6-person symmetric convex
game. The analysis of this game shows that we cannot extend the results of the previous
section to games with more than 5 players in a straightforward manner. We will analyze

the link formation games with this convex game as its underlying game and with all
possible orders of the pairs of players.  We will show that according to the subgame

perfect Nash equilibrium concept a graph can result in which the players' payoffs are

different from those in the full cooperation structure.
For notational convenience, in this section, we will sometimes denote an order a by

(tb l2, · · · , lk), meaning that for all r E  {1, . . . ,k} it holds that link tr is in position r

according to a, i.e., 0(4) = r. Furthermore,  we will sometimes refer to a link  {i, j}  by
ij

The game that is the main subject of study in this section is introduced in the
following example.

Example 6.5.1  Let  (N, v)  be the 6-person symmetric convex  game with player  set

N = {1,2,3,4,5,6} and characteristic function v described by

0   if ITI 5 1;
60   if ITI = 2;

180   if ITI = 3,
v(T) = < (6.4)

360   if ITI = 4;
600   if ITI = 5;
1800 if T = N.
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This characteristic function can alternatively be described by

v = 60   S   u{''i} + 90OUN
i,j€N:it j

Though the game (N, w) with w =  6v has similar characteristics, we have chosen to
analyze (N, u) to avoid non-integer payoffs to the players. Wilson and Watkins (1990)
state that there exist 156 non-isomorphic graphs with 6 players (vertices). An overview of
the payoffs to the players in communication situations (N, v, L), with (N, v) as described
above and (N, L) any of the 156 non-isomorphic graphs, can be found in appendix A.
We will refer to the graph with number i in the appendix by (N, L,).

Consider graphs (N, L156) and (N, L146     which are represented in figure 6.10.

345  346

216 21//5
a:  (N, L156) b:  (N, L146)

Figure 6.10: Graphs (N, L156) and (N, L146  

Graph  (N, L156)  is the complete graph and graph  (N, L146)  is the graph  with  all
links except {1,6}, {2,6}, {3,5}, and {4,5}. The payoffs the players receive in the
communication situations associated with these graphs are

B(N, v, L156) . (300,300,300,300,300,300)

and

11(N, v, L146) = (301,301,301,301,298,298),

which can be found in appendix A.
In graph (N, L146   players 5 and 6 are the only players who are worse off than they

are in the complete cooperation structure (N, L156   Additionally, players 5 and 6 are
connected with each other in (N, L146   Hence, we cannot apply lemma 6.2.1  in an
attempt to prove that the full cooperation structure results according to a subgame

perfect Nash equilibrium.                                                                 0
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Example 6.5.1 implies that the conditions of lemma 6.2.1 are not always satisfied for
6-person symmetric convex games. This example is in line with example 6.3.3 which
analyzed a non-symmetric 5-person convex game that does not satisfy the conditions of
lemma 6.2.1. By example 6.5.1 it follows that it is not possible to prove a generalization
of theorem 6.4.2 to more than 5 players along the lines of the proof of theorem 6.4.2.

However, example 6.5.1 does not imply that theorem 6.4.2 cannot be generalized to

symmetric convex games with more than 5 players. This demands for a more extensive
analysis of the game in example 6.5.1.

Example 6.5.2 Consider the game (N, v) of example 6.5.1. Furthermore, let C be the
set of graphs that are payoff equivalent to the full cooperation structure or isomorphic

to (N, L146). Then, referring to the payoffs in appendix A, it follows that £ is the set
of graphs that are isomorphic to one of following graphs: (N, L156), (N, L152),(N, L146),
(N, L123),(N, L122), or (N, L54). Graphs (N, L156) and (N, L146) were already represented

in figure 6.10. The other four graphs can be found in figure 6.11.

564  546
r c

213  213

a:  (N, L152) b:  (N, L123)

465
C..

21/3 2 1 3
c:  (N, L122) d:   (N, L54)

Figure 6.11: Graphs (N, L152), (N, L123), (N, L122), and (N, L54).

We remark that though we consider a class of graphs with 6 non-isomorphic graphs
only, many graphs belong this class. For example there exist 90 graphs that are, up to
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isomorphisms, the same as graph (N, Ll 46  

We claim that, in the game of link formation in extensive form for the game (N, u),
independent of the order, it holds that according to any subgame perfect Nash equilib-
rium a graph in £ results. We use lemma 6.2.2 to prove this claim. By appendix A it
follows that for almost all graphs that do not belong to C there exists a pair of players

who are not yet connected with each other and each of these players receives strictly less
than 298. In fact this holds for all graphs outside C except for the graphs with numbers

151, 154, and 155.  For none of these graphs it holds that the set of links of those graphs

is a subset of L146 or of a graph isomorphic to L146.  For the graphs indexed 151, 154,
and 155 there exists a pair of players who are not yet connected with each other and
both players receive strictly less than 300. The claim now follows by lemma 6.2.2.    O

In the remainder of this section we will study to what extent we can narrow down
the set of graphs that can form according to subgame perfect Nash equilibria in this
example. We will use the following lemma, which states that for any subgame that
starts right after a link has been formed and for the game in extensive form itself, it
holds that according to the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium concept a graph payoff
equivalent to the full cooperation structure or isomorphic to (N, L146) will result.  The
proof has been omitted since it is similar to the arguments in the last part of example

6.5.2 using lemma 6.2.3 rather than lemma 6.2.2.

Lemma 6.5.1  Let (N, v) be the 6-person game described by (6.4), let C be the set of
graphs that are payoff equivalent to (N, LN) or isomorphic to (N, L146), let L EN, and
let a be any order of the links in LN\L. Then PEG(N, v, B, 0, L) c C

We will introduce some additional notation. Note that in any graph isomorphic to

(N, L146) two players are ezplotted by the others,  i.e., they receive  298 only, whereas

they would receive 300 in the full cooperation structure. Furthermore, note that any
exploited player is connected with two not-exploited players besides the other exploited
player. Denote the graph isomorphic to (N, L146) with players i and j exploited and
player i additionally connected to players  r  and  t  by  GN Furthermore,  let  G'J  =
{Gti  I  r, t E  Nj{i, j}}  be the set of graphs isomorphic to  (N, L146) with players i  and  j

exploited. We remark that Gi,j = Gj·'.

The following lemma will be used in the remainder of this section and deals with the
stability of graphs isomorphic to graph (N, L 146  
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Lemma 6.5.2  Let  (N, v)  be the 6-person game described by  (6.4)  and let i, j, r,t € N
t,all be distinct. Then Gri is superstable with respect to (N, v) and B

Proof: Without loss of generality assume that i = 5, j = 6, r = 1, and t = 2.

Consider Alf(N, v, M, a, Gf'%) with a an arbitrary order of the links  {16,26,35,45}.
By lemma 6.5.1 it follows that once a link is formed in Nf (N,u, P, a, G9' ) the players

will end up in the full cooperation structure. In alllinks that have not been formed yet a
player is involved who receives strictly more in the current structure, i.e., Gl,8, than in the
full cooperation structure, namely 301 versus 300. Hence, this player strictly prefers the
current structure to the full cooperation structure. By subgame perfectness we conclude
first that the last pair in the order refuses if all other pairs have refused to form a link.

Then, by backward induction, it follows that all other pairs will actually refuse to form a
link as well. We conclude that no link will be formed in At/(N, u, P, 0, (4':) and, hence,

Gl ,  is superstable.                                                                                 0

We can now prove the first main theorem of this section. This theorem states that
for  the link formation game associated  with  (N, u) of examples  6.5.1  and 6.5.2 there
exists an order of all pairs of players such that according to the subgame perfect Nash
equilibrium concept a graph isomorphic to (N, L146) can result.

Theorem  6.5.1  Let  (N, v) be the 6-person game described by  (6.4) and let i, j, r,t€ N
all be distinct. Then there exists an order a of all pairs of players such that

GM E PEG(N, u, B, 0).

Proof: Without loss of generality let i = 5, j = 6, r = l, and t = 2. Then

Gl': =  56,12,13,14,23,24,34,15,36,25,46  (6.5)

and

LN\Gl;: = {16,26,35,45} (6.6)

We  remark  that  G ,  is represented in figure  6.10   (b). For notational convenience  we

denote the links in Gf  by 11 = 56, 12 = 12, . . . , tio = 25, and lil = 46, following the
order in which the links were denoted in (6.5). Furthermore, for all k e  {0,1,..., 11}
we define

Ak={ll,···,4}·
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Note that Ao = 0 and All = G ' . We will show by backward induction that Gf:t = All
results according to a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in the game At/(N, u, P, a) for
the order of the links 0 - (16,26,35,45,111,···, 11).

Define ok  -  (16,26,35,45, 111,···, lk+1 ) for all k€ {0,..., 11}.  Note that ao =0
and that all  = (16,26,35,45).  We will show that Glf results according to a subgame

'.

perfect Nash equilibrium in Al/(N, v, /1,01, Ak) for all k e {0, ... , 11}. The proof will
be by induction to 11 - k.

Firstly, let 11 -k=0. Consider Atf (N, v, B, 011, All) = All (N, v, 11,0"11, Gl:t) Recall

that 011 = (16,26,35,45), i.e., link 16 is first according to all· By lemma 6.5.2 it follows
that there exists a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium that results in G ' .

Secondly, let k e {0, ...,10} and suppose that Gf": results according to a subgame
perfect Nash equilibrium in the game Alf (N, v, p, ok+1, Ak+1)·

Consider ALI (N, u, Ii, ok, Ak)· A subgame perfect Nash equilibrium s is described as
follows. Firstly, we describe s in the subgames that start right after the formation of any
additional link in 81/(N, u, B, ok, Ak).  For the subgame following the formation of lk+1
let s prescribe a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium that results in Gf' , which is possible
by the induction hypothesis. For the subgames following the formation of any 1 96 lk+1
fix any subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in this subgame.

It  remains to describe for all 1  E  LN\Ak the choice according to  s  in the decision
node where link t has to make a decision and no links have been formed so far, i.e., the
root of Al/(N, v, /1, ok, Ak, ak(1) - 1).  Let 1 e LN\Ak.  Now, s prescribes that Z is formed

if 1 = 4+1 and 1 is not formed if 1 96 4+ 1·
It remains to show that s is indeed a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium. By construc-

tion it is a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium for all subgames following the formation
of any link. Consider the decision node where link t has to make a decision and no
links have been formed so far,  i.e.,  the root of A'/(N, v, B, ak, Ak, ak(t) - 1). We will
distinguish between two cases.

Firstly, suppose Z  =  lk+1 ·   By the payoffs in table 6.4 it follows that the players in  Lk+1

receive strictly less according to Ak than they would receive according to Gf' . Hence,
they have no incentive to deviate from s.

Secondly, suppose L precedes lk+1 according to ok, not necessarily directly.   If l deviates

from s, i.e., forming t rather than not forming it, then both players in t will, according
to lemma 6.5.1 receive at most 301, whereas at least one of them receives at least 301

according to Gf;&, which forms according to s. Hence, deviating does not strictly improve
the payoffs of both players, since t 0 {5,6}.
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graph    isomorphic to      111      112      /13      /.14      115      516       link

A o L i 0 0 0 0 0 0   11=56
A t L 2 0 0 0 0 3 0 30   l  = 12
A2  L4  30 30 0 0 30 30   13 = 13

Aa        L8        80   50   50    0 30 30   4 = 14

.14 L13 150   70   70   70   30   30 15 = 23

As L25 130    80    80    70    30    30   4 = 24
A6          L42          95    85    85    85    30    30   4 = 34
A7         L68         90   90   90   90   30   30   (8 = 15
As          L88        395  275  275  275  335  245   4 = 36
Ag L113 322  286  322  286  292  292  l10 = 25
Ato L133 301   301   314   290   307   287  tli = 46
Ail L146 301 301 301 301 298 298     -

Table 6.4: Payoffs in Ak for all k€ {0,..., 11}.

We conclude that s is indeed a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium. Consequently, Gf' 

results according to a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in the game Al/(N, v, B,ok, Ak).
Since Att (N, v, B, 00, Ao) = Alf (N, v, B, a) there exists a subgame perfect Nash equi-

librium in Al/(N, v, P, 0) that results in (4::.                                                                      0

Before we can prove the following theorem we need some additional notation. For all
G g LN denote by W(G) the set of links that have not been formed yet in which both
players receive strictly less than 301, i.e,

W(G) = {1 c LN\G I B.(N, v, G) < 301 for all a € t} (6.7)

Furthermore,  for all i,j€N  with i 96 j denote the graph with link  {i, j}  and all links
between the remaining players, by F,J, i.e.,

FiJ = {i, j} u LN\{'.j}.

This graph, with i=5 and j=6,i s represented in figure 6.12.

In table 6.5 an overview of all graphs G with F5,6 (G C H for some H E G5,6 can

be found, with associated M/(G). Using this table it can be checked that for all G with
Fs,6 (G c H for some H € 65.6 and any L in W(G) it holds that Fa,6 (G u {t} C H'
for some H' e 65,6
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346

3<12 1 3

Figure 6.12: Graph (N, F5,6    which coincides with (N, L68).

Gu {t},
G 11/(G) 1 € W(G),

is isomorphic to

(N, L68) {15,16,25,26,35,36,45,46} (N, L88)
(N, L88) {26,36,46} (N, L113 

(N, Llll  {36,46} (N, L133)

(N, L113) {25,26,45,46} (N, L133 

(N, L133) {46} (N, L146)

(AT, L146)                     0                              -

Table 6.5: All non-isomorphic graphs G with F5,6 (G c H for some H e 65,6

Using table 6.5 we can prove the following theorem, which states that once a graph
Fi,j has been formed, then with certainty players i and j will be exploited according to
any subgame perfect Nash equilibrium.

Theorem 6.5.2  Let  (N, v)  be the 6-person game described  by  (6.4)  and  let  i, j  EN
with i 96 j. For all graphs G with F''j  G H for some H€ G"j and every order a o f

the links in LN\G it holds that

PEG(N, u, B, a, G) c G,J.

Proof: Without loss of generality assume that i=5 and j=6. The proof will be by
induction to 11 - IGI.
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Firstly, let G b e a graph with 11 - 1Gl =0, such that FS,6 (G C H for some
H c GS,6 and let a be any order of the links in LN\G. Then clearly G E 65,6. By lemma
6.5.2 it follows that PEG(N, v, B, 0, G) C GS,6.

Secondly, let k E {0,1,2,3} and assume that for all graphs G with 11 - IGI = k and
FJ,6 (G C H for some H E 65.6 and any order a of the links in LN\G it holds that

PEG(N, v, B, a, G) c GS,6
Let G b e a graph with 11- IGI =k+1 and FS,6 (G c H for some H e GS.6 and

let a be an order of the links in LN\G. Let s be a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in

Al/(N, v, B, 0, G).  We will show that s results in a structure in (15,6. In order to prove

this we define

A= {t€ LN G   G u {1} c H for some H e GS,6 j;

B={t€LN\G 1 1 0 A}.
By the induction hypothesis we infer that s induces the formation of a structure in G5,6
in every subgame that follows after the formation of a link in A. Moreover, s induces the
formation of LN in every subgame that follows after the formation of a link in B.  This
follows by lemma 6.5.1 and since LN  is the unique graph in C that contains all links of
G and an arbitrary link of B.

In order to prove that s induces a structure in G5,6 in dif (N, v, 51, a, G) we distinguish
between two cases: (i) there exists an t€A such that s prescribes that l i s formed (first)
in Al/(N,v, B, a,G, a(t) -1) and (ii) for all Z E A i t holds that s prescribes that t i s not
formed (first) in Al/(N, v, B, a, G, a(t) - 1)

Case (i): There exists  an  LEA  such  that s prescribes  that  l is formed (first)   in
84(N, v, B, a, G, 0(1) - 1).   Suppose s does not result in a structure in G5,6.   Then by
lemma 6.5.1 it follows that s results in LN. Hence, there exists a link t' E B that precedes

1 according to a and t' chooses to form according to s in Al/ (N, v, B, a, G, 0(1') - 1).  This
would imply that both players in l' weakly prefer LN to a structure in GS,6. This cannot
be true since t' contains at least one of the players in  {1,2,3,4}  who all receive 301
according to any  H E G5,6

Case (ii): For all t E A i t holds that s prescribes that l i s not formed (first) in
subgame At/(N, v, p, a,G, a(t) -1) Hence, s induces structure LN. Therefore, there
exists l€B such that both players in t weakly prefer LN to G. Stated differently, there

exists a link t f LN G such that G u {l} 9 H for every H c 65.6 and Fs(N, u, G)  S
Ba(N, u, LN) = 300 for both a c t. This implies t € W(G). According to table 6.5 we
get Gu{t} g H forsome H € 65.6. A contradiction.

This completes the proof.                                                                0
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The following lemma is related to theorem 6.5.2. It shows that once a graph Fi,j
has been formed, a graph in G'J will be reached according to a subgame perfect Nash
equilibrium. The following lemma shows  that  if the  link  {i, j}  has been formed  and
only  links  have been formed that belong to  F"j,  then  G'J  can be reached  by a subgame

perfect Nash equilibrium.

Lemma  6.5.3  Let  (N, v) be the 6-person game described by  (6.4) and let i, j  E  N with
i 9,6 j  For all graphs G with {{i, j}} (G g F'j and any order a o f the links in LN\G
it holds that G'J n PEG(N, u, it, a, G) 0 0

Proof: Without loss of generality assume that i=5 and j=6. The proof will be by
induction  to  7 -  IGI.

Firstly, let G b e a graph with 7 -  G   =  0 and {{5,6}}  c  G c  FS,6, i.e.,  G =
F6,6, and let a be any order of the links in LA'\G. By theorem 6.5.2 it follows that
Gs,6 n PEG (N, u, B, a, G) 4 0

Secondly, let k E  {0,1,2,3,4,5} and assume that for all graphs G with 7 - IGI  = k

and  {{5,6}}  9 G  &  F46 and any order a of the links in LN\G it holds that G5,6 n

PEG(N, U, B, 0, G) 4 0
Let  G be a graph with  7- IGI  =k+1  and  {{5,6}}  C  G  c  Fs,6  and  let a be

an order of the links in LN\G.  Let  {a, b} be the link that is last according to a with

{a, b} C {1,2,3,4}. A subgame perfect Nash equilibrium s is described as follows.
Firstly, we describe s in the subgames that start right after the formation of any

additional link in 84(N, u, B, 0, G).  For the subgame following the formation of {a, b}
let s prescribe a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium that results in G- € GB,6, which is
possible by the induction hypothesis, since G u {a, b} c FS,6.  For any subgame following

the formation of an 1 4  {a, b}, fix any subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in this subgame.

It remains to describe for all t E LN G the choice according to s in the decision node
where link 1 has to make a decision and no links have been formed so far, i.e., the root
of Al/ (N, v, B, a, G, a(l) - 1).  Now, s prescribes that t is formed if L = {a, b}, l chooses
subgame perfect if l is preceded by {a, b} according to a, and l is not formed if t precedes

{a, b} according to a.
We will show that s is indeed a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium. By construction

it is a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium for all subgames following the formation of
any link. Consider the decision node where link l has to make a decision and no links
have been formed so far, i.e., the root of Au(N, u, p, a, G, 0(1) - 1).  We will distinguish
between three cases.
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Firstly, suppose t is preceded by  {a, b} according to a.  Then the choice of L is subgame

perfect by construction.

Secondly, suppose  t  =   {a, b} Suppose  1  deviates  from  s,  i.e., not forming  {a, b}
rather than forming it. Then G results or L precedes a link according to a that will
be formed, in which case it follows by lemma 6.5.1 that a structure payoff equivalent
to the full cooperation structure or isomorphic to (N, L146) will result.  In all cases the
deviation does not strictly improve the payoffs of a and b since they will receive 301 if
they play according to s. The fact that they both receive less according to G follows

from appendix A.
Finally, suppose l precedes {a, b} according to a, not necessarily directly.  If 1 deviates

from s, i.e., forming l rather than not forming it, then both players in 1 will, according to
lemma 6.5.1 receive at most 301, whereas at least one of them receives 301 according to
any H f GS,6, one of which is formed according to s. Hence, deviating does not strictly
improve the payoffs of both players.

Consequently, s is a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium implying that

Gs,6 n PEG(N, u, B, a, G) 96 0.

This completes the proof.                                                                     0

The following lemma deals with a situation where two links have been formed already
and there is a player who is involved in both links. The lemma implies that the player

involved in both links, combined with any of the players he is connected with, can be
exploited in a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium.

Lemma 6.5.4  Let  (N, u)  be the 6-person game described  by  (6.4).   Let i, j,k€N  all
bedistinct and let G= {{i, j},{j, k}}. For any order 0 of the links in LN\G it holds
that G''j n PEG(N, v, B, 0, G) 96 0

Proof: Without loss of generality assume that i = 5, j = 6, and k = 4, i.e., G =
{{4,6},{5,6}}. Define 13 = 14, 4 = 34,4 = 24, 4 = 12,4 = 13, and 4 = 23.
Furthermore, define Ak  =  {46,56,6,···,lk}  forall k E  {2,...,8}.   Note that A2 =G
and  that A8 satisfies  F5,6  g  A8  Q  Gf'  .   We  will now prove  that  for  all  k  E   {2, . . . ,8}
and any order a of the links in LN\Ak it holds that G5,6 n PEG(N, v, B, 0, Ak) 76 0. The
proof will be by induction to 8 - k.

Firstly, let 8-k=0, i.e., consider A8· Let a b e a n order of the links in LN\A8· Since
A8 satisfies F5,6 g AB C Gf'  it follows by theorem 6.5.2 that Gs.6nPEG(N, v, P, a, AB) 96
0.
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Secondly,  let  k f  {3,4,5,6.7,8} and assume that for graph Ak and any order a of

the links in LN\Ak it holds that G5,6 n PEG(N, u, B, 4 Ak) 4 0
Consider Zlt/(N, v, B, a, Ak-1)· Construct a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium s sim-

ilar to the strategy in the proof of lemma 6.5.3 except that the role of {a, b} is played

by lk. Note that Ak = Ak-1 U {lk}. By table 6.6 it follows that both players in lk prefer

any H E 65,6 to structure Ak-1

graph isomorphic to    Fl    /12     13     14    /15    116    link

A2  L3  0 0 0   50   50    80  6 = 14
A)  V 65 0 0 115 65  115  4 = 34

A4  L12  85 0 85 200 80  150  l5 =24

As L21 255  255  255  455  245  335  l6 = 12
A6 L38 265  265  255  435  245  335  4 = 13
A7 L62 280 270 270 400 245 335 4 = 23

AB L88 275 275 275 395 245 335    -

Table 6.6: Payoffs in Ak for all k E {2,...,8}

Now, it follows similar to the proof of lemma 6.5.3 that s is a subgame perfect Nash

equilibrium, implying that

65,6 n PEG(N, v, p, d Ak-1) 9'  0

This completes the proof.                                                                0

Note that the proof provides a path of graphs such that if we consider the link
formation game starting with this graph then a graph with two specific players exploited
can result according to a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium.

The following lemma states that if one link has been formed and this link has one
player in common with the pair of players that is last according to the order that results
right after the formation of the link, then the pair of players that is last according to the
order that results can be exploited according to a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium.

Lemma 6.5.5  Let  (N, v)  be the 6-person game described by  (6.4).   Let  i, j,k E N all

be distinct. Let G = {{j, k}} and let a be an order of the links in LN\G with {i, j} last.
Then it holds that Gis n PEG(N, v, B, 0, G) 00.
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Proof: Without loss of generality, assume that i = 5, j = 6, and k = 4.  Then
G = {{4,6}} has already been formed and {5,6} is last according to a.

Consider Al/ (N, v, B, 0, G). A subgame perfect Nash equilibrium s is described as
follows.   Let  1  € LN\{{4,6}}. Consider the decision node where  link  1  has  to  make  a
decision and no links have been formed so far, i.e., the root of Atf (N, u, p, oi G, 0(1) - 1)
Now, s prescribes that t is formed if 1 -  {5,6} and 1 is not formed if 1  0  {5,6}. It remains
to describe s in the subgames that start right after the formation of any additional link.
For the subgame following the formation of {5,6} let s prescribe a subgame perfect Nash
equilibrium that results in the formation of a specific G- C GS,6, which is possible by
lemma 6.5.4.  For the subgames following the formation of any 1 0 {5,6} fix any subgame
perfect Nash equilibrium in this subgame.

It remains to show that s is indeed a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium. By construe-
tion it is a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium for all subgames following the formation
of any link. Consider the decision node where link t has to make a decision and no links
have been formed so far, i.e., the root of At/ (N, v, B, 0, G, 0(t) - 1).  We will distinguish
between two cases.

Firstly, suppose t precedes {5,6} according to a,  i.e.,  l is not last according to a.
If t deviates from s, i.e., forming t rather than not forming it, then both players in t
will,  according to lemma 6.5.1, receive  at  most 301. Since  1  4  {5,6} it follows  that
1 n {1,2,3,4} 96 0 and, hence, at least one of the players in 1 receives 301 according to
G-.   We  conclude that deviating  does not strictly improve the payoffs  of both players.

Secondly, suppose l = {5,6}.  If t deviates from s, i.e., not forming {5,6} rather than
forming it, then, graph G = {{4,6}} will result, since {5,6} is last according to 0. This
deviation, hence, decreases the payoffs of both players.

Consequently, s is a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium, implying that

G46 n PEG(N, v, B, 0, G) 0 0.

This completes the proof.                                                                0
Using the lemma above we can prove the last theorem of this section.

Theorem 6.5.3  Let (N, v) be the 6-person game described by (6.4).  Let a be any order
of the links in LN. For all i,j E N with i 0 j it holds that Gi.j n PEG (N, v, P, 0, G) 96 0

Proof:  Let i, j EN with i #j Without loss of generality assume that i=5 and j =6.
We will distinguish between two cases:  (i)  {5,6} is last according to a  and (ii) {5,6} is
not last according to 0.
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Case  (i):  {5,6} is last according to a. A subgame perfect Nash equilibrium s is
described as follows.   Let  I  e LN. Consider the decision node where  link  l  has  to  make  a

decision and no links have been formed so far, i.e., the root of Al/(N, v, B, a, 0, a(l) - 1)
Now, s prescribes that Z is formed if l = {5,6} and L is not formed if 1 96 {5,6}. It remains

to describe s in the subgames that start right after the formation of any additional link.
For the subgame following the formation of {5,6} let s prescribe a subgame perfect Nash

equilibrium that results in a specific G- c (2,6, which is possible by lemma 6.5.3. For
the subgames following the formation of any 1 4  {5,6}  fix any subgame perfect Nash

equilibrium in this subgame.
It remains to show that s is indeed a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium. By construc-

tion it is a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium for all subgames following the formation
of any link. Consider the decision node where link 1 has to make a decision and no links
have been formed so far, i.e., the root of Ati (N, v, 11, 0,0, 0(t) - 1). We will distinguish

between two cases.

Firstly, suppose  1   4   {5,6}.    If t deviates  from  s, i.e., forming t rather  than  not
forming it, then both players in t will, according to lemma 6.5.1, receive at most 301.

Since l 96 {5,6} it follows that 1 n {1,2,3,4} 0 0 and, hence, at least one of the players

in  l  receives 301 according  to  G'. We conclude that deviating  does not strictly improve

the payoffs of both players.

Secondly, suppose l = {5,6}.  If l deviates from s, i.e., not forming {5,6} rather than

forming it, then G=0 will result. This deviation, hence, decreases the payoffs of both
players.

Consequently, s is a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium, implying that

G46 n PEG(N, u, B, a, G) # 0

Case  (ii):  {5,6}  is not last according to a. A subgame perfect Nash equilibrium s is

described as follows.   Let  t  € LN. Consider the decision node where  link  t  has  to  make  a

decision and no links have been formed so far, i.e., the root of 84(N, v, B, a, 0, 0(1) - 1)
Now, s prescribes that l is formed if t is preceded by {5,6} according to a or t = {5,6},
and l is not formed if 1 precedes {5,6}. It remains to describe s in the subgames that

start right after the formation of any additional link.  For the subgame following the
formation of a link l that was preceded by {5,6} according to a let s prescribe a subgame

perfect Nash equilibrium that results in H € G°'b, where a, b are such that {a, b} directly
precedes l according to 0, i.e., 0({a, b}) = a(t) - 1. This is possible by lemma 6.5.5. For
the subgame following the formation of {5,6} let s prescribe a subgame perfect  Nash
equilibrium that results in a specific G- € 65,6, which is possible by lemma 6.5.3. For
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the subgames following the formation of any 1 that precedes {5,6} according to a fix
any subgame perfect Nash equilibrium in this subgame.

It remains to show that s is indeed a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium. By construe-
tion it is a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium for all subgames following the formation
of any link. Consider the decision node where link l has to make a decision and no links
have been formed so far, i.e., the root of Alf (N, v, p, 0,0, 0(1) - 1). We will distinguish
between three cases.

Firstly, suppose t is preceded by {5,6} according to a. Suppose Z deviates from s, i.e.,
not forming t rather than forming it.  If 1 is last according to 0 then after the deviation
the empty graph will result, decreasing the payoffs of both players in t.  If l is not last
according to 0 then the link that follows l according to a will be formed. In the subgame
following the formation of this link it follows that after the deviation, both players in 1
will receive 298. This deviation does not strictly improve the payoff of any of the players

in t, since originally they would both receive at least 298.
Secondly, suppose  t  = {5,6}. Similar  to the analysis  for the links  that are preceded

by {5,6} it follows that a deviation of {5,6} results in both players 5 and 6 receiving
298. These payoffs coincide with the payoffs players 5 and 6 receive originally. Hence,
deviating does not strictly improve the payoff of any of the players in {5,6}.

Thirdly, suppose l precedes {5,6} according to 0.  If l deviates from s, i.e., forming t
rather than not forming it, then both players in 1 will, according to lemma 6.5.1 receive
at most 301. Since 1 4 {5,6} it follows that Z n {1,2,3,4} 4 0 and, hence, at least one
of the players  in t receives 301 according  to  G'. We conclude that deviating  does  not
strictly improve the payoffs of both players.

Consequently, s is a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium, implying that

G516 n PEG(N, v, B, a, G) t 0.

This completes the proof.                                                                     0

This section has been devoted completely to the analysis of a 6-person symmetric
convex game, the game described by  (6.4). More specifically, we analyzed the associated
link formation games in extensive form. Two main conclusions can be drawn from this
analysis. First, cf. theorem 6.5.2, once a 4-person coalition and a 2-person coalition have
been formed, i.e., the full cooperation structure within those coalitions and no other links
have been formed, then the players in the 2-person coalition will eventually be exploited.
Secondly, cf. theorem 6.5.3, starting with no links formed, any order of the links can
result in any pair of players being exploited. However, it is still unknown whether all
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subgame perfect Nash equilibria result in two players being exploited. Stated differently,

the question

.Does a subgame perfect equilibrium that results in a structure payoff equivalent
to the full cooperation structure exist?"

remains unanswered.



Chapter 7

Network formation games in
strategic fornn

In chapter 6 we described and analyzed a model of link formation in which links are
formed sequentially. Though some results were obtained, it appeared difficult to make
predictions in general. In this chapter, which is based on Slikker (1995, 1998, 1999b)
and Slikker et al. (2000a), we describe and analyze several types of network formation
games in strategic form.  As in chapters 2 and 3 we consider three types of networks,
undirected graphs, hypergraphs, and coalition structures. We start with a model of
link formation, which is closest to the model of chapter 6. The only difference between
the two models is that in the model of this chapter links form simultaneously rather
than sequentially. Subsequently, we extend the model in two directions. Firstly, by
considering the formation of hypergraphs rather than undirected graphs and secondly,

by considering a class of allocation rules rather than the Myerson value only. We study
several equilibrium refinements for this extended model. At the end of this chapter, we
translate these results back to the model of link formation. Finally, we describe and
analyze two models of coalition structure formation.  In the analyses of all these models
we focus on properties of allocation rules that are sufficient to ensure that the grand
coalition results.

In section 7.1 we introduce games of link formation in strategic form and study Nash
equilibria and strong Nash equilibria in these games. In section 7.2 we first focus on
allocation rules for hypergraph communication situations followed by the introduction
of a model of conference formation. Some preliminary results dealing with this model are
provided. Section 7.3 contains an analysis of coalition proof Nash equilibria in the games

of conference formation, followed by an analysis of several other equilibrium refinements

137
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in section 7.4. In section 7.5 we describe and analyze two models of coalition structure

formation. Finally, in section 7.6 we translate some of the results derived for the model

of conference formation back to the model of link formation.

7.1 Link formation games in strategic form
In this section we will describe a game in strategic form that models the endogenous

formation of cooperation structures. In contrast with the games of link formation in
extensive form described and analyzed in section 6, links are formed simultaneously
rather than sequentially.

As in the games of link formation in extensive form, it is assumed that the economic

possibilities of the players are described by a TU-game. Another similarity between the
models is that both can be seen as a two-stage model.  In the first stage of the model the
players play a game in strategic form in which they simultaneously choose the players

with whom they want to form links. These strategies result in an undirected graph.

Together with the underlying TU-game this undirected graph yields a communication
situation. In the second stage of the model the players negotiate over the division of
the payoffs. This stage is modeled by means of an allocation rule for communication
situations.

We start with a formal description of the link formation games in strategic form,
introduced by Myerson (1991).  Let (N, u) be a cooperative game. Furthermore, let 7 be
an allocation rule for communication situations.  The tink formation game rUCN, v,7)
is described by the tuple (N; (S,),EN; (f,7),EN) where for all i E N the set Si = 2N\{i}
represents the strategy set of player i. A strategy of player i is an announcement of
the set of players he wants to form communication links with. A communication link
between two players will only form if both players want to form the link.  The set of links
that will form according to strategy profile s€S=1 1 S, will be denoted byi€N

L(s) = <{i,j} C N I i€ sj, j E si . (7.1)

The payoff function P = (fi'),€ N is defined as the allocation rule 7 applied to the
communication situation that results,  i.e.,

f·,(s) = 7(N,v, L(s)) for all s ES. (7.2)

We call a graph supported by an equilibrium if there exists a strategy profile that
is an equilibrium and that results in this structure.  So, for example, a structure is
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supported by a strong Nash equilibrium if there exists a strong Nash equilibrium in the
link formation game that results in the formation of this structure.

The following example illustrates some basic features of the model described above.

Example 7.1.1  Let  (N, u)  be the 2-person cooperative game with  N  =  {1,2}  and
v = 2uN· Furthermore, consider the Myerson value B as described in section 3.2. In
the link formation game rt/(N, v, 51) every player can choose between two strategies,
representing whether or not he wants to form a link with the other player. The payoffs

to the players can be found in the payoff matrix in figure 7.1.

82 -0   6 -{1}
81 = 0 0,0 0,0

ti = {2} 0,0 1, 1

Figure  7.1:   The  payoff  matrix of riftN, u,11)

This  game has multiple Nash equilibria. Firstly, the strategy profile  (sl, 82)  =  (0,0)
is a Nash equilibrium since no player can achieve a strictly positive profit by a unilateral
deviation. The reason for this is that no player can unilaterally form a link. Secondly,

(ti, t2)  =  ({2}, {1})  is a Nash equilibrium since any unilateral deviation results in a
decrease of the payoff of the deviating player, from 1 to 0.                                           O

The multiplicity of Nash equilibria in the example above is no coincidence.  We will
show that for all superadditive TU-games it holds that if we apply the Myerson value then

any cooperation structure is supported by a Nash equilibrium. In proving this result, we
will use that the Myerson value satisfies a monotonicity property. Consider this mono-
tonicity property described for an allocation rule 7 defined on a class of communication
situations D:

Link monotonicity (LM): For all (N,v,L) €D, all L E N , and all j f N\{i} with
{i, j} 0 Lit holds that

7,(N,v,LU{{i,j}}) 2 'n(N,v,L) (7.3)

The following lemma, due to Myerson (1977), states that the Myerson value sat-
isfies link monotonicity on the class of communication situations with a superadditive

underlying TU-game.
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Lemma 7.1.1 The Myerson value satisfies link monotonicity on CSSNA

Proof:  Let (N, v, L) E CSL, let i €  N, and  let j  € N\{i}  with  {i, j}  0 L. Define the

game (N, v') by

v'(T) = ULU{{i,j}}(T) - UL(T) for all T c N (7.4)

Since for all T I N i t holds that T/L is a refinement of T/(LU{{i,j}}) it follows by
superadditivity of (N, v) that

v'(T) 2 0 for all T c N. (7.5)

Furthermore, if i 0 T then T/L = T/(L u {{i, j}}) and, hence, v'(T) =0. This implies

that for all T   N with i€T i t holds that v'(T)-v'(T\{i})20. Now,by representation

(2.6) of the Shapley value, it follows that

4(N, v') 20 (7.6)

By additivity of the Shapley value we conclude

B,(N, v, L U {{i, j}}) - B,(N, u, L) = 0,(N, vLu{{i,j}}) _ 0,(N, uL) = *,(N, v') 20.
(7.7)

This completes the proof.                                                            0
In the following theorem we show that in the link formation game in strategic form

associated with a superadditive TU-game and the Myerson value, every structure is
supported by a Nash equilibrium.

Theorem 7.1.1  Let (N, v) be a superadditive TU-game. Every (N, L) e UGN is sup-
ported by a Nash equilibrium in rf(N, U,B).

Proof:  Let (N, L) e UGN be an undirected graph.  For all i E N denote 4 = {j€N I
{i, j} C L}. Then obviously, L(t) = L.  By link monotonicity, no player has an incentive
to break one or more links. Furthermore, since i € tj if and only if j E ti, no player can

unilaterally form a link. Hence, t = (ti),EN is a Nash equilibrium.                      0

The multiplicity of Nash equilibria in link formation games demands for the analysis
of equilibrium refinements.  Here, we will first consider strong Nash equilibria. Other
equilibrium refinements are studied in sections 7.3 and 7.4.

Consider the following example, which deals with strong Nash equilibria in a link
formation game.
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Example 7.1.2  Let (N, v) be a 3-person cooperative game with N = {1,2,3} and

U(T) = <
f O   if ITI 5- 1,
l  6     if IT'  22.

Note that this game is superadditive. Consider the link formation game rif (N, 4%)
Then all players receive 0 if no link is formed. This structure is not supported by a
strong Nash equilibrium since two players can jointly deviate to form a link between
them and both receive 3 according to the Myerson value.

According to the Myerson value for the full cooperation structure, in which all pairs

of players are linked, each player receives 2. This structure is not supported by a strong
Nash equilibrium, since two players can both improve their payoffs by agreeing on break-
ing the links with the remaining player and both receive 3 again.

To show that none of the other structures is supported by a strong Nash equilibrium,
we first compute the payoffs in case two links are formed between the players, say {1,2}
and {1,3}. Using table 6.1 we see that player 1 receives 4, whereas players 2 and 3 both
receive only 1 according to the Myerson value. This illustrates that a structure with
links {1,2} and {1,3} is not supported by a strong Nash equilibrium since players 2 and
3 can agree on breaking the links with player 1 and forming a link with each other. This
improves each of their payoffs from 1 to 3. Obviously, a similar reasoning holds for any
other pair of links. Finally, a structure with one link is not supported by a strong Nash
equilibrium since one of the linked players can form a link with the isolated player, in
which case both of the players involved in the new link improve their payoffs, namely
from 3 to 4 and from 0 to 1, respectively.                                                   O

The previous example shows that strong Nash equilibria might not exist in a link for-
mation game. This provides an incentive to study other equilibrium refinements as well.
We will study such concepts in the more general framework of conference formation.  In
section 7.6 we return to link formation games and explain that the results for conference
formation games correspond to similar results for link formation games.

7.2 Conference formation games in strategic form
In this section we will adjust the model of the previous section in two directions. Firstly,
we consider the formation of conferences rather than links. Secondly, we consider a class
of allocation rules rather than the Myerson value only. This class of allocation rules is
introduced and studied in subsection  7.2.1. In subsection  7.2.2 we describe conference
formation games and derive some preliminary results.
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7.2.1 Allocation rules

In this subsection we provide a characterization of weighted Myerson values for hyper-

graph communication situations. Subsequently, we will describe a class of allocation
rules and show that the weighted Myerson values belong to this class. Finally, we derive
several properties for the allocation rules in this class.

Let  w €RS bea vector of weights representing the relative strengths of the players.

Consider the following properties for an allocation rule 7 defined on a class of hypergraph
communication situations D:

Component efficiency (CE): For all (N, v, 72) E D and all C f N/72 it holds that

  7,(N, u, 74)=v(C). (7.8)

i€C

w-Fairness  (WF): For all (N,v, 9£) E D, all H E 71, and all i,j€H i t holds that

-3- (7,(N, v, 7£) - ··n(N, u, 7£\{H})   = i -  ·yj(N, v, 72) - 'Yj(N, u, 7£\{H}) .
Wi ' ]

(7.9)

Component efficiency is similar to the property with the same name for allocation rules
for communication situations (see section  3.2). The property w-fairness  is an extension
of the fairness property of section 3.2 and states that the changes in payoffs for two

players as a consequence of forming an additional conference in which they are both
involved are proportional to their weights.

The following lemma shows that the w-Myerson value satisfies the two properties

component efficiency and w-fairness.

Lemma 7.2.1 The w-Myerson value for hypergraph communication situations satisfies

component efficiency and w-fairness.

Proof: Firstly,  we  will show  that Bw satisfies component efficiency.   Let  (N, v, 71)  E

HCSN and C E N/71 a component  of (N, 7£). We define two games  (N, vc)  and

(N, uN\c). For all T (N let

vc(T) = vw(T n C),
vN\C (T) = v'i (T\C).
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Since C is a component of (N, 72) it holds that v12  =  vc + UN\C Recall from section
4.1 that *w satisfies the zero-player property, additivity, and partnership consistency.
Since all i€C are zero players in the game (N, viv\C), we conclude from the zero-player

property of *w, that *7(viv\C) = 0 for all i € C.  In the same way we find for all i € N\C

that *7(vc) = 0. Using this and the additivity of weighted Shapley values we find that

 B;'(N, v, 71) = E *7(v,i)
iEC i€C

= E *7(vc) + Z $7(vN\C)
i€C i€C

= E *7(uc)
iEC

= E *7(vc)- vc(N) = vli(C) = v(C), (7.10)
iEN

where the fifth equality follows from the efficiency of the w-Shapley value.

Secondly, we will show that the w-Myerson value satisfies w-fairness.  Let (N, v, 7£) c
HCSN and H E W. Define 'H' = 72\{H} and v' = ult - vw'. For all T c N with HILT
we then have

11'(T) =  E  v(R) -  Z  v(R) = 0
RET/11 RET/li

since T/7£ = T/72'. This means that H is a partnership in v'. From partnership
consistency  of *w, it follows  for  all i  €  H  that

*;U v'  . #  <(E*:(.,))."1           wi       (g- *7(.,)).
\ j€H    =  j€H Wj   *H

So,  for all i, j  E  H we have  that

07(V')   =  07(V') (7.11)
Wi            Wj

Using equation  (7.11)  we find for all i, j  €  H that

Air(yi) - #17(7£') _ $;"(u') = *jw(v') = il;'(72) - p;'(74')
-

Wi           Wi       Wj           Wj

where the first and third equality follow from the definition of the game (N, u') and the
additivity of the w-weighted Shapley values. Hence, #w satisfies w-fairness.               0

The following theorem shows that the w-Myerson value is the unique allocation rule
that is component efficient and w-fair.
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Theorem 7.2.1 The w-Myerson value is the unique allocation rule on HCSN that sat-
isfies component efficiency and w-fairness.

Proof: From lemma 7.2.1 we know that Bw satisfies component efficiency and w-fairness.
We only need to show here that at most one allocation rule satisfies these properties.

Suppose there are two rules 71 and 72 that satisfy component efficiency and w-

fairness.  Let  (N, v, 7£) be a communication situation with a minimum number of con-
ferences such that 71 (7£) 4 72(7£). By component efficiency it follows that 7£ 96 0.  Let
H f 7£ and {i, j} C H. From w-fairness of 71  we then find

_1- (7,1(74) - 7,1(7£\{H})) = -1- (711(7£) - ·yj(7£\{H}))
Wi                        Wj

Using this, the minimality of 71, and w-fairness of 72, respectively, we find

wj7,i(li) - wi'Yj(74) = wj'yii(7£\{H}) - wi·yj('H\{H})

= 11'172(7(\{H}) - 11472(?i\{H})
= 11'j77(7£) - wi'72(7£).

SO,

7,1(7£) - 712(72) = 7j(Fi) - ..d(7£)
(7.12)Wi                         luj

Equation  (7.12) is valid for all pairs {i, j} for which there exists an H € 71 with {i, j} C
H.    Hence,  it  is also valid  for all pairs  {i, j} with players  i  and  j  both  in  the  same
component according to NIN.

Let i G N and let C E .1\77£ with i€C. For all j E C w e now have

i  (7j('i) - lf(7£))  =  i - (7il (7£) - 72(7£)) .

Define  d(C)  =  2- (7,1 (7£)  - 7,2(7£)).   Then  for  all j€C i t holds  that  ·yj (72) - 'yj(7£)  =
wjd(C). Component efficiency of 71 and 72 gives us

Z.yj('H) = Elf(li) = v(C).
jec jec

Thus,

0 =   (711(7£) - 43(7£)) = E wjd(C).
jec jEC
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Since w€ R  it follows that d(C) =0. Since i€N was chosen arbitrarily, we conclude

that 71(71) = 72(72)
We conclude that Bw is the unique allocation rule on HCSN that satisfies component

efficiency and w-fairness.                                                            0

In the remainder of this subsection we consider a class of allocation rules for hyper-
graph communication situations, described by three properties, and we will show that
the weighted Myerson values belong to this class. The first of the three properties is
component efficiency and the other two properties are described below.

Consider the following properties for an allocation rule 7 defined on a class of hyper-

graph communication situations D:

Weak conference symmetry  (WCS):  For all  (N, v, 71)  E  D,  all  H  c  N,  and  all
i, j E H it holds that if

7,(N, v, 72 U {H}) > 7,(N, v, 74) (7.13)

then

75(N, v, 7£ U {H}) > 1(N, v, 74) (7.14)

Improvement property (IP): For all (N, v, 72) €D and all H (N i t holds that if

7*(N, v, 7£ U  {H} )  >  7k (N, v, 7£) (7.15)

for some k E N\H then there exists an i€H with

7,(N, v, 74 u {H})  >  7, (N, u, 72) (7.16)

Weak conference symmetry is a very weak form of symmetry and states that if the
formation of a conference strictly benefits a player in this conference, then it should also
strictly improve the payoffs of the other players in this conference. The improvement
property states that if a player strictly benefits from the formation of a conference to
which he does not belong, then at least one of the players in the conference should also
strictly benefit from the formation of this conference.

By lemma 7.2.1 we know that the w-Myerson value satisfies component efficiency.
The following lemmas state that the w-Myerson value satisfies weak conference symme-
try without any condition on the underlying TU-game and it satisfies the improvement
property on the class of hypergraph communication situations with a superadditive un-

derlying TU-game.
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Lemma 7.2.2 The w-Myerson value satisfies weak conference symmetry.

Proof: Let (N, v, 72) € HCSN, H C N, and i, j CH. Suppose i¢(7< U {H}) > ktr(71)
Using w-fairness of Bw (see lemma 7.2.1) and the fact that w E Rt, we find

*7(74 u {H}) - pw(yi) = 1 (/17(74 u {H}) - /47(7£)) > 0.
Wi

Hence, BW satisfies weak conference symmetry.                                            0

Lemma 7.2.3 The w-Myerson value satisfies the improvement property on HCSSNA

Proof:  Let (N, v, 7£) E HCSL, H c N, and k € N\H with /4'(72 U {H}) > pt(72)
By superadditivity of (N, v) it follows that

vwu{H} (R) 2 vw(R) for all R   N, (7.17)

since R/94 is a refinement of R/(71 u {H}) Furthermore, since R/74 = R/(74 u {H}) if
H % R it follows that

Vwu{H}(R)  = uw(12)  for all  R c N with  H g R (7.18)

By equation (4.9), with E = (N), it follows that there exists a probability distribution
1; on PN such that for all cooperative games (N, z) E TUN

07(N, z) =  E         E        pw(,r)(z(T) - z(T\{i}))  for all ieN. (7.19)

TQN lrEPN:PR =T

Consider v' = 1,7£U{H} - U . Since Ft('H U {H}) > FIC'H) it follows that

*t'(N, v') = *I'(N, v'tu{H}) _ *I(N, v'i) = ift'(7< U {H}) - /i (71) > 0.

Using (7.19) with z = u', it follows that there exists a permutation ir- e PN such that

for T = PRZ' it holds that

u'(T) > v'(T\{k}). (7.20)

Hence,

Uliu{H}(T) - u,£(T) > v u{H}(T\{k}) - vic(T\{k}) 2 0, (7.21)
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where the strict inequality follows by (7.20) and the weak inequality by (7.17). Using

(7.18) and (7.21) we derive that H c T
Now, let i €H. Since H C T i t follows that i €T. Then there exists a 7r' E P N with

PR ' = T. We conclude that

/17(7£ U {H}) - B:u(71) =  Z pw(71') (U u{H}(PR:) - UN(PR:))
A€PN

2 Pw(lr') (V,iu{H} (T) - vit(T))
>0,

where the equality follows from equation  (7.19) with z = v' and since v u{H}(R\{i}) =
vw(R\{i}) for all R C N by (7.18). The weak inequality follows from equation (7.17) and
the strict inequality from v,iu{H} (T)  >  v72(T)  and the positivity  of pw(,r') as described
in section 4.1.

We conclude that the w-Myerson value satisfies the improvement property.        0

Using the results so far, we can obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 7.2.2 The w-Myerson value satisfies component efficiency, weak conference
symmetry, and the improvement property on HCSL·

Proof: The prooof follows directly by lemmas 7.2.1, 7.2.2, and 7.2.3.                         0

To conclude this subsection we show that component efficiency, weak conference sym-
metry, and the improvement property together imply two other properties. These two
new properties will play a prominent role in the following sections. Consider the follow-

ing properties for an allocation rule 7 defined on a class of hypergraph communication
situations D:

Conference monotonicity  (CM): For all  (N,v, 72)  E D,  all H I N with H 0 72,
and all i C H i t holds that

7,(N, v, 72 u {H}) 2 7,(N, v, 7£) (7.22)

Invariance (In): For all (N, v,92) € D, all H C N, and all k E N\H it holds that if

7k(N, v, 7£ U {H}) 96 7k(N, v, 71) (7.23)

then for all i €H w e have

7,(N, v, 7£ u {H}) 0 7,(N, v, H) (7.24)
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Conference monotonicity states that a player is never worse off forming an additional
conference. Note that conference monotonicity is in the same spirit as link monotonicity
for allocation rules for communication situations. Invariance states that if the payoff of
a player is influenced by the formation of a conference in which he is not involved, then
the payoffs of the players in this conference should also be influenced by the formation
of this conference.

We can now prove the following lemma which will be used in the following sections.

Lemma 7.2.4 Let 7 be an allocation rule on HCSL·   If 7 satisfies component efficiency,
weak conference symmetry, and the improvement property, then 7 satisfies conference

monotonicity and invariance.

Proof: Suppose 7 satisfies CE, WCS, and IP. Firstly, we will show by contradiction
that 7 satisfies conference monotonicity.  Let (N, v, 7£) f HCSL· Suppose there exists

an H c  N and an i E H with 7,(7£ U {H})  < 7,(7£).  Then we conclude from WCS
that for all j e H\{i} 73(12 U {H}) 5 73(72). The superadditivity of v implies that
uwu{H}(N) 2 vw(N), since N/92 is a refinement of N/(92 u {H}) Using CE of 7 we
find that  j€N 75(74 U {H}) 2  j€N 3(9£). Since Ej€H 3(W U {H})  <  EjEH 71(H)
it  follows that there exists  a  k  E  N\H  with  7k (7£ U {H}) > 7k(72). This shows that 7
does not satisfy IP since  ·yj (7£ U {H}) 5 71(7£) for all j E H. From this contradiction
we can conclude that 7 satisfies conference monotonicity.

To prove invariance,  let  (N,v, 7£)  C  HCSL,  H  EN,  and  k  e  N H such that
7/,(92 U {H}) 4 7k(91) Firstly, suppose ••Yk(7·l U {H}) > Tk(92), then we can conclude
from WCS and IP that

7,(7£ U {H}) > 7,(71) for all i f H.

Secondly, suppose 'yk(7£ U {H}) < ··yk(72).  From WCS it follows that either

7,('H U {H}) > 7,(9£) for all i€H

or

'n('H U {H}) 5 7,(7£) for all i E H.

Conference monotonicity tells us in the latter case that for all i€H 7,(7i u {H}) =
'n(7£).  Superadditivity of v implies that v,(u{H}(N)  2 vw(N), since N/7£ is a refinement
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of N/(7£ u {H}). CE and ·yk(91 U {H}) < ·yk(7£) then imply that there exists a j EN\H
with 7j (7£ U {H})  > 7j (7£). This, however, would violate IP.

Summarized, if ·rk(71 U {H}) 4 7*(7£), then for all i€H 7,(74 U {H}) 0 7,(7£). We
conclude that 7 satisfies invariance.                                                        0

7.2.2 Conference formation games
In this subsection we describe conference formation games in strategic form. Subse-

quently, we will derive some preliminary results.

Let (N, v) be a TU-game and let 7 be an allocation rule for hypergraph communica-
tion situations. The conference formation game Fcf (N, v, 7) is determined by the tuple
(N; (SJKN; (LJKN) where for all i€N

S =  T I T C 2N\{i}   (7.25)

represents the strategy set of player i . A strategy of player i denotes the set of coalitions
player i wants to join to form conferences. A strategy profile s=(sl,···,sj  ELLENS"
induces a set of conferences 72(3) given by

74(s) =  H I IHI 22; H\{i} € si Vi € H . (7.26)

The interpretation is that a conference is formed if and only if all players in this conference
are willing to form it. The payoff function fr = (fl),EN is then defined as the allocation
rule applied to the resulting hypergraph communication situation, i.e.,

f7(s) = 7(N, v, 7£(s)) for all s ES. (7.27)

In case there is no ambiguity about the underlying cooperative game we will simply write
r,cf(7) instead of rc,(N,v, 7).

For notational convenience we denote the strategy of player i indicating that player
i wants to cooperate with all subsets of the other players by

Si  = 2N\{i}, (7.28)

i.e., 3, = {T   T E Nj{i}}. Furthermore, denote 3= (3,)*EN.
In the following two lemmas we derive some preliminary results for conference for-

mation games in which the underlying TU-game is superadditive and the allocation rule
7 satisfies component efliciency, weak conference symmetry, and the improvement prop-
erty. The first lemma states that if a player enlarges or restricts the set of coalitions he
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wants to form conferences with and this does not influence his payoff, then the payoffs

of the other players remain unchanged as well.

Lemma 7.2.5  Let (N, v) be a superadditive cooperative game and let 7 be an allocation

rule on HCSL that satisfies component efficiency, weak conference symmetry, and the

improvement property. Consider rcf(N, v, 7) Then for all iE N, all si, S; €  S, with
0 g Si, and all s_, c  S_i it holds that if f;'(si, s-,) = f,7(s:, s-,)  then f7(si, s-,)  =
f7(Sil, S-,).

Proof:  Let i E N, si, s; E S, with s; c si, and s-i € S-,·  If 7£(s"s_,) = 91(sl, s-,),
then the statement in the theorem is obviously true. Otherwise, since s; G si there exist

k E N and Hi,···,Hk E 2N with i e Hj for all j E {1,...k}such that 7£(si, s-,) =
7£(s'i, s-,) U {Hi,···,Hk} Define 'Ho= 7£(s'i, s-i) and for all j e {l, . . ., k}

76=91(<,s-,) U {Hi, ···,Hj}.

In lemma 7.2.4 it is shown that 7 satisfies conference monotonicity. Since 7,(7£0) =
71('Hk) it then follows that 7,(94-1) = 7,(74) for all j€ {1,...,k}

Also, by lemma 7.2.4,7 satisfies invariance. Let j€ {1, . . . ,k}b e fixed. Since i €H j
it follows from invariance that for all t E N\Hj: 'yt(9·tj) = 7:(94-1). From component

efficiency and the superadditivity of v it follows that

I71(76) = v94(N) 2 v*-1(N) = E.YE(713-1)
teN t€N

Since 'yt(?ij) = 'yt(74-1) for all t f NjHj it holds that

  7:(74) 2 Z m(74-1)
t€Hi t€Hj

Weak conference symmetry  and  the  fact   that  7, (76)   =  7, (76-1) implies  that  7*('Hj)   S

7*(74-1) for all t €Hj.  If we combine the results obtained so far we conclude that
7(7£j) = 7(74-1)·

Since j was chosen arbitrarily it follows that

f7(si, s-i) = 7(7ik) = . . . = 7(74) = f7(s'i, 8-,) (7.29)

This completes the proof.                                                                0

The following lemma states that in a conference formation game every player has a
weakly dominant strategy.
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Lemma 7.2.6  Let (N, v) be a superadditive cooperative game and let 7 be an allocation
rule on HCSL that satisfies component efficiency, weak conference symmetry, and the
improvement property.  Then 3 is a profile of weakly dominant strategies in the associated
conference formation game ref (N, v, 7)

Proof:   Let  i  E  N,  s,  €  Si,  and  s_,  c S-i Define the following  sets of conferences:

741 = 7£(Ai, s-i) and 7£2 - 9£(s„ s-,) Since si C 5, it holds that 7/2 c 7/1. Furthermore,
7£1\712 ( {H (N l i e H}, since only the strategy of player i has been changed.  By
lemma 7.2.4 it follows that 7 satisfies conference monotonicity. If we apply conference

monotonicity repeatedly for all H € 7£ 1\7£2 then

f,7(51,34) = 71(N, u, 9£1) 2 7i(N, v,7£2) = f,7(si, S_,). (7.30)

We conclude that 5, E S:'(I') and, hence, 3 e Sm(r).                                           0

7.3 Coalition proof Nash equilibria
In this section we study coalition proof Nash equilibria in conference formation games,
described in section 7.2. Similar as described in section 7.1 for link formation games, it
holds that Nash equilibria in conference formation games will in general not be unique,
whereas strong Nash equilibria need not exist. This inspires us to consider coalition
proof Nash equilibria. Recall that the set of coalition proof Nash equilibria is a subset
of the set of Nash equilibria and a superset of the set of strong Nash equilibria.

In the previous section we derived that in a conference formation game every player
has a weakly dominant strategy. Intuitively, one would expect that in such a game, an
equilibrium refinement selects between strategy profiles with weakly dominant strategies
only.

The following example shows that a coalition proof Nash equilibrium can select a

strategy profile with dominated strategies.

Example 7.3.1 Consider the 2-person game in strategic form determined by the payoff
matrix in figure 7.2.

Note  that  this  game  has  two Nash equilibria,  (sl, 82)  and  (tl, t2). Furthermore,  it
is easily checked that sl is the unique weakly dominant strategy of player 1 and 82 the
unique weakly dominant strategy of player 2. However,  we will show  that  (tl, 12)  is the
unique coalition proof Nash equilibrium.
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S2     t2

81   3, 3  4, 2
11   2,4  4,4

Figure 7.2: The payoff matrix.

Firstly, note that every coalition proof Nash equilibrium is a Nash equilibrium. Hence,

(sl, t2)  and  (ti, 82)  are not coalition proof Nash  equilibria. Secondly, consider  (st, 82)·
This is not a coalition proof Nash equilibrium: players 1 and 2 together can deviate to

(tl' t2)  and both improve their payoffs and no player can  make a further deviation that
is profitable. Finally, (tl, t2)  is a coalition proof Nash equilibrium, since no coalition can
deviate to a strategy that improves the payoffs of the deviating players.  Note that in

fact  (ti, t2)  is a strong Nash equilibrium.                                                                                                 0

The previous example shows that a coalition proof Nash equilibrium can consist

of some dominated strategies.  In a conference formation game, however the strategy
profile in which every player chooses the weakly dominant strategy 3, is a coalition proof
Nash  equilibrium. This strategy profile results in the formation of the full cooperation
structure. Moreover, we show that all coalition proof Nash equilibria result in the same

payoffs as the full cooperation structure.
Before we prove these claims, we introduce some additional notation. A strategy

profile is called essentially complete  if it results in the same payoffs as the full cooperation
structure. Formally, S E S i s called essentially complete in rc/(N, v, 7),  or, if there is

ambiguity about (N, v) and 7, simply essentially complete, if

7(N, v, 7£(s)) = 7(N, u, 7£(3)) (7.31)

We can now turn to the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 7.3.1  Let (N, v) be a superadditive game and let 7 be an allocation rule on

HCSSNA that satisfies component efficiency, weak conference symmetry, and the improve-

ment property.  Then 3- C CPNE(I'4(N, v, 7)). Moreover, for all s E CPNE(I'CI (N, u, 7))
it holds that s is essentially complete.

Proof: For notational convenience let F- = rc/(N, v, 7). We will prove in fact a
somewhat generalized version of the theorem.  We will prove that for each coalition

T C N and all sN\T € SN\T it holds that sr E CPNE(r-(sN\T)) and that for all
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4 € CPNE(I'*(sN\T)) it holds that f,(SM SNjT 
= f7(ST, SN\T)· This proof will be

with induction to the number of elements in T.
Let  i  EN,  si  €  Si,  and  sN\{i}   E  SN\{i}.    By  repeated  application  of conference

monotonicity for all conferences H f 7£(4,33\{,})\7£(s„ sN\{,}) we know that

f7(0, SN\{,}) 2 .f,1(si, SN\{i})·

Thus 5, € CPNE(r*(sN\{i}))·
Now, let s; c CPNE(r'(sN\{i}))· Since s; and 9, are both coalition proof Nash

equilibria in the one-player  game I'* (33\{i}) it follows that

f,7(S:,S· \{i}) = f7(5"SN\{i})· (7.32)

By lemma 7.2.5 it follows that equation (7.32) implies

f7(Si, SN {i}) = f7(31, SN\{i})· (7.33)

Let T E N with ITI >1. Assume that for all R I N with IRI < ITI and for all
SN\R € SN\Rit holds that 3R € CPNE(I'*(sN\R)) and that for all sit E CPNE(r-(sN\R))
it holds that f'(Sk, SN\R) = f7(3R, SN\R ·

Let sN\T E SN,T· Using the induction hypothesis we derive for all R c T that
sR E CPNE(r'(57'\R, SN\T)).  This shows that sT is self-enforcing in r' (sN\T)·

Suppose that 84 is self-enforcing in I'- (sN\T) as well. Let i€T b e fixed for the
itioment. By repeated application of conference monotonicity it follows that

./7(ST, sN\T) 2 fi (S;,57'\{i},SN\T · (7.34)

Since s; is self-enforcing we find that  sh{i}  €  CPNE(r'(s;, sN\T)) and, hence, it follows
from the induction hypothesis that

f'(s;, 5.1.\{i}, SN\T)  = f'(S;, SN\T · (7.35)

Combining (7.34) and (7.35) we conclude that

fi'(IT, SN\T) 2 f,1(34, SN\T)· (7.36)

So, 3:r €CPNE(r'-(sN\T))·
To prove that for all s; E CPNE(I'*(sN\T)) it holds that ,/7 (s;·, SN\T) - f7(ST, SN\T i

let 4€ CPNE(r'(sN\T))· Suppose there exists i E T with ./7(37·,SN\T)> fi'(84, SN\T)·
Since  s; is self-enforcing,  we  have that sh{j   6  CPNE(I'-(s;, SN\T))  for  all jET,  and
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it  follows from the induction hypothesis that  f.1 (34, SN\T) - f7(si, sT\{j ' SN\T) for each
j € T.  Now, let j E T\{i} be fixed for the moment. Then we just showed that

f17(3T, SN\T) > .f;(S;, SN\T) = fi (s;,ST\{j}, SN\T · (7.37)

By repeated application of conference monotonicity it follows that

f;(ST, SN\T) 2 .f;(s;,9.r\{j}, SN\T · (7.38)

If (7.38) holds with equality then by lemma 7.2.5 we conclude that fVJT, SN\T)  -
f·,(i,37'\{j},SN\T) which contradicts f'(3T, SN\T) > /7(s;,sT\{j}, sN\T)· Hence, we con-
clude that f;(3·r, SN\T) > f;(s;, sT\{j}, SN\T)·  Since f;(s;, 3n{j}, SN\T) = f;(S;, SN\T),
we know that f; (37·, SN\T) > f;(S;, SN\T)· So, for all j€T i t holds that

f;(ST, SN\T) > f;(S;,SN\T)·

This  contradicts the assumption  that  4  E CPNE(I'-(sN\T)) Hence,

f7(37., SN\T) 5 fi'(4, SN\T) for all i € T. (7.39)

Combining (7.36) and (7.39) we conclude that

f(*r, SN\T) = fi'(34, SN\T) for all i ET. (7.40)

Fix i €T. Using the induction hypothesis and (7.40) we find

fi (3T, SN\T) = /7(s;,3T\{i}, SN\T) - f7(S;, SN\T ·

Then using lemma 7.2.5 and (7.35) we conclude that

f7(ST' SN\T) = f.'(s;,ST\{i}, SN\T) = f-1(S , SN\T ·

This completes the proof.                                                                0

The following example shows that not every strategy profile that results in the same

payoffs as the full cooperation structure is a coalition proof Nash equilibrium.

Example 7.3.2 Consider TU-game (N, v) with N = {1,2,3} and

if ITI 51,

v(T) = <      if ITI =2;
60

72    MT= N.
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Note that  (N, v) is superadditive. Consider rcf(N, v, P) Define t, = {N\{i}} for all
i E N. Then 7£(t) = {N}. Note that 7£(3) = {{1,2},{1,3},{2,3},N}. Bysymmetry
it follows that B(N, u, 72(t)) = (24,24,24) = B(N, v, 74(3)), implying that t is essentially
complete. We will show that t is not a coalition proof Nash equilibrium.

Consider the deviation  (si, 32) by coalition  {1,2}.  With

v'£(11,32•4) = v{{1,2},N} = 60u{1,2} + 12ttiv,

it follows that *(N, t. 74(31,32, t))) " (34,34,4). Hence, deviation  (51,32) is profitable
for both deviating players. Using conference monotonicity of B it follows that neither
player 1 nor player 2 has a profitable further deviation.                                     0

7.4 Equilibrium refinements
In this section we study equilibrium refinements for the class of conference formation
games of the previous section. Firstly, we will study equilibrium refinements for games

in strategic form where each player has a weakly dominant strategy. Subsequently, we
apply the results to the class of conference formation games.

We start with a lemma dealing with a relation between weakly dominant strategies
and undominated strategies.

Lemma 7.4.1 Let I' = (N; (Si),EN; (71'ih€N) be a game in strategic form and let i EN.
If Siw(r) 0 0 then Siw(r) = .57(r)

Proof: Obviously, Sr (r) c S& (I') Assume Siw (I') 96 0, so there exists an si e Siw(I')
Let s', E St(r). We will show that s; is a weakly dominant strategy. Since si is a
weakly dominant strategy it holds for all s-i E S-i that f,(si, 8-,) 2 f,(s;, s-i).  But s;
is undominated and, hence, this inequality holds with equality for all s-, E S_i· Since

si is a weakly dominant strategy this implies that s; is a weakly dominant strategy as
well and, hence, St'(r) 2 57(r). This completes the proof.                              0

Subsequently,  we show that if a player has two weakly dominant strategies then these
result in the same payoff for this player for all strategy profiles of the other players.  Note
that this has implicitly already been shown in the proof of lemma 7.4.1.

Lemma 7.4.2 Let I' = (N; (S,),EN; (71-i),EN) be a game in strategic form and let i EN.
If si, s; E Siw(I') then for all s-i E S-i it holds that f,(s„ s-,) = f,(s;,s-i)·
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Proof:  Let si, sg E Siw(I') and let s-i E S-i· Since s, € 97(r) it follows that

f,(s„ s-,) 2 f,(s;,s-,) (7.41)

Similarly, since  s;  E  Siw(I') it follows  that

f, (sh S_,) S fi(si, s_,)I (7.42)

Combining (7.41) and (7.42) completes the proof.                                        0

Note that this lemma does not imply that all strategy profiles containing weakly

dominant strategies only result in the same payoffs. This is illustrated in the following
example.

Example 7.4.1 Consider the following 2-person game in strategic form determined by
the payoff matrix in figure 7.3.

S2     t2

Sl   5,6  3,6
ti   5,2  3,2

Figure 7.3: The payoff matrix.

Both players have two weakly dominant strategies, but clearly, all combinations of
strategy profiles result in different payoff vectors. Specifically,  (sl, S2)  and  (tl, t2) result
in different payoff vectors.                                                                               0

Using the lemmas above we can easily prove a result similar to theorem 7.3.1 for
undominated Nash equilibria rather than coalition proof Nash equilibria.

Theorem 7.4.1  Let (N, u) be a superadditive game and let 7 be an allocation rule on

HCSL that satisfies component efficiency, weak conference symmetry, and the improve-
ment property.  Then s € UNE(I'cf (N, v, 7)). Moreover, for all s f UNE(I'Cr (N, u, 7)) it
holds that s is essentially complete.

Proof: By lemma 7.2.6 it follows that 8, is a weakly dominant strategy for all i € N.
Obviously, it follows that s € UNE(I'cf (N, v, 7))
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Let s€ UNE(ICI(N, v, 7)). By lemma 7.4.1 it follows that for all i€N strategy st
is weakly dominant. By application of lemma 7.4.2 we find for all i€N= {1, . . . ,n}
that

fi'(g i,...,4, s iti,...,n ) = fi'(3 i,....i-i ,s{i....,n}). (7.43)

By application of lemma 7.2.5 it follows for all i€N that

f·,(S{1....,i},S{i+1,...,n}) = f.'(3{1,...,i-1},S{i.....n} · (7.44)

Hence, PCS) = f,(s) This completes the proof.                                          0

In the remainder of this section we consider several other equilibrium refinements.
Before we can describe these refinements we need some additional notation.

Consider an arbitrary game in strategic form r = (N; (Si),EN; (Ki)i€N) and assume
that the strategy space of every player is finite, i.e., IS,1 < 00 for all i E N. A mixed
strategy p, of player i  is a probability distribution on  Si. The probability player i assigns
to  strategy  k  E  Si  will be denoted  by p . Hence,  the  set of mixed strategies of player  i

is described by

P, =   p, E RS,  1  Z p: = 1,  p  2 0 for all k € S,   ,                       (7.45)
k€S,

where we write Pi rather than P(S,) for notational convenience. Denote the mixed
eztension  of r by rp = (N; (Pi)EN; (fi'),EN), where fl(p) denotes the expected payoff to

player i according to mixed strategy profile p= (Pi),€N E P- I-I,EN P, and the original
payoff function fi, i.e.,

fi'(P) = E  II p;' f,(s) (7.46)
SES jeN

For notational convenience we define for all P E P, all i E N, and all s-, € S-, the
probability that the players in N\{i} play s-i, by

pcs-,) =   II  p; (7.47)
j €N\{i}

For alli€Nand allk€S, denote the mixed strategy associated with pure strategy
k of player i by €i,k· So,

fl      ift=k;
€ ,k = <

L 0  otherwise,
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Furthermore, we denote for all  s € S,  e,  =  (ei,i, ),EN·
Before we can define strictly proper equilibria we need some more notation. For all

71, - (Tlk)kes, E Rl we define

P,(qi) = {pi cp, I pf 2 'lk, for all k E Si}

For any 71 = (gi),EN e II,EN Rf+ we denote the set of Nash equilibria of the game
(N; Pi (111), ···,Pn('ln), f') by NE(rp, g).   This game is called a perturbed game of I'P.
In such a perturbed game every player plays each of his strategies with at least some
prespecified positive probability.  For all ,) E 11,€N Rt define U* = {71 6 HIEN R:,+ 1
77 < 4}.

Now, we can describe the strictly proper equilibria of a strategic form game F.  A
strategy profile P E P i s a strictly proper equilibrium of F if there exists some 4 E

LIEN R:.+ and a continuous map 11 -0 p(71) from U* to P = Il,EN P, such that p(71) 6
NE(I'P, rl) for all 71 € U* and lim*to p(11)  = p.  The set of strictly proper Nash equilibria in
r  will be denoted by StrProp(I').   Note that by definition a strictly proper equilibrium of
a game in strategic form is a mixed strategy profile of that game. This strategy profile
does not necessarily correspond to a strategy profile with pure strategies only.

In the following lemma we show that every strategy profile with weakly dominant
strategies only in the mixed extension of a game in strategic form puts positive weights on
strategies that are weakly dominant in the original game. Recall that conv{A} denotes
the set of all convex combinations of elements of A, where conv{0} = 0.

Lemma 7.4.3 Let I' = (N; (Si),EN; (,r,),EN) be a game in strategic form. Then

St'(I'p) = conv{ei,k I k e Sr(I')} for all i€N. (7.48)

Proof: Firstly, we will show that Siw(rP) C conv{€i,k l k€ Siw(r)}. Let pi € sT trp)
and suppose Pi % conv{ei,k I k E Siw(I')}. Note that every pi is a convex combination of
mixed strategies associated with pure strategies, Pi -  k€S. P ei,k·

Since pi 0 conv{ei,k I k e Sw(r)} there exists L E S, with 1% S,w (r) and pf >0. Since

l % Siw(I') there exists i E Si and s-i € S_i such that f,(i, s-,) > L(l, s-J. Now, define

(  pf           if k E S,\{1, i},
0 8= 2  0, +p l    i f k=4
./    1

l  0            if k = t.
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Let p-i = (pj),EN\{i  be the mixed strategy profile of N\{i} associated with s_i, i.e.,
P-i =  €j,6, jEN\{i}· If player i plays A instead of Pi against p-i he improves his payoff,

since

fi'(A,p-i) - fi'(p) =pl (f,(i, s_i) -f,(t, s_,)) > 0.

So, A ¢ S.D(I'P), a contradiction with pi E .97(I'P). Hence,

sr(rp) g conv{€i.klk€ SE(r)}

Secondly, we will show that all Pi E conv {€i,k l k€ S,w(r)} belong to S (I'P).
Therefore, let p, E conv{€i,k I k E S;"(r)}. Let p-, c P-, =1 1 Pj   and  let  A   E  P'.j€N\{i}
Then

fi'(pi,p-i) =  E  Pffi'(€i,kip-i)
k€S;"(r)
FY  k FY

-      L     pi      L    PCS-i) A (k, s-i)
kES;"(r) Lies-,

2   E   pt   Z  PCS-i) E filf,(t, s-,)
k€St'(r) S.des-i LES:

= E pUL'(A,p-i)
k€Siw(r)

= fi'( i, p-i),

where the equalities follow by definition of the strategies. The inequality follows since

fi(k, s-,) 2 A(t, s_i) for all L E S, and Eles 1 1 = 1.
So, pi is a weakly dominant strategy in I'P. Hence,

57(rP) 2 conv{e:,Ike ST(r)}.

This completes the proof.                                                                         0

Before we can prove one of the main results of this section, we need two more lemmas.
Firstly, we show that every strategy profile with weakly dominant mixed strategies only
is a strictly proper Nash equilibrium.

Lemma 7.4.4 Let I' be a game in strategic form. Then

Sw(rp) C Strprop(I') (7.49)
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Proof:  Let p E S*'(I'P). We have to show that p € StrProp(I'). By lemma 7.4.3 it holds
for all i€N that p, is a convex combination of mixed strategies associated with weakly
dominant pure strategies,

Pi = E P:4'k.
k€S, (r)

Let m =
EiEN 1 Sil and let 4 E 1-I,EN Rl with e= * for all i e {1, . . . ,n} and all

kES'.  For all 71 €U*, all i c {1,...,n}, and all k€ S7(17) let
(t if L € Si\{k};

qii,k (71) - i

  
(7.50)

1 - Eres,\{k} 9,    if 1 - k.

Furthermore, let qi(11) = Ekcs-(r) P qi,k(11) for all i € N-  Note that q,Crl) E P,(71') for all
i E N since q ,k('l) 2 711 for all k c SJ'(r), all I € Si, and all i € N.

Let i E N. For all k € .97(r) the map 77 -* qi,k(11) from U* to P, is continuous,
with qi,k('l) E P,(gi) for all 17, and limgfo qi,k(11) = €i,k·  Then it follows immediately that

71 -* 9(71) = (*(11))i€N is a continuous map from U* to P with limvio 9(71) =P- Cpi),eN.
It remains to be shown that q(71) € NE(I'P,9), for all rl € U,i. Therefore, let 9 E U*

and consider apossible deviation of player i E {1,...,n}, ui € P,(11,)· The change in
payoff for player  i by deviating  from  qi (11)  to  ui is equal  to

fi'(ui,q-,(71)) - fi'(q(71))

=   Z   2  fi'(tti, q-,(71)) - fi'(qi.t,(71),q-,(11)) 
kES,-(r)

=   E   g      E   (ul - 4)fi'(ev, q-,(71))
k€Si•(r) LES,\{k}

+   <(1 -    E   111)-(1 -    Z   '71)y' fi'(€i,k, 9-,(17))
LES,\{k} t€S,\{k}

-                                                              -

2      Z   (14 - 91) (fi'(ei,t,q-i(71)) - fi'(ei,k,q-i(71)))
k€S (r) _teS,\{k}

50,

where the equalities follow by definition of the strategies. The inequality holds since for

all k E S;(r) and all 1 € S,\{k} it holds that #< 2 71: and since for all k € S,w(I'), all
L f Si\{k}, and all t-, E S-„ fi(k, t_,) - f,(t, t-i) 20.
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This completes the proof.                                                                0
The following result is taken from van Damme (1991).

Lemma 7.4.5 Let F a game in strategic form. Then

Strprop(I') 9 S"Crp). (7.51)

We can now prove the following theorem dealing with undominated Nash equilibria,
weakly dominant strategies, and strictly proper Nash equilibria.

Theorem 7.4.2 Let I' be a game in strategic form. If Sw(I') 4 0 then

UNE(I'p) = S*(rp) = Strprop(I') = SU'(I'p) =I-I conv{€i,k l k€ St'(r)}.       (7.52)
i€ N

Proof: Assume Sw(I') 960. Then

Strprop(I') c S"Crp) = Sw(I'p) c Strprop(r)

by lemmas 7.4.5, 7.4.1, and 7.4.4, respectively. Lemma 7.4.3 implies that

Su,(rp) =I I conv{e„k I k E Si"Cr)}
EN

Finally, every strategy profile with weakly dominant strategies only is a Nash equilibrium.
Hence, by lemma 7.4.1, since every player has a weakly dominant strategy, it follows that
every strategy profile consisting of undominated strategies only is a Nash equilibrium,
i.e., UNE(Il') = SU(I'P).                                                                      O

There are several equilibrium refinements that result in supersets of the set of strictly
proper Nash equilibria and subsets of the set of undominated Nash equilibria in mixed
strategies.    For a survey we refer  to van Damme  (1991). He shows  that  for a strategic
form game with a finite strategy space for all players the sets of (i) proper equilibria, (ii)
weakly proper equilibria, (iii) strictly perfect equilibria, and (iv) perfect equilibria are
all supersets of the set of strictly proper equilibria and subsets of the set of undominated
Nash equilibria in mixed strategies. Using this and the theorem above the following
corollary results for strategic form games with a weakly dominant strategy for all players.
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Corollary 7.4.1 Let I' be a game in strategic form.  If Sw(I') 76 0 then the following
sets of equilibria coincide with Sw(I'P) and UNE(I'P): strictly proper, proper, weakly

proper, strictly perfect, and perfect equilibria.

We can apply theorem 7.4.2 to the class of conference formation games. This results
in the following theorem.

Theorem 7.4.3  Let (N, v) be a superadditive game and let 7 be an allocation rule on

HCSL that satisfies component efficiency, weak conference symmetry, and the improve-
ment property. Then the following relations between several equilibrium refinements
hold for the corresponding conference formation game I - re,(N, v, 7):

{es} C UNE(I'P) = SU(I'p) = Strprop(I') = SU'(I'p) =I l conv{€i,k I k E S,w(r)}
iEN

(7.53)

Proof: From lemma 7.2.6 it follows that 5 € Sw(r). Then it follows from theorem 7.4.2
that

UNE(r') = SU(rp) = Strprop(I') = SU'(I'P) =I-I conv{€i,k I k e S,w(I')}
ie N

Since s is a weakly dominant strategy profile it holds that

ei <I l conv{ei,k l k€ 57(r)}.
iEN

This completes the proof.                                                                    0
Using corollary 7.4.1 we find the following corollary dealing with conference formation

games.

Corollary 7.4.2  Let (N, v) be a superadditive game and let 7 be an allocation rule on

HCSSNA that satisfies component efficiency, weak conference symmetry, and the improve-
ment property.  Then the following sets of equilibria coincide with Sw((rc/(N, v, 7)P) and
UNE((rci(N, v, 7)P): strictly proper, proper, weakly proper, strictly perfect, and perfect

equilibria.

Finally, we remark that the structures that can result according to any strategy profile
P E Su((I'ef(N, v, 7))p) = Strprop(I'cf (N, v, 7)) are obviously all payoff equivalent to the
full cooperation structure. Here, we cannot simply depict the structure that will result
since p is a mixed strategy profile, which does not necessarily correspond to a pure
strategy profile.
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7.5 Two models of coalition formation

In this section we will describe two types of games of coalition formation in strategic
form. The two models differ in their assumptions on which coalitions are formed given
the strategy profiles of the players.  For both models we study conditions on allocation
rules for games with coalition structures. More specifically, we study conditions that
ensure that if the underlying game is convex then the grand coalition results according
to a strong Nash equilibrium in the coalition formation game.

Similar to the games of network formation in strategic form discussed in the previous
sections and the games of link formation in extensive form discussed in the previous
chapter, both models of coalition formation we analyze in this section can be seen as
two-stage models. We assume that a cooperative game (N, v) is exogenously given.  In
the first stage, each player announces the coalition he wants to join. Depending on the
announcements of the players a coalition structure results. In the second stage, players
negotiate over the division of the surplus, given the coalition structure that is formed in
the first stage. This stage is modeled by means of an allocation rule.

Firstly, we will describe model p, the model of coalition formation that essentially
coincides  with the model of coalition formation studied by Meca-Martinez  et  al.  (1998).
Let (N, u) be a TU-game and let 7 be a component efficient allocation rule for games
with coalition structures. Then the coalition formation game rp(N, v, 7) is described by
the tuple (3; (Si),€N; (fi' EN) where for all i E N

Si - {TEN Ii€T}
represents the strategy space of player i. A strategy of a player is interpreted as the
partition element this player wants to be in. A strategy profile s= (si, · · · , sn) induces
a cooperation structure BP(s)  =  {B l, · · · , Bm} where player  i  ends  up in coalition  s,
if sj = s, for all j E s, and remains isolated otherwise.  So, a coalition with at least
two players forms if and only if all players in this coalition want to form this particular
coalition. The payoff function /7 - (f),EN is defined as the allocation rule 7 applied to
the  game  with the resulting coalition structure,  i.e.,

f.'(s) = 7(N, v, BP(s)) for all s e S.

In case there is no ambiguity about the underlying game we will sometimes simply write
r'(7) instead of r'(N, v, 7). For notational convenience we define for all T E N and

all sT € I-Iier S" Bl'(sT) as the partition of T where player i ends up in coalition si if
si g T and sj = s, for all j € si and player i remains isolated otherwise.
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Model c is defined slightly differently. Formally, the game of coalition formation

7 (N, v, 7) is described by the tuple (N; (Si)ieN; ( f,7 ) i€N) where the strategy sets are as
above. The difference between models p and a is the formation of coalition structures.  A
strategy profile s  =  (st,···  , Sn) induces a cooperation structure Ba(s)={81,···,Bm}
where players i and j are in the same partition element if and only if si = sj, i.e., if they
prefer the same partition element.  Note that this condition can only be satisfied if i € sj
and j€ si· Additionally note that for a fixed S E S i t holds that B'(s) is a refinement of

Ba (s). The payoff function in model  a is defined similar to the payoff function in model
p by the allocation rule 7 applied  to the  game  with the resulting coalition structure,  i.e.,

f'(s) = 7(N, v, B"(s)) for all s € S.

In case there is no ambiguity about the underlying game we will sometimes simply write
r'(7) instead of r'(N, v, 7). For notational convenience we define for all T (N and

all sT  E  Ili€T Si, B'(ST) as the partition of T where players i and j are in the same
partition element if and only if si = sj.

The difference between the two models of coalition formation is illustrated in the
following example.

Example  7.5.1   Let  (N, v)  be a 3-person cooperative  game  and  7 some allocation  rule
for cooperative games with coalition structures. Consider  I" (N, v, 7) and assume  the
players have chosen the following strategies:  st  =  N,  32  =  N,  and  83  -  {2,3}.  Then

B'(s) = {{1,2},{3}} since 81 = 82 0 83· However, in rP(N, v, 7) the resulting coalition
structure is BP(s) = {{1},{2},{3}} since 3 € sl = 82 and 33 4 81 - 32·  Note that in
ro(N, u, 7) player 3 can influence whether players 1 and 2 end up in the same partition
element. Player 3 does not have this influence in F'(N, v, 7)·                                          0

BP(s) is a refinement of B'(s)  for all strategy profiles, since the conditions for forming
a coalition are stronger. We will sometimes refer to BP as the stringent formation rule
and to Ba as the less stringent formation rule. Similarly, we refer to model p as the
stringent model of coalition formation and to model a as the less stringent model of
coalition formation.

The distinction between models p and a is exactly the same as the distinction between

models 7 and 8 of Hart and Kurz (1983).  In fact, the only difference between model
p and model 7 of Hart and Kurz (1983) is that their model is defined for one specific

allocation rule. The difference between model a and model 8 of Hart and Kurz (1983)
is of a similar nature.
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The following example illustrates an important difference between models p and a
and the conference formation model of the previous sections. It illustrates that, even if
we restrict ourselves to superadditive games, a player need not have a weakly dominant
strategy in the coalition formation games.

Example 7.5.2 Consider the 3-person TU-game (N, v), where N =  {1,2,3} and the
characteristic function v is given by

.

0    if ITI 5 1;
40    if T = {1,2};

v(T) = <   50    if T = {1,3}; (7.54)

60 if T={2,3};
72    if T = N.

Furthermore, consider the two models of coalition formation described above and assume
that the payoffs to the players are determined using the value of Aumann and Drbze as
described in section 3.4. For several strategy profiles it holds that the payoff vectors that
are attributed to the players in rp(N, v, *AD) and r.(N, u, *AD) coincide. Figure 7.4
represents a part of the payoff matrix that is the same for both games.

82 - {1,2}    t2 = {2,3} 82 = {1,2}    t2 = {2,3}
st = {1,2} 20,20,0 0,0,0 81 - {1,2} 20,20,0 0,30,30

ti = {1,3} 25,0,25 25,0,25 ti = {1,3} 0,0,0 0,30,30

83 - {1,3} 23 - {2,3}

Figure 7.4: Payoffs in both r'(N, 4 *AD) and r.(N, 4 *AD).

We will show that in both games player 1 has no weakly dominant strategy. Obvi-
ously, {1} is no weakly dominant strategy since this strategy would always result in a
payoff equal to zero, independent of the strategies of the other players. Suppose players
2 and 3 play (s2, 83)· Then playing st = {1,2} results in a payoff equal to 20 and playing

tl = {1,3} results in a payoff equal to 25. If player 1 chooses ul = N he would remain
isolated according  to  both   BP (ul, 82,83)   and   B"(ul, 82,  83), and, hence, receive a payoff
equal to zero. So, neither sl nor ul is a weakly dominant strategy. Finally, the following
shows that ti is not a weakly dominant strategy. If players 2 and 3 play (32, 13) then
choosing ti results in zero payoff, whereas choosing sl results in a payoff equal to 20.

We conclude that, although  (N, v) is superadditive,  not all players  have a weakly
dominant strategy.  It can be shown that in the current example none of the players
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has a weakly dominant strategy. Note that we can repeat the discussion above for the
convex game  (N, w) described by w(T) = v(T)  for all T c N and w(N)  =  120.  This
shows that the players need not have a weakly dominant strategy in I'P(N, v, *AD) and
I'0(N, v, *AD) even if the underlying game is convex.                                                        0

The example above shows that for models p and a we cannot derive results similar to
the results of the previous sections. We will, in this section, study under what conditions
on the allocation rule it holds that the grand coalition forms according to a strong Nash
equilibrium in these models.

We will now derive some results for both model p and model a that are slightly
stronger than the results that Meca-Martinez et al. (1998) derive for model p only. We
will restrict ourselves to allocation rules that have the property that in a game with
coalition structure (N, u, B) the payoff for player i€B€B depends on (v(T))TEB only.
We will call such an allocation rule a component restricted allocation rule. Consider the
following properties for a component restricted allocation rule 7 defined on a class of

games with coalition structures D:

Weak monotonicity (WM): For all (N, u, B),(N,w, B) E D and all B€B i t holds

that if

v(T U {i}) - v(T) 2 w(T U {i}) - w(T) for all i€B and all T E B\{i}   (7.55)

then

7,(N,v, B) 27,(N, w,B) for all iEB. (7.56)

Dummy out (DO): For all (N,v,B) E D, all B E B, and every i€B who is a dummy

player in the game (B, vIB) it holds that

7(N, u, B)  = 7(N, v, B- i). (7.57)

Weak monotonicity states that if the marginal contributions of all players in a coali-
tion structure element are larger for underlying  game  (N,v)  than  for  (N,w),  then  the
payoffs of these players should be larger as well. Dummy out states that if a dummy
player leaves a partition element then this has no influence on the payoffs of the players.

We remark that these properties are satisfied by the value of Aumann and Dr6ze and
weighted extensions of this value. Note that we do not restrict ourselves to component

efficient values.
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The following lemma shows that if a component restricted allocation rule satisfies
the two properties above and the underlying TU-game is convex then the allocation rule
has some other monotonicity characteristics as well.

Lemma 7.5.1  Let  (N, v)  e  TUN be a convex game and 7 a component restricted
allocation rule on GCSN that satisfies weak monotonicity and dummy out. Then for
every partition B= {Bi'...,Bm}of N, every k E {1,...,m}, and every R c Bt, it
holds that for all i E R

7,(Ar,v,B) 27,(Ar,v,{Bl,··· ,Bk-l,R,{j}j<Bk\R,Bk+1,··· ,Bm}) (7.58)

Proof: Let B= {Bl, • • · , B™} c IIN, k E {1,... , m}, and let R c Bk. Define

v (T) = u(R n T) for all T c N,

DR(T) = vi:(T) + E u({i}) for all T C N.
,€T\R

Now, since (N, v) is convex,

UCT U {i}) - v(T) 2 UR(T U {i}) - vR(T) = DR(T u {i}) - 11/ (T) (7.59)

for all i€R and all T c B \{i}. Also, for all i c Bk R and all T c B \{i},

u(T u {i}) - v(T) 2 u({i}) = 0.'z(T U {i}) - i)R(T) (7.60)

We conclude from (7.59) and (7.60) that

u(T U {i}) - v(T) 2 DR(T u {i}) - DR(T) (7.61)

for  all  i  €  Bk  and  all  T  c  Bk\{i}. Then, since  7  is a component restricted allocation
rule that satisfies WM, it follows that 7,(N, v, B) 2 7,(N,of B) for all i € Bb  Note
that for all j E Bk\R, j is a dummy player in (N, LR). Hence, j is a dummy player in
(T, 0 )  for all T c N with j  E T. Specifically, j  is a dummy player in  (T, 0 T)  for all
T=RUU,UC Bk\R with j f U. By repeated application of DO for all j € B \R it
follows that 7,(N, 0R, B) - 7,(N, DR, {81, · · · , Bk-1, R, {j}j€Bk\R, Bk+1, · · . , Bm}) for all
i €R. Now, since (DR)IR = vIR and 7 is a component restricted allocation rule, it follows
that

7,(N, DR, {81, · · · , Bk-1, R, {3}jERk\R, Bk+1, · · ' ' Bm})

=7*(N, v, {81, · · · , Bk-1, R, {j}j€Bk\R, Bk+1, · · · , Bm})
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for all i €R.
We conclude that 7,(N, v, B) 2 7,(N, v, {81, · · · , Bk-1, R, {j}jEB,\R, Bk+1, · · · , Bm})

for all i € R.                                                                                         0

Recall the definition of strong Nash equilibria from section 2.2. We define the set of
partitions resulting according to strong Nash equilibria (strong Nash equilibrium parti-

tions) in /(N, v, 7) by

SNEP(I'0(N, v, 7)) = {B € IIN 1 33 e SNE(r'(N, v,7)) : B'(s) = B}. (7.62)

SNEP(I'P(N, u, 7)) is defined analogously.
Using lemma 7.5.1 we will prove the following theorem dealing with model a, strong

Nash equilibrium partitions, and convex games. We denote the subset of games with
coalition structures with player  set  N  and a convex underlying TU-game  by  GCS(N

Theorem 7.5.1  Let  (N, v)  be a convex  game  and  7 a component restricted alloca-

tion rule on GCS  that satisfies weak monotonicity and dummy out. Then {N} E
SNEP(r'(N, v, 7)). Moreover, SNEP(Iv(N, v, 7)) coincides with the set of cooperation
structures  that are payoff equivalent to coalition structure  {N}.

Proof: Let s e S b e such that 7(N, v, B"(s)) = 7(N,u,{N}).  Let teS, i EN, and
B  E 1374 with i f B. Since 7 is a component restricted allocation rule it follows that

7,(N, v, Ba(t)) = 71(N, u, {B, {j}j€N\B)) 5 7,(N, u, {N}) = 7,(N, v, Ba(s)), (7.63)

where the inequality follows by lemma 7.5.1. We conclude that s E SNE(I'"(7)). Since

for every coalition structure B there exists  u  €   S  such  that  Bc (u)   =  B, we conclude

that every coalition structure that is payoff equivalent to coalition structure {N} is an
element of SNEP(Ip(N, v, 7)).

Let s€S b e such that 7(N, u, B'(s)) 96 7(N, v,{N}). By (7.63) it follows that for
a l l i€N i t holds that 7,(N, u, B°(s)) 5 7,(N, v,{N}). Hence, the deviation to 5, = N
for all i E N weakly improves the payoff for all players with a strict improvement for at
least one player. So, s % SNE(re(7)). Hence, every coalition structure that is not payoff

equivalent to coalition structure {N} is not an element of SNEP(r'(N, u, 7))
This completes the proof.                                                                0

Meca-Martinez et al. (1998) show that in the network formation games of model p
under the assumptions of theorem 7.5.1 the grand coalition can be formed in a strong
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Nash equilibrium and that every strong Nash equilibrium results in a coalition structure
that is payoff equivalent to coalition structure {N}. The following theorem additionally
states that all coalition structures that are payoff equivalent to coalition structure {N}
are supported by strong Nash equilibria.  We omit the proof since it is similar to the
proof of theorem 7.5.1.

Theorem 7.5.2  Let  (N, v)  be a convex  game  and  7 a component restricted alloca-

tion rule on GCS  that satisfies weak monotonicity and dummy out. Then {N} E
SNEP(rt'(N, v, 7)). Moreover, SNEP(I'P(N, u, 7)) coincides with the set of cooperation
structures that are payoff equivalent to coalition structure {N}.

Combining theorems 7.5.1 and 7.5.2 we find that in a convex game the two types of
coalition formation games result in the same set of strong Nash equilibrium partitions.

7.6 Remarks

The model of link formation of section 7.1 was also studied by Dutta et al. (1998). There,
a class of allocation rules is studied that satisfy the properties component efficiency,  weak
link symmetry, and the improvement property. These three properties are component
efficiency, weak conference symmetry, and the improvement property for hypergraph
communication situations restricted to hypergraphs with two-person conferences only.

Define 3 by 3, = N\{i} for all i E N.  So, in a link formation game s results in
the full cooperation structure  (N, LN). Similar to essentially complete strategy profiles
in the hypergraph formation game, we call a strategy profile essentially complete in a
link formation game if it results in the same payoffs as the full cooperation structure.
The following results, which can be proven similarly to the corresponding results for
hypergraph communication situations, can also be found in Dutta et al. (1998).

Theorem 7.6.1  Let  (N, v)  be a superadditive game and let 7 be an allocation rule
on CSL that satisfies component efficiency, weak link symmetry, and the improvement
property.   Then  3 €  CPNE(I'lf (N, v, 7)) Moreover,  for all s  €  CPNE(f/(N, v, 7))  it
holds that s is essentially complete.
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Theorem 7.6.2  Let  (N, v)  be a superadditive  game  and  let 7  be an allocation  rule

on CSsNA that satisfies component efficiency, weak link symmetry, and the improvement
property.  Then s € UNE(F'/(N, v, 7)) Moreover, for all s E UNE(I'lf (N, v, 7)) it holds

that s is essentially complete.

In the following example we show that also in the games of link formation it might be
the case that essentially complete strategy profiles are not coalition proof Nash equilibria.

Example 7.6.1 Consider TU-game (N, v) with N = {1,2,3,4} and

0    if ITI 5 1;

V(T) = <      if ITI =2;
if ITI = 3;

12    if T = N,

i.e., u  = 2
 TaN:ITI=2 UT·   Note  that  (N, u)

is superadditive. Consider I'lf(N, v, B).

Consider strategy profile t with ti  =  t3  -  {2,4}  and  t2  =  4  -  {1,3}.   Then  L(t)  =
{{1,2}, {2,3}, {3,4}, {4,1}} and it follows by symmetry that B(N, u, L(t)) = (3,3,3,3) =
*(N, v, LN), implying that t is essentially complete.   We will show that t is not a coalition
proof Nash equilibrium. Consider the deviation (31,33) by coalition {1,3}, which results

in L(31, 6,33, 4) = {{1,2}, {1,3}, {1,4}, {2,3}, {3,4}} and

vL,(31.t2,33,4) = 211{1,2} + 211{1,3} + 2u{1,4} + 2u{2,3} + 2u{3,4} + 211{1,2,4} + 2u{2,3,4} - 2UN·

It follows that

Bi (N, v, L(31, t2, 33, t4)) = 1+1+1+0+O t  +0-  =3 >3= pl(N, v, L(t))

and similar for the payoffs of player 3. Using link monotonicity of B we conclude that
neither player 1 nor player 3 has a profitable further deviation.                            0

Although Dutta et al. (1998) derive that the allocation rules they consider satisfy
link monotonicity, they do not highlight that 3, is a weakly dominant strategy profile

for player i € N. Together with an equivalent of lemma 7.2.5 it is a straightforward
exercise to prove results similar to theorem 7.4.3 and corollary 7.4.2. We state these

results without proof.
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Theorem 7.6.3  Let  (N, u)  be a superadditive game and  let 7  be an allocation rule
On CS ,4 that satisfies component efficiency, weak link symmetry, and the improvement
property. Then the following relations between several equilibrium refinements hold for
the corresponding link formation game I' = rif(N, u, 7)

 eil g Ilconv{€i,k l k€ Siw(r)} = UNE(I'P) = Su(I'p) = Strprop(I') = SW(rp).
iEN

(7.64)

Corollary 7.6.1  Let  (N, v)  be a superadditive game and  let  7  be an allocation rule
on CSL that satisfies component efficiency, weak link symmetry, and the improvement
property.  Then the following sets of equilibria coincide with sw ((rcf (N, u, 7)p)  and

UNE((rci (N, v, 7)P): strictly proper, proper, weakly proper, strictly perfect, and perfect
equilibria.
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Chapter 8

Network formation with costs for
establishing links

In chapters 6 and 7 we studied two models of link formation.  In both models it is as-
sumed that the formation of a link is free of charge.  In this chapter, which is based

on Slikker and van den Nouweland (2000a), we incorporate costs for the formation of
communication links. We introduce a natural extension of the Myerson value for commu-
nication situations that incorporates costs of communication links. We study both the
games of link formation in extensive form of chapter 6 and the games of link formation
in strategic form of chapter 7 in the presence of costs for establishing links.  We ana-
lyze the influence of costs on the cooperation structures that result according to several

equilibrium concepts.

We introduce an allocation rule for communication situations with costs for forming
links that is based on the Myerson value for communication situations in section 8.1.
Subsequently, in section 8.2 we introduce costs in the games of link formation in ex-
tensive form and study the resulting structures according to the subgame perfect Nash
equilibrium concept for varying levels of costs. Section 8.3 contains the introduction of
costs in the games of link formation in strategic form, followed by an analysis of the
influence of costs   on the cooperation structures that result, according to several   equi-

librium refinements. In section 8.4 we extend the scope of the analysis in the previous
sections. Finally, section 8.5 contains a comparison of the two models of link formation,
with and without costs.

173
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8.1 The cost-extended Myerson value
In this section we introduce an allocation rule to evaluate communication situations in a
setting where the formation of communication links in not free of charge. The allocation
rule is based on the Myerson value.

Let (N, v) be a TU-game. Throughout this chapter we will restrict ourselves to zero-
normalized non-negative games, i.e., v({i}) =0 for all i E N and v(T) 2 0 for all
T €2N\{0}.

In the description of the Myerson value (see section 3.2) it is assumed that there are
no costs for establishing communication links. Here, we will assume that the formation
of a communication link between any two players results in a fixed cost c 20. Adding
costs for establishing links has the effect that the value that connected players can obtain
also depends on how many links they form and not just on whether they are connected or
not. To determine the allocation of the costs and the benefits we use a natural extension
of the Myerson value to this setting.

We will construct an extension of the graph-restricted game capturing the costs for
establishing links.   Let  (N, v, L)  be a communication situation  and  let  c  2  0  be  the
costs for establishing a link.  We will refer to a tuple  (N, v, L, c)  as a cost-eatended
communication situation.   Then the value of coalition T  c  N in this situation is naturally
defined as the sum of the values of the components in the partition T/L induced on this
coalition by the undirected graph (N, L) minus the costs for the links in this coalition.
Hence, the cost-extended graph-restricted game (N, uL,c) associated  with  (N, u, L, c)  is
defined by

vI„c(T) =   E   u(C) - cIL(T) I for all T C N (8.1)

CET/L

This cost-extended graph-restricted game tries to capture or summarize the infor-
mation contained in the TU-game of the communication situation, the information con-
tained in the undirected graph with respect to restricted cooperation, and the costs
for establishing links.  As a straightforward extension of the Myerson value, we define
the Cost-extended Mverson value v applied to a cost-extended communication situation
(N, v, L, c) as the Shapley value of the cost-extended graph-restricted game, i.e.,

v(N, v, L, c) = *(N, uL,c). (8.2)

It   is  easily  seen  that  for any situation  (N, v, L, c),   with   (N, v, L) a communication
situationand c 2 0 the costs for establishing links the following relation between the char-
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acteristic functions of the graph-restricted game (N, uL) and the cost-extended graph-
restricted game (N, uL,c) holds,

uL,C= VL- C   Z   U{i,j} (8.3)

{i,REL

Hence, by additivity of the Shapley value it follows directly that

14 (N, u, L, c) = &4(N,v,L) -  cIL,1 for all i E N. (8.4)

This last expression could be interpreted as a separate treatment of costs and benefits.
Benefits are allocated according to the Myerson value, whereas the costs of a link are
simply split between the players forming this link.

In chapter 11 we will discuss another extension of the Myerson value, introduced

by  Jackson and Wolinsky (1996). There   it is assumed that every graph  has a value.

Fix a game (N, v) and let c 2 0 Define the value of graph  (N, A)  as the sum of the
values  of the components   in this graph minus the costs  of its links  for  all  A   c   LN.

Furthermore,   let   (N, L)   be a fixed graph. The extended Myerson value of chapter  11
applied to this situation coincides with the cost-extended Myerson value of the cost-
extended communication situation  (N, v, L, c).   We will come  back  to this relation in

chapter   11.
The discussion above shows that we can interpret the cost-extended Myerson value

in two inherently different ways. The first interpretation is that players bargain over
the division of the benefits and the costs of link formation simultaneously. The second

interpretation is that the players first incur the costs of link formation and divide these

costs in a fair manner, and then, after these costs are sunk, bargain over the division
of the benefits. Both points of view, while very different methodologically, lead to the
same end result, namely the cost-extended Myerson value.

For notational convenience we define for all c 2 0 the c-extended Myerson value vc
applied to communication situation (N, v, L) E CSN by

t/(N, v, L) = p(N, v, L, c).

Note that vc is an allocation rule for communication situations, whereas v is an allocation
rule for situations (N, v, L, c)  with  (N, v, L) a communication situation  and c 2  0 the
costs for establishing links. Finally, note that vo = P.

We will compute the payoffs according to the cost-extended Myerson value for sym-

metric 3-player games and all possible communication structures between the three play-
ers of these games. To describe all payoffs in these communication situations we need, due
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to symmetry, to distinguish between 4 non-isomorphic graphs only. Similarly, we need to

distinguish between exactly 5 different positions a player can have in a communication
graph.  We will analyze the preferences of the players over these positions, depending on
the underlying cooperative game and the costs for establishing communication links.

Let  (N, v)  be a symmetric 3-player  game, i.e., there exist wl,wy,wa  E  R  such  that

v(T) = wl'ri for all T (N with T#0, and let c denote the non-negative costs for
establishing a communication link.  Note that wl = 0 by zero-normalization of (N, v). In
figure 8.1 we distinguish between 5 different positions in the set of graphs with 3 vertices.

.l .1  4
1. .1 2. .2 3  .4 5   5

Figure 8.1: Different positions.

In the following we denote N = {i, j, k}. It might be helpful to recall the payoffs the

Myerson value attributes to the players in 3-person communication situations, summa-
rized in table  6.1  on  page 118. Position  1   is the isolated position. An isolated player
receives zero payoff.  Note that in the graph with one link, one of the players is isolated:

4(N, v, 0) = vi((N, v, {{j, k}}) = 0.

Position 2 denotes the linked position in a graph with one link. The two linked players

equally divide the value of a 2-person coalition and the costs,

11
14(N, u, {{j, k}})= im2 - 5(.

Position 3 is the central position in the graph with two links. A player in this position
receives

11
4(N, v, {{i, j},{i, k}}) = 31113 + 3102 - c.

Position 4 is the non-central position in the graph with two links. The payoff a player
in this position receives equals

111
vi  (N, v, {{i, j},{i, k}}) = 511,3 - 611'2 - ic
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Finally, position 5 represents a position in the graph with three links. In the graph with
three links, every player receives

v;(N, u, LN) =  wa - c.

Obviously, depending on (N, v) and c a player will have different preferences over
positions 1 through 5. If the costs c are fairly high, then a player will find that in some
cases the benefits from being linked to a player do not outweigh the costs for forming
a  link. The preferences  of a player are described in table  8.1.    Here T»s states  that

position r is strictly preferred to position s.

Preference Condition independent of c Condition dependent on c
1»2 C > W2

1H3 C > 1W3 + iwy

1 >- 4 C > fw3 -  702
lf5 C > iW3

2H3 C > iw3 - iw2
2H4 2Uh > W3

2H5 C>im3-W2
3H4 C < W2

3H5 W2 > 0

4»5 C >  W2

Table 8.1: Preferences over different positions.

If a condition in table 8.1 holds with equality then a player is indifferent between
the positions while a reverse preference holds if the reverse inequality holds.  In the next
sections we will consider the influence of costs for establishing communication links in
link formation games.

8.2 Link formation games in extensive form
In this section we will introduce and analyze a slightly modified version of the games of

link formation in extensive form that were introduced in chapter 6. The modification
consists of the incorporation of costs for establishing communication links. Subsequently,
we will study the subgame perfect Nash equilibria in these games. We provide an example
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that illustrates some curiosities that can arise and we also provide a systematic analysis

of 3-player symmetric games.
Firstly, we will describe the linking games in extensive form with costs for establishing

links.  Let (N,v) c TUN, let c 2 0 b e the costs for establishing a link, and let a b e a n
exogenously given rule of order of pairs of players.  Then the game of link formation
with costs c for establishing links AC(N, v, 0) corresponds to the game of link formation
without costs Alf (N,v,1/,al

Formally, the model of link formation with costs for establishing links is a special case

of the model of link formation as defined in chapter 6.  In the games of link formation in
extensive form with costs c for establishing links, the payoffs to the players are determined
by the c-extended Myerson value, i.e., if (N, L) is formed player i receives

vt(N, v, L)

The following example illustrates the influence of costs on the outcome of the game.

Example 8.2.1 Consider the 3-player symmetric game (N, v) with

0    if ITI 5 li

v(T) = < 60   if ITI = 2,                                 (8.5)72    if T = N,

which was also studied in example 6.3.1. There we showed that in the absence of costs
for establishing communication links, every subgame perfect Nash equilibrium results in
the formation of exactly one link.  We will analyze the influence of link formation costs
on the subgame perfect Nash equilibria in the game of link formation in extensive form
associated with the game described by (8.5) and some order of the pairs of players.  The
payofrs for the four classes of structures that can result follow directly from section 8.1.
A survey of these payoffs can be found in table 8.2.

In example 6.3.1 we studied this example with costs c = 0. What will happen if

establishing a communication link with another player is not free of charge any more?
One would expect that relatively small costs will not have very much influence and that
larger costs will result in the formation of fewer links. For small costs, say c = 1, we
can repeat the discussion of example 6.3.1 and conclude that exactly one link will form.
However, if the costs are larger the analysis changes. Assume, for example, that c = 22.
The corresponding link formation game in extensive form with the order a in which

{1,2} comes first, followed by {1,3}, and then {2,3}, is represented in figure 8.2.
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Position Payoff
10

2       30-Jc
3        44 - c

4       14 -  c
5       24 - c.

Table 8.2: Payoffs in different positions.

The influence of the costs on the payoffs changes the incentives of the players. Once
two links are formed, the two players that are not linked with each other yet, prefer to

stay in the current situation and receive 3 instead of forming a link and receive 2.  In
case one link has been formed, a player who is already linked is now willing to form a
link with the isolated player since this would increase his payoff (from 19 to 22) and
the threat of ending up in the full cooperation structure has disappeared. Obviously,
all players prefer forming some links to no link at all. Similar to the argument that
in the absence of costs all three structures with one link are supported by a subgame

perfect Nash equilibrium (see example 6.3.1), it follows that with communication costs
equal to 22 all three structures with two links are supported by a subgame perfect Nash

equilibrium.                                                                                                 0

Example 8.2.1 illustrates that an increase in the costs for establishing a communi-
cation link can result in more communication between the players. In the following we
will describe the communication graphs that will result in symmetric 3-player games
with various levels of costs for establishing links. We will again see that increasing costs
can in some circumstances lead to more cooperation between the players. We will also
show that a further increase in the costs will result in a decrease in the number of links
between the players.

To find which communication structures will form according to subgame perfect Nash
equilibria, we use the general expressions for the payoffs that we provided in section 8.1
and the preferences of the players over different positions that were analyzed in table 8.1.
It takes some tedious calculations, but eventually it turns out that we need to distinguish
between three classes of games that result in different communication structure patterns
with changing costs for establishing communication links.

Firstly, assume  that  the  game  (N, v) satisfies  w2  >  w3·    Then  we  find  that  the
structures that are supported by subgame perfect Nash equilibria as a function of the
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lr,2    Yes     1,3     Yes     2 3     Yes      0 2,2,2
lioNo -# 22,3,3

2,3- ,- Yes      .2,2,2Yes         1,3

No No
No - 3,22,3

19,19,0

1,3. Yes     2,3    Yes     1 2     Yes      .2,2,2

No-»=-
No -3,3,22

12L .- • 2,2,2
Yes 2,3 Yes

No No\
No - 22,3,3

19, 0, 19

23· • 2,2,2
Yes 1,2 Yes 1:3 Yes

No\---
No - 3, 22, 3

No 13, . 2,2,2Yes 1:2 Yes
No»=

No -.3,3,22

·                                           0, 19, 19
0,0,0

Figure 8.2: The linking game in extensive form with costs c = 22.

costs of communication links are as summarized in figure 8.3.
We note that on the boundary, i.e., c = w2, both structures that appear for c < m2

and for c > w2 are supported by a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium.  If w2 > W3 the full
communication structure, in which all players are connected directly, will never  form.
Checking the preferences of the players, we see that the full communication structure
would be formed only if c < iw3 - wb Since iw3 - wv < 0 and since the costs of

establishing a communication link are non-negative the full cooperation structure will
not be formed.

Secondly, assume that (N, v) satisfies 2w2 > W3 > W2· The structures resulting from
subgame perfect Nash equilibria for this class of games are summarized in figure 8.4.

Example 8.2.1 considers a TU-game that belongs to this class of games.  In that
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1             'C
0                                                  11 

Figure 8.3: Communication structures according to SPNE in case w2 > W3·

2  | 1       1       ' C W3 - W2           im2          5W3 - 3W2 W2

Figure 8.4: Communication structures according to SPNE in case 2w2 > tv.3 > 11,2·

example it holds that im3 - w2 < 0. Since the condition 2w2 > w3 > w2 can result in

iw3 -w 2<0 but also in  w3 -w 2>O,w e have not explicitly indicated c=O i n figure
8.4.

Thirdly, consider the class of games satisfying w3 > 2w2. For these games the struc-
tures supported by subgame perfect Nash equilibria are summarized in figure 8.5.

1 1             1             C
0                            W2                        W3 + im2

Figure 8.5: Communication structures according to SPNE in case w3 > 2w2·

The discussion above makes a distinction between three classes of games.  Note that

if w2 = W3 then figures 8.3 and 8.4 lead to the same results since some of the boundaries

coincide. If w  = 2w  then figures 8.4 and 8.5 lead to the same results.
The communication structure patterns above result in three classes of games.  The

first class, with games satisfying w2 > W3, contains only non-superadditive games. The
second class, defined by 2w2 > W3 > W2, contains only superadditive games that are not
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convex. The last class, with w3 > 2w2, contains only convex games.

We conclude that for non-superadditive games and for convex games increasing costs

for establishing communication links results in a decreasing number of communication

links, while for superadditive non-convex games increasing costs can result in more com-
munication links.

8.3 Link formation games in strategic form
In this section we will introduce costs for establishing links in the games of link formation

in strategic form, which were discussed in chapter 7. We will analyze these games by
means of the Nash equilibrium, undominated Nash equilibrium, and coalition proof Nash
equilibrium concepts.

Let c k  O b e the costs for establishing links and let  (N, u) be a TU-game.   The

associated game of link formation in strategic form I'c(N, v) is defined as the game of
link formation in strategic form with allocation rule vc, i.e., I'lf (N, v, ve).

The following subsections deal with Nash equilibria, undominated Nash equilibria,
and coalition proof Nash equilibria, respectively.

8.3.1 Nash equilibria
In this subsection we consider Nash equilibria. We present an example showing that

many communication structures can result from Nash equilibria. Additionally, we shortly
discuss strong Nash equilibria.

Consider the following example.

Example 8.3.1  Let (N, u) be the 3-player symmetric game of example 8.2.1.  The pay-
offs to the players for the five positions we distinguished in figure 8.1 on page 176 are
summarized in table 8.2 on page 179.

As already noted in theorem 7.1.1 it holds that if c=0 then every structure can be
supported by a Nash equilibrium, since nobody wants to break a link and two players are

needed to form a link. If costs rise, fewer structures are supported by Nash equilibria.
For example, if c > 20 then a player prefers position 4 to position 5 and, hence, the
full cooperation structure  is not supported  by  a Nash equilibrium. However, since  a

communication link can only be formed if two players want to do so, the communication
structure with zero links is supported by a Nash equilibrium for any cost c.            0
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For symmetric 3-player games, it is fairly easy to check for any of the four possible

communication structures under what conditions on the costs they are supported by
a Nash equilibrium. The results, which turn out to depend on whether the game is

superadditive and/or convex, are represented in figures 8.6,8.7, and 8.8.

.  ,-1 - ' .    I - , - ' . H,

2  |1             |         |    'C5W3 - 5W2                      tw3                 2112

Figure 8.6: Communication structures according to NE in case w2 > w3·

LI/,-1-'. I -,-, - ,

1|           2  |1        |   I C
0 5w2 3w3 - 3W2 W2

Figure 8.7: Communication structures according to NE in case 2w2 > w3 > w2·

-1 , - 1 - '. I - 1 -'. I - ,
1 1             1         1   .C
0                      W2 W2 im3 + iW2

Figure 8.8: Communication structures according to NE in case w3 > 2w2·

Since Nash equilibria can result in a fairly large set of structures, we want to consider

refinements of Nash equilibria for the linking game in strategic form. In example 7.1.2
we showed that strong Nash equilibria might not exist in the absence of costs. By similar
arguments we conclude that for strictly positive costs strong Nash equilibria might not
exist in the games of link formation in strategic form with costs for establishing links.
In the following subsections we study undominated Nash equilibria and coalition proof

Nash equilibria.
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8.3.2  Undominated Nash equilibria

The multiplicity of structures resulting from Nash equilibria and the non-existence of
strong Nash equilibria for several specifications of the underlying game and costs for
establishing links, inspires one to study two alternative equilibrium refinements. The
current subsection is devoted to undominated Nash equilibria, which were described in
section 2.2.

To determine the communication structures that result according to undominated
Nash equilibria, we determine for any cost c the set of undominated strategies. Subse-

quently, we determine the structures resulting from undominated Nash equilibria.
For example, consider a symmetric 3-person game (N, v) with 2w2 > W3 > 11,2 and

c < i1112· The structures supported by Nash equilibria can be found in figure 8.7. It
follows from table 8.1 that every player prefers position 5 to positions 1 and 4, every

player prefers position 3 to positions 1 and 2, and every player prefers positions 2 and
4  to  position 1. Hence, the strategy in which a player announces  that he wants  to  form
communication links with both other players dominates his other strategies. So, this
strategy is the unique undominated strategy.  If all three players choose this undominated
strategy, then it is not profitable for any player to unilaterally deviate, implying that
the unique undominated Nash equilibrium results in the full cooperation structure

The following case illustrates a tricky point that may arise when determining the
set of undominated Nash equilibria. Consider a symmetric 3-person game  (N, 21)  with

W3 > 211,2 and ilt,2 <c< w2· The structures supported by Nash equilibria can be found
in figure 8.8. For every player i, strategy si = 0 is dominated by a strategy in which the
player announces that he wants to form a communication link with one other player since

positions  2  and  4 are preferred to position  1.   It  is an undominated strategy  for a player

to announce that he wants to form a link with exactly one other player. Such a strategy
is not dominated by si =0 because 2 H l and it is not dominated by si = N\{i} because

4 H 5. Since 3 -1 and 3»2,i t follows that 8, = N\{i} is an undominated strategy
as well. Hence, the communication structures with 0, 1, 2, and 3 links can be supported

by strategy profiles with undominated strategies only. The structures with 0, 1, and
2 links are supported by Nash equilibria. However, this does not imply that all these

structures are supported by undominated Nash equilibria. Consider a structure with one
link, say link  {i, j}. Let player k be the third player,  who is isolated. Furthermore,  let
s =  (si, sj, sk) be a triple of undominated strategies such that L(s) = {{i, j}}. Since

0 is adominated strategy, we know that sk € {{i},{j}, {i, j}} Suppose without loss
of generality that i E sk. Since L(s) = {{i,j}} and i E sk, it follows that s, = {j}
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However, since 4  » 2, player i can strictly improve his payoff by deviating to 35 =  {j, k}.
We conclude that s is not a Nash equilibrium. This shows that a structure with one
link is not supported by an undominated Nash equilibrium. A similar argument shows

that the structure with no links is not supported by an undominated Nash equilibrium.
A structure with 2 links, however, is supported by an undominated Nash equilibrium:
t  =  (ti, tj, tk)  -  (<33' {i, k}, {j})  is an undominated Nash equilibrium that results in
communication structure  L(t)  =  {{i, j}, {j, k}}. We conclude that all undominated
Nash equilibria result in the formation of exactly two links.

Proceeding in the manner described above, we find all structures that result according

to undominated Nash equilibria. The results are schematically represented in figures 8.9,
8.10, and 8.11.

A At .--P--I

2  |1                |            |     ,C5W3 - sw2                               W3                       W2

Figure 8.9: Communication structures according to UNE in case w2 > w3·

| |    2|1            |      ' C
O             im2        5Wa - aw2 W2

Figure 8.10: Communication structures according to UNE in case 2w  > 1113 > w2·

A  L  L. . . . . . .
Ill              1      -C
0           W2 W2  W3 + iw2

Figure 8.11: Communication structures according to UNE in case w3 > 2w ·
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8.3.3 Coalition proof Nash equilibria

In this subsection we consider communication structures that result according to coalition

proof Nash equilibria.
We start with an example to illustrate coalition proof Nash equilibria in the link

formation game in strategic form.

Example 8.3.2 Consider the 3-player symmetric game (N, v) of example 8.2.1, which

was also studied in example 8.3.1. If c = 0, it follows from theorem 7.6.1 that the full
communication structure is formed in the unique coalition-proof Nash equilibrium of
the linking game in strategic form. To understand this, we consider the four classes of

structures one-by-one. Firstly, note that the players would unilaterally like to form any
additional links they can, which implies that in a Nash equilibrium s there can be no
two  players  i  and  j  such  that  i  €  sj  and  j  %  s,·

Hence, the structure with no links can only be formed in a Nash equilibrium if all 3
players state that they do not want to communicate with any of the other players, i.e.,

s, = SJ = sk = 0. This strategy is not a CPNE, because two players i and j can deviate

to 4 = {j} and tj = {i} and form the link between them to get 30 rather than 0 and
then neither one of these players wants to deviate further.

A structure with one link, say link  {i,j},  can  only be formed in a Nash equilibrium
if si = {j}, sj = {i}, and sk = 0. But players i and k have an incentive to deviate to the
strategies t, = {j. k} and 4 - {i} and form an additional link.  This will give player i

44 rather than 30 and player k 14 rather than 0 and neither i nor k wants to deviate

further because they do not want to break links and they cannot form new links. This
shows that a structure with one link will not be formed in a CPNE.

In  a Nash equilibrium, a structure with two links,  say  {i, j}  and  {j, k}, can  only be
formed if s, = {j}, sj = {i, k}, and sk = {j}. But players i and k have an incentive to
deviate to the strategies 4 = {j, k} and tk = {i, j} and form an additional link, so that
they will each get 24 rather than 14. They will not want to deviate further, since this

can only involve breaking links.

So, the only structure that can possibly be supported by a CPNE is the full commu-

nication structure. Suppose s, = {j, k}, sj = {i, k}, and sk = {i, j}.  The only deviations

from these strategies that give all deviating players a higher payoff, are deviations by two
players who break the links with the third player and induce the structure with only the
link between themselves. Suppose players  i  and j deviate  to the strategies  4  =  {j }  and

tj = {i} which will give both players 30 rather than 24. Then player i has an incentive
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to deviate further to u, = {j, k}, in which case links {i, j} and {i, k} will be formed and
player i will get 44 instead of 30. This shows that deviations from s by two players are

not stable against further deviations by subcoalitions of the deviating coalition. Hence,
s is a CPNE.

What will happen in this example if establishing communication links is not costless?

Of course, for small costs, there will only be minor changes to the discussion above and

the conclusion will be unchanged.  But if the costs are larger, then some of the deviations
that were previously taken into consideration will no longer be attractive. Suppose for
instance that c = 24. Then att players will prefer a structure with two links above the
structure with three links, in which they all get 0. In a structure with two links, no
player wants to break any link, since this will reduce his or her payoff by 2. Hence, for
these costs, exactly two links will be formed in a CPNE.                                    0

We now continue with the description of coalition proof Nash equilibria in symmet-
ric 3-player games. Table 8.3 provides an overview of coalition proof Nash equilibria
depending on the position a player prefers most.

Most preferred position Additional condition Structure resulting from CPNE
1                                                                0 links
2                                                            1 litlk
3 5»4 3 links

3 4»5 2 links

4 3»1 2 links

4                     1>- 3 0 links
5                                                                3 links

Table 8.3: Coalition proof Nash equilibria depending on preferences of the players.

This table can be used to determine the coalition proof Nash equilibria for the three
classes of games we distinguished in subsection 8.3.2. The following figures describe the
communication structures resulting from coalition proof Nash equilibria. Figure 8.12
describes the structures resulting from CPNE for the class of games containing only non-
superadditive games, figure 8.13 is for the class of games containing only superadditive
but non-convex games, and figure 8.14 deals with the class of games containing only

convex garnes.

In the discussion above we restricted our analysis of coalition proof Nash equilibria
to symmetric 3-player games for clarity of exposition. In Slikker and van den Nouweland
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2  11            |            'C
5 103- 5 1£,2 102

Figure 8.12: Communication structures according to CPNE in case w2 > w3·

2  |1         |          'C0                    W2              5Wa - 3W2 W2

Figure 8.13: Communication structures according to CPNE in case 2w2 > w3 > w2.

1 1             1             C
0                          W2                     im3 + iwy

Figure 8.14: Communication structures according to CPNE in case w3 > 2w2·

(200Oa) it is shown that coalition proof Nash equilibria exist for 3-player games in general,
not necessarily being symmetric.

8.4 Extensions

In this section we will extend our scope to games with more than three players. We study
to what extent our results of the previous sections with respect to games with three play-
ers do or do not hold for games with more players. The first point of interest is whether
we will again find a division of games into three classes, non-superadditive games, super-
additive but non-convex games, and convex games when studying network formation for
games with more than three players. The following two examples of symmetric 4-player
games illustrate that this is not the case. In these examples we consider two different
superadditive games that are not convex. However, the patterns of structures formed
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according to subgame perfect Nash equilibria of the linking games in extensive from, are
shown to be different for these games.

Example 8.4.1 Consider the symmetric 4-player game (N, ui) described by wl  - 0,
W2 = 60, w3 = 180, and w4 = 260. Note that this game is superadditive but not convex.

Some tedious calculations, to which we will not subject the reader, show that for this
game, the structures that are formed according to subgame perfect Nash equilibria of
the linking game in extensive form are as represented in figure 8.15.

11  S .  22
1 1              1             .C
0                   40                   83i

Figure 8.15: Communication structures according to SPNE for the game (N, ul)·

Note  that  for  the  game  (N, vl), according to subgame perfect Nash equilibria,  the
number of links decreases as the cost per link c increases.                                        0

Example 8.4.2 Consider the symmetric 4-player game (N, v2) described by wl  - 0,
11'2 = 12, w3 = 180, and w4 = 220. Note that this game is superadditive but not convex.

Using backward induction, it is fairly easy to show that if c = 10 then all subgame perfect

Nash equilibria result in the formation of exactly two links connecting three players with
each  other as represented in figure  8.16  (a).

I F

a: c = 10 b: c = 40

Figure 8.16: Communication structures according to SPNE for the game (N, v2).

If c = 40, however, subgame perfect Nash equilibria result in the formation of a star

graph  with 3 links as represented in figure  8.16  (b).                                                                                    0
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Consideration of the two games (N, vi) and (N, t,2) of examples 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 shows

that for symmetric games with more than three players, the relationship between costs

and number of links formed cannot be related back simply to superadditivity and/or
convexity of the game. We remark that we might have something similar to what we
can observe when comparing figures 8.3 and 8.12, and that the level of costs that would
mark a transition  from a structure  like in figure 8.16 (a) would be negative  for  the  game

(N, vt).  However, we can show that the patterns of structures formed in subgame perfect
Nash  equilibria as costs increase are different  for the two games  (N, ul)  and  (N, u2)·

The fact that for a 4-player game the relationship between costs and number of links
formed cannot be related back simply to superadditivity and/or convexity of the game
is not very surprising, since, opposed to zero-normalized symmetric 3-player games, for
zero-normalized symmetric games with more than three players, superadditivity and
convexity cannot be described by a single inequality. For a zero-normalized symmetric
4-player game there  are 3 conditions  for a  game  to be superadditive  (w3  >  W2,  W4  >  W3,

and lt,4 > 2w2) and 2 conditions for a game to be convex (w3 - W2 > W2 and wd - w3 >
W3  -  W2). For zero-normalized symmetric 3-player games  it is really  the two conditions
for superadditivity and convexity that are important. Following this line of thought, we
are lead to consider the possibility that for zero-normalized symmetric 4-player games

we will get patterns of communication structures formed that depend on which of the
five superadditivity and convexity conditions are satisfied by the game. However, this
turns out not to be true. A counterexample is provided by the games (N, ul) and (N, u2)
of examples 8.4.1 and 8.4.2. These games both satisfy all superadditivity conditions
and exactly one convexity condition, namely w3 - 1112 > W2· Nevertheless, we already
saw that the patterns of communication structures formed according to subgame perfect
Nash equilibria differ.

The most interesting result that we obtain for symmetric 3-player games is that in
the linking games in extensive form it is possible that as the costs of establishing links
increases, more links are formed. This result can be extended to games with more than
3 players.  The game (N, v ) that we saw earlier in this section is a symmetric 4-player

game for which communication structures formed according to subgame perfect Nash
equilibria have two links if c = 10 but have 3 links if c = 40.  So, an increase in costs
can result in an increase in the number of links formed according to subgame perfect
Nash equilibria. We will show in the following example that for n-player games with n
odd, it is possible that as the costs for establishing links increases, more links are formed
according to subgame perfect Nash equilibria of the linking game in extensive form.
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Example 8.4.3  Let n 2 3 b e odd and let N= {1,...,n} Consider the symmetric
n-player game (N, un) described by wl  - 0, 1112  = 60. wj  = 72, and wk  = 0 for all

k E  {4,..., n}.  Let c=2 and consider a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium of the linking
game in extensive form. Denote by L* the links that are formed if this subgame perfect
Nash equilibrium is played. Firstly, note that  (N, L-) does not contain a component
with 4 or more players. This is true, because in such a component at least one player

would get a negative payoff according to the cost-extended Myerson value. Such a player
would have a payoff of zero if he refused to form any link. Hence, for any C E N/L'   it
holds that ICI € {1,2,3} Suppose there exists C G N/L- such that ICI = 3.  Then the
players in C are connected by 3 links such that they are all in position 5 (see figure 8.1
on page 176) and each gets a payoff of 22. This follows because if two players in C are
in position 4, then they both get 13 and they both prefer to form a link between them
to get 22 instead. We conclude that for every C E N/L· either ICI = 1, or ICI = 2 and
both players in C get 29 each, or ICI = 3 and each player in C gets 22. This, in turn,
leads to the conclusion that there exists no C e N/L' with ICI = 3, because if this were

the case, then at some point in the game tree (which may or may not be reached during
actual play) a player who is connected to exactly one other player and would receive 29
if he makes no further links, chooses to form a link with a third player and then ends
up getting only 22. This would clearly not be behavior that is consistent with subgame

perfection. We also argue that there can be at most one C E N/L· with ICI = 1, because
if there were at least two isolated players, then two of these players can increase their
payoffs from 0 to 29 by forming a link.

Hence, there is at most one C E N/L- with ICI = 1 and for all other C E N / L"  it
holds that ICI = 2. Since n is odd, this means that exactly 2,1 links are formed in a
subgame perfect Nash equilibrium of the linking game in extensive form.

Now, let c = 22 and consider a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium of the linking game
in extensive form with this higher cost and denote by L' the links that are formed if this
subgame perfect Nash equilibrium is played. As before, it easily follows that for every

C  e  N / U it holds that ICI E  {1,2,3}.  The payoff to a player in position 5 would be
2, whereas the payoff to a player in position 4 is 3. Hence, there will be no C e NiT
consisting of 3 players who are connected by 3 links. Further, there can obviously be no
more  than one isolated player  in  (N, L'). Suppose that there  is an isolated player,  i.e.,

there exists C E N/U with ICI = 1. Then there can be no D E Nl L' with IDI = 2,
since one of the players in such a component D could improve his payoff from 19 to 22
by forming a link with the isolated player in C, whose payoff would then increase from 0

to 3, and both improvements would be permanent. Since n is odd, it is not possible that
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ICI = 2 for all C E N/U. Then, we are left with two possibilities. The first possibility is

that there is a C E N/U with ICI = 1 and all other components of (N, L') each consist
of 3 players who are connected by 2 links.  Note that this can only be the case if there

exists a k E N such that n=3 k+1.  Then, IL'I = 2k =
2(*11 2 2*1. The second

possibility is that there is no isolated player in (N, L') and each component of (N, L')
consists either of 3 players who are connected by 2 links or it consists of 2 players who
are connected by 1 link. Since n is odd, there must be at least one component consisting
of three players. We conclude that in this case IL" 2 !41 as well.

Summarizing, we have that for the game (N, un) with n 2 3 and n odd, if c-2, then
in a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium n21 links are formed and if c = 22, then ni2 or
more links are formed.                                                                             0

We conclude that for games with more than 3 players it is still possible that the
number of links formed in a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium increases as the costs for

establishing links increases.

8.5   Comparison of the link formation models
In this section we compare the two models of link formation studied in the previous
sections. We start with an illustration of the differences between these models in the
absence of cooperation costs,  i.e., the models  of link formation as discussed in chapters
6 and 7. Subsequently, we analyze and compare some of the results of the previous
sections. Parts of the following discussion have been taken from a preliminary version of

Dutta et al. (1998).
To illustrate the differences between the games of link formation in extensive form

and the games of link formation in strategic form, we assume that c=0 and consider
the 3-person game (N, u) with player set N = {1,2,3} and

if ITI 51;

v(T) = <       if ITI =2;                                    (8.6)
60

72 MT=N.

This game was also studied in examples 8.2.1 and 8.3.1. The prediction of the linking
game in extensive form is that exactly one link will be formed. Suppose that, at some
point in the game, link {1,2} is formed. Notice that either of 1 and 2 gain by forming
an additional link with 3, provided that the other player does not form a link with 3.
Two further points need to be noted. Firstly, if player i forms a link with 3, then it is
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in the interest of j (j 4 i) to also link up with 3. Secondly, if all links are formed, then
players 1 and 2 are worse-off compared to the graph in which they alone form a link.
Hence, the structure  (N, { {1,2}}) is sustained  as an 'equilibrium'  by  a  pair  of mutual
threats of the kind:

"If you form a link with 3, then so will I."
Of course, this kind of threat makes sense only if i will come to know whether j has
formed a link with 3. Moreover, i can acquire this information only if the negotiation
process is public. If bilateral negotiations are conducted secretly, then it may be in the
interest of some pair to conceal the fact that they have formed a link until the process

of bilateral negotiations has come to an end.  It is also clear that if different pairs can

carry out negotiations simultaneously and if links once formed cannot be broken, then
the mutual threats referred to earlier cannot be carried out.

Thus, there are many contexts where considerations other than threats may have an
important influence on the formation of links. For instance, suppose players 1 and 2
have already formed a link amongst themselves. Suppose also that neither player has as

yet started negotiations with player 3.  If 3 starts negotiations simultaneously with both
1  and  2,  then  1  and  2 are in fact faced with a prisoners' dilemma situation.  To see this,
denote t and nt as the strategies of forming a link with 3 and not forming a link with 3,
respectively. Then, the payoffs to 1 and 2 are described by the payoff matrix in figure

8.17.

l           nl

l   24,24  44,14

nt   14,44  30,30

Figure 8.17: Payoffs in a prisoners' dilemma situation.

Note that 1, that is forming a link with 3, is a dominant strategy for both players.
Obviously, in the linking game in strategic form, the complete graph will form simply
because players 1 and 2 cannot sign a binding agreement to abstain from forming a link
with 3.

The rest of this section is devoted to a discussion of the cost-graph patterns as
derived in the previous sections. For the linking games in extensive form, we considered
subgame perfect Nash equilibria. The equilibrium concept for the linking games in
strategic form that is most closely related to subgame perfection is that of undominated
Nash equilibrium. However, it appears from figures 8.9 through 8.14 that in some cases

there is still a multiplicity of structures resulting from undominated Nash equilibria and
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that the structures resulting from coalition proof Nash equilibria are a refinement of
the structures resulting from undominated Nash equilibria. We remark that even for
the (3-person) linking games in strategic form, CPNE is not a refinement of UNE on
the strategy level. However, since the structures resulting from coalition proof Nash

equilibria are a refinement of the structures resulting from undominated Nash equilibria,
we compare the cost-graph patterns for subgame perfect Nash equilibria in the linking
games in extensive form with those for coalition proof Nash equilibria in the linking

games in strategic form.
Comparing figures 8.3,8.4, and 8.5 to figures 8.12, 8.13, and 8.14, respectively, we

find that the predictions according to SPNE in the games in extensive form and those

according to CPNE in the games in strategic form are remarkably similar.
For a class containing only convex games (w3 > 2w2), both types of games generate

exactly  the same predictions (see figures  8.5  and  8.14).

For non-superadditive games, we get almost the same predictions. The only difference
between figures 8.3 and 8.12 is that the level of costs that marks the transition from the
full communication structure to a structure with one link is possibly positive (fw3 -  W2)
in the games in extensive form, whereas it is negative  (  w.3 - W2)  in the games in strategic

form  (see the discussion of figure 8.3 on page  180).  Note that considering undominated
Nash equilibria instead of coalition proof Nash equilibria for the linking games in strategic
form will only aggravate this difference.

The predictions of both types of games are most dissimilar for the class containing
only  superadditive non-convex games  (2tt,·2  >  W3  >  W2)·  In the games in extensive  form
we get a structure with one link in case lw3 -1 1,2<c< 111,'2 (see figure 8.4), whereas in
the games in strategic form for these costs we get the full communication structure (see
figure 8.13). For lower costs the full communication structure results for both types of

games.
The discussion on mutual threats at the start of this section is applicable to all games

in the class containing only superadditive non-convex games (211,2 > w3 > W2)· Not only
is the difference between the predictions of both models of link formation a result of the
validity of mutual threats in the games in extensive form, so is the remarkable result
that higher costs may result in more links being formed in the linking games in extensive
form. For high costs, the mutual threats will no longer be credible. Such a threat is
not credible since executing it would permanently decrease the payoff of the player who
executes it.



Chapter 9

A one-stage model of link formation
and payoff division

In this chapter, which is based on Slikker and van den Nouweland (200Ob), we study the
endogenous formation of communication links. In contrast with the models discussed in
the previous chapters it is assumed that the communication structure and the division of
the payoffs are determined simultaneously, rather than sequentially. After the introduc-
tion of the model we analyze both the cooperation structures and the payoff divisions
that result according to several equilibrium refinements. We also adjust the coalition

proof Nash equilibrium concept to represent the idea that only bilateral communication
between the players is allowed. We show that this adjustment has no effect on the results.

The plan of this chapter is as follows. We introduce the one-stage model of link
formation and payoff division in section 9.1. In section 9.2 we analyze Nash equilibria.
Sections 9.3 and 9.4 contain an analysis of strong Nash equilibria and coalition proof
Nash equilibria, respectively. In section 9.5 we introduce adjusted coalition proof Nash
equilibria, followed by an analysis of these adjusted coalition proof Nash equilibria in
the one-stage model of link formation and payoff division.

9.1 The model

In chapters 6 and 7 we discussed several models of network formation. The models in
those chapters all assume that some underlying TU-game is given. Furthermore, these
models can be seen as two-stage models. The first stage models the process of network
formation. In the second stage the payoffs to the players are determined. This last stage

was modeled by an exogenously given allocation rule. We now introduce a one-stage

195
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model of link formation and payoff division. Similar to the games of link formation in
extensive and strategic form, discussed in chapters 6 and 7, we assume that the economic

possibilities of the players are represented by a TU-game.
Throughout this chapter we will mainly restrict ourselves to TU-games (N, u) that

are zero-normalized, have a strictly positive value for the grand coalition, i.e., v(N) > 0,
and satisfy

m

v(N) 2 Z u(B,) for all partitions {Bl, ···,Bm} E IIN. (9.1)

i=l

Note that this last condition is satisfied by any superadditive game and thus can be seen
as a weak superadditivity condition. Denote the set of cooperative games with player
set N and satisfying the conditions above by TU WSA·

N

We will model the process of link formation and payoff division as a one-stage game in

strategic form. In this integrated approach players demand payoffs they want to receive

for the formation of links.   Let  (N, v) be a cooperative game. We define the associated link

and claim game rk(N, v) which is described by the tuple (N; (Si),EN; (Ki),EN), where Si
is the strategy set of player i and Ki the payoff function of player i.  Both the strategy

sets and the payoff functions of the players will be described below.

Define  A  =  R+ u {P}  with  R+  =  [0,00). The strategy  set of player  i is described  by

S, = (2 € AN Ici = P. . (9.2)

Here, 6 ER+ indicates that player i is willing to form a link with player j, and he claims

an amount 6 for forming this link. Furthermore, 6=P indicates that player i i s not
willing to form  a  link with player j. Clearly, player i cannot  form  a  link with himself,  so
for all strategies c' E S,it holds that 4 - P. We stress here, that a strategy of player
i EN is denoted by c' rather than si, si, or ci. This adjustment has been made for two
reasons. Firstly, the strategy of a player is a vector. To simplify notation for elements

in this vector, we chose a superscript rather than a subscript for the index of the player

choosing a strategy. Secondly, since an element of such a vector will often represent a

claim, using ci rather than si is not confusing and provides a way to distinguish between

the game of strategic form in this chapter and the ones in the other chapters, where the

index of the player choosing a strategy is denoted by a subscript.  So, in this chapter a
strategy profile is denoted by c = (c'),€N· For notational convenience, we additionally
write for all T E N the strategy profile and payoff functions of the players in coalition
T by cT = (Ci)iET and KT(c) = (K,(c)),ET· Recall that K(c) = KN(() Furthermore, we
define c-k = (cj) j€N\{k  for all k€N and c-T = 4,T for all T   N.
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Consider a strategy profile c ES.To determine the resulting payoffs to the players we
have to determine the cooperation structure that results as well. Firstly, we determine
the set of links the players are willing to form according to strategy profile c.  A link
between two players is in this set if and only if both players are willing to form this link.
We will denote this set  by  1(c),so

1(c) =  {i,j} 1 4, c; c R,+ . (9.3)

The graph  (N, t(c)) partitions the player set into components.   Such a component can
actually be formed if and only if the total payoff the players in this component claim
to form the links between them, is less than or equal to the value of this component.
Otherwise cooperation will break down and all players in this component will become

singletons.   The  set of links  that will actually  form  will be denoted  by  L(c),  so

L(c) =  {i, j} € t(c) 1       Z        cm +cr  5 v(C,(1(c))) .     (9.4)
{k,m}€1(c) k,m€C, (1(c))

This construction implies that if some players in a component are too greedy by claiming
large amounts on their links, all players in the component can end up being isolated,
receiving zero payoff.

An alternative approach would be to punish only greedy players by not allowing them
to form the links for which they claim high amounts and allowing the other players in a
component to form their links. One could start by eliminating the links with the highest
claims and repeat this until the claims that are left are feasible for the component of
players that forms. However, it is not obvious that the player with the highest claim is
claiming too much.  Such a player might be essential for obtaining joint profits.

Instead of eliminating links with high claims one could focus on subsets of players
that can afford to pay their members the claims they state for forming the internal links
in the subsets. This approach seems reasonable at first, but runs into trouble when there
are several such subgroups while the union of the subgroups is not able to pay for all the
claims. Consider, for example, the three-person game (N, v) with u(N) = 20, u(T) = 10
if ITI = 2, and v(T) = 0 otherwise. Furthermore, consider the strategy profile c in the
associated link and claim game with for all i, j  E  N €  = P if i=j  and d  = 5 otherwise.
According to this strategy profile, any one of the three links can be formed and the two
players who formed a link then receive their claims on it. However, if all three players
were to form all their links, then they cannot receive the claims on those links. So, the
method of selecting the largest subset of players who can pay for the links they want to
form internally leads to a selection problem.
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There appears to be no straightforward manner to identify the players who claim too
much. Rather than solving this selection problem by superimposing what links form in
a situation in which players collectively claim too much, we opt for a method in which
greediness is punished severely, i.e., all cooperation within the greedy component will
break down.

Once it is determined what links will form, the payoffs to the players can be found
by adding their claims on the links that are actually formed. So,

Ki (c)  =        Z        4.
j:{i,j}€L(c)

Recall that the empty sum is defined to be equal to zero.
We illustrate the game we have defined above in the following example.

Example 9.1.1  Let (N, v) be the 3-person cooperative game with

if ITI = 1,

v(T) = <     if ITI =2,

30

72    if T = N.

Consider the strategy profile

C=
(ci, 2, cs) = <(P, 10,10),(10, P, 10),(P, 10, P)  C S

in the corresponding link and claim game. These strategies are represented in figure 9.1.

f
\10

10       10

1  10, to ,62

Figure 9.1: The strategy profile c.

Then  the link between players   1  and  3  is  not  in  1 (c) Player   1  would  like  to  form

this link (c  = 10 f R+), but player 3 doesn't (d = P). The link between players 1

and  2  is  in 1(c), because both players  1  and  2  want  to  form it. Proceeding  in  this  way,
we find 1(c)

= {{1,2},{2,3}}. Hence, the graph (N, 1(c)) partitions the player set into

one connponent, N/t(c) =  {{1,2,3}}.  If we add the payoffs that the players claim for

forming the links in t(c), then we find 4 +c T+4+4=4 0 5 7 2= v(N), so that
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these claims are feasible for coalition N. Hence, the links in  L(c)  =  { {1,2}, {2,3}}  are
formed and the payoffs to the players are Ki (c) = cj  =  10,  K2(c) = ct + ct = 20, and
K3(c) = c  = 10.

For an example of a strategy profile in which the players in a potential component
claim more than its value, consider the profile E =  ((P, 20,20), (20, P, P), (P, 20, P)).
Then 1(2) = {{1,2}} and 2& + d = 40 > 30 = v({1,2}) Hence, L(2) = 0 and K,(8) = 0
for every i € N.                                                                           0

A completely different approach would be to have every player state a graph that he
wants to be formed and a claim on this graph. Note that in this approach a player would
actually express his opinion on links that will or will not be formed between other players,
in which the original player takes no part. Assume that in this model a component of
a graph is formed if and only if all players in this component want this component to
be formed and, moreover, if their claims are attainable. A model defined in such a way
would be a straightforward extension of the model of coalition formation by Borm and
Tijs (1992) to graphs in which the internal structure of a coalition is specified.  Here, we
will not discuss this alternative one-stage model any further.

9.2 Nash equilibria
In this section our main question is which cooperation structures result according to Nash
equilibria and what are the associated payoffs. For example, we want to know which
payoff vectors in the imputation set of the underlying cooperative game are attainable
in the corresponding link and claim game.

Before moving on to the general analysis, consider the following example.

Example 9.2.1 Consider the game of example 9.1.1. Several cooperation structures
are supported by Nash equilibria. The empty graph results from the strategy profile

c, = (P, P, P) for all i EN. Since no player can unilaterally enforce the formation of a
link, this is a Nash equilibrium.

The graph with only the link {1,2} results from the strategy profile c with cl  =
(P, 10, P), 2 = (20, P, P), and 2 = (P, P, P). This is a Nash equilibrium and results in
the payoff vector (10,20,0). Clearly, there are other payoff vectors resulting from Nash
equilibria where only the link {1,2} forms. By symmetry it follows that there exist Nash
equilibria resulting in the unique link {1,3} or the unique link {2,3}.
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Now consider a graph with two links,  {1,2} and {2,3}. The strategy profile c with
cl = 2 = (P, 24, P) and 2 = (12, P, 12) is a Nash equilibrium that results in the cool)-
eration structure with these two links  and the payoff vector  (24,24,24). The presence

of two links implies that one player is a middleman, a player who is directly connected
with at least two other players. According to c player 2 is the middleman. Player 2 can
break a link with a player and still remain directly connected with another player. This
deviation possibility restricts the set of payoff vectors that can be attained in a Nash
equilibrium. Note that, by symmetry, it also holds that the other graphs with exactly
two links are supported by Nash equilibria.

Finally, consider a strategy profile c that results in a cooperation structure with three
links. This implies 4  €  R+  for all i, j  E  N,  i  96 j,  and cjtcit citd+ci+c#  5  72.   Note
that if c f NE(I'lc(N, v)) it holds that (4+4+4+4+1+4 - 72, since otherwise every
player could unilaterally deviate to a strategy which gives him a strictly higher payoff by
simply raising one of his claims. However, c  +   + c i t d +c i t  =7 2 implies that at
least one player claims a positive amount. Assume without loss of generality that 4 > 0.
A  restriction for player  1 to receive  4  is that player 2 wants  to  form  a  link with player  1.

So, whenever player 2 changes his strategy such that he wants to form a link with player

3 only, player  1  will not receive claim (4. Since the value u(N) can still be obtained,
player 2 can appropriate the amount 4 Consider strategy 2   =   (p, p, 4+4+ 4)
Then K2(cl, 22, (:3) =4 + c j +4>c   + 4 - K2(c), and we conclude that c i s not a
Nash equilibrium.

Summarizing, we find that the full graph is the only cooperation structure that is
not supported by a Nash equilibrium in the link and claim game corresponding to the
3-player game in this example.                                                                    0

In example 9.2.1 we saw that the full cooperation structure is not supported by a
Nash equilibrium. The reasoning that leads to this conclusion can be given for every
strategy profile that results in a cooperation structure with a cycle and at least one
positive claim corresponding to one of the links in the cycle. This implies that in a
cooperation structure supported by a Nash equilibrium only cycles with corresponding
claims all equal to zero can result. We formalize this in the following theorem.

Theorem 9.2.1  Let (N, u) E TUN be an n-person cooperative game and rk(N u) the
corresponding link and claim game. For every strategy c e NE(FIC(N, u)) it holds that
all claims corresponding to the links in cycles in (N, L(c)) are equal to zero.
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Proof:  Let c E  NE(FIC(N, u)) and suppose the graph  (N, L(c)) contains a cycle and
there exists a positive claim of a player on one of the links in this cycle. Assume without
loss ofgenerality that (N, L(c)) contains the cycle (1,2,...,k, 1),k23 and that 4>0.
Let 22 - (ci{1,3},4,4) with d =P and 4= 4 +4+4. Then, it follows directly that

16(c-2, 22) = IG(c) +c d> K2(c),

and, hence, c 0 NE(I'te(N, v)).                                                                        0
The implication of this theorem is that, if IN' 2 3 and v(N) > 0 then the full graph

will never be supported by a Nash equilibrium.
In the following theorem we will describe the payoff vectors in the imputation set

that, under some mild conditions, are supported by Nash equilibria. From this theorem
and the subsequent example it follows that there exist 3-person cooperative games where
not all payoff vectors in the imputation set are supported by Nash equilibria.

Theorem 9.2.2  Let (N, v) be a cooperative game with IN  = 3, v(N) > v(T) for every
T with  TI = 2, and let z E I (N, v). Then there exists a c€ NE(I'lc(N, v)) with K(c) =z
if and only if at least two of the following constraints hold:

xi +1,2 2 v({1,2}), (9.5)

xi +Ia 2 v({1,3}), (9.6)

1 2 + I3 2 v({2,3}). (9.7)

Proof: First we will prove the if-part. Assume without loss of generality that the first
two inequalities hold.  Then c with ci = (P, 9,9.), 2 = (1,2, P, P), and 2 = (13' P' p 
is a Nash equilibrium with K(c) = z.

To prove the only-if-part, assume that c € NE(I'tc(N, v)) is such that K(c) = z and
assume that at most one of the three inequalities holds. Since T E I(N, v), v(N) > 0,
and v(N)  > v(T) for all T C  N, the graph  (N, L(c)) is connected. By theorem 9.2.1
it follows that exactly two links are formed. Let player i be the middleman. Since at
most one of the inequalities (9.5), (9.6), and (9.7) holds there exists j C N\{i} with
xi + Zj < u({i,j}). Player i can improve his payoff by breaking the link with the third
player, player  k, and claiming an amount  of v({i, j})  - xj  on  the  link with player  j.
Hence, c is not a Nash equilibrium.                                                         0

We apply theorem 9.2.2 in the following example.
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Example 9.2.2 Consider the game (N, 1') with N = {1,2,3} and

0    if ITI = 1;
60    if T = {1, 2};

6,(T)= < 30 if T = {1,3};
40    if T = {2.3};
90    if T = N.

\

The set of payoff vectors in the imputation set that are obtained from Nash equi-

libria can easily be identified using theorem 9.2.2.  The set of these payoff vectors is

represent.ed by the shaded area in figure 9.2. This figure represents the imputation set,

the  intersection  of the hyperplane .El  + 1,2 + 1:3  = 90  with R .                                                  O

(0,0,90)

(50,0,40)

(60,0,30) zl +=2=60 (0,60,30)

Z2 + Z3 = 40
Zl + Z3  =30

(90.0,0) (0,90,0)
(50,40,0) (30,60,0)

Figure 9.2: Shaded area represents the payoff vectors in the imputation set

resulting from Nash equilibria in example 9.2.2.

We see in example 9.2.2 that not every payoff vector in the imputation set can be

supported by a Nash equilibrium. However. every core-element satisfies inequalities (9.5).

(9.6), and (9.7) and. hence. in a 3-player game every core-element can be supported by
a Nash equilibrium. In the following theorem we extend this result to general n-person

cooperative games.

Theorem 9.2.3  Let (N, u) c TUN be an n-person cooperative game and ir € C(N, u)

Then there exists c E NE(Fic(N, v)) with K(c) = z.
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Proof: Consider the strategy profile c E S defined by

1    El

Ck-n-1 for  all  k  €  N\ {l} ,

C} = P,

and, for every j € Nj{1},

d - P for all k c N\{l},

d = Zj'

This strategy profile results in a star graph with player 1 as the central player and payoff
vector z. We will show that there is no player who can improve his payoff by unilaterally
deviating. Firstly, consider an arbitrary deviation by player  1,  21  E  Sl· By construction
of c it follows that every player in Cl (L(21'C-1))\{1} will receive the same payoff as he
received according to strategy c. Since I E CCN,ul this implies

Z     Kj(cl,C-1) + Il = X     zj 2 v(Ci(L(21, c-1))).
j€Cl (L(81,(-1))\{1} j€ Cl (L(81,(-1))

Since, by definition of L(21, c-1) and K(21, c-1)

E     Kj(cl,c-1) 5 v(Cl(L(21,c-1))),
j€ Cl (L(61,0 -1))

we  conclude  that  Ki (21, c-1)   5 xi· Hence, player  1 cannot profitably deviate. Since
it is straightforward that player j EN\{1} cannot improve his payoff by unilaterally
deviating, we conclude that c f NE(FIC(N, v)).                                                            0

So far, we mainly restricted ourselves to payoffs in the imputation set. This is not
as restrictive as it might seem at first sight. Since two players are needed to form a
link, Nash equilibria that result  in a partition {B l, · · · , Brn}  € IIN  can be found by just
looking at Nash equilibria in the link and claim games corresponding to the subgames
(Bi, vIB.),1  5  i  S  m. By letting no player in Bi claim an amount on a link with a
player  in  Bj,  j  0  i,  it is obvious that combining Nash equilibria in the subgames results
in a Nash equilibrium in the original game. Given a Nash equilibrium in the original
game resulting in communication component B, one just has to restrict the strategies
of the players in B, to find a corresponding Nash equilibrium in the subgame. Finally,
note that according to a Nash equilibrium the payoffs to the players in communication
component Bi will be in the imputation set of the game (Bi, VIB ).
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9.3   Strong Nash equilibria
In the previous section we have seen that Nash equilibria result in a relatively large set

of possible payoff allocations. In an attempt to narrow down the set of possible payoffs,

we consider strong Nash equilibria in this section.
Firstly, consider the following example.

Example 9.3.1  Let (N, v) be a 4-person cooperative game with

f 0   if ITI = 1;
u(T) = <2   if  T  =2  or  T  =3 5

l  3    if T = N.

Then the strategy profile c with cl = (P, 1, P, P), 02 = (1, P, P, P), 2 = (P, P, P, 1), and
2  -CP, ALP) is a strong Nash equilibrium. Obviously, the payoff vector (1,1,1,1)
that results is not in the core of the game since the sum of the payoffs is larger than the
value of the grand coalition.                                                                                  0

The previous example shows that a strong Nash equilibrium in the link and claim
game does not necessarily result in a payoff vector in the core of the original game.  The
fact that there is a partition of the player set with the sum of the values of the coalitions
in the partition larger than the value of the grand coalition seems crucial in this example.

Since we are interested in relations between strong Nash equilibria and payoffs in the

core, we will, as already mentioned in section 9.1, mainly concentrate in this section on
games that satisfy condition (9.1), i.e., the sum of values of coalitions in a partition of
the player set is less than or equal to the value of the grand coalition.

The following theorem shows that, under this condition, every strong Nash equilib-

rium results in a payoff vector in the core.

Theorem 9.3.1  Let (N, v) E TU SA be an n-person TU-game and c € SNE(I'lc(N, v))

Then K(c) C C(N, v).

Proof: Suppose I  =  K(c)  0  C(N, v) Since u(N)  2  Z;li v(B,)  for all partitions

{Bl'...  , Bm}  of N it follows that  ,EN K,(c) S v(N). Since z 0 C(N, v) there exists
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a coalition T I N that receives in total strictly less than its value u(T).  Let € =
v(T)-Ek€T Zk

ITI
> 0 and let i e T. Then the deviating strategy profile 2  with

21
=p for all j € T\{i}, k E N\{i},

4 =4 + € for  all  j  €  T\ {i} ,

ek =P for all k E (N\T) U {i},
Ai - I: + E for all k E T\{i},.k-ITI- 1

results in a strictly higher payoff for every player in T. This contradicts that c E
SNE(rtc(N, v)).                                                                               0

Note that theorem 9.3.1 implies that if a game (N, v) € TUit·SA has an empty core
then the set of strong Nash equilibria of the corresponding link and claim game is empty.

The following example illustrates that not every payoff vector in the core is supported

by a strong Nash equilibrium.

Example 9.3.2 Consider the game of example 9.2.2. Firstly, consider the payoff vector

(30,30,30), which lies in the core. From theorem 9.2.1 it follows that if this vector is

supported by a strong Nash equilibrium, then this strategy profile results in the for-
mation of two links and, consequently, of a middleman. Assume first that player 1 is
the middleman. Since the payoff of player 1 is equal to 30, player 1 claims a positive
amount for the formation of at least one link. Assume without loss of generality that
this claim corresponds to the link with player 2.  So, the strategies of the players are

ci = (P, 4,30 - cd), c2 = (30, P, 23), and 2 = (30,4, P), provided that players 2 and 3
do not both indicate that they want to form a link with each other, so d = P or 4 = P.
Furthermore, it holds that 4 > 0.

We will show that this strategy profile is not a strong Nash equilibrium. Consider
the deviation of players 2 and 3 where they agree on forming a link with each other,
player 2 breaking  the  link with player  1, and players  2  and 3 dividing the claim  cd,  so

2 = (P, P, 30 +  ) and 2 = (30,  , P). Since the total amount of claims corresponding
to the two links the players want to form according to strategy profile  (cl, 62,23) is equal

to 90 the two links will actually be formed and it follows that players 2 and 3 both
strictly improve their payoffs. Hence, c is not a strong Nash equilibrium. A similar
argument can be given when player 2 or player 3 would be the middleman. We conclude
that payoff vector (30,30,30) is not supported by a strong Nash equilibrium.
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The  reasoning for concluding  that  (30,30,30)  is not supported  by a strong  Nash
equilibrium can be repeated for every payoff vector in the imputation set with positive
payoffs for all players, since then there has to be a middleman with non-zero payoff.

This reasoning does not hold when one of the players has zero payoff. For example, the
payoff vector (35,55,0) results from the strong Nash equilibrium c with cl = (P, P, 35),

c2 = (P, P, 55), and 2 - (0,0, P). The payoffs corresponding to strong Nash equilibria
are shown in figure 9.3.                                                                       0

(0,0,90)

(50,0,40)

(60,0,30) Zl + Z2 = 60 (0,60,30)

332 + Z3  =40
rl + Z)  =30

(90,0,0) (0,90,0)
(50,40,0) (30,60,0)

Figure 9.3: Bold parts represent the payoff vectors in the imputation set

resulting from strong Nash equilibria in example 9.3.2.

In the previous example every payoff vector in the core with one of the players
receiving zero payoff is supported by a strong Nash equilibrium. Furthermore, these
payoff vectors are the only payoff vectors that can be supported by strong Nash equilibria.
In the following theorems we generalize this result to a class of n-person games.

Theorem 9.3.2  Let  (N, u)  c TU SA  be an n-person cooperative game and I'tc(N, v)
the corresponding link and claim game. Every core allocation of (N, u) with at least one
player, player i, receiving zero payoff can be supported by a strong Nash equilibrium
resulting in a star graph with player i as the central player.

Proof: Let x € C(N, v) be a core allocation of (N, v) with xi = 0. Consider the strategy
ci of player i, with 4=0 for all k€ N\{i} and c; =P.  Furthermore, consider the
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strategy profile (Cj)j€N\{i}, for every player j E N\{i} given by c  = P for all k € N\{i}
and  4  -  zj.    So, the players construct  a star graph with player  i  as the central player

and the other players directly connected only with player i.
We will show that c is a strong Nash equilibrium. Consider a deviating coalition

T C N and a strategy profile ET EXT· Suppose there exists a player j E T with

K,(ET, cN\T) > Kj(c).  Denote Cj = Cj(L(LT,CN\T)).  Consider the set Cj\T, the set of
players connected with player j and not in the deviating coalition T. Every player in
Cj\T receives the same payoff as he received according to strategy c. This results in the
following restriction on the payoffs to the players in coalition Cj n T:

E   Kk(F, CN\T) s u(Cj) -   E zk· (9.8)

k€CinT k€C,\T

However, since x E C(N, v),

E :rk 2 v(Cj) (9.9)

kECJ

Combining (9.8) and (9.9) gives us

E   zk 2   E   Kk(eT, CN\T .
k€CjnT k€C, nT

Since Kj( ,CN\T) > Kj(c) = Ij this implies that there exists a player k E T with

Irk(ET, CN\T  < Kk(c). We conclude that at least one player in T is strictly worse of by
deviating to ET. Because ET was an arbitrary deviation, we conclude that c is a strong

Nash equilibrium.                                                                        0

In the following theorem we describe the payoff vectors resulting from strong Nash
equilibria in the corresponding link and claim game. The first part of the theorem
describes a class where the set of payoff vectors resulting from strong Nash equilibria
coincides with the core.  In the second part we describe a class where the set of payoff
vectors resulting from strong Nash equilibria coincides with the set of core-elements in
which at least one of the players receives a payoff of zero.

Theorem 9.3.3  Let (N, v) C TU SA be an n-person cooperative game and rk(N, u)
the corresponding link and claim game.

(i) If there existsapartition {Bl,··· ,Bm} C IIN with IB, 1 =2 for alli€ {1,...,m}
and u(N) = E;11 v(B,) then {K(c) I c€ SNE(I'Ic(N, v))} = C(N, v).
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(ii) If u(N) > Eliv(Bi) forall partitions {Bl,···,Bm} C IN with IBil = 2 for all
i€ {1, . . . ,m} then

 K(c) I c€ SNE(I'tc(N, v))   = <z € C(N, v) 1 B i€N:  z, = 0 .        (9.10)

Proof:  (i) From theorem 9.3.1 it follows that C(N, v) 2 {K(c) I c€ SNE(rtc(N, v))}.
Let z C C(N, v) and let {Bl,···,Bm} bea partition of N with lB,1 = 2 for all i E
{1, . . . ,m} and v(N) = I;11 u(B,). Then it holds for all i c {1, . . . ,m} that  j€B IJ =
v(Bi). We will construct a strong Nash equilibrium c that supports this core-element.
Consider an arbitrary i e {1, . . . ,m}  and an arbitrary j€ Bi· Denote the other player
in Bi by k. Define the strategy cj of player j by 4 = Ij and c  = P, for all L E N {k}
Obviously K(c)  = z. Arguments similar to those in the proof of theorem 9.3.2 show that
c€  SNE(ric(N, u)). We conclude that C(N, v) c  {K(c)  I c E  SNE(I'te(N, u))}.  This
completes the proof of part (i).

(ii) Assume v(N) > Eliv(Bi) for every partition {Bl,···,Bm} of N with IB, 1 = 2
for all i € {l,..., m} Theorem 9.3.2 states that every core-element with at least one
player receiving a payoff of zero is supported by a strong Nash equilibrium, i.e.,

{K(c) I c E SNE(ric(N,v))} 2{z€ C(N,v) 1 B i E N:  xi = 0}. (9.11)

Theorem 9.3.1 states that  K(c)  f  C(N, v)  for all c E  SNE(I"C(N, v)).   Suppose c is
a strategy profile that results in a payoff vector in the core with a positive payoff for
all players. To obtain a payoff in the core, the player set has to be partitioned into
communication components  {C l, · · · ,C m} with v(N) = Eli U((r)·  But then there

exists r  E  {1, . . . ,m}  with   Cr   =  1 or ICI  2 3 Consider such a communication
component.  If  Cr I  =  1  then the player  in  Cr  gets zero. This contradicts the assumption
that all players receive a strictly positive payoff. Now, assume ICI 2 3. This implies
that in the component Cr there is at least one middleman, player i, directly connected
with at least two players and receiving a strictly positive payoff. Arguments similar to
those in example 9.3.2 show that c cannot be a strong Nash equilibrium. Hence,

{K(c) I c e SNE(ric(N,v))} g {ze C(N,v) 1 3 i€N:z i = 0}. (9.12)

Combining (9.11) and (9.12) completes the proof.                                        0
Note that the condition in the second part of theorem 9.3.3 is always satisfied if INI

is odd.
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9.4 Coalition proof Nash equilibria
In the previous sections we have seen that in general a large part of the imputation set of
3-player games can be supported by Nash equilibria of the corresponding link and claim
game. In particular, the core is a subset of the set of payoff vectors that are supported
by Nash equilibria. However, according to strong Nash equilibria of the link and claim
game we find that, under mild conditions on  (N, v), only a relatively small part of the
core results. This inspires us to analyze coalition proof Nash equilibria. Throughout this
section we will restrict ourselves to 3-person games.

We will first show an example to illustrate the coalition proof Nash equilibrium
concept in a link and claim game and the curiosities that arise.

Example 9.4.1 Consider the game of examples 9.2.2 and 9.3.2, and the associated link
and claim game ric(N, v) Furthermore, consider the payoff vector  x  =   (50,10,30),
which is not supported by any strong Nash equilibrium (see example 9.3.2).

Consider the following strategy profile that would lead to a communication graph with
player 2 as middleman and z as payoff vector, defined by cl = (P, 50, P), 2 = (5, P, 5),
and ca = (P, 30, P).  We will show that c is a coalition proof Nash equilibrium.

Note that the three players divide the value of the grand coalition and that no player
can unilaterally deviate to a strategy that gives him a higher payoff. This implies that
we have to consider deviations by two-player coalitions only.

Firstly, consider a deviation of coalition  { 1,2}.   The  sum  of the payoffs to players  1

and 2 is equal to the value of coalition  {1,2}. To improve their payoffs,  they need to
deviate to a strategy profile where they are connected with player 3. However, given
the strategy of player 3 this implies that player 3 will still receive 30 after the deviation.
So, players 1 and 2 cannot improve their payoffs. Since the same reasoning holds for
deviations of coalition {2,3}, it remains to consider deviations by coalition {1,3}.

Players 1 and 3 will deviate only if they can both improve their payoffs, so the grand
coalition has to be the unique component that forms. To improve their payoffs they have
to break one of the links with player 2 on which player 2 has a positive claim. Assume
without loss of generality that the link between players 1 and 2 will be broken, so

21 =(P, P, 50 + 5a)     with 0 < a < 1,

2 =(2 , 4, P) with 30 < 4+ 4 =30+50 and 0 < B s l -a.

This deviation is not stable since player 3 can deviate from strategy profile (21, 2, 23) by
playing 2 = (P, 35, P), and thus improving his payoff from 30 +513 t o 3 5=4 0-5=
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u({2,3}) - d.   Since 2 isa coalition proof Nash equilibrium in the corresponding re-
duced  game, it follows that deviation  (21, 2)  is not self-enforcing. Since  (61,2)  was  an
arbitrarily chosen deviation it follows that c e CPNE(Fic(N, v)).                                 0

The previous example shows how the requirement that deviations be self-enforcing
weeds out the set of possible deviations, which, in turn, implies the stability of some
strategies that were not stable against arbitrary deviations.  The rest of this section is
dedicated to the problem of finding all payoff vectors corresponding to coalition proof

Nash equilibria in the link and claim game associated with a 3-person cooperative game.
A remarkable result is that there exist coalition proof Nash equilibria that result in payoff
vectors outside the core.

In order to prove the main theorems of this section we need a few lemmas. The first
lemma states that besides the payoffs that are supported by strong Nash equilibria in
the corresponding link and claim game, there is another set of payoff vectors resulting
from coalition proof Nash equilibria.

Lemma  9.4.1   Let  (N, v)  c TUNwSA  be a 3-person cooperative game and x c  I(N, v).  If
at least one player j receives exactly his marginal contribution, xj = u(N) - v(N\{j}),
and at least one other player k receives at most his marginal contribution, Ik 5 v(N) -
u(N\{k}), then there exists c f CPNE(FIC(N, v)) with L(c) = {{i, j}, {i, k}} and K(c) =
x, where i denotes the remaining player.

Proof: Let z € I(N, v) and assume without loss of generality that I2 - u(N)-v({1,3})
and x3 5 v(N) - u({1,2}) Since x € I(N, v) and, hence, x1 + I2 + x3 - v(N), it follows

that Il 2 v({1,2}) + u({1,3}) - v(N).  Consider the strategy profile defined  by

cl = p,Zl,  '
2 =(xy, P, P),

(:3 =(Z3, P, P)·

Since El + x2 2 v({1,2}) and xi + I3 - v({1,3}), coalition {2,3} isthe only coalition
that can deviate to a strategy profile that results in a higher payoff for all members of
the coalition.  If Il  = 0, coalition {2,3} cannot deviate to a strategy that is profitable
for both players in this coalition since in this case 12 + I3 - v(N) 2 v({2,3})

From now on assume zi  > 0. Given the strategy of player 1, coalition {2,3}  has
at most two possibilities to deviate and obtain a higher payoff for both players in the
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coalition. Firstly, they might break exactly one of the links with player 1 and form a link
within the coalition. Since 4 - 0 and 4>0, player 2 will break the link with player 1.
This is represented by the strategies

22=(P, P, Z2 + oIl) with 0<a<1,
23 =(18 , 2:, P) with 4 +4 =I 3+ 04,0 < 8 <1- a.

Now, player 3 can achieve a further improvement in his payoff by breaking the link with
player 2 and forming a link with player 1 only,

23 = (Il + 1:3, P, P)·

Hence, player 3 improves his payoff from z3 + /Zi to z3 + Il = v ({1,3}). Since player 1
claims zero on the link with player 3, the claims on the link {1,3} are indeed attainable.

Secondly, provided that the value of coalition {2,3} is large enough, i.e., v({2,3}) >
X2 + 1:3, players 2 and 3 could also form a coalition on their own. This results from the
following strategies:

22=(P, P,d),
23 =(P, 20. P),

with d > Z2,4 > Z3, and d + 4 5 v({2,3}) Since d > Z2 and xi + I2 + 3:3 = u(N) 2
v({2,3}) it holds  that  Z3  <  24  <  Z3  + xi · It follows that there exists  B  e  (0.1)  such
that (8  = z3 + BIi · Again, player  3 can achieve a further improvement  in his payoff by
playing  P.

We contlude that both (2, 23) and (2,2) are not self-enforcing. Since these were
the only possible deviations that would result in higher payoffs for all members of the
deviating coalition, we conclude that  c c  CPNE(Fic(N, v)).                                                        0

Note that an extreme point of the core which is not on the boundary of the imputation
set attributes to two players their marginal contribution to the grand coalition. The
remaining player receives at most his marginal contribution. Lemma 9.4.1 above then
implies that such a payoff vector in combination with any cooperation structure with
exactly two links is supported by a coalition proof Nash equilibrium.

In theorem 9.3.2 and lemma 9.4.1 we have seen two sets of payoff vectors that result
from coalition proof Nash equilibria.  We will show that if the underlying cooperative
game has a nonempty core, then for every coalition proof Nash equilibrium that results
in a communication graph with exactly two links and a payoff vector in the imputation
set, this payoff vector belongs to the union of the two sets described by theorem 9.3.2 and
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lemma 9.4.1. In order to prove this result, we first introduce some additional notation
and then prove some intermediate results.

For convenience we will from now on denote the middleman by i and the two other
players by j and k. Then the strategies we have to consider can be described by cm =

(c:n, (:7, cr) for all players m E N with

ci -Cp, cj, 4) with  6, cl  E  R+,

Cj =(4, p, CI) with  €  C  R+,

Ck=(C:,Cf, P) with  cf  €  R+,

restricted that ci =P o r c f=P and c; +4+2+4= v(N).

Lemma 9.4.2 Let (N, v) c TU $SA bea 3-person cooperative game with associated link
and claim game rtc(N, v) and strategy profile c resulting in a communication graph with
exactly two links and middleman player i.  If c; + cl = 0 and K(c) e I(N, u)\C(N, v),
then c % CPNE(fic(N, v))

Proof: Suppose K(c) c I(N, v)\C(N, v) and 4 + 4 - 0. Then, since v({i}) = u({j}) =
v({k}) = 0, we find that at least one of the following three inequalities holds:

4 < U({i,j}), (9.13)

4 < u({i,k}), (9.14)

4 + 4< v({j, k}) (9.15)

Inequality (9.15) does not hold since 4 + d = v(N) and v(T) 5 v(N) for all T g N,
which follows from condition  (9.1) and zero-normalization of (N, v).  If v({i, j})-42
v({i, k}) - c  then

2, = (P, v({i, j}) - 4, P)

is a self-enforcing deviation. Otherwise,  2  =  (P, P, v({i, k}) - 4)  is a self-enforcing
deviation. In both cases, player i strictly improves his payofT. We conclude that c 0
CPNE(rtc(N, v)).                                                                                                          0

The following lemma gives for the class of games with non-empty cores another
sufficient condition for a strategy profile not to be a coalition proof Nash equilibrium.
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Lemma 9.4.3  Let (N, v) E TU SA be a 3-person cooperative game with C(N, v) 96 0,
associated link and claim game rtc(N, v), and a strategy profile c resulting in a com-
munication graph with exactly two links and middleman player i.  If cj + 4 > 0,
4 + v(N) - v({i, k}), and (:, 96 v(N) - v({i, j}) then c % CPNE(fc(N, v)).

Proof: Suppose c; + 4> 0,4 4 v(N) - v({i, k}), and 4 96 v(N) - u({i,j}). Assume
that c is a coalition proof Nash equilibrium. Then obviously, 4 + 4+ 4 + 4, = u(N).
Denote x = K(c).

Since c is a coalition proof Nash equilibrium, player i cannot deviate to a strategy
that strictly improves his payoff by breaking exactly one link and claiming the highest
possible payoff on the other link (e.g., in the first case break the link with player k).
Consequently, we have

Si + Tj = cj + cl + c: 2 v({i, j}) (9.16)

and

xi + Zk = 4 + ci + d: 2 v({i, k}). (9.17)

From 4 + cl + 2 + cf = v(N), ct 36 v(N) - v({i, k}), and c  0 v(N) - v({i, j}) it follows
that neither (9.16) nor (9.17) can hold with equality, so

4 +4+4> U({i,j}) (9.18)

and

4 + 4 + c: > v({i, k}). (9.19)

Suppose without loss of generality that cl > 0.  We will consider a deviation for coalition
{j, k}.   Player  k will break  the  link with player  i, and players  j  and  k  will  form  a  new

link. Furthermore, we make sure that both players strictly improve their payoffs. Let

C d2 =(Zj, P, 21) with 21 = maxi-2,4 + u({i, j}) - xi - xj ,
C dek =(p, ef, p) with   = zk + min i -2, zi + xj - u({i, j})  

By construction of 8 and 2 it follows that 2i + 29 - Ik + ck and, hence, the claims are
attainable. Since d  > 0 and xi + Ij - v({i, j})  = 4 + cl + 4 - v({i, j})  > O it follows

that €k > 0 and 22 > zk, so both players strictly improve their payoffs.
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Player k clearly cannot improve his payoff any further, and player j cannot improve
his payoff any further by breaking the link with player k since c; + Ij + 4 2 2 + Ij +
4 + v({i, j}) - zi - xj = v({i, j}). So, only if 4 > v(N) - v({j, k}) we find that the
deviation (Bi, ek) is not self-enforcing since in this case player j can further improve his

payoff by breaking the link with player i and claiming v({j, k}) - 8  on the link with
player k.

Since c is a coalition proof Nash equilibrium we know by the discussion above that
4 > 0 implies 4 > v(AT) - v({j, k}) 20 Analogously, we conclude that cj > 0 implies
4 > v(N) - v({j, k}) Hence, since c is a coalition proof Nash equilibrium we conclude

that c; > v(N) - v({j, k}) 20 and 4 > v(N) - v({j, k})
Define

f = u({j,k}) -max{v({i,k}) -4, 4} -max{v({i, j}) -c;,2,}. (9.20)

We will show that E > 0.

Since c; > v(N) - u({j, k}) and 4 > v(N) - v({j, k}) we conclude with 4 + cl +
4+ 4 = v(N) that 4 +4< 2v({j, k}) - u(N) 5 v({j, k}). Furthermore, we find that

u({i, k}) -cl + v({i,j}) -4 < u({i, k}) + u({i, j}) -2v(N) + 2v({j, k})
5 v({i,k}) tv({i,j}) -u({i,j}) - v({i,k})

- v({j, k}) + 2v({j, k})

= v({j, k}, (9.21)

where the weak inequality follows from the non-emptiness of the core. Thirdly, we find
that

v({i, k}) - 4 + 4< u({i, k}) - (v(N) - u({j, k})) + u(N) - v({i, k})

= v({j, k}), (9.22)

where the inequality follows from 4 > v(N) - u({j, k}) and d  <  v(N) - v({i, k}),
which follows from (9.19) and 4 + 4 + 2, + 4 = v(N). Analogously, we find that

c  + u({i,j}) -4< u({j,k}) Combining (9.20), (9.21), and (9.22) we conclude E > 0.
Define the following deviation for players j and k:

2 = (P, P, max{v({i, j}) - 4,4} +  E)
and

2 = (P, max{v({i,k}) - cl, 4} +  €' P)
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By definition of this deviation it follows that it strictly improves the payoffs of both play-
ers and both players cannot improve their payoffs by deviating further. A contradiction.

We conclude that c % CPNE(fc(N, v)).                                                                 0

The following remark will be used later on.

Remark 9.4.1  Note in the last part of the proof of lemma 9.4.3 that even if v({i, j}) -
4 + u({i, k}) - ck= v({j, k}), while the other conditions for E to be strictly positive are
satisfied, then 2 strictly improves the payoffs of both players j and k and neither j nor
k can improve his payoff by deviating further.

We can now characterize the payoff vectors corresponding to coalition proof Nash

equilibria of 3-person cooperative games with non-empty cores resulting in communica-
tion graphs with exactly two links.

Theorem 9.4.1  Let (N, v) e TU SA be a 3-person cooperative game with C(N, v) 00
and x  c RN. There exists c  e  CPNE(I'tc(N, v))  with K(c)  =  z  and resulting in a
communication graph with exactly two links and middleman player i if and only if

z E C(N, u) and xi = 0 (9.23)

or

z E  I(N, v),  35 6 N\{i}: zj= v(N) - u(N\{j}) and
3k f N\{i, j} : zk S v(N) - u(N\{k}). (9.24)

Proof: The if-part of the theorem follows by theorem 9.3.2 and lemma 9.4.1. It remains
to show the only-if-part.

Assume that c E CPNE(I'lc(N, v)) with K(c) = I and that c results in a communica-
tion graph with exactly two links and middleman player i. Obviously, I E I(N, v). We

will show that if (9.23) is not satisfied, then (9.24) is satisfied. So, assume that (9.23) is
not satisfied.

Firstly, assume z, > 0. By considering the deviation possibilities of the middleman,
player i, it follows that

I, + Ij 2 v({i, j}) and I, + :rk 2 v({i, k}) (9.25)
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By lemma 9.4.3 it follows that Ij = u(N) - v({i, k}) or zk = v(N) - v({i, j}) Assume

without loss of generality that :rj = v(N) - v({i, k}). By (9.25) and xi + Zj + Ik = v(N)
it follows that z,  2  v({i, j}) + v({i, k}) - v(N) and xk 5 v(N) - u({i, j}) so condition

(9.24) is satisfied.

Now, assume Ti = 0 and I ¢ C(N, v). Since z € I(N, u)  we get by lemma 9.4.2 a

contradiction with c € CPNE(FIC(N, u)). This completes the proof.                            0

The following example deals with the payoff vectors in the imputation set that are
supported by coalition proof Nash equilibria as described in the theorem above.

Example 9.4.2 Consider the game (N, v) of example 9.2.2 and the corresponding link
and claim game rk(N,v). We already  know that exactly two links result according  to
a coalition proof Nash equilibrium with the associated payoff vector in the imputation
set. Now, since (N, v) has a non-empty core, we can use theorem 9.4.1 to determine the
set of payoff vectors in the imputation set that are supported by coalition proof Nash

equilibria. These payoff vectors are represented in figure 9.4.                                    0

(0,0,90)

(50,0,40)

(60,0,30) Zl + Z2 = 60 (0,60,30)

/" t\=4,

1
               4 + 4  =30

(90,0,0) (0,90,0)\
(50,40,0) (30,60,0)

Figure 9.4. Bold parts represent the payoff vectors in the imputation set

resulting from coalition proof Nash equilibria in example 9.4.2.

The theorem above describes the coalition proof Nash equilibria resulting in exactly
two links for cooperative games with a nonempty core. Of course, the set of payoff vectors

described by (9.23) is empty if the core is empty.  The set of payoff vectors described by
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(9.24) belongs to the class of payoff vectors that is supported by coalition proof Nash
equilibria, independent of (non-)emptiness of the core.  In the following theorem we show
that if the core of the underlying game is empty then there is another set of payoff vectors
that can be supported by coalition proof Nash equilibria. Such a coalition proof Nash
equilibrium additionally results in a structure with exactly two links.

Theorem 9.4.2  Let (N, v) € TU SA be a 3-person cooperative game with C(N, v) = 0
and z € RN. There exists c E  CPNE(Ftc(N, u)) with K(c)  = z and resulting in a
communication graph with exactly two links and middleman player i if and only if
condition (9.24) holds or

x € I(N, v), Bj, k e N\{i} : zi + Ij 2 U({i,j}), xi + Ik 2 v({i, k}),
x, > 2v(N) - 2u({j, k}),  xi < v({i, j}) + v({i, k}) - v({j, k}).   (9.26)

Proof: From lemma 9.4.1 it follows that if z satisfies condition (9.24) then there exists
a coalition proof Nash equilibrium resulting in this payoff vector, exactly two links, and
middleman player i. From now on suppose that x does not satisfy condition (9.24). It
remains to show that z satisfies condition (9.26) if and only if there exists a coalition
proof Nash equilibrium c that results in payoff vector z and a communication graph with
exactly two links and middleman player i.

Firstly, we will show the if-part. Assume there exists a coalition proof Nash equilib-
rium c with L(c)  = {{i, j},{i, k}} and K(c) = I. Since player i cannot have a profitable
unilateral deviation we find xi + Ij 2 v({i, j}) and z, +xk 2 v({i, k}). The emptiness of
the core then implies by lemma 9.4.2 that xi  > 0.  As in the proof of lemma 9.4.3 we find

that cl > v(N) - v({j, k}) and 4  > v(N) - v({j, k}) Hence, xi > 2v(N)-2v({j, k}) and
Ij +Ik = u(N) -xi < 2u({j, k}) - v(N) 5 v({j, k}) Consider the deviation possibilities
ofcoalition {j, k}. We already know 4 + 3,  < v({j, k}). Also,

4 > v(N) - u({j, k})
  u(N) - v({j, k}) + v({i, k}) -zi- Ik
= v({i, k}) - v({j, k}) + 4,

where the last equality follows since xi + Zj + Ik = v(N), which has to hold since c
is a Nash equilibrium.  We find that v({i,k}) -cj: t d< v({j, k}). Analogously, we
find v({i,j}) -4 +4 < v({j, k}). This implies that (Ej, Ek) as defined on page 214
and discussed in remark 9.4.1  is a profitable and stable deviation if u({i, k}) - cl +
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u({i,j})  -c;  5  v({j, k}) Since  c  is a coalition proof Nash equilibrium we conclude

v({i,k}) -cl + v({i,j}) - 4 > v({j,k}), i.e., zi< u({i,k}) tv({i, j}) -v({j,k}).  This
completes the if-part.

Secondly, we will prove the only-if-part. Assume z satisfies condition (9.26). Define

2 = (P,  Ii,  Ii), Cj = (Ij, P, P),and ck  =  (Zk, P, P). Obviously, c is a Nash equilibrium.
Furthermore, coalitions  {i, j}  and  {i, k}  have no possibility to profitably deviate.   By
efficiency, we find that there is no profitable deviation for the grand coalition. It remains
to consider deviations by coalition {j, k}. Since 2  = 4 > v(N) - v({j, k}) a possibly
stable deviation of coalition {j, k} should result in link {j, k} only. Consider an arbitrary
deviation (cj, 6,) that results in communication component {j, k}. Since x, < v({i, k}) +
u({i, j}) -u({j, k}) we find xi +2 i t l t< u({i, k}) tv({i, j}). Hence, 4+4< v({i, k})
or 4 + ei <  u({i, j}).  So, the deviation  (21, tk) cannot be stable, completing the proof
of the only-if-part.                                                                                               0

The following example provides an illustration of theorem 9.4.2.

Example 9.4.3  Let (N, u) be a 3-person cooperative game where

R

0     if ITI = 1;
7.2 if T = {1,2},

v(T) = < 6 if T = {1,3},
9 if T = {2,3},
10     if T = N.

The payoff vectors in the imputation set that result from coalition proof Nash equilibria
follow directly from theorem 9.4.2 since two links have to form to obtain a payoff vector

in the imputation set. These payoff vectors are shown in figure 9.5.                        0

Besides the coalition proof Nash equilibria that result in the formation of two links
there are also coalition proof Nash equilibria that result in the formation of exactly
one link. The following theorem describes this set of coalition proof Nash equilibria.

However, since only one link will be formed, a strategy profile in this set does not
necessarily result  in a payoff vector  in the imputation set.   For a specific link between
two players the attainable payoff vectors can be represented by a line segment in RN,
with zero payoff for the remaining player.
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(0,0,10)

3    7.8

23   5.6

\ Il + I3 = 6
xi + xy = 7.2

X2 + 1.3 = 9  z2= 8

(10,0,0) x i=4 2 (0,10,0)

Figure 9.5:  Bold and shaded parts represent the payoff vectors in the imputation set
resulting from coalition proof Nash equilibria in example 9.4.3.

Theorem 9.4.3 Let (Ar, v)  c TU SA be a 3-person cooperative game and z a payoff
vector. There exists c E CPNE(I'l'(N, v)) with K(c) = z and L(c) = {{i, j}} if

Bk € N\{i, j}:  4 > v(N) - v({j, k}), zi 2 v(N) - v({j, k}) + v({i, k}) - v({i, j}),
zj > u(N) - u({i, k}), zj 2 v(N) - v({i, k}) + v({j, k}) -v({i, j}),
sit xj= v({i,j}), and zk = 0.

(9.27)

Also, if u(N) > v ({i, j}), then all coalition proof Nash equilibria that result in the unique

link  {i, j} result in payoff vectors described by  (9.27).

Proof: To prove the first part of the theorem, assume without loss of generality that

xi > v(N)-v({2,3}),xi 2 v(N)-u({2,3})+v({1,3})-v({1,2}),z2 > v(N)-v({1,3}),
I2 2 v(N) - v({1,3}) + v({2,3}) - v({1,2}), xi t Z2 - u({1,2}), and 1,3 = 0. Now
consider the strategy profile c defined by

ci = (P,xi,u(N) - v({1,2})),
2 = (1:2, P, u(N) - v({1,2})),

£3./ (p' p' p '

implying that L(c) = {{1,2}} and K(c) = I. Clearly, c is a Nash equilibrium. Suppose

there is a self-enforcing deviation by the grand coalition which strictly improves the
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payoffs of all players.  Then all players will receive a strictly positive payoff after this
deviation and no player wants a further deviation. So, exactly two links will form, since

all players have to be connected and by theorem 9.2.1 no cycles can result. Also, the
players divide the value of the grand coalition. Thus, the self-enforcing strategy profile

has to be a coalition proof Nash equilibrium.  Then, by theorems 9.4.1 and 9.4.2 it follows
that at least two players will receive at most their marginal contribution to the grand

coalition. Hence, at least one of the players 1 and 2 will receive a payoff that is lower
than or equal to his initial payoff. We conclude that there is no self-enforcing deviation
by the grand coalition that gives all players a strictly higher payoff.

Since coalition {1,2} has no possibility to deviate to a strategy profile that results
in a higher payoff for both players it remains to consider deviations by coalitions {1,3}
and {2,3}.

Consider a deviation by coalition {2,3} where they form a communication component
on their own,

22 =CP, P, I2 + a(v({2,3}) - 1:2))    with 0<a<1,
23 =(P, 0(v({2,3}) -1,2),P) with 0<B s l-a.

Note that 1,2 - v({1,2}) - xi S v(N)-zl<v({2,3}). Hence, deviation (22,23) results
in a strictly higher payoff for both players. However, player 3 can achieve a further payoff

improvement by playing

23 = (v({1,2})tv({1,3}) - v(N),P, P),

since cj +2 9 - v({1,3}) and

0(v({2,3}) - x2) < v({2,3}) - x2 5 v({1,2}) + v({1,3}) - v(N).
The last inequality follows since z2 2 v(N) - u({1,3}) + v({2,3}) - v({1,2}).  We
conclude that deviation (22,23) is not self-enforcing.

Coalition {2,3} can also deviate to a strategy profile where the communication com-
ponent {1,2,3} is formed. First, consider the deviation that results in the formation of

links {1,3} and {2,3}. This is described by a strategy profile,

2 =(P, P, Z2+azl) with O<a<1,

2 -(4,4, p) with t +4 - Bil and 0<051-0.
Here, players 2 and 3 divide at most v({1,2}) = 31 + x2 since c  = u(N) - v({1,2}).
This deviation is not self-enforcing since

Bxl < zi = v({1,2}) - zY < u({1,2}) tv({1,3}) - u(N),
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so  player  3 can strictly improve his payoff by playing  2.

Secondly, if and only if v(N) > v({1,2}), coalition {2,3} can deviate to a strategy
profile that results in the formation of the links {1,2} and {2,3} and improves the payoffs

of both players strictly. This is described by

(2 =(d, P, d)    with d +g=I 2+ a(v(N) - u({1,2})) and 0<0<1,
23 =(p, 4, p) with 4 - #(v(N) - v(1,2)) and 0<B f l-a.

Since xi > v(N) - v({2,3}), the sum of the payoffs to players 2 and 3 will be strictly

less than v({2,3}),so player 2 can break the link with player 1 and strictly improve his
payoff. Furthermore, note that deviations by coalition {2,3} to a strategy profile that
results in the formation of the links {1,2} and {1,3} can be ruled out in a similar way.

Finally, note that a deviation by coalition {2,3} to the complete structure cannot be

profitable for both players.
Since the deviation possibilities of coalition {1,3} are similar to the deviation possi-

bilities of coalition {2,3} it follows that profitable deviations by coalition {1,3} are also
not self-enforcing. This proves the first part of the theorem.

Now, suppose there exist two players i,j  EN such that u(N) > v({i,j}). Assume
without loss of generality that v(N) > u({1,2}).  We will show by contradiction that
every coalition proof Nash equilibrium that results in the unique link {1,2} results in
a payoff vector in the set described by (9.27) with i = 1, j = 2, and k = 3.  Let c
be a coalition proof Nash equilibrium that results in the formation of link  {1,2}  only
and assume that K(c) does not belong to the set described by (9.27). Without loss of
generality we can limit our analysis to two cases:

(i)   Ki (c)  =4 5 v(N) - v({2,3}),
(ii)   Ki (c)  = 4 < v(N) - v({2,3})tv({1,3})-v({1,2}),

Ki(c) > v(N) - u({2,3}), and K2(c) > v(N) - v({1,3}).

Since c is a coalition proof Nash equilibrium by assumption, it holds that Kl (c) +K2(c)  =
v({1,2}). Furthermore, since player 3 cannot unilaterally deviate to a strategy that gives
him a higher payoff it holds that 4 2 u(N) - v({1,2}) or 4=P for i=1,2.

Firstly, we analyze  case (i). Consider the following deviation by players  2  and  3  in

which they both strictly improve their payoffs since v(N) > v({1,2}),

2 =(ct + a(v(N) - v({1,2})), P, 0) with 0<a<1,

23 =(P, (1 - a)(v(N) - u({1,2})),P).
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Since IG(Cl, 22, 23) + IG(Cl, 22, 23) = u(N) -4 2 v(N) - v(N) + u({2,3}) = u({2,3})
and cl 2 v(N) - u({1,2}) or c  = P, neither player 2 nor player 3 has an opportunity to
achieve a further improvement in his payoff and, hence, this deviation is self-enforcing.
Since both players improved their payoffs by playing (22, 2), c is not a coalition proof

Nash equilibrium.
Secondly, we analyze case (ii). Consider the following deviation of players 1 and 3.

2 = (P, P, v(N)-v({2,3}) + u({1,3})-u({1,2})),
23 = (v({2,3}) + v({1,2}) - u(N),P, P).

Note  that  the  sum  of the claims  on  link {1,3} equals  u({1,3})  and that player  3

strictly improves his payoff because v({2,3}) + v({1,2}) - v(N) > 0, which follows

from v({1,2}) = x1 +1,2 > v(N) - v({2,3}) + v(N) - u({1,3}) and v(N) 2 v({1,3}).
Player 1 cannot unilaterally improve his payoff any further since 4 > u(N)-u({1,3}).
Since

u(N) - v({2,3}) < Ki(c) < v(N) - u({2,3}) + v({1,3}) -v({1,2})

it follows that v({1,3})  > v({1,2}). Since 4 =p o r 42 u(N) -
u({1,2}) > v(N) -

v({1,3}), player 3 cannot improve his payoff by deviating to a strategy that results in
the links {1,3} and {2,3}. Furthermore, player 3 cannot strictly improve his payoff by
deviating to a strategy that results in the unique link {2,3}, since d=p o r

d + IG(21, (2, 23) = d +2  
2 v(N) - u({1,2})+u({2,3})+ v({1,2}) - u(N) = v({2,3}).

Hence, (21,23) is self-enforcing. This implies that c is not a coalition proof Nash equilib-
rium. This completes the proof.                                                              0

Note that there exists a payoff vector x satisfying condition (9.27) only if the core of
the underlying game is empty, since if (9.27) holds then

v({i, j}) = zi + zj> v(N) - v({i, k}) + v(N) - u({j, k}), (9.28)

and, hence, v({ i, j}) + v({i,k}) + v({j, k}) > 2v(N) so the balancedness condition for a
3-person game in TU SA is violated. Conversely, if the core is empty then there exists
a payofT vector x satisfying condition  (9.27).  To see this, assume  that the core is empty,
i.e.

, v({i, j}) + v({i, k}) + v({j, k}) > 2v(N), and assume without loss of generality that
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v({i,j}) 2 v({i, k}) 2 v({j, k}). Then z with xi = v(N) - u({j, k}) +  [v({i,j}) +
u({i, k }) + v ({j, k}) - 2v (N)}, zj = v (N) -v({i, k}) +  [v({i, j}) + u({i, k}) + v({j, k}) -
2v(N)],and zk = 0 belongs to the set described by (9.27).

Theorem 9.4.4 describes the necessary and sufficient conditions on a 3-person coop-

erative game for the existence of a coalition proof Nash equilibrium in the corresponding

link and claim game resulting in the empty graph.

Theorem 9.4.4 Let (N, v)  f TU SA be a 3-person cooperative game and I a pay-
off vector. The empty graph and payoff vector I result from a strategy profile c E
CPNE(rtc(N, u)) if and only if

BR, T C N, R 0 T, IRI - ITI - 2, v(R)=v(T)=u(N), andz=(0,0,0), (9.29)

or

v(T) = 0,  for all T with ITI = 2,  and z = (0,0,0). (9.30)

Proof: Firstly, we will prove the only-if-part. Suppose c is a coalition proof Nash
equilibrium resulting  in the empty graph, and, hence,  K(c)  = (0,0,0). Assume without
loss of generality  that  u({1,2})  2  v({2,3})  2 v({1,3}) Suppose conditions  (9.29)
and  (9.30)  are  both not satisfied.   Then  v({2,3}) < v(N)  and  u({1,2})  >0.   We
will distinguish between three cases. Firstly, if v({2,3}) > 0 then y with 1/1 = v(N) -
v({2,3}), 92 = min{ u ({2,3}), v (N) - v({1,3})}, and y3 = v ({ 2,3}) - V2 is supported by
a coalition proof Nash equilibrium (see theorems 9.4.1 and 9.4.2) and results in strictly
positive payoffs to all players. Secondly, if v(N) = v({1,2})  and v({2,3})  =  0, then
there is no coalition proof Nash equilibrium c resulting in payoff vector (0,0,0), since

then (21, 22) with 21 = (P,  u(N), P) and 2 = ( v(N), P, P) is a self-enforcing deviation
that strictly improves the payoffs of both players  1  and 2. Finally, consider the case

11(N) > v({1,2}) and v({2,3}) = 0. Then y, with Vl - 72 =
 21({1,2}) > 0 and

V3 - v(N) - v({1,2}), is supported by a coalition proof Nash equilibrium (see theorem

9.4.1).  Hence, we can always find a self-enforcing deviation from c if conditions (9.29)
and (9.30) are both not satisfied. We conclude that there is no coalition proof Nash

equilibrium that results in payoff vector (0,0,0) if conditions (9.29) and (9.30) are both
not  satisfied.

Secondly, we will prove the if-part. Suppose condition (9.29) is satisfied. We will
distinguish between two cases. Firstly, consider the case with exactly one two-person
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coalition with a strictly smaller value than the grand coalition. Assume without loss of
generality that v({1,2}) < v(N). Consider the following strategy profile

ct = (P,v(N),0),
2 = (v(N), P, 0),

c3 -(ECN)  v(N)  p).
2      2'

Clearly, c results  in the empty graph and payoff vector  (0,0,0).   We  will  show  that
c e CPNE(flc(N, u)).  It is obvious that an individual player cannot improve his payoff

by unilaterally deviating. Since every self-enforcing strategy profile of the grand coalition
in which all players improve their payoffs, results in a connected graph with the sum of
the payoffs equal to the value of the grand coalition, it follows that such a self-enforcing
strategy profile  is a coalition proof Nash equilibrium. There  is  only one two-player
coalition with a smaller value than the value of the grand coalition. It follows that
there is no coalition proof Nash equilibrium with all players receiving a (strictly) positive

payoff, since, according to theorems 9.4.1 and 9.4.2, this coalition proof Nash equilibrium
should result in at least one player receiving zero payoff. Note that in order to draw
this conclusion from (9.26) efficiency is needed. It remains to consider deviations by
two-player coalitions.

Consider an arbitrary deviation of coalition  { 1,3}, in which both players improve
their payoffs. Firstly, they can form communication component  {1,3}. Then, player 3
can achieve a further improvement in his payoff by playing (P, v(N),P) which leaves

player 1 isolated. Secondly, if players 1 and 3 form communication component {1,2,3},
player 1 will not be directly linked with player 2 since d = u(N) Again player 3 can
improve his payoff further by playing  (P, v(N), P), leaving player  1  isolated.   We  have
now  considered all deviations of coalition  { 1,3} that improve the payoffs  of both players
in the coalition.

Since the deviation possibilities of coalition {2,3} are similar to those of coalition
{1,3} it remains to consider deviations by coalition {1,2}. Firstly, if players 1 and 2
form communication component {1,2}, at least one player in the coalition {1,2} receives

strictly less than since v({1,2}) < v(N), and, hence, this player can improve his
payoff by playing  (P, P, Ef Q).    If  they form communication component   {1,2,3},   the
middleman will receive less than EffQ since player 3 receives E 1 and the remaining
player receives a positive payoff. Hence, the middleman can improve his payoff by playing
(p, p, Ef 1). We have now considered all profitable deviations by coalition {1,2} and we
conclude that c € CPNE(fc(N, v)).
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Secondly, assume v(T) = v(N), for all  TI = 2. Consider E with 2 = (P, v(N),0),
22 =  (0, P, v(N)), and 2 = (v(N),0, P). By theorem 9.4.2 it follows that there is no
coalition proof Nash equilibrium resulting in a positive payoff for all players. So, there
is no self-enforcing deviation of the grand coalition resulting in a positive payoff for all
players. A deviation of a two-person coalition is not stable since the third player claims
zero on one of the links. Obviously, a player cannot unilaterally improve his payoff. We
conclude that c is a coalition proof Nash equilibrium.

Finally, suppose condition (9.30) is satisfied. Then c with c' = (P, P, P), for all i € N,
is a coalition proof Nash equilibrium, since one-player and two-player coalitions have no
possibilities to profitably deviate and there is according to theorem  9.4.1 no coalition
proof Nash equilibrium with a strictly positive payoff for all players.                        0

Remark 9.4.2 Theorems 9.4.1, 9.4.2, 9.4.3, and 9.4.4 together describe all payoff vec-
tors that are supported by coalition proof Nash equilibria, both for games with a non-

empty core and for games with an empty core. To see this, we need one more step. If
11(N) = u({i,j})  then the payoff vector corresponding to a coalition proof Nash equilib-
rium resulting in the unique link  {i, j} might not belong to the set described by  (9.27).

Therefore, assume v(N) = v({i, j}) and consider  z  =  K(c),  c a coalition proof Nash
equilibrium, where  z  does not belong  to  the set described   by   (9.27). Then, assume
without loss of generality that

zj 5 v(N) - v({i, k})

or

sj< u(N) - v({i, k}) + v({j, k}) - v({i, j})
= u({j, k}) - v({i, k})
5 v(N) - v({i, k}).

Then, since zk =0= v(N) - v({i, j}) this payoff vector belongs to the set described  by

(9.24).

9.5 Adjusted coalition proof Nash equilibria
In the cooperation structures that are the subject of study in this chapter, only bilateral
links can be formed. Hence, one could argue that only deviations by coalitions consisting
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of either one or two players should be considered, and not, as is the case for CPNE, devi-
ations by three of more players.  Let us define the notion of adjusted coalition proof Nash

equilibrium (ACPNE) analogous to CPNE, but only considering possible deviations by
one- or two-player coalitions. Denote the set of adjusted coalition proof Nash equilibria

of game r by ACPNE(P)
The following theorem states that the results from the previous section also hold if

we consider adjusted coalition proof Nash equilibria rather than coalition proof Nash

equilibria.

Theorem 9.5.1  Let (N, v) € TU SA be a 3-person cooperative game and I E RN.

(i)   If C(N,v)  0 0 then there exists  c E  ACPNE(Ftc(N, v))  with K(c)  = r and resulting in a
communication graph with exactly two links and middleman player i if and only if

z € C(N, u) and xi = 0 (9.31)

or

x € I(N, u), 3j E N\{i}:  xj = v(N) - v(N\{j}) and
3k E N\{i, j} :  xk S v(N) - v(N\{k}) (9.32)

(ii)  If C(N, v)  = 0 then there exists c €  ACPNE(ric(N, v))  with K(c)  = z and resulting in
a communication graph with exactly two links and middleman player i if and only if
condition (9.32) holds or

x E I(N, u),  Bj, k e N\{i} :xi t xj 2 u({i,j}), xi + Zk 2 u({i,k}),
xi > 2v(N) - 2u({j,k}), xi < v({i, j}) + v({i, k}) - u({j, k}).   (9.33)

(iii) There exists c € ACPNE(rk(N, v))  with K(c) = z and L(c) = {{i, j}}  if

3k E N\{i, j}  :    I, > v(N) - v({j, k}),  xi 2 v(N) - u({j, k}) + v({i, k}) - v({i, j}),
xj> v(N) - v({i,k}), zj 2 v(N) - v({i, k}) + v({j, k}) - v({i, j}),
4 + Ij = u({i, j}), and Tk = 0.

(9.34)

Also, if v(N)  > v({i, j}),  then all adjusted coalition proof Nash equilibria that result in
the unique link {i, j} result in payoff vectors described by  (9.34).

(iv) The empty graph and payoff vector I result from a strategy profile c € ACPNE(ric(N, v))
if and only if

BR, T C N, R # T, IRI = ITI = 2, v(R)=v(T)=v(N), andz=(0,0,0), (9.35)

or

u(T) = 0,  for all T with IT  = 2,  and z = (0,0,0). (9.36)
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Proof: Firstly, note that every CPNE is a ACPNE as well. Also, in the proofs of the-

orems 9.4.1, 9.4.2, and 9.4.3 and the corresponding lemmas, no deviations by coalitions
with three players had to be considered when showing that certain strategy profiles do
not constitute a coalition proof Nash equilibrium. Hence, parts (i)-(iii) follow directly
from the proofs of these theorems and lemmas. It remains to prove  part  (iv).

The if-part of part (iv) follows by theorem 9.4.4 since every coalition proof Nash
equilibrium is also an adjusted coalition proof Nash equilibrium. It remains to show the

only-if-part.
Without loss of generality assume u({1,2})  2  v({2,3})  2 v({1,3}) Suppose c E

ACPNE(rle(N, u)) results in the empty graph and payoff vector K(c) = (0,0,0) although

neither (9.35) nor (9.36) is satisfied.

Since (9.35) and (9.36) are not satisfied it follows that u({1,2}) > 0, and v({1,3}) 5
v({2,3}) < v(N).

For notational convenience we denote 2  = (a, b, P).  We will distinguish between 5
cases for the strategy of player 3:  (i) a > 0, b > 0, (ii) a 2 0, b = 0, (iii) a - 0, b 2 0,
(iv) b = P, and (v) a = P. All cases lead to a contradiction.

Case  (i):  a >  0,  b > 0. Consider deviation  (81,22)  with

21 =2 2= (P, P,  [v(N) -a- b])

This deviation is profitable and stable if a+b< u(N). Since c c ACPNE(I'Ic(N, v)) it
follows that a+b k v(N) has to hold.

Suppose a < v(N) - u({1,2}). Then deviation (21,22) with

21 = (P, O, v({1,2})),

22. (u(N) - v({1,2}) - a, P, P),

is profitable, since v({1,2}) > 0 and u(N) - u({1,2}) -a>0, and stable, since both
players have no profitable further deviations. Hence, we conclude that a 2 v(N) -
v({1,2}) has to hold. Similarly, we find b 2 v(N) -

v({1,2}).

Define g =max{v({1,3}) - a, 0} and h =max{v({2,3}) - b,0}. Consider (21,22)
with

ti = Cp, 9 +  [11({1,2}) -9- hI,P),

2 2= (h+  [v({1,2}) -g- h],P, P).
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This deviation results in the formation of link {1,2}.  We will show that this deviation
is profitable and stable, implying that c 0 ACPNE(fc(N, v)).  Note that

max{v({1,3}) + v({2,3}) -a-b, v({1,3}) -a, v({2,3}) -b}
5 max{v({1,3}) + v({2,3}) - v(N), u({1,3}) -a, u({2,3}) -b}
< max{u ({1,3}),v({1,3}),v({2,3})}

=v({2,3}),

where the weak inequality follows since a+b k u(N) and the strict inequality follows
since v(N)>v({2,3}),a>O, andb>0. Since

g+h= max{v({1,3}) + u({2,3}) -a-b,v({1,3}) -a, v({2,3}) -b,0}

it follows that g+h = 0 or g+h < u({2,3}). Since v({1,2}) > 0 and v({1,2}) 2 v({2,3})
we  conclude  that  g+h< v({1,2}). Hence,   (ti, 2)  is a profitable deviation.    Now,
player 1 has two possible (sets of) further deviations. Firstly, he can break the link
with player 2, and form a link with player 3 only. This cannot be profitable since

9+a  k v({1,3}) Secondly,  he can  form an additional link with player 3.   This is
not profitable either, since a 2 v(N) - v({1,2}). Similar arguments  hold  for a further
deviation of player  2. We conclude that deviation  (2,32)  is  profitable and stable  and,
hence,  c  / ACPNE(I'tc(N, v)).   This is a contradiction with our assumption and we
conclude that c does not satisfy both a>0 and b>0.

Case (ii): a 2 0, b - 0. With arguments similar to those in case (i) we conclude

a+5 2 v(N). With b=0 this implies a 2 v(N). Consider (21, 82) with

21 = (P,  [v(N) - u({2,3})1, P),

82 = (0, P,  [u(N) + u({2,3})1).
Since v(N) > v({2,3}) 2 0 it follows that this deviation is profitable.  We will show that

this deviation is stable as well. Since a 2 u(N) it follows that player 1 has no profitable
deviation. Player 2 has the following possibilities for a further deviation. Firstly, he could
break the link with player 3 and receive at most v({1,2}) -  [v(N) - v({2,3})], claimed
on  the  link with player  1. This would not improve his payoff. Secondly, he could break
the link with player 1 and receive at most u({2,3}) - 0, claimed on the link with player 3.

Since v({2,3}) <   [v(N) tv({2,3})] this deviation is not profitable either. We conclude

that deviation (21, 22) is profitable and stable and, hence, c % ACPNE(FIC(N, v)). This is
a contradiction with our assumption and we conclude that c does not satisfy both a 2 0
and b = 0.
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Case (iii): a - 0,6 2 0. With arguments similar to those in case (ii), we conclude
that c does not satisfy both a=0 and 6 2 0

Case (iv): a = P. Firstly, assume b < v(N) - v({1,2}). Define g= 3 min{v(N) -
u({2,3}), v(N) - b}.  Consider (21,22) with

21 = (P, 9, P),

22 = ( [u(N) -g- b], P,  [v(N) -g- b])

Since g>0 and g< v(N)  - b it follows  that  (21, 2) is profitable. Since  a  = P, player
1 has no (profitable) possibilities to deviate. Since b < u(N) - v({1,2}) player 2 has no
incentive to break the link with player 3 and since g < v(N) - v({2,3}) player 2 has no
reason to break  the  link with player 3. Hence,  (21,22) is profitable and stable.

Secondly, assume b  2  v(N) - v({1,2})  or b  =  P.   Define h  =   min{u(N) -
v({2,3}), v({1,2})} and consider (21,22) with

21 = (P, h, P),

22 = (v({1,2}) -h, P, P)

Since 0  <  h  <  v({1,2}), this deviation is profitable for both players. Player  1  has
no possibility to form a link with player 3 since a = P. Player 2 has no incentive
to form an additional link with player 3 since b 2 u(N) - u({1,2})  or  b  =  P.   If
b = P it follows directly that player 2 has no incentive to break the link with player
1 and form a link with player 3.  If b 2 v(N) - v({1,2}) then it follows that player
2 has no incentive to break the link with player 1 and form a link with player 3 since

v({1,2})-h 2 v(N) -h-b k u({2,3}) -b. Hence,  (21,22) is profitable and stable.
In both cases we found a deviation that is profitable and stable. We conclude that

c 0 ACPNE(rtc(N, v)).   This is a contradiction with our assumption and we conclude
that c does not satisfy a = P.

Case   (v):   b  =  P. With arguments similar to those  in  case  (iv) we conclude  that  c
does not satisfy b = P.

Combining cases (i) through (v) completes the proof.                                  0
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Chapter 10

Network formation and potential
games

Potential games are a subclass of the set of games in strategic form and were intro-
duced by Monderer and Shapley (1996). Monderer and Shapley (1996) also introduce
an equilibrium refinement for these games, the potential maximizer. Subsequently, they
extend these notions to weighted potential games and weighted potential maximizers. In
this chapter, which is based on Slikker (1999a) and Slikker et al. (2000a), we revisit the
models of network formation of chapter 7. We concentrate on allocation rules in these
models that result in (weighted) potential games and study the strategy profiles and as-
sociated network structures that result according to the potential maximizer. Note that
in chapters 2 and 5 we encountered cooperative potential games, whereas this chapter
deals with non-cooperative potential games.

We  start this chapter  with an introduction to potential games in section  10.1.   Ad-

ditionally, we discuss some preliminary results dealing with a participation game and
the model of link formation. Section 10.2 mainly deals with a representation theorem
of weighted potential games in terms of weighted Shapley values. In section 10.3 we
study the model of conference formation and its relation to weighted potential games.
We describe the allocation rules such that the model of conference formation results
in weighted potential games and study the associated weighted potential maximizers.
Section 10.4 contains a similar analysis for the models of coalition formation, mainly
restricted to (unweighted) potential games.

231
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10.1 Potential games
In this section we describe (non-cooperative) potential games. Additionally, we present

some results dealing with network formation and potential games. We will start with an
example that illustrates some notions we will encounter in the remainder of this chapter.

Consider games in strategic form as described in section 2.2. Monderer and Shapley

(1996) introduce and study several related subclasses of games in strategic form, all
dealing with potentials. Before we formally describe potential games we consider an

example.

Example 10.1.1 Suppose the economic possibilities of the players in N = {1,2,3} are
described by TU-game  (N, v), where the characteristic function  v is given  by

.

0    if IT' 5 1;
40    if T = {1,2},

v(T) = <   50    if T = {1,3}; (10.1)

60    if T = {2,3};
72    if T = N,

which was also discussed in example 7.5.2. Consider the following game in strategic form
associated with the cooperative game described above. Every player can choose whether

he  wants  to join  the  game  or  not.   This is represented by strategies  1   (Yes)  and  0  (No).

Subsequently, every non-participating player receives his stand-alone value, i.e., v({i})
for player i, and every participating player receives the Shapley value of the subgame

restricted to the cooperating players. The resulting payofTs are described in figure 10.1.

S2 = 0 t2 -1 82 = 0 t2 = 1

Sl = 0     0,0,0 0,0,0 81 -0 0,0,0 0,30,30

11=1 0,0,0 20,20,0 ti = 1 25,0,25 19,24,29

83 = 0 13 == 1

Figure 10.1: Payoffs in the game in strategic form.

Besides the fact that participating is a weakly dominant strategy for all players,

some other interesting features are displayed in figure 10.1. It appears that a real-
valued function on the set of all strategy profiles can be constructed that captures the

payoff differences of any deviating player. More specifically, if we consider a function P

and  assume that  P((st, 82,83))  - 0 then to capture these differences  P should satisfy
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p<(tl' 32, 33))= 0, since the payoff of player  1  does not change  if he plays tl  =  1  rather
than 81 = 4 assuming that the other two players play 32 = 83 = 0. Subsequently, we
find that P((ti,t2,33)) = 20. This represents that if players 1 and 3 play tl = 1 and
83 = 0, respectively, then player 2 improves his payoff by 20 if he chooses 4 = 1 rather
than 82 - 0. Continuing this argument we find that P is the function represented in
figure 10.2. We remark that P captures all payoff differences associated with unilateral
deviations and not just the differences used to determine P.

82 = 0  t2 = 1 32=0   6 -1
S t-0       0         0                     S l-0       0        30
t i=l      0       20                  t i=1     25      49

S3 = 0 t3 -1

Figure 10.2: The function P.

Note that the game in strategic form described by figure 10.1 has two Nash equilibria,

(Sl, 6, 83)  and  (tl, 6, 4)· These equilibria can  also be found in figure  10.2 by assuming
that every player receives P(u) if the players play strategy profile u.  In that case selecting
the equilibrium with highest value of P seems natural.                                            0

The function P we encountered in example 10.1.1 is usually called a potential func-
tion. Recall that we encountered potentials already in section 2.1, but these were po-
tentials for cooperative games, whereas the potential function of example 10.1.1 is a
potential  for a non-cooperative  game (in strategic  form).    In the following  we  will  for-
malize and extend several notions we encountered in example 10.1.1.

Let I' = (N; (S,),eiv, (7ri €N) be a game in strategic form. A function P : IliEN S, 4
R is called a potential (function) for I' if for every i EN, every s f S, and every ti E Si
it holds that

71'i(si, 8-,) - 71'i(ti, S-i) = P(si, s-i) - P(ti, S-i) (10.2)

The game 17 is called a potential game if it admits a potential. Note that the game in
strategic form discussed in example 10.1.1 is a potential game.

Similarly, we define w-potential games, where w  €  RS. A function  P™  :  IliEN SE  -0
R is called a w-potential for F if for every i EN, every s E S, and every t, € Si it holds
that

71'44,34) - 4(4,3-,) =wi  pw(Si, s-,) - PW(ti, s_i)  (10.3)
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The game P is called a w-potential game if it admits a w-potential.  r is called a weighted
potential  game  if  F isa w-potential   game   for some weights  w   c   R  .     Note  that   a

potential game is a weighted potential game with equal weights for all players. So, the

game of strategic form in example 10.1.1  is a w-potential game with w =  (a, a, a),  for
.any a € R++. Furthermore, for any w E R  it holds that if we apply the w-Shapley

value in example  10.1.1  then the resulting game in strategic  form  is a w-potential  game.

Finally, we define ordinal potential games. A function P : 11, c iv S. -+ R is called an
ordinat potential for E if for every i E N, every s e S, and every t, € S, it holds that

71-,(si, s-i) - lr,(ti, s-i) > 0 if and only if PCS„ S-,) - P(ti, s-,) > 0. (10.4)

The game F is called an ordinat potential game if it admits an ordinal potential. The set
of ordinal potential games contains all weighted potential games since any w-potential
is an ordinal potential.

Monderer and Shapley (1996) prove the following result for ordinal potential games.

Lemma 10.1.1 Let I' = (N; (Si),EN; (71'i),EN) be an ordinal potential game with ordinal

potential P. Let r(p) = (N; (Si),eN; (P),EN)· Then

NE(r) = NE(I'(P)). (10.5)

So, ordinal potential games are games in strategic form, where the information that
suffices to compute the set of Nash equilibria can be captured in a single function on
the strategy set, the ordinal potential function. A similar remark holds for (weighted)
potential games and the associated (weighted) potential functions, since a (weighted)

potential function is an ordinal potential function as well.
An ordinal potential game allows for several ordinal potential functions.  If we restrict

ourselves to w-potential potential games, then essentially only one w-potential function
exists. More formally, if we consider two w-potentials for the same w-potential game
then these functions differ by a constant (function) only.  This is captured in the following

lemma, which is a straightforward extension of a result by Monderer and Shapley (1996).

Lemma 10.1.2 Let w E RS, let r = (N; (S, j€N; (lri)ieN) be a w-potential game, and

assume that Pw and Qw are w-potentials for F. Then there exists a constant c such that
for all s E S i t holds that

pwcs)
= QW(S) + C. (10.6)
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This lemma implies that for a fixed vector of weights w a game in strategic form
admits, up to normalization, at most one w-potential function. However, this does not
rule out the possibility that a game admits a weighted potential function for several
different weight vectors. This is illustrated in the following example.

Example 10.1.2 Let I' be the 2-person game in strategic function form with two strate-
gies for both players and the payoff function x as represented in figure 10.3.

S2     t2

st   1,1  1,5
4   1,3  1,7

Figure 10.3: The payoff matrix of r.

Denote wl  =  (1,1) and w2  - (2,4) Consider the functions pw'  and Qw*, represented

in figures 10.4 (a) and (b), respectively.

82 12 52   4

81    0 4 81   0   1

404 t101
a: pwi b: Qw:

Figure 10.4: Weighted potentials for r with different weight vectors.

Then one easily verifies that Pw' is wl-Potential for T and Qw' is a w2-Potential for
r.  Note that  wv  is not a multiple of wl.

Example 10.1.2 illustrates that several vectors of weights may be used to show that

a game is a weighted potential game. However, Monderer and Shapley (1996) note that
the set of strategy profiles that maximize a weighted potential does not depend on the
specific choice of w. Together with lemma 10.1.2, which implies that the set of strategy
profiles that maximize a w-potential does not depend on the specific choice of Pw, this
implies that the argmax set of a weighted potential is well-defined. This equilibrium
refinement is called the potential maximizer for potential games and weighted potential
mazimizer for weighted potential games. Monderer and Shapley (1996) additionally
remark that in a game described by Crawford (1991) the potential maximizer selects

strategy profiles  that are supported by experimental results  of van Huyck  et  al.  (1990).
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We refer to these papers for further details.  Here, we just stress that the (weighted)

potential maximizer can indeed be used as an equilibrium refinement.
The game in strategic form analyzed in example 10.1.1 is an example of a participation

game.   Monderer and Shapley (1996) define for every TU-game (N, v) and allocation

rule 7 on TEN an associated participation game IY'9(N, u, 7) determined by the tuple
(N; (SJ<N; (fi'),EN) where Si = {0,1} for all i € N, where 0 represents not participating
and 1 represents participating. For all s E S denote by N(s) = {i<N l s, =1} the set
of participating players. Every non-participating player receives his stand-alone value,
whereas every participating player receives the payoff that is attributed to them by
allocation rule 7 applied to the subgame restricted to the participating players, i.e., for
all s e S and all i€N i t holds that

fi, (s) = < (10.7)
f u( i ) if si =0;

l  7*(N(8), VIN(s))    if si = 1.

The following two theorems, due to Monderer and Shapley (1996), provide a local
and a global relation between participation games, potential games, and the Shapley
value.  In fact, these theorems provide a local and global characterization of the Shapley

value in terms of strategic properties of the participation game.

Theorem 10.1.1  Let  7  be an efficient allocation rule on TUN  and  (N, v)  f  TUN.
Then I'Pg (N, v, 7)  is a potential game if and only if 7 coincides with the Shapley value

on {(T, UT) I T I N}

Theorem 10.1.2 Let 7 be an efficient allocation rule on TUN. Then I'Pg(N, v, 7) is a
potential game for all (N, u) C TUN if and only if 7 coincides with the Shapley value on
TEN.

Note that theorem 10.1.2 follows directly from theorem 10.1.1. Furthermore, we note
that similar results that relate participation games, w-potential games, and w-Shapley
values for any w € R  hold as well.

The participation game described above is related to the model of link formation
described in section 7.1. Consider a link formation game and restrict the strategy sets
to the strategies 0 and N\{i} for all players i E N, i.e., every player can only choose

between cooperating with everyone and cooperating with nobody.  If a player chooses not
to cooperate with anyone then he will, assuming that a component efficient allocation
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rule is applied, receive his stand-alone value. Otherwise, he will receive a value that
will, assuming that a component decomposable allocation rule is applied, depend only

on the players he is connected with, i.e., with the other players who chose to cooperate
with everyone. Hence, this corresponds to a participation game. For example, for every

(N, v) it holds that I'Pg(N, v, *) corresponds in the way described above with rt,(N, v, P)
restricted to the strategies 0 and N\{i} for all i E N.

The relation between participation games and link formation games gives rise to the
question whether the relation between participation games and potential games can be

extended to link formation games. This is studied in Qin (1996). The following theorem
captures his result on the relation between link formation games that are potential games

and Myerson values.

Theorem 10.1.3  Let 7 be a component efficient allocation rule on CSN and let (N, u) c
TUN. Then I'lf(N, v, 7) isa potential game if and only if 7 coincides with B on { (N, v, L)  1
L c LN}.

Using this theorem it follows directly that rif (N, u, 7) being a potential game for all
(N, v) c TUN is equivalent with 7 coinciding with B on CSN.

Additionally, Qin (1996) studied potential maximizing strategy profiles and associ-

ated cooperation structures. His result is captured in the following theorem.

Theorem 10.1.4  Let (N, v) c TUN be a superadditive game. The strategy profile 3,
with 0 = N\{i} for all i €N, is a potential maximizing strategy profile in ruty, v,p).

Furthermore, if s is potential maximizing then B(N, v, L(s)) = B(N, u, L(3))

This theorem, dealing with potential maximizers, is in the same spirit as theorems

7.6.1,7.6.2,7.6.3, and corollary 7.6.1, which deal with other equilibrium refinements.

10.2   A representation theorem
In this section we further investigate the relation between (weighted) Shapley values

and (weighted) potential games.  The main theorem of this section is a representation
theorem of weighted potential games in terms of weighted Shapley values.

Theorems 10.1.1, 10.1.2, and 10.1.3 show that for participation games and link for-
mation games that result in potential games payoffs are determined similarly. In both
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models, first players choose strategies, then some network or cooperation structure re-
sults, and eventually the players receive payoffs that depend on the underlying game and
this cooperation structure. To obtain potential games, the Shapley value has to be used
to determine the payoffs for different cooperation structures. Going one step back, we
find that any payoff of a player coincides with the Shapley value of a game that depends
on the underlying TU-game and the strategy profile chosen by the players.

Let us look at the model of link formation rif (N, v, Ii) for some (N, v) c TUN in more
detail.  For each s ES, a cooperation structure L(s) results and subsequently the players

receive  *(N, vI.(s)),  i.e., the players receive the Shapley value of a game that depends
on the strategy profile chosen by the players.  Fix a TU-game (N, v) for the moment
and consider {(N, uL(#))}sEs, where S is the strategy set of the associated link formation
game.   Then the value  vLCS)(R) of coalition  R  c N depends  on  sR only, since  the  set  of
links within coalition R is independent of sN\R· We will show that this relation plays a
crucial role in the relation between (weighted) potential games and (weighted) Shapley
values.

Firstly, we introduce a set of collections of cooperative games indexed by strategy
profiles.  For each element in this set it holds that the value of a coalition depends on
the strategies of the players in this coalition only. Let N be a set of players and S a set
of strategy profiles. Define

GN,S =  <(N, vs)},cs € (TUN)S I v, (R) = ut(R) if sR = tR for all s, t € S,  R c N 
(10.8)

Recall that the unanimity coefficients of the game (N, 4) are denoted by (AR(TB))RIN·
It is easily shown that the condition in definition (10.8) can be rewritten in terms of
these unanimity coeflicients,

GN,s = <{(N, us)}ses E (TUN)S I AR(vs) = AR(vt) if sR = tR for all s, t € S,  R C N 
(10.9)

We can now state the main result of this section, which states that the class of
weighted potential games can be represented in terms of weighted Shapley values. This
result is a generalization of a result of Ui (1996), who proved this theorem for (un-
weighted) potential games and Shapley values.

Theorem 10.2.1 Let I' =  (N; (Si),EN; (7r,LEN) be a game in strategic form and let
w € R . r isa w-potential game if and only if there exists {(N, u,)},€S E GN,S such
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that

r,(s) = 07(N, vs) for all i€N and all s€S. (10.10)

Proof: Firstly, we will prove the if-part of the theorem. Therefore, assume that there

exists {(N,vs)}ses € GN,s with 71-,(s) = *I"(N,v,), for all i E N and all s E S. Recall
that wR = Ei€ R wi for all R c N. Define

-   AR(Vs)
Qw(s) =   L -· (10.11)

1 WR
RgN:R#0

We will show that Qw is a w-potential for I'. Let i € N, s € S, and t, E Si, then

r,(S) - x,(ti, s-i) = *7(N, vs) - *7(N, v(t„,_,))
-9 AR(V,) r- AR(v(t.,s-,))= 114   L   --Wi   LWR WRRCN:i€R Rgy:i€R

r9 AR(vs) r-, AR(v(t..,_,))- - wi   LWR WR
RGN:R#0 REN:R#0

= 114 (Qw (s) - QU'(4, s_i)),

where the third equality follows from the conditions on the unanimity coefficients in

(10.9).
To  prove the only-if-part assume  that  P  is a w-potential  game, with potential  QW.

Define for all s E S the game (N, vs) via its unanimity coefficients.  For all R E N let

  WR< 6 ,EN   ) - (n - 1)QU'(s)  if R=N;
AR(vs)= wR -  01 + Qw(s)  if R = N\{i} and  i f N;    (10.12)

0                                                         otherwise.

This determines v, =  RiN AR(v,)UR for all s € S.
We will show that {(N, vs)},€s E ON,S . Let R g N and  s,t€ S with sR = tR·  For

R=Nor R with IR' S n-2 w e immediately find that AR(vs) = AR(vt). It remains
to consider R with IRI =n-1.  Let i E N and R= N\{i}. Then lr,(8) - lr,(t) =
w,(Qw(s) - Qw(t)) and, hence,

f 4(81 f               Ki (t)

AR(vs)=wRi-'+Q=(s) =wRi - - +Q='(t) = ARCut).Wi    C Wi

So,{(N, V,)LES E GN,S·
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Finally, we will show that for all i E N and s E S i t holds that $7(N, vs) = lr,(s).
Therefore, let i E N and s E S. Then

r-,   AR(v,)*;'(N, v,) = Wi    L    -
RIN:i€R WR

fr-. /71'j(S)) (  7T (S 

=  W. 1    ,-Ii;;- / jEN:j#: -1
1

- (n - 1)Qw(s) +    E    <- -1       + QU'(s)    

f  71'' (S)   1

=w, 1-J=  71'i (8)Wi

This completes the proof.                                                                    0

Note that if r is a w-potential game then an associated w-potential is given by
Aw /   1 -" AR (U,)W <SJ = LRCN:R#0 WR for all s € S, where (AR(us))Rc-N,ses are the unanimity coeffi-
cients of {(N, v')},ES E GN,s for which *(s) = 07(vs) for all i E N and all s E S.

In section 2.1 we discussed HM-potentials. Hart and Mas-Colell (1989) characterize
weighted Shapley values in terms terms of weighted HM-potentials similar to their charac-
terization of the (unweighted) Shapley values.  We note here, that Qw (s)  = (pw) 811,)(N),
where (P-)11) denotes the weighted potential for cooperative games as used in the char-
acterization of the weighted Shapley values in Hart and Mas-Colell (1989).  For the special
case of the (unweighted) Shapley value, i.e., w= (1,..., 1), we have Qw(s) = P(%,i)(N)

10.3 Conference formation
The relation between link formation games and potential games inspires us to return to
conference formation games. Recall that conference formation games, which were dis-
cussed in chapter 7, extend link formation games, since link formation games consider the
formation of conferences with exactly two players only.  We will analyze which allocation
rules result in weighted potential games and subsequently, study potential maximizing
strategy profiles.

We will prove that weighted Myerson values are the only allocation rules that are
component efficient and lead to conference formation games that are weighted potential
games.  To do so, we need two lemmas. The first lemma states that if a conference
formation game is a w-potential game then the underlying allocation rule satisfies w-
fairness, which was defined in section 7.2, on {(N, v, 7£)   (N, 7£) E HGN}.
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Lemma 10.3.1  Let 7 be an allocation rule on HCSN, let (N, u) c TUN, and let w E
R+N+. If rci (N,v, 7) is a w-potential game then for all (N, 74) E HGN, all H € 71, and
all i, j €H

1 (71(N, u, 9£) - 71(N, u, 7£\{H})  = -1- (73(N, v, 9£) - 7j(N,v, 7£\{H}) .     (10.13)
Wi ' Wj \

Proof: Suppose rc/(N, u, 7) is a w-potential game with w-potential Pw.  Let (N, 92) be
a hypergraph, so (N, u, 71) € HCSN. Define for all k E N,

Sk ={H\{k} I H E 7£,k€H}.

Then it holds that 72(s) = 72. Let H € 7£ and i € H, then for all j E H {i} we get

PW(si\{H\{i}},sj, s-,j) = pw(si\{H\{i}},sj\{H\{j}}, s -'3)

= p744\{H\{j}}, s-,j),

since the three strategy tuples all result in the formation of the same conferences, the
conferences in H {H}, and, hence, they all result in the same payoffs.

Using this we find for all i, j € H

--1 (7,(74) - 7,(7£\{H })  = -L  .fi'(s) - f,7(s,\{H\{i}},s_,) Wi \                        lUz
= pwcs, - Pw(Si\{H\{i}},s-,)
-  pw (3) - pw(4j{H\{j}},8-j)
1t- - lf:(s) - f,(sj\{H\{j}}, s_j) 
WJ

=    7j(7£) - 7j(7£\{H}) .
Luj

This completes the proof.                                                                    0
The following lemma shows that the conference formation game corresponding to

an arbitrary TU-game with a weighted Myerson value used as an allocation rule is a
weighted potential game.

Lemma 10.3.2  Let  (N, v)  c TUN and let w E R. . The conference formation game
rc,(N, v, Bw) is a w-potential game.
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Proof: Consider the set of cooperative games {(N, vit(,))} sES, indexed by the set of

strategy profiles of rci (N, v, BW).  Let R I N and s= (sR, SN\R) E S.  Since u'*(S)(R) =
 C€ R/7£(s) v (C)  and  R/71(s)  does not depend  on  sN\R it follows that  vwcs) (R)  does not
depend on sN\R· This implies that {(N, u ('))},€S E ON,S· Since

fr  (s)  =   14' CN, v, 9£(s)) = 47(N, vul(S))

by definition, it follows by theorem 10.2.1 that rw(N, u, Bw) is a w-potential game.  0

Combining the two lemmas above we come to the first main result of this section de-
scribing the allocation rules that result in conference formation games that are weighted

potential games.

Theorem 10.3.1 Let 7 be a component efficient allocation rule on HCSN, let (N, v) c
TUN, and let w f R . Then rc,(N, u, 7) is a w-potential game if and only if 7 coincides

with Bw on {(N, v, 74) 1 (N,71) c HGN}.

Proof: Suppose that the conference formation game I'cf (N, v, 7) is a w-potential game.
From lemma 10.3.1 it follows that 7 satisfies equation (10.13) for all (N, 74) c HGN, all
HE  72,  and all i, j  E H. Since 7  is component efficient, it then follows, similar to the
proof of theorem 7.2.1, that 7 coincides with Bw on {(N, v, 71)  1  (N, R) c HGN}.  Note
that  we  only have that 7 satisfies w-fairness on  {(N, v, 71)  1  (N, 7£)  e HGN}. Therefore,
we cannot use theorem 7.2.1 directly, since this requires w-fairness on HCSN. However,
a local version of theorem 7.2.1 can be proven similarly.

The reverse statement follows by lemma 10.3.2.                                       O

Using this theorem it follows directly that, for all w E RS, the w-Myerson value can
be characterized on HCSN as the unique component efficient allocation rule that results

in I'C,(N, v, 7) being a w-potential game for all (N, u) c TUN.
The last theorem of this section deals with conference formation in case the underlying

TU-game is superadditive. Recall the definition of strategy profile 3 from section 7.2.
The following theorem is directly related to the results in sections 7.3 and 7.4.

Theorem 10.3.2  Let w E R , let (N, v) C TUN be a superadditive game, and let Pw

be a w-potential for rci (N,v, pw). Then 3 E  argmax Pw.  Furthermore, if t  E argmax Pw

then BU'(N, v, 72(t)) = BW(N, v, 7£(5)).
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Proof: By lemma 7.2.6 it follows that 3, is a weakly dominant strategy for all i E
N.  Consider the n-tuple of weakly dominant strategies s and an arbitrary n-tuple
of strategies t. Construct a sequence  (s')1=o  with  s'  =  (51, · · · ,3" t,+1, ...,tn).   This
construction implies that 30 = t and sn = 3. Since 3, is a weakly dominant strategy for all
i E N,i t holds for all i e {0, . . . ,n-1} that fis(s,+1) 2 fs(s,), so PU'(s,+1) 2 PU'(s,)
Thus

pu'(3) = pw(sn) 2 P™(sn-1) 2. . .2 PU'(si) 2 pw(so) = pw(t) (10.14)

This completes the proof of the first part of the theorem.
Since Pw(3)  2 P-(t) for all strategy profiles t E S i t follows that if t i s a w-potential

maximizing strategy profile then Pw(3) = Pw(t). But then every inequality in (10.14)
has to hold with equality for this strategy profile t. Since

pw(Sk) - pw(Sk-1) = -1- (ffI(Sk) - f:-(Sk-1)  2 0
Wk \

for all k€ {1,..., n}, it follows that ffg) -fr (sk-1) fur all k e {1,...,n}. From
lemma 7.2.5 we then conclude that ft'-(sk)  =  fl'-(sk-1)  for all k e  {1, . . . ,n}  and,
hence,

f"(t)  = ft'-(so)  = . . . = fuw(s")  = fp-(s)

We conclude that if t E argmaxpw then it holds that BU'(N, u, 72(t)) = pw(N, v, 7i(3)).  0

10.4 Coalition formation
In this section we study under what conditions on the allocation rule, the two models
of coalition formation that we discussed in section 7.5 result in potential games. Subse-
quently, we study the strategy profiles that result according to the potential maximizer.
Firstly, we will study model p in subsection 10.4.1. Subsequently, we will study model a
in subsection 10.4.2. Throughout this section we will restrict ourselves to (unweighted)
potential games.

10.4.1  Model p
In this subsection we study the model of coalition formation with the stringent formation
rule, which was introduced in section 7.5. In theorem 10.2.1 it was shown that there is
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a relation between potential games and Shapley values. Together with the results of the
previous section, the value of Aumann and Draze, i.e., the Shapley value per element
of the coalition structure, seems to be a promising candidate to ensure that model p
results in a potential game. However, the following example shows that with the value
of Aumann and Druze model p does not always result in a potential game.

Example 10.4.1 Consider the TU-game (N, v) with N = {1,2,3} and

0    if ITI 5 1;
40    if T = {1,2};

v(T) = <   50    if T = {1,3},
60 if T = {2,3};
72    if T = N.

Suppose player 3 plays strategy 33 = {1,2,3}.  A part of the payoff matrix of the game

rP(N, v, *AD), when player 3 plays strategy s3 = {1,2,3}, is given in figure 10.5.

82 = {2,3}     t2 = {1,2,3}
81 ={1,3} 0,0,0 0,0,0

ti - {1,2,3} 0,0,0 19, 24, 29

Figure 10.5: Part of the payoff matrix of rP(N,·u, *AD) with 83 - {1,2,3}

If I'P(N, u, *AD)  is a potential game it should hold that there exists a potential P
such that

0 =P(s) - P(4,82, 83) + P(tl, 4,83) - P(tl, 6,83)
     1, 4, 83) - P(81, 12, 83) + P(Sl, t2, 83  -   8 

=  * D(BP(s)) - *i'D(BP(th 32,83)) 

+  * D(Bl'(tl, 82, 83)) - *2AD(BP(tl, t2,83)) 

+  *#D(Bp(tl,4, 83)) - *AD(Bp(sl,6,6)) 

+  * D(Bp(sl,t2, s3)) - $2AD(BP(s)) 

=(0-0)+(0-24)+(19-0)+(0-0)
00, (10.15)

where the second equality follows by definition (10.2) of a potential and the third equality
using the payoffs in figure 10.5. We conclude that r'(N, v, *AD)  is not a potential

game.                                                                                                         0
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The reason why r'(N, v, *AD) does not result in a potential game for all cooperative
games was already noted in example 7.5.1: a player has influence on whether two other
players end up in the same partition element or not.  We will explain this in further detail.
Firstly, note that *AD(N, v, B) coincides with the Shapley value of the game (N, us)
where vs(T) = E u(T n B) for all T c N. Hence, the payoffs in I'P(N, v, *AD) areBeB

given by

f* t'(s) = *(N, vs'(s)) for all s € S.

Now,  consider  t  =  (N, N, N),  i.e., all players  want  to  form the grand coalition,  and
consider it = ({1}, N, N).  Then a deviation of player 1 from ti to ul breaks down all
cooperation. Moreover,

vs,(t)({2,3}) = v({2,3})  and  vs'(U)({2,3}) = v({2}) + v({3}),

implying that vs,(t)({2,3})  will not be equal to vs'(4)({2,3}) if v({2,3})  0 v({2}) +
v({3}).  So, although there exists a collection of cooperative games such that the payoffs
in the strategic form game coincide with the Shapley values of these games, it holds that
the game in strategic form is not a potential game. Theorem 10.2.1 cannot be applied
since the collection of cooperative games under consideration does not necessarily belong

to GN,S·
The discussion above does not imply that there does not exist any allocation rule

that ensures that model p results in a potential game. In fact, the following theorem
shows that we can find exactly one component efficient allocation rule that ensures that
model p results in a potential game.

Theorem  10.4.1  Let  (N, v)  be a cooperative game.   Let  7  be a component efficient
allocation rule on GCSN. The coalition formation game 17P(N, v, 7) is a potential game
if and only if for all B E IIN, all B E B, and all i€B i t holds that

3(N, u, B) = v({i}) +               IBI                                      (10.16)
v(B) - Ej€B v({j})

Proof: Firstly, we show the only-if-part. Assume that rP(N, v, 7) is a potential game
with associated potential P. We will show that equation (10.16) holds for all B E HN, all
B E B, and all i E B. Obviously, by component efficiency (10.16) holds for all B € IIN,
all B€B with IBI =1, and i€B. Let p 2 2.W e will show that (10.16) holds for all
B€ IIN, all B€B with IBI =p, and all i€B. Let B c IIN and B€B such that
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Bl =p. Let s€S b e a strategy profile that results in partition B, i.e., BP(s) = B. Let
i, j €B and define ti = {i} and tj = {j}. Then

0 =P(S) - P(S-i, ti) + P(s_i, ti) - P(s_,j, ti, 1j) + P(s-,j, ti, tj) - P(s_j, tj)

+ P(S_j, tj) - P(S)
=(71(8) - v({i})) + (v({j}) - v({j})) + (v({i}) - v({i}))

+ (v({j}) - 75(B)),

where, the second equality follows by definition of a potential P. We conclude that

7,(B) - v({i}) = 7j(B) - v({j}).

Since i and j were chosen arbitrarily in B it follows by component efficiency that for all
i€B

7,(B) = V({i}) +
u(B) -  j€Bv({j})

IBI

This completes the only-if-part.
It remains to show the if-part. Let 7 be the allocation rule determined by

v(B) - Ej€Bv({j})
7,(B) = v({i}) + , for all B f IIN, all B € B, and all i € B.

IBI

Define for all SES:

v, = E v({i})u{i} +  E    v(B) - E V({i})  11.B.i€ N BEs,·(s) L iEB

Hence, for all s e S and all T E N

v,(T) = Ev({i}) +     E     Fu(B) - Eu({i}) i€T B€118(s):BgT L :€B

=           v(B) + E   v({i})
B€58(i) BLT B€B,(i) B2TiETAB

=  E  v(B).
B€BP(sT)

So, the value of coalition T E N i n the game corresponding to strategy profile s E S
depends on the strategies of the players in coalition T only and, hence,

{(N, us)}ses E QN,S·
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Furthermore, for all s E S

v(B) - E1€B v({j})
*,(N, vs) = v({i}) + for all B € Bp(s) and all i f B.

IB)

By theorem 10.2.1 it follows that I'P(N, u, 7) is a potential game.
This completes the if-part.                                                               O

For a zero-normalized game this implies that model p results in a potential game if and
only if the value of each partition element is divided equally among its members. Since
together with this allocation rule model p coincides with the model of coalition formation
of von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) for zero-normalized games, we conclude that
the model of von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) results in a potential game if the
underlying game is zero-normalized. It can be checked that for zero-normalized games

a potential is given by PCS) - EBEBBCS) E ( 1 for all B e S. Analyzing this associated
potential function then implies that according to the potential maximizer, a strategy s
will be chosen by the players such that

E  Effl = max F liffl181     BEIIN 6-d IBI.BEEP(s) BeB

Hence, the potential maximizer selects a coalition structure that maximizes the sum over
all partition elements of the payoffs each player in a partition element receives.

10.4.2 Model a
In this subsection we study the model of coalition formation with the less stringent
formation rule.  We show that the value of Aumann and Dr6ze is the unique compo-
nent efficient allocation rule that ensures that model a results in a potential game. To
accomplish this, we need two lemmas.

Lemma 10.4.1  Let 7 be a component efficient allocation rule on GCSN.  Let (N, v) be
a cooperative game.  If the associated coalition formation game I'"(N, v, 7) is a potential
game then  for all B€ IIN,  all  B E B,  and  all i,j E B i t holds  that

7,(N, v, B) - 7,(N, v, B- j) = 71(N, v, B) - 71(N, v, B- i). (10.17)

Proof: Suppose r'(N, v, 7) is a potential game with potential P. Let B E IIN, B €B,

and  i, j  €  B.   Let  s  be a strategy profile that results in partition B,  i.e.,  80(s)  =  B.
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Define ti = {i} and tj = {j}. Then

0 =P(S) - P(S_i, ti) + P(S-i, ti) - P(S_,j, ti, tj)
+ P(S-ij, ti, tj) - P(s_j, tj) + P(s_j, tj) - P(s)

=(1(B) - 71(B - i)) + (3(B - i) - 73((B - j) - i))
+ (7,((8 - j) - i) - 7,(B - j)) + (75(8 - j) - 71(B))

-7,(B) - v({i}) + 7j(B- i) - v({j}) + v({i}) - 7,(B - j) + v({j}) - 71(B)
=7,(B) _ .yi(B - j) - ·yj(B) + 3(B - i), (10.18)

where the second equality follows by definition of a potential and the third equality
follows since 7,(B - i) = ·n((B - i) - j) = u({i}) by component efficiency. Equation

(10.18) implies equation (10.17). This completes the proof.                                0

In the following lemma we show that if the value of Aumann and Drlze is applied as

an allocation rule then model a results in a potential game.

Lemma 10.4.2  Let (N, v) be a cooperative game. The associated coalition formation

game re(N, v, *AD) is a potential game.

Proof: For all s E S and all R g N define

v.(R) =   E   u(B n R)
BES"(s)

Then  (N, vs),Es  E  GN,S  since  us(R)  depends  on  sR  only.    Furthermore,  *(N, vs)  =

*AD(N,v, 8(s))  for all s ES. This follows directly by noting that *AD  can be found
by computing the Shapley value for the subgames restricted to the partition elements.

Now, theorem 10.2.1 completes the proof.                                              O

Combining the lemmas above we will prove that the value of Aumann and Drbze is
the unique component efficient allocation rule that results in a potential game.

Theorem 10.4.2  Let  (N, u)  be a cooperative game.   Let 7  be a component efficient
allocation rule  on  GCSN. The coalition formation game r'(N,v, 7) isa potential game
if and only if 7 coincides with the value of Aumann and Drlaze on {(N, v, B) 1 8€ Hiv}.
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Proof: Suppose that the coalition formation game 17'(7) is a potential game. Lemma
10.4.1 implies that for all B E IIN,  all BE B, and all i, j E B equation (10.17) holds.  It
can then be shown analogously to the proof of theorem 3.4.1 that 7 coincides with the
value of Aumann and Drbze for all partitions of N.  Note that we only have that 7 satisfies

component restricted balanced contributions on {(N,v,B) I B€ IIN}. Therefore, we

cannot use theorem 3.4.1 directly, since this requires CRBC on GCSN. However, a local
version of theorem 3.4.1 can be proven similarly.

The reverse statement follows by lemma 10.4.2.                                       O

Using this theorem, it follows directly that the value of Aumann and Drlze can be
characterized on GCSN as the unique component efficient allocation rule that results in

r"(N, u, 7) being a potential game for all (N, v) e TUN
In the remainder of this section we will consider potential maximizing strategy profiles

in the coalition formation game r'(N, u, *AD) with (N, v) a superadditive underlying
cooperative game. We will show that the cooperation structure with all players in one

component results from a potential maximizing strategy profile. Subsequently, we will
show that every potential maximizing strategy profile results in a cooperation structure
that is payoff equivalent to this structure.

Before we can show that cooperation structure {N} results from a potential maxi-
mizing strategy profile, we need some results on cooperative HM-potential games. Recall
that HM-potential games were described in section 2.1.

Theorem 10.4.3  Let  (N, v)  be a superadditive game. The associated HM-potential
game (N, P t) is superadditive as well.

Proof: Recall that we simply write (N, pHM) instead of (N, P Hy)) if there is no ambi-
guity about the underlying game (N, v).

Hart and Mas-Colell (1989) showed that (N, pHM  satisfies PHM(0) = 0 and

PHM(R) = 1*i   u(R) + E PHM (R\{k})   for all R Q N,  R 0
0. (10.19)

I  I

We have to show that for all R E N and all T c 31R it holds that

PHM(RUT)  2  PHM (R)  +  PHM (T) (10.20)

The proof will be by induction to the number of elements in R U T. Obviously, (10.20)
holds for all R, T with IR U TI = 0, since PHM(0) = 0. Let p 2 l. Assume that (10.20)
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holds for all R, T with IR U T'S p-1.W e will show that (10.20) holds for all R, T
with IR u TI = p.  Let R c N and T   N\R such that IR U TI = p. Then

pHM(R U T) =  11(R U T) +  z  pHM((R U T)\{k}) 
1

IRUT' l kERUT

\ 1

E- IR U TI   u(R) + v(T) + ZIPHM (R\{k}) + PHM(T)1+ke R

 IPHM(R) + PHM(T\{k})] k€T

= 1  v(R) + E PHM(R\{k}) + v(T)+EPHM
(T\{k})+

IR u TI [ kER k€T

|R1PHM(T) + ITIPHM(R)]
1

=
 |R1PHM(R) + ITIPHM(T) + IRIPHM(T) + ITIPHM(R) IRUTI L

=PHM(R)+PHM(T), (10.21)

where the inequality follows from superadditivity of (N, u) and the induction hypothesis.
The third equality follows by  (10.19). This completes the proof.                                             0

The following lemma shows that a potential for Ip(N, v, *AD)  can be given in terms

of the HM-potential game associated with the underlying cooperative game.

Lemma 10.4.3 Let (N, v) be a TU-game. Then P with

PCS) =    E    1113) (B) for allsES (10.22)

B€B"(s)

is a potential for the coalition formation game r"(N, v, *AD).

Proof: We have to show that P is a potential for I'(N, v, *AD) Therefore, consider

s E S, i E N, and u, C S, with s, 96 ui. It suffices to check that P(S)- P(S_i, Ui) -
*tiD(B"(S)) - *EAD(B(s_„ tli))· Denote by B;  and  B; the partition elements player i
belongs to according to s and (s-i, u,), respectively.  Then it follows from s, 96 14 that
B; n B; = {i}.  Since 82*\{i} E 59(s) or BH {i} = 0, and B; {i} E ke(S-" ui) or
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B;\{i} =0, it holds that

P(S) - P(S-i, ui)= E pHM(B)- E PHM(B)
B€B'(s) B€50(s-„u,)

= I. AR.(ld +   s   AR.(v) +        E        PHM(B)L-  IR'             IRI
RGB; RCB;\{i} BES"(i)\{B;,B; \{i}}

-   9  AR(v) _  .9 AR(v) -        E        PHM(B)L.j IRI ZL-' IRI
RCB; \{i} RE BQ B€Ba (i_ 6,0,)\{B;,81\{i}}

= s. AE(v) -   E   AE(v) +   MT.   AEfv) _ rr AR(v)L-'  IR'             IR'      L IRI Z-'          I R
R-CB  RGB;\{i} RIB;\{i} RE Bl

=   z   ARCu) -   z   AR(v)
REBT:,€R |'R|  RCB;:i€R |R|

=*ilD(N, v, 80(s)) - *iAD(N, v, B"(s-i, u,)),

where the third equality holds since B'(s)\{BI, B;\{i}} = B'(s-i, 11,)\{Bl, BI\{i}}
This completes the proof.                                                                0
For every player i€N w e denote 4 -N Using the results above we can prove that

the strategy profile g = (ai),EN is a potential maximizing strategy profile.

Theorem 10.4.4  Let (N, v) be a superadditive TU-game and consider r'(N, V, *AD)
with potential P. Then 5 € argmax P.

Proof: From lemma 10.4.3 it follows that a potential is given by

PCS)  =     E    11=)(B)  for all s  E  S.
B€Ba(S)

Let s CS. It follows from theorem 10.4.3 that

pg)=  E  P(126(B) 5 419(N) =P(g).
BEB"(i)

Since the set of potential maximizing strategy profiles does not depend on the choice of
a particular potential, it follows that 3 e argmax P' for every potential P'.

This completes the proof.                                                                0
Before we can show that every potential maximizing strategy profile results in the

same payoffs as the strategy profile resulting in the unique component N, we need another
lemma.
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Lennrna 10.4.4 Let (N, u) be a superadditive TU-game.  Then for all R C N and all
T C N\Rit holds that

pHAf (RU T) = pHM(R) + pHM(T) implies that

v(U) = u(R n U) + u(T n U) for all U C RU T.   (10.23)

Proof: Firstly, note that it follows from theorem 10.4.3 that (N, pHM) \S superadditive.
We proceed by induction to the number of elements in RUT. Obviously, if IR U TI = 0
then (10.23) holds.  Let p 21. Suppose that (10.23) holds for all R, T with IRUT'  5 p-1.
We will show that (10.23) holds for all  R, T with    R U T  =p.  Let R E N and T E  N R

with IRUTI = p. Suppose pHAf(RUT) = pHM(R)+pHM(T). Then since the inequality
in equation (10.21) must hold with equality it follows that

u(R u T) = v(R) + v(T); (10.24)

pHM ((R U T)\{k}) = PHM(R\{k}) + PHM(T) for all k ER; (10.25)
pHM((R u T)\{k}) = PHM(R) + PHM(T\{k}) for all k € T. (10.26)

From the induction hypothesis and equations (10.25) and (10.26) it follows that for all
k€Ru T

u(U) = u(R n U) + v(T n U) for all U c (R u T)\{k}. (10.27)

Combining equations (10.24) and (10.27) completes the proof.                              0

Using the lemma above we can prove the following theorem.

Theorem 10.4.5  Let (N, v) be a superadditive game and consider I'"(N, u,*AD). Let
s be a potential maximizing strategy profile. Then *AD(N, v, 80(s)) = *AD(N, u,{N}).

Proof: Denote B'(s) = (Bl, ···,Bm) r'(N, u, *AD) isa potential game and a potential
is given  by (10.22). Since the set of potential maximizing strategy profiles is independent
of the specific potential, we can assume without loss of generality that P is given by

(10.22). Then

P(g) = PHM(N) 2 PHM (UILt Bk) + PHM(Bm)

2. . .  2  PHM(Bl U 82) +E PHM(Bk)
k=3

m

2 Z PHAf (Bk)= P(S), (10.28)
k=1
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where the equalities follow by lemma 10.4.3 and the inequalities follow by theorem 10.4.3.
Since s E argmax P, all inequalities hold with equality.

Let U c N Using lemma 10.4.4, the following equalities are implied by the corre-

sponding inequalities in (10.28).

U(U) = v(U n (ui=il,Bk)) + v(U n Bm)
m

= ... = t,(Un (Bl U 82)) + Ev(U n Bk)
k=3

m

=   v(Un Bk) (10.29)
k=1

So, for all U c N

v(U) =   E  v(B n U). (10.30)
BES'(S)

Equation (10.30) implies that *AD(B"(8)) =*AD {N}) This completes the proof.  0

In the following example we will show that not every strategy profile that results in
the same payoffs as the full cooperation structure is potential maximizing.

Example 10.4.2  Let (N, v) be the 4-person superadditive cooperative game with N =

{1,2,3,4} and

( 0   if ITI 5 1;
V(T) = <

| 2   if ITI = 2;

  3   if ITI= 3,4    MT- N.

Then some straightforward calculations show that *i'D({N}) =1 for all i€N and
*t'D(({1,2},{3,4})) = 1 for all i E .IV.  Since v - ET:ITI=22uT - ET:ITI=3311T + 4uN, it
follows that PHM -  T:17·1-2 UT -  T:ITI-3 UT + UN, i.e.,

( 0   if IT' 5 1;
| 1   if ITI = 2;pHM(T) = <

  2   if ITI = 3;3 MT= N.

Hence, PHM(N) > PHM({1,2}) + PHM({3,4}). By lemma 10.4.3 it follows that the
game r'(N, v, *AD) is a potential  game  and  that a potential  P is given  by  (10.22).   For
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this potential it follows that P(g) =3>2= P(s), with s = ({1,2}, {1,2}, {3,4}, {3,4}),
showing that not every strategy profile that results in the same payoffs as the full coop-
eration structure maximizes the potential function.                                       0



Chapter 11

Link monotonic allocation schemes

Up to now, we have assumed that the economic possibilities of the agents can be described

by  a  cooperative  game.    In this chapter, which is based on Slikker (1999b),  we  will
drop this assumption. We will consider reward games, which are games in which the
value that can be obtained by a group of players does not depend on its connected

components only, but also on the internal structure of these components. A reward game
in conjunction with a fixed network is called a reward communication situation. We will
study allocation rules for reward communication situations and allocation schemes for
reward games, where an allocation scheme specifies how to distribute the worth of every

network among the players. Such an allocation scheme will be called link monotonic if

extending the network does not decrease the payoff of any player.  We will characterize
the class of reward games that have a link monotonic allocation scheme. Two allocation
schemes for reward games are studied, the Myerson allocation scheme and the position
allocation scheme, which are both based on allocation rules for communication situations
as described in chapter 3. Furthermore, we will introduce two notions of convexity in the

setting of reward games and with these notions of convexity we characterize the classes of

reward games where the Myerson allocation scheme and the position allocation scheme

are link monotonic. As a by-product we provide characterizations of the Myerson value

and the position value on the class of reward communication situations using potentials.

In section 11.1 we describe reward games and introduce two allocation rules for
reward communication situations based on the Myerson value and the position value

for communication situations. In section 11.2 we introduce link monotonic allocation

schemes, study the relations with population monotonic allocation schemes and provide a
characterization of reward games with a link monotonic allocation scheme. In section 11.3

we introduce player convex and link convex reward games. We provide characterizations

255
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of the Myerson value and the position value and analyze the classes of reward games for
which the allocation schemes based on these rules are link monotonic.

1 1.1 Reward games
In communication situations the profit that can be obtained by the players depends on
the (connected) components only. In order to allow for influence of the internal structure
within a component on the profit the players can obtain we consider reward games.

A pair (N, r), with N the player set and r :  2LN  -+ R the reward function, will be
called a reward game. For every cooperation structure (N, L) with L g LA' the value
T(L) represents the profit that can be obtained by all players together if they cooperate

according to this cooperation structure. Throughout this chapter we will assume that

r(0)  =  0, which states  that no cooperation between the players implies that no profit
can be made. For notational convenience we will, in this chapter, in case no ambiguity
can arise, sometimes write ij rather than  {i, j}

The reward function of the reward game (N, r) can also be seen as the characteristic
function  of the TU-game  (LN, r).    We will refer  to this TU-game  as the graph game
associated  with the reward  game  (N, r) Since the characteristic function  of a TU-game
can be written as a linear combination of characteristic functions of unanimity games in
a unique way, it follows that a reward function can be written as a linear combination
of characteristic functions of unanimity games in a unique way, i.e.,

r =  E AA(r)U.4
ACLN

Jackson and Wolinsky (1996) and Dutta and Mutuswami (1997) concentrate on com-
ponent additive reward functions, i.e., r(L) = ETeN/L r(L(T)). Although we mainly
concentrate on component additive reward games, we do not restrict ourselves to this
class of reward games. A reward game is monotonic ifr(Ll) 5 r(L2) for all Li C L2·

A reward communication situation is a triple (N, r, L) where (N, r) is a reward game

and (N, L) an undirected graph.  The set of all reward communication situations with
player set N will be denoted by RCSN. Furthermore, denote RCSN = UTCNRCST.

We will argue that every communication situation (N, v, L) E CS( can be seen as a
reward communication situation. Therefore, let (N, u, L) E CS( and define the reward
game (LN, Tv) by

rv(A) = E v(C) for all A c LN.
C€N/A
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We remark that  (LN, TV) corresponds to the link game associated with communication

situation  (N, v, LN)  and that rv(A) = VA(N), where  (N, vA)  is the graph-restricted
game associated with communication situation (N, v, A).  Both the link game and the
graph-restricted game were described in section 3.1. Since (N, v) is zero-normalized it

follows that rv(0) =  i€N v({i}) - 0. We will call (N, rv, L) the reward communication
situation associated with communication situation   (N, v, L). Finally,  we  note  that  for
all Al, A2 E LN with N/Al  =  NIA  it holds that r*(Al) = rv(A2)·

In section 8.1 we introduced cost-extended communication situations. We noted that
such a situation can be regarded as a reward communication situation. To see this,
we associate with each cost-extended communication situation a reward game (N, ru,c 
defined by

rv,C(A) = Z v(C) - cIAI for all A c LN.
CeN/A

We remark that rv.C(A) = VA,c(N), where (N, vA,c) is the cost-extended graph-restricted
game  associated with cost-extended communication situation  (N, v, A, c).   Note  that  in
(N, rv,C) it holds that the value of the empty graph is zero. We remark that the values
of two sets of links that result in the same partition of the player set do not necessarily

coincide.  In fact, assuming c > 0, those values coincide if and only if the number of links
in the sets of links is the same.

An allocation rule for reward communication situations 7 assigns a vector 7(N, r, L) E
RN to every triple (N, r, L) in a class of reward communication situations. An allocation
scheme (Zi,L ,EN,LCLN for reward game (N, r) assigns payoffs to all players in all possible

networks on the player set.
Jackson and Wolinsky (1996) introduced an extension of the Myerson value for com-

munication situations to reward communication situations:
AA(r)B,(N, r, L)= - for all i EN. (11.1)

Ac ,00 IN(A)1
Furthermore, they provide a characterization of this allocation rule using component
efficiency and fairness. We will refer to this allocation rule simply as the Mverson value.

We will show that this allocation rule is indeed an extension of the Myerson value for
communication situations by checking that B(N, v, L)  = p(AT, f,L)  for all (N, v, L)  E
CS . In fact we will prove the more general result that the cost-extended Myerson value
of section 8.1 is in line with this extension of the Myerson value.  We will use the following
lemma.
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Lemma 11.1.1  Let (N, u, L, c) be a cost-extended communication situation such that

(N, v, L) € CS  and c 2 0.  For all T c N i t holds that

AT(UL,C) =    Z AA(TV,C). (11.2)
ACL:N(A)=T

Proof: The proof will be by induction to the number of elements of T. Firstly, for all

T g N with ITI =l it holds that

AT(vL,C) = UL.c(T) =0=     > :    A.4(rv,C),
ACL:N(A)=T

where the second equality follows by zero-normalization of (N, u) and the last equality
since the empty sum is defined equal to zero.

Secondly, let P E N,2 S p s INI Assume that (11.2) is satisfied for all T   N
with ITI S p-1.  We will prove that (11.2) holds for all T E N with ITI =p a s well.
Therefore, let T E N with ITI =p. Then it holds that

AT(EL,c) = UL,c(T) - E AR(UL.c)
RCT

=     v(C) - cIL(T)1 - E AR(VL,c)
CET/L RCT

. rv,((L(T)) -E    Z    AA(rvic)
RCT ACL:N(A)=R

= E AA C
ru'c) -E            A.,(r..9)

ACL(T) RCT ACL:N(A)=R

= E AA(ru'c)
ACL:NIA)=T

where the last equality follows since {A I A c L(T)} = {A  I A C L and N(A) c T}.
This completes the proof.                                                                0
We will now prove that the cost-extended Myerson value of section 8.1 is in line with

this extension of the Myerson value of this section.

Theorem 11.1.1 Let (N, v,L) <CS  and let c 2 0. Then

*(N, rv,C,L) = 9(N, v, L, c) (11.3)
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Proof: Let i EN. Then

Bi(N, rv,c, L) =     9     AA(Tv,c)
Ag#.00 IN(A)1

=          ACL:N(A)=TAA(Tv,c)
TIN:i€T           'TI

= r AT(UL,c)
r «T 'TI

= v,(N, u, L, c),

where the third equality follows by lemma 11.1.1.                                        0

It follows, by considering c = 0, that this theorem implies the following corollary.

Corollary 11.1.1  Let (N, v, L) E CS .  Then

B(N, rv, L) = B(N, u, L) (11.4)

The second allocation rule we consider is the position value.  Let (N, r) be a reward

game with unanimity coefricients (AA(T) AILN. Then the position value lr(N, r, L)  is
defined by

Ti(N, r,L) =  -  AA(r)|Ail =  ·.  -'.' 3AfL) for all  i e N. (11.5)
fc-L        21 Al tlits;    21 Al

It can be checked that this position value is a natural extension of the position value
for communication situations, as described in section 3.2. Recall that *t(L, r L  -

 ACL.t€A ANP, where * denotes the Shapley value. Hence,

71'i(N, r, L)= E  *1(L, rIL) for all  i EN.
LEL,

In section 11.3 we will characterize both the Myerson value and the position value using

potentials.

11.2 Link monotonic allocation schemes

In this section we will introduce link monotonic allocation schemes. We will relate link
monotonic allocation schemes to population monotonic allocation schemes for cooper-
ative games. Finally, we will characterize the class of reward games that have a link
monotonic allocation scheme.
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In chapter 6 we described and analyzed games of link formation in extensive form,
where links are formed sequentially. Among others, we showed that in a superadditive
TU-game the full cooperation structure need not be supported by a subgame perfect Nash
equilibrium. Additionally, we derived that even if the underlying game is convex then it
is not at all obvious that the full cooperation structure will result. The full cooperation
structure need not form since the formation of a link can decrease the payoffs of several
players.  If the formation of a link between two players would not decrease the payoff of
any player then the full cooperation structure would be supported by a subgame perfect

Nash equilibrium. In the following we will consider reward games and we will concentrate
on reward games that have allocation schemes with the property that the formation of a
link between two players does not decrease the payoff of any player.  Such an allocation
scheme is called link monotonic.

Definition A vector  Ii,L i€N,LCLN is a link monotonic allocation scheme for the
reward game (N, r) if it satisfies the following conditions:

(i)       xi,L = 0 for all L c LN, i % N(L)

(ii)          E,EN xi,L = r (L) for all L C LN.

(iii)             xi,L  5 xi,L•  for all i €  N and  all  L, L-  c  LN  with L  c  L*.

The first condition makes sure that if a player does not cooperate with any other
player then he receives zero payoff. The second condition states that the value of a
network is divided among the players forming the network (efficiency). The third  con-
dition makes sure that no player ever has a reason to prevent the formation of any link

(monotonicity).
The notion of link monotonic allocation scheme is inspired by the notion of population

monotonic allocation scheme for cooperative games, which was described in section 2.1.

The concepts of population monotonic allocation schemes (PMAS) and link mono-
tonic allocation schemes (LMAS) appear to be related. This relation is made explicit in
the following theorem which states that a reward game has an LMAS if the associated

graph game has a non-negative PMAS.

Theorem  11.2.1  Let (N, r) be a reward game.  If the associated graph game (LNJ) has
a non-negative population monotonic allocation scheme then (N, r) has a link monotonic
allocation scheme.
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Proof: Let y = (V{i,j},L {i,j}EL,LCLN be a non-negative PMAS for (LN, r).  For all i E N
and all L c Liv define

1

Ii,L - E iy{i,j},L
j€N:{i,j}€L

We show that (Zi,L),EN,LcLN is an LMAS for (N, r) by checking the three conditions in
the definition of a link monotonic allocation scheme.

(i) This property follows immediately by noting that

{j €N I {i,j} E L} =0 ifi % N(L).

(ii) Let L g LN. Then
1

Ezi,L =  E xi,L =  I     E    57{i,j},L =  E  y{i,j},L = r(L),
EN i€N(L) i€NCL) j€N {i,j}€L {i,REL

where the first equality follows by (i) and the last equality by the fact that y is a
PMAS for (LN,T)

(iii) Let L, L* g LN with L C L- and let i E N. Then
1                          1                            1

Ii,L =       2_,       57{i,j},L  5       Z       514ij},L·  5        Z        t/{i,j},L• = Ii,L=,
j€N:{i,j}EL j€N:{i,j}EL j€N:{i,j}EL•

where the first inequality follows since y is a PMAS for (Liv, r)  and the last in-
equality follows by the non-negativity of y

This completes the proof.                                                                    0
In the following example we show that the non-negativity assumption in theorem

11.2.1 is not superfluous.

Example 11.2.1 Consider the reward game ({1,2},r) with r(0) = 0 and r({{1,2}}) =
-1. Then y{1,2},{{1,2}} = -1 is a PMAS for the associated (1-person) graph game
({{1,2}}, r).   Suppose z is an  LMAS for the reward  game  ({1,2},r).   Then it should
hold that

<

/1,{{1,2} 2 21.0  -0

ZY,{{1,2}} 2 1:2,0  =0;
Il,{{1,2}} + Z2,{{1,2}} = -1.

Consequently, 0 5 :rl,{{1,2}}+I2,{{1,2}} = -1, a contradiction.  We conclude that ({1,2}, r)
does not have an LMAS.                                                                      0
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Remark 11.2.1 Note that the non-negativity of a population monotonic allocation
scheme in theorem 11.2.1 can be replaced by the condition that r is non-negative.

Sprumont (1990) showed that every convex game has a PMAS. Using theorem 11.2.1
and remark 11.2.1 above the following corollary follows directly.

Corollary 11.2.1  Let  (N, r)  be a reward game.  If the associated graph game (LN, r)
is non-negative and convex, then (N, r) has an LMAS.

Theorem 11.2.1 states  that a reward  game  has  an  LMAS  if the corresponding graph

game has a non-negative PMAS. The following example illustrates that the LMAS con-
cept is not just the equivalent for PMAS in graph games associated with reward games.

In this example we present a reward game with an LMAS, although the associated graph

game does not have a PMAS.

Example 11.2.2 Consider the 'glove game' with player 1 having a left glove and players

2 and 3 both having a right glove. The value of a left glove or a right glove alone is zero.

The value of a pair of gloves, a left and a right glove, is one.
Computing the rewards that can be obtained for the various cooperation structures

results in the reward game (N, r) with

f i   if 12 c L or 13 E L;
r(L) = <

l 0  otherwise.

It is easily verified that the corresponding graph game (LN, r) does not have a PMAS,
since such a PMAS should satisfy x12,{12} = x13,{13} = 1 implying Z12,{12,13} + Z13,{12,13} 2
2 which cannot hold since r({12,13})  =  1.   Note that this graph game is not even
balanced.

Now, consider the allocation scheme (Yi,L)*N,LgLN for the reward game (N, r) with

f  1    ifi=landr(L) =1;
Vi,L = 1

l 0  otherwise.

It is easily checked that (Yi,L),€N,LcLiv is a link monotonic allocation scheme.           0
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The example above illustrates that the class of reward games with a link monotonic
allocation scheme does not correspond to the class of reward games with a PMAS for
the corresponding graph game. Sprumont (1990) showed that a cooperative game with
a PMAS has to be totally balanced. The example above shows that a reward game can
have an LMAS while the corresponding graph game is not even balanced.

After the results above one might expect the class of reward games with an LMAS
to be a large class. However, we show in the following example that the class of re-
ward games with an LMAS does not contain all reward games with a totally balanced
associated graph game.

Example 11.2.3 Consider the reward game (N, r) with N = {1,2,3,4} and

f  2    if L = LN;
r(L) = <  1   if L 9 6 L A' and 3* E N such  that  L  D LN\{,};

C 0 otherwise.

For the associated graph game, y with y13 = 1/24 = 1 and Y12 = 714 = 1/23 = 1/34 - Ois
a core-element. For all subgames one can also find a core-element, e.g., for the subgame
on {12,13,14,23,24} we have that y with y with Y12 = 1 and 713 = Y14 = 723 = 1124 - 0
is a core-element. Hence, (LN, r) is totally balanced.  We will show that (N, T) does not
have an LMAS.

Suppose x is an LMAS for (N, r).  From xi,0 =0 for all i e N i t follows by mono-
tonicity of the allocation scheme that zi,L 2 0 for all i€N and all L E LN. From
Z 1,{12,13,23} + 3:2,{ 12,13,23} + Z3,{12,13,23} = 1, and  i€{1,2,3,4} xi,{12,13,14,23.24} =lit follows by
monotonicity that z4,{12,13,14,23.24} = 0·  Using monotonicity of the allocation scheme we
conclude that 14,{12,14,24} = 0.

Interchanging the roles of players 1 and 4 we get Il,{12,14,24} -  , while interchanging
the roles of players 2 and 4 would result in z2,{12.14,24}  =  ·SO, Il,{12,14,24} + X2,{12,14,24} +
I4,{12,14,24} - 0 which contradicts zl,{12,14,24} + x2,{12,14,24} + I4,{12,14.24} = 1.  We conclude
that (N, r) does not have an LMAS.                                                        0

In the following we describe the class of reward games with an LMAS. Firstly, we
will introduce some definitions. Player i is called a veto player in the reward game (N, r)
if cooperation of player i is required to obtain profits, i.e., r(L)  = 0, for all L g LN\{i}.
A reward game is a reward game with veto-control if it is a reward game with at least
one veto player. The reward game (N, r) is called a simple reward game if r(L) c {0,1}
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for all L C LN. Finally, recall that a reward game is monotonic if r(Ll) 5 r(L,2) for all
Ll c L2·

Sprumont (1990) showed that a TU-game has a PMAS if and only if it is a positive
linear combination of monotonic simple games with veto-control. The following theorem
provides a similar result with respect to reward games with an LMAS.

Theorem 11.2.2 A reward game (N, r) has a link monotonic allocation scheme if and

only if it is a positive linear combination of monotonic simple reward games with veto-
control.

Proof: Firstly, assume that (N, r) is a positive linear combination of monotonic simple

reward games with veto-control.   If zl  is  an  LMAS  for  (N, rl)  and  x2  an  LMAS  for
(N, r2) then  obviously  al:1 + Bl:2  is  an  LMAS  for  (N, arl + BrY)  if a, B  2 0, where

(arl +Br2)(L)  = arl (L)+Br2(L) for all L c  LN. A monotonic simple reward game with
veto-control has an LMAS, which is easily seen by attributing the reward of any structure
completely to one specific veto player. Since  (N, r)  is a positive linear combination of
monotonic simple reward games with veto-control it follows that (N, r) has an LMAS.

Now, assume that (N, r) has an LMAS I =  Ii,L i€N,LgLN Then we can write (N, r)
as a sum of monotonic reward games with veto-control as follows.  For all i€N define
(N, r,) by r,(L) = xi,L for all L c LN.  Then (N, r) is the sum of the reward games in

{(N, r,) i€N, which are all monotonic reward games with veto-control.
It remains to show that every monotonic reward game with veto-control can be

written as a positive linear combination of monotonic simple reward games with veto-
control.  Let (N, r,) be a monotonic reward game with veto player i.  Define

K =1{z ER++ 13L ELN : r,(L) =z}

and let to = ri.  For all k=1, . . . ,K define

ak = mill{tk-1(L)   4-1(L) > 0, L C LN}

and

4 = tk-1 - akrl,

where

rl(L) = <C  1    if tk-1 (L) > 0;

( 0  otherwise.
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By construction we have

K

r, = E akrl, with Ok >0 for all k€ {l, . . . , K}
k=1

Since all (N, rl) are monotonic simple reward games with veto player i it follows that
every monotonic reward game with veto-control can be written as a positive linear com-
bination of monotonic simple reward games with veto-control.                                  0

11.3 Convexity
In this section we will introduce two notions of convexity in the setting of reward games,

player convexity and link convexity. We will show that there is a relation between player
convexity and the allocation scheme based on the Myerson value being link monotonic.

Similarly, we will show that there is a relation between link convexity and the allocation
scheme based on the position value being link monotonic.

In introducing a notion of convexity in the setting of reward games, we could simply
focus on convexity of the corresponding graph game. However, in a reward game we
focus on the players and convexity of the associated graph game focuses on the links.
Therefore, we will not consider convexity of the associated graph game, but we will
introduce two different notions of convexity for the class of reward games.

Recall that convexity states that the marginal contribution of a player does not
decrease if this player joins a larger coalition. Translating the interpretation of convexity
in cooperative games to reward games, it seems natural to look at the total contribution
of all links a player is involved in. However,  this can be interpreted in at least two
different ways.

Firstly, a reward  game  (N, r) is called player  convex  if for  all  Ll, L2   C   LN  with
Li C L 2 and alliEN

r(Li) - r(Li\Lj) 5 r(L2) - r(L2\Li). (11.6)

Secondly, a reward  game  (N, r) is called  link  convex    if for  all  Ll, P  C  LN  with
Li g L 2 and alli€N

  [r(Li) - r(Li\{t})] 5 Z [r(L2) - r(L2\{1})]. (11.7)
E€L;  l€L 
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A reward game is player convex if the marginal contribution of the set of all the links
a player is involved in does not decrease when the set of links is enlarged. A reward game

is link convex if the sum of the marginal contributions of the links a player is involved
in does not decrease when the set of links is enlarged.

These two notions of convexity will be used in analyzing the Myerson value and the
position value defined on the class of reward games. We will use player convexity and

link convexity in describing the set of reward games for which these allocation rules
result in link monotonic allocation schemes.

Before that, we will characterize the two allocation rules above using potentials,
similar to the characterization of the Shapley value by Hart and Mas-Colell  (1989).  The
potential used in the characterization of the Myerson value focuses on the total marginal
contribution of a player. The potential used in the characterization of the position value

focuses on the marginal contributions of the links.
Let N- be a set of players. Consider a function P that assigns to every reward

communication situation (N, r, L) E RCSN. a real number. The marginal contribution
of a player can now be defined in at least two natural ways. Firstly, as the total marginal
contribution of all his links, i.e.,

Dip(N,r,L) -P(N,r,L)- P(N,r, L\L,)
for all (N, r, L) € RCSN. and all i c N.   (11.8)

Secondly, we can define the marginal contribution of a player as the sum of the marginal
contributions of the links this player is involved in, i.e.,

DTP(N, r, L) = E IP(N, r, L) - P(N, r, L {t})]
l€Li

for all (N, r, L) C li N.  and all i EN.   (11.9)

A function P is called a player potential function if P(N, r, 0) = 0 and

  LNP(N, r, L) = r(L) for all (N, r, L) C RCS .  and all i E N, (11.10)
ON

i.e., the sum of the marginal contributions with respect to Dl equals the value of the

cooperation structure.
A function P is called a link potential function if P(N, r, 0) = 0 and

Z D P(N, r, L) = r(L) for all  (N, r, L) E RCSN.  and all i E N, (11.11)
i€N
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i.e., the sum of the marginal contributions with respect to D2 equals the value of the
cooperation structure.

The following theorem shows that there exists a unique player potential function and
for all reward games it holds that the marginal contributions coincide with the Myerson
value.

Theorem 11.3.1 There exists a unique player potential function  P  on  RCSN..    For
all reward communication situations  (N, r,L)  c  RCSN   and  all  i  E  N it holds  that
DfiP(N, r, L) = Bi(N, r, L)

Proof: Firstly, we show that there exists a player potential function and that the
marginal contributions of this player potential function coincide with the Myerson value.

Let  (N, r, L) C RC-SN: Recall that r =  ACLN AA(r)UA· Define

P(N, r, L) = 3 - for all L C LN.- AA(r)
Ac ,£0 N(A)

Obviously, P(N, r, 0) =0. Furthermore, for all L (L A' and all i€N

D&P(N, r, L) = P(N, r, L) - P(N, r, L Li)

=           FT-       AA (r) AA(r)

Ag' 00 --Fj - ACL ,A#0 -(A)

=   Adfr)
ACL:A,960 N(A)

= B,(N, r, L). (11.12)

Since the Myerson value is efficient it follows that the sum of the marginal contri-
butions equals the value of the cooperation structure. Hence, P is a player potential
function on RCSN..

It remains to show that the player potential function is unique.  If Q is a player
potential function then it follows by equations (11.8) and (11.10) that for all (N, r, L)
with L 40 it holds that

r(L) = E[Q(N, r, L) - Q(N, r, L\L,)1
i€ N

=   E  [Q(N,r, L) - Q(N, r, L\L,)1, (11.13)

i€N(L)
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where the second equality follows since Q(N, r, L) = Q(N, 4 L\Li) if Li = 0, which is

equivalent to i % N(L). Using (11.13) it follows that

Q(N, r,L) =      1         r(L) +   E  Q(N, r, LjL,) . (11.14)
IN(L)1 i€N(L)

-                                -

For all reward games (N, r) it holds that Q(N, r, 0) = 0. So, Q(N, r, L) can be determined
recursively using  (11.14). This proves the uniqueness  of the player potential function.

This completes the proof.                                                                0

Theorem 11.3.1 extends a result of Winter (1992), who considers the Myerson value
for communication situations.

Subsequently, we consider the marginal contributions determined   by 02. Recall
that P is a link potential function if Ei€N Dtp(N, r, L)  = r(L)  for all  (N, r, L)  and
P(N, r, 0) = 0 for all (N, r). The following theorem shows that there exists a unique link
potential function and the marginal contributions coincide with the position value.

-3.Theorem 11.3.2 There exists a unique link potential function   P   on   RCS      .      For

all reward communication situations  (N, r, L)  E  RCSN   and all i  €  N it holds that
D P(N, r, L)= 4(N, r, L)

Proof: Firstly, we show that there exists a link potential function and that the marginal
contributions of the link potential function coincide with the position value.

Let  (N, r, L) € RCSN..  Define

P(N, r, L)- 3 -  for all  L  g  LN.r-  AA(r)
AdI;00 2'Al

Obviously, P(N, r, 0) =0. Furthermore, for all L g L N and all i€N

DjP(N, r, L) = E [P(N, r, L) - P(N, r, L\{l})]
/EL:

-                                            -

AA(rl E &M- g ,  _AC 1Ee -  3ir  - ACL\{1}:A#0  21Al _

-E E  1l€Li ACL:l€A

= 71·,(N, r, L). (11.15)
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Since the position value is efficient it follows that the sum of the marginal contributions
equals the value of the cooperation structure. Hence, P is a link potential function on
RCSN..

It remains to show that the link potential function is unique.  If Q is a link potential
function it follows by equations (11.9) and (11.11) that for all reward communication

situations (N, r, L) with L#0 i t holds that

r(L) = E E[Q(N, r, L) - Q(N, r, L\{t})]
i€N tEL:

=   2[Q(N, r, L) - Q(N, r, L\{l})].
1€L

Hence,

Q(N, r L) = -   r(L)+2E Q(N, r, L\{1}) 
'

21Ll1 I

Since for all reward games Q(N, r, 0)  = 0 this determines Q(N, r, L) recursively. This
proves the uniqueness of the link potential function.

This completes the proof.                                                                0

In the remainder of this section we study allocation schemes resulting from the My-
erson value and the position value. We concentrate on the conditions on the underly-

ing reward game such that these allocation schemes are link monotonic. For a reward
game (N, r) we refer to (Mi(N, r, L))i€N, LcL   as the Myerson allocation scheme and to
(,ri(N, r, L)),EN,LELiv as the position allocation scheme.

Both for the player potential function and the link potential function it holds that
the restriction of this function to the set of reward communication situations with a fixed

reward game, can be seen as a reward game itself. If PP is the player potential function
on RCSN. then we refer for all N   N- to (N, P&,r)), where 4N,r) is the restriction of
PP to  {(N, r, L)IL  g  LN},  as the player potential reward game associated with (N, r).
Similarly, if P' is the link potential function on RCSN. then we refer for all N c N-
to (N, P2N,T)) as the link potential reward game associated with (N, r). We remark that

(N, P&,r)) and (N, Pk,r)) do not depend on the specific choice of N' D N.

Marin-Solano and Rafels (1996) show that the allocation scheme based on the Shapley
value for a cooperative game is a population monotonic allocation scheme if and only if
the associated potential game is convex. We will prove two similar results dealing with
reward games in conjunction with the Myerson value and the position value, respectively.
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The following theorem states that the Myerson allocation scheme is a link monotonic
allocation scheme if and only if the associated player potential reward game is player

convex.

Theorem 11.3.3  Let  (N, r)  be a reward game. The Myerson allocation scheme is a
link monotonic allocation scheme if and only if the associated player potential reward
game (N, P ,r)) is player convex.

Proof: For notational convenience we will write P instead of PrN,r) and P(L) instead

of P&,r)(N, r, L).
Since the Myerson allocation scheme obviously satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of the

definition of a link monotonic allocation scheme it suffices to show that the Myerson
allocation scheme satisfies condition (iii) if and only if the player potential reward game
(N, P) is player convex.

The reward game (N, P) is player convex if and only if for all i€N and all Ll, L2 C
LN with Li C L2 it holds that

P(Li) _ P(Ll\Lt) S  (L2  _ P(L2\Li).

By (11.12) we find that this is equivalent to

B,(N, r, Ll) 5 B,(N, r, LY)

for all  i  E N and  all L i,L 2  (L N  with  Ll  g  L2. This completes the proof.                       0

The following theorem contains a similar result for the position value and a link
convex associated link potential reward game.

Theorem 11.3.4  Let (N, r) be a reward game. The position allocation scheme is a link
monotonic allocation scheme if and only if the associated link potential reward game

(N, pfN,r)) is link convex.

Proof: For notational convenience we will write P instead of Pf and P(L) instead(N,r)
of pfN,r) (N, r, L).

Since the position allocation scheme obviously satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of the
definition of a link monotonic allocation scheme it suffices to show that the position
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allocation scheme satisfies condition (iii) if and only if the link potential reward game

associated with (N, r) is link convex.

This reward game (N, P) is link convex if and only if for all i  E  N and all L l,L 2  c  LA

with Li C L2 it holds that

E [p(Li) - p(Li\{t})] C E [p(L2) - p(L'\{t})1
1€L,i t€L 

By (11.15) we find that this holds if and only if

AL(N, r, Li) 5 Ti(N, r, L2)

for all i€N and all  L i,L 2 (L N  with  Ll  g  L2. This completes the proof.                       0
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Chapter 12

Directed communication networks

The networks that were subject of study so far, provide several ways to deal with co-
operation restrictions. In all these networks communication is modeled symmetrically,
i.e.,  no distinction between the players  in a communication relation  is made.   In  this  last

chapter, which is based on Slikker  et al. (200Ob), we study asymmetric bilateral  com-
munication relations between the players, modeled by means of a directed graph.  We
assume that the economic possibilities of the players are captured in a reward function,
which assigns a value to every directed graph. We focus on allocation rules for situations
where the economic possibilities are described by such a reward function and a specific
network has been formed. We show that there exists an allocation rule that satisfies
an efliciency property and a fairness property, which takes into account the asymme-
tries in a relation, if and only if the players can be partitioned in hierarchical classes.

Subsequently, we introduce and discuss several models that represent the formation of
hierarchical structures.

We introduce directed reward situations in section 12.1. Allocation rules for these
situations are considered in section 12.2. Finally, section 12.3 studies the formation of
hierarchical structures.

12.1 Directed reward situations
In this section we introduce directed reward situations. We start with some preliminaries
on directed graphs, which will represent asymmetric communication relations between

the players.
A directed graph is a pair  (N, A) where  N  =  {1, . . . ,n}  is a set of vertices  and

Ag{(i,j)   I i,j  E N;i  9 6  j}a  set of (directed)   arcs. The vertices  can be interpreted

273
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as players  and  the arcs as communication relations:  an  arc  (i, j)  states that player i is
the initiator of this directed communication relation and that player j is the receiver.

The  set  of all directed graphs with player  set  N is denoted  by  DGN.   In case there  is  no

ambiguity about the set of vertices we will sometimes identify a directed graph with its
set of directed arcs. To stress the interpretation of a directed graph we will from now on
refer to (N, A) f DGN as a directed communication network.

A collection A of directed communication networks is called closed (under taking
inclusions) if for all A€A and all A' (A i t holds that A' C A.  In this chapter we will
restrict our attention to collections of directed communication networks that are closed.
Note that the set of all directed communication networks is closed as is, for example,
the set of all bipartite directed graphs, which are structures that contain only directed
arcs from a subset of the player set, the set of initiators, to its complement, the set of
receivers. We remark that in a bipartite graph it is possible that a player is not involved
in any directed communication relation.

The communication relations between players have another interpretation as well:
since the only relations between players are directed communication relations, cooper-
ation between players is via these relations only. This restriction in cooperation be-
tween the players results for a fixed directed communication network A in a partition
of the player set. Two players i and j are connected if i=j o r the players are con-

nected, either directly,  i.e.,  (i,j)  € A or  (j, i)  € A, or indirectly, i.e., there exists  a path
(Il,el, Z2, · · · , Ik-1,€k-1, Zk),k23, with xi =i,I k=j, and for all t€ {1, . . . ,k-1}
it holds that el E {(ZI,Ii+1), (It+1, zi)} and et E A. Two players are in the same par-
tition element if and only if they are connected. The resulting partition is denoted by
N/A. For any R EN, the partition of R into components according to (R, A(R)) is
denoted by R/A, where A(R) = {(i, j) €A l {i, j} C R}. Though an arc (i, j) €A i s
directed, it represents a fully developed communication link. Hence, connectedness, as
defined above, is based on arbitrary communication paths, without paying attention to
the direction of the arcs in a path. We remark that A(R) sometimes refers to directed

communication network (N, A(R)) and sometimes to directed communication network

(R, A(R)).
An alternative, but equivalent, definition of N/A is the following. Define the undi-

rected graph (N, LA) by

LA =  {i, j} 1 (i, j) e A}.

We will refer to (N, LA)  as the undirected graph associated with (N, A).  Then N/A =
N/LA, where N/LA is the partition of the player set into communication components as
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defined in section 2.3.
For an  arbitrary path  P=  (Il, €1, I2, ···,et-1,It) we denote

t(P) = I  r E {1,... ,1-1}ler= (Ir+1,1:r)  I - I. r€{l,...,t-1}ler= (Ir, Ir+1) I
Finally, a cycle isapath P= (rl,el, I2,··· ,et-l,It) with 1 2 3, zi =It, and xi....  , I,-1
all distinct points.

Let A g DGN be a closed set of directed communication networks. A directed

reward function r o n A i s a function r:A»R that assigns a real number to every
directed communication network A E A. The value r(A) represents the profit that

can be obtained by all players together if they cooperate according to this directed
communication network. Throughout this chapter we assume that r(0) = 0, which
states that if there are no relations between the players then no profit can be made.
Furthermore, we assume that the directed reward function is component additive, i.e.,

r(A) =  E r(A(C)) for all A € A.
C€NIA

A triple (N, r, A) with r a directed reward function on A and A €A will be called a
directed reward situation on A. Denote the set of all directed reward situations with
player set N on A by DRSN,A

An allocation rule 7 for directed reward situations assigns a vector 7(N, r, A) €RN
to every directed reward situation (N, r, A) in a class of directed reward situations.  If
there is no ambiguity about the underlying player set and the directed reward function
we sometimes refer to 7(A) instead of 7(N, r, A).

12.2 Allocation rules
In this section we study allocation rules for directed reward situations. Besides an ef-
ficiency requirement we demand that an allocation rule treats directed communication
relations symmetrically. However, we would like the allocation rule to distinguish be-
tween the two players forming a directed communication relation. These two features are
captured in the property directed fairness.  We show that in general there is no allocation
rule that satisfies the efficiency requirement and directed fairness. We then proceed in
two different directions. Firstly, we study some alternative fairness principle that is more
widely applicable but less appealing in the setting of this chapter. Secondly, we study
the necessary and sufficient conditions on a set of directed communication networks to
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ensure existence of an allocation rule satisfying the efficiency requirement and directed
fairness.

Let A g DGN be a closed collection of directed graphs. Consider the following

property for an allocation rule 7 on DRSNA:

Component efficiency  (CE): For all directed reward situations (N, r, A) E DRSN,A

and all C e N/A it holds that

 7,(N, r, A) = r(ACC)) (12.1)
i€C

Furthermore, for any a 2 1 consider the following property for an allocation rule 7 o n
DRSN,A:

a-Directed fairness  (a-DF): For all directed reward situations (N, r, A) C DRSN,A

and all i,j EN with  (i, j) €A i t holds that

7, (N, r, A) - 'n(N, r, A\{(i, j)}) = a  73(N, r, A) - ·yj(N,r, A\{(i, j)}) .     (12.2)

Component efficiency states that the profits of a component should be divided among
the players in this component. This property is similar to component efficiency for
allocation rules for communication situations as described in section 3.2. The property
a-directed fairness states that, though the change in payoff as a result of an additional
directed communication relation might be different for the initiator (i) and the receiver
(j),   it  holds  that  if  one  of the differences is non-zero  then the ratio between   the  two

differences is the same for all directed communication relations. This constant ratio
is denoted by a and represents the difference between an initiator and a receiver in a
directed communication relation. If a=l then the initiator and the receiver experience

the same influence of an additional directed communication relation.  We will mainly
restrict ourselves to a > 1. This states that an initiator experiences a greater influence of
an additional directed communication relation than a receiver.  We say that an allocation
rule satisfies directed fairness if this allocation rule satisfies a-directed fairness, for some
a   >    1.     We  note   that the mathematical analysis that follows would not change   if  we

consider a € (0,1), but such a weight is in contrast with the natural assumption that an
initiator experiences a greater influence of an additional directed communication relation
than a receiver. Furthermore, we remark that the distinction between an initiator and a
receiver is not determined a priori.  In fact, we do not even exclude that both  (i, j)  and
(j, i) belong to a directed communication network.
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The following example shows that in general there is no allocation rule that satisfies

component efficiency and a-directed fairness with a > 1.

Example 12.2.1  Let N = {1,2,3}, Athesetof all subsets of A' = {(1,2), (2,3), (3,1)},
and r the directed reward function on A with r({(1,2), (2,3), (3,1)}) = 1 and r(A) = 0
otherwise. Suppose 7 is an allocation rule that satisfies CE and a-DF. We will show
that it must hold that a = 1.

Firstly, by CE it follows that 7,(N, r, 0) = 0 for all i E N. Subsequently, consider A =
{(j, k)}.  Then the remaining player i receives 0 by CE. Furthermore, 7j(N, r, {(j, k)}) =
a  7*(N, r,{(j,k)})  bya-DF. Using CE it then follows for the payoffs of players j  and
k that ij(N,r, {(j, k)}) = lk(N,r, {(j, k)}) = 0.  With similar arguments we find that
for all A c A' and all i c {1,2,3} it holds that A(N, LA)= 0.

Subsequently, consider  A'.   By  a-DF it follows  that

71(N, r, A.) - 71(N, r, A*\{(1,2)}) = a  72(N, r, A-) - 72(N, r, A-\{(1,2)}) ,

72(N, r, A.) -72(N, r, A-\{(2,3)}) = a  73(N, r, A*) -73(N, r, A*\{(2,3)})  ,

73(N, r, A') - 73(N, r, A'\{(3,1)}) = a  71(N, r, A*) - 71(N, r, A\{(3,1)}) 

Using that 7,(N, r, A) =0 for all A C A' and all i<N w e find

71(N, r, A*) = 072(N, r, A*)

= (*273(N, r, A')

= 0271(N, r, A')

Hence, it follows that a=l o r 71 (N,T, A')  =  0.   The  last  possibility  would  im-

ply that  i€N 1(N, r, A-)  = O, since 72(N, r, A')  = a271(N, r, A-) and 73(N, r, A-) =
071(N, r, A-), contradicting CE. We conclude that a=1 should hold, otherwise there is
no allocation rule that satisfies a-directed fairness and component efficiency.           0

So, in general there exists no allocation rule that satisfies CE and a-DF for some
a > 1.  However, for several classes of directed graphs that are interesting in analyz-
ing directed communication networks, an allocation rule satisfying these properties does
exist. Before we study these classes, we introduce and study weighted allocation rules,
called weighted directed communication values. We show that these values can be char-
acterized by two properties, component efficiency and w-fairness.
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Before we introduce these allocation rules we need some additional notation. Let A
be a closed collection of directed communication networks. For every directed reward

situation (N, r, A) c DRSN,A define an associated cooperative game (N, vr,A) as follows:

ur,A(T) = r(A(T)) for all T g N.

Then the directed communication value 8 of directed reward situation  (N, r, A)  €  DRSN,A
is defined by

8(N, r, A) = $(N, ur,A),

where * denotes the Shapley value.
Similarly, the weighted directed communication value P of directed reward situation

(N, r, A) €DRSN.A with weights w E Rj+ is defined by

8*'(N, r, A) = *w(N, ur,A),

where *w denotes the w-Shapley value.   Note  that  6  =  2'  with  w  =  (1,1,...,1).   We
will sometimes refer to the weighted directed communication value with weights w as
the w-directed communication value.

We will characterize weighted directed communication values by two properties, com-
ponent efficiency and an alternative fairness criterion. Therefore, for all w € Rl con-
sider the following property for an allocation rule on DRSN,A:

w-Fairness  (w-F):  For all directed reward situations  (N, r, A)  E  DRSN,A,  and  all
(i, j) E Ait holds that

3(N, r, A) - 3(N, r, A\{(i, j)})
=

7j(N, r, A) - 75(N, r, A\{(i, j)})
W                              Wj

So, w-fairness states that the change in payoff for two players forming an additional
directed communication relation is proportional to their weights. Note that although at
first sight this property may seem similar to a-directed fairness, there is a big difference:
the weights in w-fairness are determined by the nature of the players, whereas in a-
directed fairness the weights are determined by the nature of the relation between the
two players. We remark that w-fairness with w= (1, . . . ,1) coincides with a-directed
fairness with a = 1. Note that w-fairness is similar to fairness for allocation rules for
communication situations, which was described in section 3.2.

The proof of the following theorem is omitted since it is similar to the proofs of
lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.7.
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Theorem 12.2.1  Let w € R.  and let A be a closed collection of directed communi-
cation networks. The w-directed communication value is the unique allocation rule on
DRSN,A that satisfies component efficiency and w-fairness.

Though this theorem is similar to results we encountered in earlier chapters, we
cannot derive this result by simply looking at some associated undirected (reward) com-
munication situation. The reason for this is that if an arc (i, j) is removed from a set of
arcs then (j, i) might still belong to this set. To model this by means of an undirected

graph would require multiplicity of links, which we have not discussed. Moreover, in
that case it is not possible to distinguish between the undirected graphs associated with
directed communication networks (N, {(i, j)})  and  (N, {(j, i)})

In the remainder of this section we study what conditions on the class of directed
communication networks are necessary and sufficient for the existence of an allocation
rule that satisfies component efficiency and a-directed fairness for some a > 1. Before
we consider these conditions we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 12.2.1  Let a>1 and let A be a closed collection of directed communication
networks. There is at most one allocation rule on DRSN,A that satisfies component

efficiency and a-directed fairness.

Proof: Suppose there are two rules 71 and 72 that satisfy component efficiency and a-
directed fairness.  Let (N, r, A) be a communication situation with a minimum number
of arcs such that 71(A)  0 72(A). By component efficiency it follows that A  96  0·   Let
i,jEN with  (i, j) € A.  From a-directed fairness of 71  we then find

7,1(A) - 7,1(A\{(i, j)}) = a (·yj(A) - 7j(A\{(i, j)}))

Using this, the minimality of A, and the a-directed fairness of 72, respectively, we find

711 (A)  - a7ji(A) = 7,1(A\{(i, j)}) - 0731(A\{(i, j)})
= 72(A\{(i, j)}) - a.yj(A\{(i, j)})
= 72(A)- a·yf(A).

SO,

7,1 (A) _ 4,(A) = 0 (751(A) - ·rj(A))

This expression is valid for all pairs  {i,j}  with  (i, j)  E  A.
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Let i E N and let C E N/,4 be such that i€C.  For all j€ C\{i} there exists
at least one path from i to j. Denote an arbitrary but fixed path from i to j by
P,j = (1:1, el, 1:2, ···,It-1, et-1, It)· For all r E {1,...,1 - 1}it holds that

71(A)- 72,(44)=   a (7 .+1 (A)-71+1(A))  ifer=(Zr, Ir+1);1 (71.H(A) - 722.+1 (A))     otherwise.

Now, define wf = at(pu) for all j€ C {i} Furthermore, define wic - 1. For all j E C
we have

7j(A) -732(A) = wf (7,1(A) - 4,(A))

Let d= (7,1(A) - 7 (A)).  Then for all j €C:  'yj(A) - 72(A) = wjcd. Component
efficiency of 71 and 72 gives us

E731(A) = E.72(A) = r(ACC)).
jec jec

Thus,

0 =   (751(A) - 72(A))  = Ewjcd
jEC jec

since wf >0 for all j E C i t follows that d=0. Since i was chosen arbitrarily, we
conclude that 71(A) =72(A).                                                                         0

Consider the following properties  for a directed communication network  (N, A):

Hierarchical-classes property (HCP): There exists an (ordered) partition   B   =
(Bl, . . . , Bm) of N such that for all (i,j) E A there exists k E {1, . . . ,m-1} with
i € Bk+1 and j E Bk·

Cycle property (CP): For every Cycle P= (Il, el, 1:2, · · · , It, el, 4+1) with x1+1 - Z i
it holds that t(P) = 0.

The hierarchical-classes property states that the players can be partitioned in hi-
erarchical classes such that there exist only directed communication relations from a
hierarchical class to the hierarchical class directly below this class. Note that the class
of graphs that satisfy the hierarchical-classes property are sometimes used to represent a
hierarchical structure. Here, one can think of top-down relations between individuals in
a firm. The cycle property states that every cycle in a directed communication network

contains as many arcs directed one way as it contains directed the other way.
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We will say that a collection of graphs satisfies the hierarchical-classes property (cy-
cle property) if every directed communication network in this collection satisfies the
hierarchical-classes property (cycle property).  Note that if a directed communication
network satisfies the hierarchical-classes property (cycle property) then all subgraphs
of this directed communication network satisfy the hierarchical-classes property (cycle

property) as well.
The following lemma shows that the hierarchical-classes property and the cycle prop-

erty are equivalent.

Lemma 12.2.2 Let (N, A) c DGN be a directed communication network. Then (N, A)

satisfies the hierarchical-classes property if and only if (N, A) satisfies the cycle property.

Proof: Firstly,  we  show the if-part. Suppose  (N, A) satisfies the cycle property.   We
will assign a number to each vertex.  Let C e N/A be a component in the directed
communication network (N, A).   Let i €C b e fixed.  Set p c=0.  For all j €  C\{i}
consider an arbitrary but fixed path from i to j, Pe = (Ii,el,1,2,··· ,£1-1,It) with
xi = i and 4 = j. Define

Pc I. t(P,j)·

By CP it follows that pic is independent of the choice of a specific path between i and
j.  Furthermore, note that this construction implies that for all a, b E C i t holds that
if (a, b)  E  A then pf = pf + 1.  In this way pcis constructed for all C e N/A and all
j EC. Subsequently, define

Bf = {j€C l p f- minpf +1=k}
r€C

for all C E N/A and all k€ {1,..., m-}, where

m. = 0 ;411:1:gprc - %#pf + 11}.

Then,  for all a, b c  N it holds that if (a, b)  E  A and a  E  Bfit  for some C e N/A
and k E {1'...,m- - 1}then b E Bkc since pf = pf + 1. Now, (Bi,···, Bm.) with
Bk = UCEN/ABF for all k E  {1,...,m*} is an ordered partition of N such that for all
(r, t) C A there exists k e {1, . . . ,m* -1} with r€ Bk+1 and t€ Bk. We conclude that

(N,A) satisfies the hierarchical-classes property.

It remains to show the only-if-part. Suppose (N, A) satisfies the hierarchical-classes
property. Then there exists an ordered partition   (Bl,···,B™)   of  N  such  that  for  all
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(i,j) C A there exists k€ {1, . . . ,m-1} with i E Bk+i and j€Bk. Consider a cycle

(Zliet, Z2,··· ,It,et,Z,+1), with xi = It+1· For every r E {1,... ,t} with zr E Bkit
holds  that  if er  =  Cirix,+1)  then  x,+1  €  Bk-1  and  if er  =  (Ir+1, Ir)  then  Tr+1  E  Bk+1·
Since xi and Irt+1 coincide, they belong to the same partition element implying that

I{r € {1,...,1} ler= (Ir, Ir+1)}1= 1{r € {1,...,t}  ler=(Ir+1, Ir)}1·

This completes the proof.                                                                0
In the following lemma we will show that there exists an allocation rule that satisfies

component efficiency and a-directed fairness with a>l o n any closed collection of
graphs satisfying the hierarchical-classes property. Therefore, we need some additional
notation. For every  (N, A) that satisfies the hierarchical-classes property denote  by

8(A)   =   (Bi' ,..., BJ) an arbitrary but fixed partition  of the player  set  such  that  for

all  (i, j)  C A there exists  k  c  {1,...,m- 1}  with  i E BA+1 and j € BkA. We remark
that B(A) is unique if N/A = 1. Furthermore, define the weight vector wA E RS by

(WQA), = ak for all i E N, where k is such that i E BkA.

Lemma 12.2.3  Let a >  l, let (N, A) be a directed communication network that sat-
isfies the hierarchical-classes property, and let A = {A' 1 A' g A}. Then dw: satisfies
component efficiency and a-directed fairness on DRSN,A

Proof: It follows from theorem  12.2.1  that 6w: satisfies component efficiency. It remains
to show that OW: satisfies a-directed fairness. From theorem 12.2.1 it follows that 8' :

satisfies wQA.fairness. Hence, for all Al  c A and all  (i, j)  E Al it holds that

A

87:(Al ) - 8:e (At\{ (i, j)}) = 87" (Al ) - OwiA (Al\{(i, j)})
(W ), (tut)j

Since (wak), = O(114)j it follows that

BS(Al) - 6:'A(At\{(i, j)}) = a 67:(At) - Ow:(At\{(i, j)}) .

Hence, 8w: satisfies a-directed fairness.                                                    0
We remark that although wQA is defined by means of an arbitrary partition for which

the hierarchical-classes property is satisfied, it follows by lemmas 12.2.1 and 12.2.3 that
the allocation rule 8w: is independent of the choice of B(A).
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The following lemma states that if two allocation rules, each defined on a class of
directed reward situations based on a closed collection of directed communication net-
works, both satisfy component efficiency and a-directed fairness then they coincide on
the intersection of these classes.

Lemma  12.2.4   Let a  >  1 and let A t,A 2 be two closed collections of graphs that satisfy
the hierarchical-classes property.  If 7i and 72 satisfy component efficiency and a-directed

'AlnA2fairness on DRSN,Ai  and  DRSN,A, , respectively,  then 71  and 72 coincide on  DRSN

Proof: Both 71 and 72 satisfy CE and a-DF on DRSN,AinA,
. By lemma 12.2.1 it follows

that 71  and 72 coincide on DRSN,Ain.42.                                                                                                  0

The following theorem deals with arbitrary closed classes of graphs that satisfy the
hierarchical-classes property.  For any collection of directed reward situations based on
such a class there is a unique allocation rule that satisfies component efficiency and
a-directed fairness.

Theorem 12.2.2  Let a> 1 and let A be a closed collection of graphs that satisfies the
hierarchical-classes property. Then there exists a unique allocation rule on DRSN,A that
satisfies component efficiency and a-directed fairness.

Proof: Let

Amax = {A E A| there  is  no  A'  €  A with  A  c  A'  .

Let r be a directed reward function on A. Let A € A. Choose A' € Amax such that
AgA'. Define

7(N, r, A) = P:'(N, r, A).

By lemma 12.2.4 it follows that 7(N, r, A) is independent of the choice of A' e Amax,
A'

Hence, 7 is well-defined and 7 coincides with 8'e„ on A' = {A I A   A'} for all
A' € Amax. By lemma 12.2.3 it follows that 7 satisfies CE and a-DF on DRSN,A, for
all A' f Amax. We conclude that 7 satisfies CE and a-DF on DRSN.A

Lemma 12.2.1 implies that 7 is the unique allocation rule on DRSN.A that satisfies
CE and a-DF.                                                                                 0
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The following theorem shows that if a collection of directed communication networks
contains a directed communication network that does not satisfy the hierarchical-classes

property then there is no allocation rule that satisfies component efficiency and directed
fairness.

Theorem 12.2.3 Let (N, A-) be a directed communication network that does not sat-
isfy the hierarchical-classes property.  Let A be a closed collection of graphs with A* e A
Then there is no allocation rule 7 that satisfies component efficiency and a-directed fair-
ness with a > 1.

Proof: By lemma 12.2.2 it follows that (N, A-) does not satisfy CP. Consider a cycle

P - (xi,el,I2,••· ,zi, et, It+1) with zl = Ii+1 and t(P) 00. Denote A' = {el,··· ,€t ·
Consider the directed reward function r on A defined by

r(A) = <1    if A - A,;0 otherwise.

Suppose 7 is an allocation rule on DRSN„4 that satisfies CE and a-DF with a > 1. Then,
with arguments similar to those in example 12.2.1, it follows that

7,(N, r, A) = 0 for all A C A' and all i E N.

Then a-DF implies that for all r E{ 1, . . . ,l}i t holds that

7=.+1(N, r, A') = <  a7=.(N, r, A')    if (zr+1,Ir) c A';
(12.3)

i-7·g, (N, r, A') otherwise.

Hence,

7z,+1(N, r, A') = at(  7*1 (N, r, A').

Since t(P) 0 0 and 11 = It+1 it follows that a =l or 7*, (N, r, A') =0. Since a >  1 it

follows that 74 (N, r, A') = 0.  But then it follows by equation (12.3) that 7=, (N, r, A') =

0 for all r c {1,...,1}. This contradicts CE since {xi, · · ·,zi} is a component in

(N, A').                                                                                                                         0

Combining theorems 12.2.2 and 12.2.3 we get the following theorem
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Theorem  12.2.4  Let a>l and let A be a closed collection of directed communication
networks.  Then A satisfies the hierarchical-classes property if and only if there exists
an allocation rule on DRSN,A that satisfies component efficiency and a-directed fairness.

Moreover, if such an allocation rule exists then it is unique.

Proof: The proof follows directly from theorems 12.2.2 and 12.2.3.                         0

The value of theorem 12.2.4 will be called the a-hierarchical value and will be denoted

by  h°.    In case there  is no ambiguity about  a this value will sometimes be called  the

hierarchical value. We stress once more that a hierarchical value exists only if the
players can be partitioned in hierarchical classes for any network in the class of directed
communication networks, i.e., the collection of directed communication networks satisfes
the hierarchical-classes property.

12.3 Hierarchy formation

In this section we will study several ways to model the formation of a directed communi-
cation network. We discuss several possibilities for the modeling of the strategies of the
players and the formation of a directed communication network given the strategies of the
players. We start with the description of a general model and discuss some of the prob-
lems that arise. Subsequently, we will refine our model in several directions. We want
to apply the hierarchical value developed in the previous section, which is properly de-
fined for classes of directed communication networks that satisfy the hierarchical-classes
property. Therefore, in this section we will usually refer to a directed communication
network as a hierarchical structure. Additionally, we will sometimes call an initiator of
a hierarchical relation a boss and we will sometimes call a receiver a subordinate.

Firstly, we describe a general model of hierarchical structure formation. Let N be a
set of players, A = DGN the collection of directed communication networks on player set

N, and r a directed reward function on A. Let 7 be an allocation rule on DRSN,A Define
the hierarchy formation game Ph/ (N, r, 7) determined by the tuple (N; (Si),€N; (f,7)EN)
where for all i€N

Si = <(sii, 32) I sii, st g N\{i}; sii n s  = 0  

represents the strategy  set of player  i. A strategy of player i,  s,  =  (sii, si), denotes  the

set of players he wants to be a subordinate to (32) and the set of players he wants to be
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a boss of (sl). A strategy profile s= (sl, · · · , Sn) E Ili€N Si, induces a set of directed
arcs A(s) given by

A(s) = {(i,j) l i E sj; j€ s }.

The interpretation is that a directed arc is formed if and only if both players involved in
the arc are willing to form it. The payoff function /7 - (f:),EN is then defined as the
allocation rule applied to the hierarchical structure formed, i.e.,

f·,(s) = 7(N, r, A(s)) for all s € S.

In case there is no ambiguity about the underlying player set and the directed reward
function we will simply write rh/(7) instead of rh,(N, r, 7).  In the remainder we will
consider an arbitrary directed reward function r on DRSN.A

Consider the following example.

Example  12.3.1  Let  N  =  {1,2,3}  and A =  DGN the set  of all directed graphs  on

player set N. Let r be a directed reward function on A and let 7 be an allocation rule.
Consider the hierarchy formation game I'l'J(N, r, 7) and suppose that the players play

strategies

81 - ({2},{3});
82 - ({3},{1});
33 = ({1},{2})

According to the formation rule this results in the formation of the arcs (2,1), (3,2), and
(1,3).  Hence, the resulting structure does not satisfy the hierarchical-classes property.   0

Example 12.3.1 illustrates a problem that arises in the game Thr (N, r, 7). Our general
model may result in (directed) cycles. According to theorem 12.2.3 there exists no
allocation rule that satisfies the properties component efficiency and a-directed fairness
with a>l o n a class of directed communication networks that does not satisfy HCP.

There are several ways to deal with this problem. We mention a few. Firstly, one
could adjust the formation rule in the sense that if a directed cycle results, all relations
will break down or, more subtle, all relations in each component that contains a cycle
will break down. Another possibility is to break down all those arcs that belong to
at least one cycle only. These methods can be applied to ensure that the resulting
directed communication network satisfies the hierarchical-classes property. Here, we will
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take two different approaches. In subsection 12.3.1 we analyze a model of hierarchy

formation where players are a priori partitioned in hierarchical classes. In subsection

12.3.2 we adjust the general model of hierarchy formation by adding the choice of a
hierarchical class to the strategies of the players.

12.3.1 Formation with fixed hierarchical classes

In this subsection we model the formation of directed communication networks in case
the players are a priori partitioned in hierarchical classes.  We will present a slight

modification of our general model of hierarchy formation. Generally, we will apply the
hierarchical value, discussed in section 12.2, as an allocation rule. We will show that in
that case the game is a weighted potential game.

Firstly, we need some additional notation.  Let N be a set of players and B =
(Bl'...  'Bm) an ordered partition  of the  set of players. For notational convenience  let

Bo = Bm+1 =0·  Let a>l b e the weight that represents the relative strength of an
initiator in a directed communication relation.  For all k€  {1, . . . ,m} and all i E  Bk
define

(Wf)i= ak.

Furthermore, with (Si),EN the strategy sets as in the hierarchy formation game, we define

for all Y = Il,EN 11 with X CS, for all i E N,

ACY) = {A(y) l y< Y}.

Not all classes of directed communication networks can be generated by our adjusted
model of hierarchy formation. Therefore, we make some assumptions on the class of

directed communication networks graphs we consider. Consider an ordered partition B
of the player set. Let A be a set of directed communication networks that satisfies the

following conditions:

1. A is closed under taking inclusions.

2.  For all A €A and all (i, j) €A i t holds that there exists k E {1, . . . ,m-1} with
j  E  Bk  and  i  €  Bk+1

3. There exist }1 g S i= {(sii, st) I sii, sl g N\{i}; sii nsi2 =0} for all i€N such
that A(Y) = A.
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The first condition is made throughout this chapter. The second condition makes
sure that the graphs respect the ordered partition of the players. The last condition is
made to make sure that A is a set of graphs that can result in a hierarchy formation
game. A set A that satisfies these conditions is called a B-constrained closed set.

Some examples of classes of graphs that satisfy the conditions above are the class of
all graphs that respect the ordered player partition and the set of graphs in which every
player has at most one initiator in the class directly above his own class.

Now, the hierarchy formation game with Bred hierarchical classes ric(N, B, A, r, 7)

with N, B, and A as described above, r a reward function on A, and 7 an allocation
rule on DRSN'.4 is the tuple (N; (XJKN; (f,7),€N) where for all i€N

Xi =   (zii, zi) 13A € A : zi = {j I (j, i) € A} and z  = {j 1 (i, j) e A} .

The payoff function is determined by

f9(x) = 7(N, r, A(z)) for all z f X.

We remark that some work needs to be done to show that A(X) = A. By definition of
X it follows directly that A(X) 2 A. It remains to show that A(X) c A. Therefore, let
Y - (7,),€N be such that A(Y) = A. Such an Y exists by condition 3 in the description
of B-constrained closed sets. We will show that A(X) c A(Y), which suffices in order
to show that A(X) =A. Let i E N and let xi = (I,i,zi2) E Xi. Then, by definition of

X, there exists A€A such that

1:2 = {j | (j, i) E A},

It = {j I (i,j) € A}.

Since A€A= A(Y) there exists  1/i  -  (1/,i, 1/t)  E  }1  with Vii  2  zj  and  7,2  2 Zi Since

i€N and z, E X i were chosen arbitrarily it follows that for all z€X there exists
v € Y with A(y) 2 A(z). Since A(Y) = A is closed, this implies that A(X) c ACY).
We conclude that A(X) = A Finally, we remark that the relations W 2 If and )2 2 II
above imply that the strategies in X, can be seen as minimal strategies, not containing
any announcements for forming a hierarchical relation with a player that cannot form
according to the collection of directed communication networks under consideration.

We will show that if the wf-directed communication value is applied, then this game
is a weighted potential game. We will use that the wf-directed communication value
satisfies component efficiency and a-hierarchical fairness on DRSN,A which is implied by
the following lemma.
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Lemma 12.3.1 Let B be an (ordered) partition of player set N, A a B-constrained
closed set of graphs, and a > 1.  Then the wf-directed communication value coincides
with the a-hierarchical value on DRSN,A

Proof: Lemma 12.2.1 shows that there is at most one allocation rule that satisfies com-
ponent efficiency and a-directed fairness. Theorem 12.2.1 implies  that the wf-directed
communication value Swf satisfies component efficiency and w=B-fairness. We will show
that this implies that dw: satisfies a-directed fairness.

Let A€A and let (i, j) €A.  Then it follows from wf-fairness that

87:(A) - 87:(A\{(i,j)})
=

87:(A) - 6;:(A\{(i, j)})
(11'e)i (WS)j

Since (wf), = a(was) j it follows that

87:(N, r, A) - diwe (N, r, A\{(i, j)}) = a  1'f (N, r, A) - 81ws(N, r, A {(i, j)}) 

Hence, 8w: satisfies a-directed fairness.
Theorem 12.2.4 completes the proof.                                                   0
The following theorem states that if the was-directed communication value is applied,

then r/c(N, B, A, r, 7) game is a weighted potential game.

Theorem 12.3.1 The hierarchy formation game rfc(N, B, A, r, 6"':) is a weighted po-

tential game.

Proof: Consider the following set of cooperative games, indexed by the set of strategy
profiles of rfc(OW:),{(N, vr,A(x)) xex.  Let R C N and x= (IR, IN\R) E X. Combining

1,r'ACT)(R) =  C€R/ACT) r((A(z))(C)) with the fact that R/A(z) and (A(z))(C) for all
C  €  R/A(x)  do not depend  on  ZN\R  we  find  that  vr,AC=) (R)  does not depend  on  IN\R·

wBBy (10.8) it follows that this implies that {(N, vr,A(x))}=€X  E   N,X · Since # 0 (z) =
878 (ACT))  =  078(vr,ANA) by definition, it follows by theorem  10.2.1 that rfc(OW:)  is  a
was-potential game.                                                                           0

Note that in view of lemma 12.3.1 we could reformulate theorem 12.3.1 in terms of
the a-hierarchical value rather than in terms of the a-directed communication value.
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12.3.2  Formation with endogenous hierarchical classes

In the previous subsection we have described a game that models the formation of di-
rected communication networks in case the players are a priori partitioned in hierarchical
classes. In this subsection we will not make this assumption. Again we are mainly in-
terested in models where we can apply the hierarchical value as developed in section
12.2.

The main difference with the models described so far, is that the players do not only
specify the sets of players they want to be a boss of and be a subordinate to, but also a
number that represents the hierarchical class they want to belong to.

Let N be a set of players, r a directed reward function on the set of all directed
communication networks on N that satisfy HCP, and 7 an allocation rule for directed
reward situations. Then the hierarchy formation game without fxed hierarchical classes

r*(N,r, 7, m) with msn i s determined by the tuple  (N; (S,) i<N; (fi' i€N , where for
all i G N

Si= i(sii, st,sia) I sii, sT ( N\{i}; s i n s I -0;s T E {1,...,m} 
represents the strategy set of player i. A strategy of player  i,  si  =  (s'i, 32, sj), denotes
the  set of players he wants  to  be a subordinate  to   (s,1),  the  set of players he wants  to

be a boss of (si), and the hierarchical class player i wants to belong to (s,3). We assume

that msn, which represents a model without fixed hierarchical classes, but with a fixed
number of hierarchical classes. A strategy profile s= (sl,·••, sn) E Ili€N SE, induces a
set of directed arcs An,(s) given by

.4*(4 = ((i,j) liC sj; j Es,2; s =sj + 1}.

The interpretation is that a directed arc is formed if and only if both players involved
in the arc are willing to form it and the player who wants to be receiver is in the class
directly below the class of the player that wants to be an initiator in this relation. The
payoff function f" =  (fZ)ic N is then defined as the allocation rule applied to the hierarchy

formed, i.e.,

f7(s)=7(N, r, An'c(s)),  foralls ES.

Consider the following 2-player example.

Example 12.3.2 Consider a situation with two players. These players can make joint
profits if they cooperate. Cooperation only occurs by means of directed communication
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relations. Additionally, player 1 has more leading qualities than player 2. This results

if player  1  is  boss and player 2 subordinate  in a profit equal  to  1,  and if player  2  is  boss
and player 1 subordinate in a profit equal to a € (0,1).

We model this situation by means of a directed reward function.  Let N = {1,2} and
r the directed reward function defined by

(  0   if A = 0;
r(A)=<  1    if A= {(1,2)},

l  a    if A = {(2,1)},

where a € (0,1).
We want to study the formation of a directed communication network in this situa-

tion. Suppose the allocation rule that is agreed upon by the players is the a-hierarchical
value. For illustrational purposes we set a - 2, but a similar analysis can be given for
any a > 1.

Consider infc(N, r, h°, 2) with a = 2. The strategy sets of the players are

St -  (0' 0,1),(0,{2},1),({2},0,1),(0,0,2),({2},0,2),(0,{2},2)};

S2 =  (0,0,1),(0,{1},1),({1},0,1),(0,0,2),({1},0,2),(0,{1},2)}.

If player 1 chooses his sixth strategy and player 2 his third strategy, then player 1 will be
boss and player 2 subordinate, and together they will receive 1. By a-directed fairness
and component efficiency it is easily seen that player 1 will receive   and player 2 will
receive i. Similarly,  i f player 2 chooses his sixth strategy and player  1 his third strategy
players   1   and   2 will receive       and 111,

respectively. All other strategy profiles result

in no cooperation and zero payoffs for both players. Hence, both players have only 2
undominated strategies. The payoffs for the players restricted to undominated strategies
for all players are denoted in figure 12.1.

82 = ({1},0,1)    t2 = (0,{1},2)
81 = ({2},0,1) 0,0 9 8

3' 3

ti = (0'{2},2) 21 0,03' 3

Figure 12.1:  Part of the payoff matrix of rn,C(N, u, h°, 2) with a = 2.

By considering the complete payoff matrix it can be shown that the game in strategic
form is not a (weighted) potential game. The game in strategic form described above
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has multiple equilibria. For example, a strategy profile representing that both players

do not want to form anything is a Nash equilibrium since two players are needed to
form a directed communication relation, so no player can form an arc by unilaterally
deviating.  If we restrict ourselves to undominated strategies then  (sl, t2)  and  (tl, 82)  are
the only pure Nash equilibria and (i-*ast + i.,5atl, 5%32 + i.f=t2 , resulting in expected

4a2+2apayofTs (642+15„+6' 6atfitt-6)  is  a Nash equilibrium in mixed strategies.   Note  that  the
equilibrium in mixed strategies is payoff dominated  by  (tl, S2).

Apparently, for a € ( , 1) selecting between the pure equilibria is not straightforward.

However, if as  &, then  (sl, 12) would be natural to be selected since it is the unique

strong Nash equilibrium.
We  conclude  that  in this example an efficient hierarchical structure,  i.e.,  the  hier-

archical structure which highest total profit, seems to form with certainty only if the
difference with the total profits that can be obtained in other directed communication
networks is sufficiently large.                                                                      0

The model considered in this subsection provides an endogenous explanation for the
division of players in different hierarchical classes. Although a player profits more from
a directed communication relation if he is in a higher hierarchical class, not all players
will choose the highest hierarchical class. Note that no profits for any player can be
made if all players prefer the highest hierarchical class, since in that case no directed
communication relations result.

The example shows that it can be expected that the efficient directed communication
network results only if the difference between the gains in this directed communication
network and other directed communication networks is sufficiently large.



Appendix A

Non-isomorphic graphs with 6
players

This appendix deals with payoffs in communication situations with (N, u) of example
6.5.1 as the underlying game. Tables A.1 through A.6 provide an overview of these
payofTs for all 156 non-isomorphic graphs with 6 players according to the Myerson value.
Recall the binary representation of a graph from chapter 6.

number graph     111 112 /13 14 115 #6
1      (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)     (0,     0,    0,   0,   0,    0)

2 (1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) (30, 30, 0, 0, 0, 0)
3 (1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) (80, 50, 50, 0, 0, 0)
4 (1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0) (30, 30, 30, 30, 0, 0)
5  (1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) (150, 70, 70, 70, 0, 0)
6 (1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) (60, 60, 60, 0, 0, 0)
7  (1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) (115, 115, 65, 65, 0, 0)
8 (1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0) (80, 50. 50, 30, 30, 0)
9  (1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1) (30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30)
10 (1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) (240, 90, 90, 90, 90, 0)
11  (1,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) (130, 80, 80, 70, 0, 0)

Table A.1: Payoffs according to the Myerson value for the game of example 6.5.1
and all non-isomorphic graphs,  part  1.

293
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number graph   111 142 /13 /14 /15 116
12 (1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) (200, 150, 85, 85, 80, 0)
13 (1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) (150, 70, 70, 70, 30, 30)
14 (1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0) (60, 60, 60, 30, 30, 0)
15 (1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0) (90, 90, 90, 90, 0, 0)
16  (1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0) (162, 142, 142, 77, 77, 0)
17 (1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) (115, 115, 65, 65, 30, 30)
18 (1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0) (80, 50, 50, 80, 50, 50)
19  (1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) (500, 260, 260, 260, 260, 260)
20 (1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) (220, 100, 100, 90, 90, 0)
21  (1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) (455, 335, 255, 255, 255, 245)
22 (1,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) (95, 95, 85, 85, 0, 0)
23  (1,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) (165, 165, 100, 85, 85, 0)
24 (1,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0) (180, 95, 95, 150, 80, 0)
25 (1,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) (130, 80, 80, 70, 30, 30)
26  (1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) (400, 400, 250, 250, 250, 250)
27  (1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0) (178, 113, 113, 88, 108, 0)
28  (1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0) (412, 327, 327, 250, 242, 242)
29  (1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) (389, 359, 247, 247, 319, 239)
30 (1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0) (60, 60, 60, 80, 50, 50)
31 (1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1) (90, 90, 90, 90, 30, 30)
32  (1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0) (120, 120, 120, 120, 120, 0)
33  (1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0) (349, 349, 314, 314, 237, 237)
34  (1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) (480, 270, 270, 260, 260, 260)
35  (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) (185, 115, 105, 105, 90, 0)
36  (1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) (420, 350, 270, 255, 255, 250)
37  (1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0) (200, 100, 100, 100, 100, 0)
38  (1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0) (435, 265, 265, 335, 255, 245)
39  (1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0) (436, 286, 286, 258, 258, 276)
40 (1,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0) (90, 90, 90, 90, 0, 0)

Table A.2: Payoffs according to the Myerson value for the game of example 6.5.1

and all non-isomorphic graphs, part 2.
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number graph   111 112 /13 /14 115 116
41  (1,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0) (118, 118, 173, 103, 88, 0)
42 (1,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) (95, 95, 85, 85, 30, 30)
43  (1,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0) (350, 350, 350, 250, 250, 250)
44  (1,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0) (131, 131, 106, 116, 116, 0)
45  (1,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0) (377, 342, 265, 327, 247, 242)
46  (1,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0) (380, 260, 260, 400, 250, 250)
47  (1,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1) (369, 257, 257, 359, 319, 239)
48  (1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0) (366, 366, 281, 253, 281, 253)
49  (1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0) (132, 112, 112, 112, 132, 0)
50  (1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0) (392, 280, 280, 332, 272, 244)
51  (1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1) (360, 288, 288, 252, 360, 252)
52  (1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1) (374, 297, 297, 254, 289, 289)
53 (1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1) (60, 60, 60, 60, 60, 60)
54  (1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,1) (300, 300, 300, 300, 300, 300)
55  (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) (445, 285, 275, 275, 260, 260)
56  (1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0) (460, 270, 270, 270, 270, 260)
57 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) (135, 135, 110, 110, 110, 0)
58  (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) (370, 370, 275, 275, 255, 255)
59  (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0) (180, 110, 110, 110, 90, 0)
60  (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0) (138, 123, 123, 108, 108, 0)
61  (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0) (373, 288, 358, 273, 255, 253)
62  (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) (400, 280, 270, 270, 335, 245)
63  (1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0) (431, 291, 291, 258, 258, 271)
64  (1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0) (400, 350, 270, 265, 265, 250)
65  (1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0) (389, 304, 276, 289, 258, 284)
66  (1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1) (416, 268, 268, 286, 286, 276)
67  (1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,1,0) (391, 283, 283, 283, 259, 301)
68 (1,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1) (90, 90, 90, 90, 30, 30)
69  (1,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0) (117, 117, 127, 127, 112, 0)

Table A.3: Payoffs according to the Myerson value for the game of example 6.5.1
and all non-isomorphic graphs, part 3.
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number graph   Fi /12 *3 / 4 *5 /16

70  (1,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0) (293, 293, 355, 355, 252, 252)
71  (1,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1) (285, 285, 387, 267, 332, 244)
72  (1,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,1,1,0,0) (308, 308, 360, 285, 285, 254)
73  (1,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,0) (309, 301, 273, 371, 291, 255)
74  (1,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1) (317, 317, 274, 299, 299, 294)
75  (1,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1) (380, 260, 260, 380, 260, 260)
76  (1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0) (368, 308, 308, 256, 280, 280)
77  (1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,0) (324, 324, 288, 288, 288, 288)
78  (1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,1) (321, 286, 286, 293, 321, 293)
79  (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) (395, 305, 280, 280, 280, 260)
80  (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0) (440, 280, 280, 280, 260, 260)
81  (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0) (398, 293, 293, 278, 278, 260)
82  (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) (425, 285, 275, 275, 270, 270)
83  (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0) (130, 130, 115, 115, 110, 0)
84  (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0) (311, 311, 366, 278, 278, 256)
85  (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0) (365, 365, 280, 280, 255, 255)
86  (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0) (311, 381, 296, 278, 276, 258)
87  (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1) (327, 327, 281, 281, 292, 292)
88  (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1) (395, 275, 275, 275, 335, 245)
89  (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0) (124, 119, 119, 119, 119, 0)
90  (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0) (316, 298, 293, 363, 275, 255)
91  (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0) (375, 287, 300, 300, 258, 280)
92  (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1) (332, 296, 314, 278, 291, 289)
93  (1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,0) (411, 291, 291, 268, 268, 271)
94  (1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,1,0) (386, 288, 288, 283, 259, 296)
95  (1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,1,0) (332, 309, 278, 309, 278, 294)
96  (1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,1) (332, 304, 280, 286, 286, 312)
97  (1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,1,1) (328, 286, 286, 286, 286, 328)
98  (1,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,1) (285, 285, 303, 303, 368, 256)

Table A.4: Payoffs according to the Myerson value for the game of example 6.5.1

and all non-isomorphic graphs, part 4.
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number graph   /41 /12 113 114 115 116
99  (1,1,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,1) (291, 291, 316, 316, 293, 293)
100 (1,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,1,1,1,0) (298, 305, 305, 318, 287, 287)
101 (1,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,1) (312, 312, 276, 312, 312, 276)
102 (1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,0) (308, 308, 308, 284, 308, 284)
103 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) (330, 330, 285, 285, 285, 285)
104 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0) (390, 300, 285, 285, 280, 260)
105 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0) (336, 316, 301, 283, 283, 281)
106 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1) (420, 280, 280, 280, 270, 270)
107 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0) (384, 289, 289, 289, 289, 260)
108 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0) (341, 303, 298, 298, 280, 280)
109 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0) (122, 122, 122, 117, 117, 0)
110 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,0) (303, 303, 373, 285, 278, 258)
111 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1) (306, 306, 283, 283, 366, 256)
112 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,0) (311, 311, 306, 306, 282, 284)
113 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,1) (322, 322, 286, 286, 292, 292)
114 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0) (319, 319, 319, 281, 281, 281)
115 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,0) (295, 378, 290, 290, 288, 259)
116 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,1,0) (322, 322, 299, 299, 279, 279)
117 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,1) (311, 324, 293, 282, 304, 286)
118 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,1) (306, 295, 295, 308, 308, 288)
119 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,1) (316, 292, 298, 298, 287, 309)
120 (1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,1,1,0) (327, 291, 291, 304, 280, 307)
121 (1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,1,1) (323, 291, 291, 286, 286, 323)
122

(1,1,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,1,1,1,1) (300, 300, 300, 300, 300, 300)
123 (1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,0) (300, 300, 300, 300, 300, 300)
124 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0) (325, 325, 290, 290, 285, 285)
125 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0) (382, 292, 292, 287, 287, 260)
126 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,0) (328, 308, 308, 290, 283, 283)
127 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1) (331, 311, 288, 288, 301, 281)

Table A.5: Payoffs according to the Myerson value for the game of example 6.5.1
and all non-isomorphic graphs, part 5.
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number graph                              ill         12        /13        /14        /15        116

128 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,0) (320, 313, 295, 295, 284, 293)

129 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,1) (315, 297, 297, 297, 297, 297)

130 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,0) (120, 120, 120, 120, 120, 0)

131 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,0) (293, 293, 293, 376, 286, 259)

132 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0) (309, 309, 309, 309, 282, 282)

133 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,1) (301, 301, 314, 290, 307, 287)

134 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,1) (303, 303, 298, 298, 298, 300)

135 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,0,0) (301, 314, 314, 294, 294, 283)

136 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1) (298, 315. 293, 293, 315, 286)

137 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,1,1) (306, 306, 295, 295, 299, 299)

138 (1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,1,1,1) (318, 291, 291, 291, 291, 318)

139 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0) (317, 317, 297, 292, 292, 285)

140 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1) (320, 320, 290, 290, 290, 290)

141 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,0) (380, 290, 290, 290, 290, 260)

142 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,0) (318, 298, 298, 311, 291, 284)

143 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,1) (310, 303, 303, 292, 296, 296)

144 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,1) (307, 304, 295, 295, 295, 304)

145 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1) (296, 296, 296, 313, 313, 286)

146 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,1) (301, 301, 301, 301, 298, 298)

147 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,1,0) (301, 301, 305, 305, 294, 294)

148 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0) (306, 306, 306, 294, 294, 294)

149 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0) (315, 315, 295, 295, 295, 285)

150 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,1,0) (307, 307, 300, 300, 293, 293)

151 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1) (305, 298, 298, 302, 302, 295)

152 (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,1,1) (300, 300, 300, 300, 300, 300)

153 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0) (304, 304, 304, 297, 297, 294)

154 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,1,1) (302, 302, 299, 299, 299, 299)

155 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0) (301, 301, 301, 301, 298, 298)

156 (1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) (300, 300, 300, 300, 300, 300)

Table A.6: Payoffs according to the Myerson value for the game of example 6.5.1

and all non-isomorphic graphs, part 6.
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Index

7--value, 16 communication link, 21
communication network

ACPNE, 226 directed, 274
additive, 17 communication relation
additivity, 38, 51 directed, 274
allocation rule, 13, 34, 44, 257 communication situation, 30

component restricted, 166 class-reduced, 60
allocation scheme, 16 cost-extended, 174, 257

link monotonic, 260 hypergraph, 43
Myerson, 269 reward, 256
population monotonic, 16, 95

component, 23,26
position, 269 component additive, 256,275
Shapley, 16, 95 component decomposability, 36

arc, 273 component efficiency, 35, 46, 142, 276
associated consistency, 41

conference, 25
average convex, 17, 77, 88 conference monotonicity, 147

backward induction, 105 connected, 22,26

balanced, 13, 73 connected hull, 25

totally, 13, 74 convex, 17,71,116

balanced contributions, 36 strictly, 17
class weighted, 65 cooperation structure, 27

component restricted, 46 cooperative game, 11

balanced map, 13 core, 12, 73
CPNE, 21

characteristic function, 11 cycle, 22,26
class consistency, 60
clique, 83 decision node, 102

maximal, 83 degree, 84

coalition structure, 27 dominate, 20
communication component, 23,26 dummy out, 166
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dummy player, 12 graph
complete, 23,76

edge, 21 connected, 23
efficiency, 12 cycle-complete, 23, 71
endpoint, 102 cycle-free, 23,80
essentially complete, 152 directed, 273
excess, 15 empty, 23,76
exploited, 124 perfect equilibrium, 108

fairness, 35 star, 23, 81

a-directed, 276 undirected, 21

w-, 142, 278 graph game, 256

class weighted, 53 hierarchy, 50
forest, 23 hypergraph, 25

cycle-free, 26
game

class-reduced, 60 improvement property, 145
coalition formation, 163, 243 imputation set. 12, 201
conference formation, 149, 240 independence, 41
cooperative, 11 independence of higher classes, 56

graph-restricted, 30,70 individual rationality, 12
cost-extended, 174 initiator, 274

hierarchy formation, 285 invariance, 147
with fixed hierarchical classes, 288 isomorphic, 116
without fixed hierarchical classes,
290

linearity, 41
link, 21

hypergraph-restricted, 43
link, 33,98

link anonymity, 39

link and claim, 196
link convex, 265

link formation, 138, 237
link monotonicity, 139

participation, 236 marginal contribution, 18
perturbed, 158 middleman, 200
simple, 114 mixed extension, 157

game in extensive form, 102 model p, 163, 243
game in strategic form, 19 model 0, 164, 247
game tree, 102 monotonic, 16, 256, 264
game with coalition structure, 45 Myerson value, 35, 44, 106, 140, 237, 257
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cost-extended, 174, 258 reward game, 256
weighted, 35, 45, 142, 240 simple, 263
with weight system, 53 with veto-control, 263

reward situation
Nash equilibrium, 19, 182, 199 directed, 275

coalition proof, 21, 186, 209 root, 102
adjusted, 226

strong, 20, 204 Shapley value, 14, 75, 88, 236

subgame perfect, 104, 178 weighted, 14
undominated, 20, 184 with weight system, 50

NE, 20 SNE, 20

NTU-game, 11 SPNE, 108
nucleolus, 15 stable, 108

strategy, 19
partnership, 51 undominated, 20
partnership consistency, 51 weakly dominant, 20
path, 22,25 subgame, 88, 103
payoff equivalent, 120 superadditive, 16, 70
payoff vector, 12 superfluous link property, 38
player convex, 265 superstable, 108
PMAS, 16, 95 symmetric, 12, 116, 176
point anonymity, 39
position value, 37,259 tree, 23

positivity, 41 TU-game, 11

potential, 18, 233
unanimity coefficients, 13, 31

potential game, 18, 88, 233
HM-, 18

unanimity game, 13
UNE, 20

ordinal, 234
weighted, 234 value of Aumann and Dr6ze, 46

potential maximizer, 235 vertex, 21

weighted, 235 veto player, 12, 263
predecessor, 14

weak conference symmetry, 145prisoners' dilemma, 193
weak monotonicity, 166

receiver, 274 weak order, 50
reward function, 256 weight system, 50

directed, 275 wheel, 121
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zero player, 12
zero-normalized, 12

zero-player property, 51



Besluitvorming en
Samenwerkingsrestricties

Samenvatting

Besluitvorming door verscheidene individuen kan leiden tot conflicten of samenwerking
tussen deze individuen. Speltheorie houdt zich bezig met de wiskundige modellering van
zulke conflict- of samenwerkingssituaties en, gebruik makend van wiskundige technieken,
met de analyse van deze modellen.

Speltheorie wordt veelal onderverdeeld in couperatieve speltheorie en niet-co6pera-
tieve speltheorie. Co6peratieve speltheorie beschouwt situaties waarin spelers bindende
afspraken kunnen maken. Samenwerking tussen spelers kan dan leiden tot gezamenlijke
winst. Een uitbetalingsvector is een mogelijke verdeling van deze gezamenlijke winst voor
een specifieke situatie. Een verdeelregel geeft een uitbetalingsvector voor elk collperatief
spel in een bepaalde klasse. Veel aandacht binnen de couperatieve speltheorie gaat uit
naar aansprekende eigenschappen van verdeelregels.

De niet-couperatieve speltheorie beschouwt voornamelijk conflictsituaties. Een con-
flict kan het gevolg zijn van besluitvorming door verschillende individuen met tegenge-
stelde belangen. Indien ieder individu een beslissing neemt die puur en alleen in zijn eigen
belang is, kan dit leiden tot een uitkomst die voor iedereen slechter is dan een mogelijke

gecourdineerde beslissing. Een strategieprofiel in een niet-co8peratief spel beschrijft een
mogelijke beslissing van iedere beslisser. In de niet-cotiperatieve speltheorie wordt veel
aandacht besteed aan Nash-evenwichten, strategieprofielen waarin geen enkele speler een
reden heeft om eenzijdig zijn beslissing te herzien.

Dit proefschtift richt zich op besluitvorming en samenwerkingsrestricties. In tegen-
stelling tot de aanname die veelal gemaakt wordt in de couperatieve speltheorie, be-
schouwen we situaties waarin niet alle groepen spelers met elkaar kunnen samenwerken.
Anders gezegd, er bestaan samenwerkingsrestricties. In de analyse van deze situaties
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kunnen we in grote lijnen een tweedeling onderscheiden. Het eerste gedeelte van dit

proefschrift handelt over de analyse van co8peratieve situaties met exogeen gegeven

samenwerkingsrestricties. Hierin maken we onderscheid naar drie verschillende model-

leringen van beperkte samenwerking, gebruik makend van ongerichte grafen, hypergrafen
en coalitiestructuren. Deze drie typen samenwerkingsverbanden worden ook wel aange-

duid als netwerken. Het tweede deel van dit proefschrift heeft betrekking op de formatie
van deze netwerken. Verschillende modellen worden beschreven en geanalyseerd, waarbij
in elk model de formatie van een van de drie typen samenwerkingsverbanden centraal
staat.

De eerste twee hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift zijn inleidend. Na de algemene

inleiding in hoofdstuk 1 volgt in hoofdstuk 2 een formele inleiding in de speltheorie en
de grafentheorie. De inleiding in de speltheorie bestaat uit twee delen, een codperatief
en een niet-couperatief decl.  In de inleiding in de grafentheorie komen de drie typen

netwerken voor het beschrijven van beperkte samenwerking die centraal staan in dit
proefschrift aan de orde.

In hoofdstuk 3 worden co8peratieve spelen met samenwerkingsrestricties geYntrodu-
ceerd. De door groepen spelers gezamenlijk te behalen winsten worden hierin gemodel-
leerd door middel van een coliperatief spel. Beperkte samenwerking wordt beschreven

door middel van een netwerk, ook wel communicatienetwerk genoemd. Een co6peratief
spel samen met een ongerichte graaf als communicatienetwerk staat bekend als een com-
municatiesituatie. Aan iedere communicatiesituatie verbinden we twee couperatieve spe-

len, het graaf-beperkte spel en het link spel. Vervolgens beschrijven we drie verdeelregels
waarvan er twee, de Myerson-waarde en de positiewaarde, gebaseerd zijn op deze twee
spelen. Hypergraaf communicatiesituaties en spelen met coalitiestructucturen verschillen
van communicatiesituaties in de modellering van beperkte samenwerking, door middel
van respectievelijk hypergrafen en coalitiestructuren in plaats van ongerichte grafen.
Voor hypergraaf communicatiesituaties beschrijven we het hypergraaf-beperkte spel en
een verdeelregel, gelijkend op het graaf-beperkte spel en de Myerson-waarde voor com-
municatiesituaties. Voor spelen met coalitiestructuren beschrijven we een verdeelregel
die gebaseerd is op de Shapley-waarde en waar we naar zullen refereren als de waarde
van Aumann en Dr6ze.

Hoofdstuk 4 is geheel gewijd aan de analyse van communicatiesituaties waarin exo-
geen gegeven asymmetrieiin tussen de spelers bestaan. We introduceren een klasse

verdeelregels voor dit soort situaties, gebaseerd op de Myerson-waarde en de uitbrei-
dingen van de Shapley-waarde naar situaties met asymmetrische spelers van Kalai en
Samet (1988). Verschillende eigenschappen van de verdeelregels in deze klasse worden
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bestudeerd en gebaseerd op deze eigenschappen worden twee karakteriseringen van deze
klasse verdeelregels gegeven.

In hoofdstuk 5 ligt het accent op relaties tussen het codperatieve spel in een com-
municatiesituatie en het bijbehorende graaf-beperkte spel. Bepaalde eigenschappen van
een couperatief spel zijn wenselijk of geven aanleiding tot mooie karakteristieken van
een of meerdere verdeelregels. Dit hoofdstuk houdt zich bezig met de vraag voor welke

grafen een bepaalde eigenschap met zekerheid wordt overgedragen door een coiiperatief
spel op het bijbehorende graaf-beperkte spel. Voor negen eigenschappen karakteriseren
we de klasse grafen die transmissie van zo'n eigenschap van een onderliggend spel naar

het graaf-beperkte spel garanderen.
Hoofdstuk 6 is volledig gewijd aan een netwerkformatiemodel dat werd geintroduceerd

door Aumann en Myerson (1988). In de bijbehorende spelen krijgen spelers allereerst
aan de hand van een bepaalde vaste volgorde paarsgewijs de mogelijkheid om een sa-
menwerkingsverband aan te gaan. Indien tot samenwerking wordt besloten kan deze
overeenkomst niet meer worden verbroken. Het formatieproces stopt als er na het laatst
gevormde samenwerkingsverband geen enkel tweetal nog een additionele overeenkomst

aan wil gaan. Dit proces resulteert in een netwerk, welke samen met een exogeen gegeven
couperatief spel een communicatiesituatie vormt.  In de tweede fase worden de uitbeta-
lingen aan de spelers bepaald door middel van de Myerson-waarde. We concentreren
ons vooral op codperatieve spelen die symmetrisch en convex zijn. Convex wil zeggen
dat de marginale bijdrage van een speler toeneemt als de groep waarbij deze speler zich
voegt wordt uitgebreid. Symmetrisch houdt in dat de door een groep spelers te behalen
winst alleen afhangt van het aantal spelers in de groep en niet van hun identiteit. We
laten zien dat voor situaties met maximaal 5 spelers volledige samenwerking ondersteund
wordt door een deelspel perfect Nash-evenwicht. De vraag of dit resultaat uit te breiden
valt naar situaties met 6 of meer spelers blijft onbeantwoord. Wel beschouwen we een
6-persoons voorbeeld waarin een deelspel perfect Nash-evenwicht leidt tot een structuur
waarin twee spelers slechter af zijn dan in de volledige structuur terwijl de overige vier
spelers beter af zijn.

Een alternatief netwerkformatiespel komt in hoofdstuk 7 aan de orde.  In dit al-
ternatieve spel kiezen alle spelers gelijktijdig een verzameling spelers waarmee ze een
samenwerkingsverband aan willen gaan. De keuzes van de spelers leiden tot een netwerk,
waarna de Myerson-waarde of een andere verdeelregel de uitbetalingen aan de spelers
bepaalt. Naast dit model beschrijven en analyseren we ook modellen die resulteren in een
hypergraaf of coalitiestructuur als communicatienetwerk. Hierbij concentreren we ons op
voorwaarden op het onderliggende spel en de verdeelregel die garanderen dat volledige
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samenwerking tussen de spelers kan ontstaan, gebruik makend van verschillende (Nash-)
evenwichtsverfijningen voor spelen in strategische vorm.

De modellen uit hoofdstuk 6 en hoofdstuk 7 die resulteren in een ongerichte graaf als
netwerk vormen de startpunten in hoofdstuk 8. Deze modellen worden uitgebreid met
kosten voor het vormen van een tweezijdig samenwerkingsverband. We bestuderen ver-

volgens de invloed van deze kosten op de netwerken die gevormd worden. Een opvallend
resultaat is dat een stijging van de kosten soms tot meer samenwerking kan leiden indien

samenwerkingsrelaties sequentieel gevormd worden.

In hoofdstuk 9 introduceren we een nieuw netwerkformatiespel waarin een netwerk
en een uitbetalingsvector gelijktijdig bepaald worden. Iedere speler claimt een bedrag
voor elk samenwerkingsverband dat hij aan wil gaan. Deze claims resulteren in een
netwerk en een uitbetalingsvector. We analyseren dit model met behulp van verschillende

evenwichtsconcepten.

Een (niet-codperatief) spel in strategische vorm wordt een potentiaalspel genoemd
als er een functie op de strategiednruimte bestaat die voor elke speler de informatie
bevat hoe de uitbetaling van die speler verandert als hij zijn strategie verandert. Een

dergelijke functie noemen we een potentiaalfunctie. In hoofdstuk 10 komen we terug
op de netwerkformatiemodellen uit hoofdstuk 7. We bestuderen allereerst de verdeel-
regels die leiden tot een (gewogen) potentiaalspel. Voor deze verdeelregels bestuderen

we vervolgens de netwerken en uitbetalingsvectoren die resulteren volgens een voor po-
tentiaalspelen natuurlijk evenwichtsconcept, de verzameling strategieprofielen die een
bijbehorende potentiaalfunctie maximaliseren. De resultaten zijn grotendeels vergelijk-
baar met de resultaten van hoofdstuk 7. Het grootste verschil bestaat voor een model dat
de formatie van coalitiestructuren beschrijft, waarin de voorwaarde op het onderliggende
spel om de formatie van volledige samenwerking te garanderen aanzienlijk afgezwakt kan
worden.

In hoofdstuk 11 beschouwen we beloningsspelen. Een beloningsspel bestaat uit een

verzameling spelers en een beloningsfunctie, welke aan elk mogelijk netwerk tussen de
spelers een waarde toekent. Een allocatieschema specificeert hoe de waarde van elk
mogelijk netwerk tussen de spelers verdeeld wordt. Indien voor elk netwerk geldt dat
uitbreiding van dit netwerk voor geen enkele speler leidt tot een verlaging van zijn uitbe-

taling noemen we het allocatieschema link monotoon. We karakteriseren de verzameling
beloningsspelen die een link monotoon allocatieschema toelaten. Verder beschouwen

we twee allocatieschema's gebaseerd op de Myerson-waarde en de positiewaarde voor
communicatiesituaties en karakteriseren de klassen beloningsspelen waarvoor deze al-
locatieschema's link monotoon zijn. Tenslotte karakteriseren we de Myerson-waarde
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en de positiewaarde voor beloningsspelen met een vast netwerk, gebruik makend van

(cooperatieve) potentialen.
In het laatste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 12, beschouwen we een vierde

type netwerken, gerichte grafen. Net als in hoofdstuk 11 nemen we aan dat de eco-
nomische mogelijkheden van de spelers beschreven worden door een beloningsfunctie,
welke in dit hoofdstuk een waarde toevoegt aan iedere gerichte graaf. In tegenstelling
tot de netwerken in de vorige hoofdstukken beschrijft een gerichte graaf asymmetrische

samenwerkingsrelaties. We bestuderen in hoeverre we gebruik kunnen maken van de

analyse uit de vorige hoofdstukken. Het belangrijkste resultaat van dit hoofdstuk is een

karakterisering van de klassen gerichte grafen waarvoor een unieke verdeelregel bestaat
die voldoet aan de eigenschap component effici8ntie en aan een eerlijkheidseigenschap
die rekening houdt met de asymmetrie van de communicatierelaties. Tenslotte geven we
een aanzet tot de modellering van asymmetrische communicatienetwerken waarin twee

spelers die een mogelijke communicatierelatie vormen allebei toestemming moeten geven
voor het vormen van deze relatie.
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